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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

A Power Tool for Economic GroMh

PREFACE
Intellectual property - or lP - is a term increasingly in use today, but still
little understood. To many people it remains a mystery - some obscure
legal concept of little relevance to every-day life. Using carefully chosen
cases and facts and figures this book seeks to demystify lP, settlng out to
explain the "why" and the "how" of the subject, unlike many previous
books that concentrate on the "what".
This publication is not a legaltreatise, it is a practical guide to lP as a tool
for economic groMh and wealth creation aimed at interested nonspecialists, including policy-makers in both the government and business sectors.
Readers will discover that lP is often one of the most important assets of
large corporations, that it generates more than 100 billion dollars a year
in revenues from patent licensing alone, and that a good patent portfolio can dramatically increase the valuation of an enterprise. They will also

realize that disparitles in lP assets are as great between the developed
and developing world as are disparities in other forms of wealth.
Lack of awareness about lP is understandable because, in the past, it was
an esoteric field of law, the preserve of technical specialists and corpo-

rate lawyers. However, times have changed: the information technology
revolution, and the increasing pace, impact, and importance of invention
and innovation, linked to rapid globalization, have brought lP onto center stage. From being a backwater issue, it is now a key factor in government policy-making and in corporate strategic planning.
This publication iswritten from a definite perspective-that lP is good. lt
is based on the belief that lP is a "power tool" for economic development that is not yet being used to optimal effect in all countries, particularly in the developing world. lt offers the possibility of gromh and eco-

nomic development in a way that is not a "zero sum game", where if
some win, others will lose. On the contrary international acceptance and
utilization of lP tools means that there will be more innovation and there-

fore more creative change and cultural and economic growth.

The mission of the World lntellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is to
promote the protection of lP rights worldwide, and to help extend the
reach of the benefits of the international lP system to all its Member
States. These goals are complementary for without lP protection and
enforcement, the lP system will not work; and without broad appreciation
of the system, and participation in its benefits, it will not be accepted and

supported. I am privileged to work with the excellent staff of WIPO
towards achieving these twin goals.
I wish to thank the colleagues who contributed to this book, as well as
the many professionals who assisted by reviewing drafts and contributing ideas, along with helpful criticism. I hope the following chapters will
generate a better understanding of the enormous potential of the international lP system and its role in creating a better future for us all.

eUL-

-

KAMIL IDzuS
Director General
World lntellectual Property Organization
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"lmagination is more important than knowledge"
Alb e rt Ei nstei n, Scientist (1 87 9 - 1 I 55)

AO"n

Einstein's preference for imagination over knowledge is a start-

ing point for this book because intellectual property is based on the
power of imagination. Although not belittling knowledge, Einstein
understood that it is the ability to stand on an existing foundation of
accepted knowledge, and yet see beyond to the next frontier of discovery that is the source of personal, cultural and economic advancement.
Had Einstein been content to simply learn the rules of physics as they
were passed down to him as knowledge, he might have been a more
successful student, but he might never have developed the theory of relativity, which became the foundation for modern physics as it exists and
continues to evolve today.
The history of the human race is a history of the application of imagination, or innovation and creativity, to an existing base of knowledge in
order to solve problems. From early writing in Mesopotamia, the
Chinese abacus, the Syrian astrolabe, the ancient observatories of lndia,
the Gutenberg printing press, the internal combustion engine, penicillin,
plant medicines and cures in Southern Africa, the transistor, semiconductor nanotechnology, recombinant DNA drugs, and countless other
discoveries and innovations, it has been the imagination of the worlds
creators that has enabled humanity to advance to todays levels of technological progress.
lmagination feeds progress in the arts as well as science. Music, painting,
sculpture, architecture, novels and other works of art, are created by individuals who are not content with the old, and instead see and express
ideas and emotions in new ways.

lntellectual property (lP) is the term that describes the ideas, inventions, technologies, artworks, music and literature, that are intangible
when first created, but become valuable in tangible form as products.
The end of this Chapter provides short definitions and an explanation
of the classic forms of lP - patents, copyright, trademarks, and other
evolving forms. However, for purposes of this introduction, suffice it to
say that lP is the commercial application of imaginative thought to

v__

solving a technical or artistic challenge. lt is not the product itself, but the
special idea behind it, the way the idea is expressed, and the distinctive
way it is named and described.

The word "property" is used to describe this value, because the term
applies only to inventions, works and names for which a person or group
of persons claims ownership. Ownership is important because experience has shown that potential economic gain provides a powerful incentive to innovate.
It is also important to note that lP results from innovation based on existing knowledge. lt is the result of creative improvements on what has
worked well in the past, or of creative new expressions of old ideas and
concepts.

The term "intellectual property" has recently become topical and, at
times, controversial. lt is easy to find articles describing recent events
related to lP. Some critics attack it as a negative force or as irrelevant to
developing countries; some others in developing countries maintain that
it stymies creativity. These beliefs have become popular myths and have
acquired a cultural momentum. This book addresses why these myths
are false and why lP is particularly important today to both developing
and developed nations.
We must acknowledge at the outset that, for most people, lP is either an
unknown, misunderstood, or mysterious term. Technology and creative
arts pervade modern society, yet few actually realize that their daily lives
are surrounded by lP creations' from which legal rights of all sorts, including their own, arise. Building public awareness of the role of lP is key to
fostering a broad understanding of, and respect for, it and the system
that promotes and protects it. To truly convince the public, including civil
society activist groups, it is essential to engage them in such a way that
they allsee themselves as stakeholders in a healthy and robust lP system.

To do so, they must be included in an ongoing dialogue and feel
empowered by the system.
The World lntellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has proclaimed
the universal value of lP,'?and has shown that lP is native to all peoples,
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relevant in all times and cultures, and that it has marked the world's evo-

lution and historically contributed

to the progress of

societies.

lntellectual property is the heritage of us all.

The great African-American chemist and inventor; George Washington
Carver, is famous for teaching that invention is available to all peoples,
regardless of their economic condition, race, or nationality. Carver
invented, and obtained patents3 on crop-rotation methods for conserving nutrients in soil and discovered hundreds of new uses for crops such
as the peanut, which created new markets for farmers in the United States
of America. His relevance today is greater than ever, as we grapple with
the increasing technological divide between rich and poor countries.

"lt is not the style of clothes one wears, neither the kind of automobile one drives, nor the amount of money one has in the bank,
that counts. These mean nothing. lt is simply service that measures
SUCCESS.,,,

His message was that the power of imagination applied to solving practical problems, is not the exclusive province of any nation or people, but

is an empowering force that can advance individuals and

nations.

lntellectual property is relevant to agriculture as well as to analog signals,
as well as to microbiology, to folk music as well as to
protocols.
file transfer

to medicinal roots

This book is about the economically empowering force of lP. lt is an
exploration of the concepts behind the different forms of lP, and how
they operate in real life, rather than a technical legal treatise. lt is practical in approach, and the successes of lP empowerment are illustrated
throughout the book in boxed articles showing real life stories of businesses throughout the world and how they have used lP. For readers who
are not familiar with intellectual property, some history is useful to put it
in perspective.

tT'-

THE HISTORY OF INVENTIONS AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Few will disagree that today's science, technology, and creative arts
shape our day-to-day lives. Early technological breakthroughs catapulted the human race out of feudal systems of society (see Table - 1.'1). ln
the last'l0O years or so, technological leadership has become a determining factor in wealth creation and has fueled the growth of nations.'

TABrE-1.1 MAIOR TNVENTTONS THAT HAVE CHANGED
THE COURSE OF HUMANITY
Name

Country

lnvention

Johannes

Germany

Pnnting press

Gutenberg

Around 1440, Gutenberg
developed the {irst movable
type" Metal pieces made
separately for each letter
could be used over and over
to print copies of various
books.

Conrad
Gesner

i

:

Pencil

Maharaja

Astronomical

Jai Singh

lnstruments

Samuel
Morse

' Alfred
: Nobel
.

Switzerland

United States
of America

Telegraph & Morse

Sweden

Dynamite

Code

Around '1560, Gesner came
up with the idea of enclosing
a piece of graphite (from the
Greek word graphein,
meaning to write) with wood
as a writing tool.

ln 1728, Jai Singh, a scholar
(he read the works of Ptolemy,
Euclid and Persian astronomers
as well as Arab mathematicians),
built five astronomical
observatories in Delhi, Jaipur,
Varanasi, Ujjain and Mathura.
The instruments at these
observatories, which are still
functional, measure precisely
time and the position of the
sun and stars.
Morse developed the
telegraph as well as an
electronic alphabet. ln 1840,
he submitted a patent
application for his invention.

ln 1863, Nobel developed
his first important invention,
dynamite, which enabled the
delonation of nitroglycerin
using a strong shock.

IZ
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Country

Alexander

United

G. Bell

Kingdom

fl

,nr.n.ion

ffi

Telephone

Description

.,.lim

ln 1876, Bell received a patent
{or his "method and apparatus
which transmits vocal or other
sounds telegraphically by
causing electrical undulations."
Bell's inventiveness was

rewarded with 1B patents
granted in his name and
another 12, which he shared
with his collaborators.

Guglielmo

Italy

Radio

The invention consisted of a
device which enabled
electromagnetic waves to
travel through the air while
preservlng their features. ln
1886, Marconi applied for a
patent for his invention.

United States
of America

Airplane

WilburWright

ln 1903, the Wright brothers
invented their first flying
machine in Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina.

Vladimir

Russian

Marconi

Orville and

Zworykin

Federation

Electronic
Television

ln 1929,Zworykin invented the
cathode-ray tube needed for
television transmission.

Ladislao
Biro

Argentine/

Ballpoint Pen

ln 1938, Biro received a patent
for a pen with a tiny ball
bearing at its tip. As the pen
moved along the paper, the
ball rotated, picked up the ink
from the cartridge and left it
on the paper.

Konrad

Germany

Freely

Zuse is considered the
inventor of a modern
(electromechanical binary)
computer for his 21 model

K.

Hungary

Programmable

Zuse

Computer

completed in
Gertrude
Elion

United States
of America

1941

lmmune System

Gertrude Elion, the daughter

Drugs to Fight
Cancer and AlDs

of Lituanian and Polish
immigrants, was a chemist who
studied the human immune
system and, in her work at
Glaxo-Wellcome in 1956,
developed "target specific"
drugs to block the replication
of cancerous cells. ln 1998,
she received the Nobel Prize
for Chemistry.

t7-

ffi"
James
Russell

ffi.n
United States
of America

Compact Disc

Description
ln 1965, Russell developed

a

system that recorded, stored,
and replayed music using
light (and laser technology)
rather than touch. Russell
received 22 patents for his
system.

From the earliest rituals, through the beginning of music and dance, burial
rites, cave paintings, the written word, and theatrical representation, to the
use of modern technologies such as the phonogram, celluloid film, wireless

broadcast, software, and digital recording, humankind has identified and
defined itself through cultural creativity and expressions in the form of artistic creations and performances. Much of this creativity survives and thrives

today in folklore or other forms of traditional knowledge. Todays music,
films, books, art, and other forms of creations or expressions are indicators
of social progress and the quality of life. As the private property of their original creators, they are prized by society for many reasons (including their
economic, political and cultural role) but their particular value is that the
legacies of human endeavor live in their expression.
lntellectual property is an old concept. The Venetian Law of 1474 is often
referred to as the first systematic approach to protecting inventions by a
form of patent, as it stipulated an exclusive right of an individual which

limited the public interest for the first time. Sixteenth-century Tudor
England already had a patent system, and the Statute of Monopolies in
1624 was the first written law which provided for the grant of a monopoly for an invention for a limited period of time.
The second half of the 1B'h century was a golden age of trade and industry for many countries, as well as a time of artistic creativity, scientific innovation, and political revolution. lt was during this Age of Enlightenment
that some countries established their first patent systems. For example, the
first patent law in France, which provided for the protection of inventors'

rights, was enacted in 1791, after the French Revolution and the
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen. ln the United States
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of America, in 1788, the Constitution specifically provided for patents and

the protection of inventions by granting exclusive rights to inventors.
ln the case of copyright, it was the spread of the printing press that provoked the need for a copyright law. Book production in the first millennium was a tedious, slow affair. Scribes wrote and copied books by hand,
some with more artistic skill than others. Written works were for the elite
only. Organized religion was a prime moving force in the preservation of
knowledge in books, as well as the proliferation of multiple copies of
books. The invention of movable type and the printing press by
Johannes Gutenberg around 1440, was one of the historical events that
contributed to the birth of the first copyright system in the world.6 As in

the protection of inventions, it was also Venice that granted John of
Speyel the first printer, the exclusive right to "print the letters" in 1469.'
With Gutenberg's invention available everywhere in western Europe by
the second half of the 15'n century the Roman Catholic Church began to
ban books written by reformers, and monopolies of the press emerged
in England and France. ln the'l 6'h century, monopolies by printers continued in order to protect publishers' profits and to permit control over
printing. ln 1710, the Statute of Anne was enacted by the British
Parliament, diminishing some of the control of publishers over printing
and also recognizing authors' rights, giving them or their heirs exclusive
powers to reprint a book for 14 years after it was first published.u Called
an "act for the encouragement of learning", the Statute of Anne was one
of the inspirations for the intellectual property protection in the United
States Constitution.e
Even at this early stage, the development of patent and copyright laws

reflected the fluctuations of the economy. Following the eclipse of
Venice after 1600, there was a shift of economic progress from southern
to northwestern Europe. Before '1800, though examples of industrial concentration can be identified in several European countries, manufacturing growth was still largely a matter of multiplication of small-scale
artisan production rather than of radical new methods and organizations.
However, between 1750 and 1870, Europe experienced major change
stemming from, among other things, growing cities, railway building, the
investment of capital, the growing transoceanic economy.'o Towards the

rTr-:

end of the 19'h century these factors led to large-scale industrialization,
supported by new ideals of industrialism, the emergence of stronger
centralized governments, and stronger nationalism. These developments led many countries to establish their first modern patent and
copyright laws."
Howevel the development of the modern concept of lP laws was not
the 19'n century free trade movements that
called for abolishing the patent system received wide support." But the
strong wave of nationalism that characterized the period appears to have
played an important role in supporting the introduction and maintenance of modern industrial property laws.
always straightforward. ln

THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL IP TREATIES:
PARIS

AND

BERNE

ln the second half of the 19'n century goods and workers crossing national borders brought a wave of globalization to industrial powers. Although
patent laws had been enacted in several countries, the demand for inter-

national protection of inventions began to be felt. ln fact, foreign
exhibitors refused to attend the lnternational Exhibition of lnventions in
Vienna in 1873 because they were afraid their ideas would be stolen and
exploited commercially in other countries. This incident resulted in the
birth of the Paris Convention for the Protection of lndustrial Property in
1883, the first major international treaty designed to help the people of
one country obtain protection in other countries for their intellectual creations. Such protection took the form of industrial property rights, in the
form of patents (invention), marks, and industrial designs.
ln the mid-1800s, renowned authors were finding their works illegally
reproduced and for sale in countries other than their own, and from
which they received no royalties. ln order to eliminate this practice, the
famed French author of Les Miserables and lhe Hunchback of Notre
Dame, Victor Hugo, organized a group of prominent authors into the
lnternational Literary Association, which later became known as the
lnternational Literary and Artistic Association, with the intention of
establishing some basic form of international protection for their works.
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ln 1886, to provide the basis for mutual recognition of copyright between
different states, another major international lP treaty was enacted, the
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works.

The crux of both conventions was the principle of national treatment,
that is, equal protection between nationals and foreigners. This principle
is best defined, in the original text of the Paris Convention, by the provision on national treatment in Article 2:
"The subjects or citizens of each of the contracting States shall, as
regards patents, industrial designs, trade marks and trade names,
enjoy the advantages that their respective laws now grant, or may
hereafter grant, to nationals. Consequently, they shall have the
same protection as the latter and the same legal remedy against
any infringement of their rights, provided they observe the formalities and conditions imposed upon nationals by the domestic
legislation of each State."

ln the first one hundred years since the establishment of the Paris
Convention and the Berne Convention, we have seen growth in the protection of inventions, marks, and other objects of industrial property and
of copyrighted works at the international level. ln these first hundred
years, we have also seen the early development of cooperation among
states in the field of intellectual property.'3 The continued support for,
and development of, the lP system over the last century attests to the
fact that many states recognize the role of lP in promoting and stimulating innovation and technological and artistic achievement.
lndeed, as the former Director General of WIPO, Arpad Bogsch, stated:

"The search for new technological solutions and cultural creative activities deserves constant encouragement because, as the history of nations
has shown, in addition to spiritual development, inventions and cultural
creations are the main sources of social and economic development of
mankind. Food, health, communications and other fundamental needs
for the survival of the human race have improved, are improving and will
continue to improve because of inventions and creations."'o

Jf-

The history of lP is a much longer topic than can be covered in this chapter. What is important to note here, however, is that the premise underlying lP has always been the recognition that ownership of inventions and
creative works stimulates their creation and, with such creation, also
stimulates economic development. The continuum from problem ) to
knowledge ) to imagination ) to innovation t to intellectual property and
finally + to the solution in the form of products, continues to be a powerful
driving force for economic development. As we will explore in this book, in
today's world the connection between lP and economic development is more
relevant than ever before, as lP comes to the fore in international debate.

TYPES OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Since the birth of the two pillars of lB i.e. industrial propety and copyright, other forms have been developed and established either as subsets of the previously existing types of lP or as new breeds.

The convention establishing WIPO

of 1967" stipulates that lP shall

include rights relating to the following:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

Literary, artistic and scientific works
Performances of performing artists, phonograms, and broadcasts
lnventions in all fields of human endeavor
Scientific discoveries
lndustrial designs
Marks and commercial names and designations
Protection against unfa ir competition
All other rights resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial,
scientific, literary, and artistic fields.

Several international treaties concluded since 1967 , notably the
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of lntellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS Agreement) of the World Trade Organization WfO), further clarified and elaborated new types of intellectual property, for example, the
design of integrated circuits, based on earlier work undertaken by WIPO.
This trend shows the dynamic nature of lP in response to technological
and cultural developments concerning, for example, computer hardware
and software, digital communications, the lnternet, and genomics.
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The areas mentioned under (1) belong to the "copyright" branch and
under (2)to the "related rights" branch of intellectual property. The areas
under (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) constitute the industrial property branch of lP.

The most common forms of intellectual property are briefly defined
below.'u

Patent (lnvention)

A patent is an exclusive right granted for an invention (a product or a
process that provides a new way of doing something, or offers a new
technical solution to a problem). lt provides protection for the invention
for a limited period, generally 20 years from the filing date, in the country or countries in which it is patented, in exchange for the inventor's publlc disclosure of the invention. A patent owner has the right to decide
who may - or may not - use the patented invention, and may give permission to, or license, other parties to use the invention on mutually
agreed terms. The owner may also sell the right to the invention to someone else, who will then become the new owner of the patent.rT Once a
patent expires, the protection ends, and the invention may be used by
anyone.'u

Trademark
A trademark or " mark" is a distinctive name, logo or slgn'n identifying the
source of goods or services. Trademarks help consumers distinguish a

product or service from one source from those produced by another
source. A mark provides protection to its owner by preventing confusion
as to source in connection with the distribution of goods or services or
licensing others to use them. The period of protection varies, but a mark
can remain valid indefinitely through continued commercial use or a registration and renewal process.

rTT

Patents and trademarks are often referred

to collectively as "industrial

property".
Copyright and Related Rights
Copyright consists of a bundle of rights given to creators in their literary
and artistic works. These creators, and their heirs, hold the exclusive
rights to use or license others to use the work on agreed terms. The creator of a work can prohibit or authorize,'o for example:

a
a
a

its reproduction in various forms, such as a printed publication
or a phonorecord;
its public performance, as in a play or musical work;
its broadcasting, including by radio, television, or satellite;
its translation into other languages, or its adaptation, such as
the adaptation of a novel into a screenplay.

Copyright applies to many different types of artistic works, including
paintings, music, poems, plays, books, architecture and choreography, as
well as to works that are generally not considered artistic such as computer software, maps and technical drawings.
Related rights are rights that have evolved in the last 50 years or so
"around" copyright, and include the right of a performer in his/her performance, the right of a producer of a sound recording in the recording,
and the right of a broadcaster in a broadcast.
Many creative works protected by copyright generally require mass distribution, communication, and financial investment for their dissemination (for
example, publications, sound recordings, and films). Hence, creators often
sell the rights to their works to individuals or companies that can package,
market, and distribute the works in return for payment (lump sum or royalties). These economic rights have a time limit, according to the relevant
WIPO treaty, of the life of the author plus 50 years after the author's death.
ln some countries, that term has been extended to 70 years. Copyright may
also include moral rights, which involve the right to claim authorship of a
work, and the right to oppose changes to it that could harm the creator!
reputation.
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Patents and expired patents, for example, surround our daily life and concern
products such as electric lighting (patents held by Edison and Swan), piastics
(patents held by Baekeland), ballpoint pens (patents held by Btro), and microprocessors (patents held by lntel).
WIPO, World lntellectual Property Declaration WO/GN26/4 Annex l\4 presented

to the Assemb/ies of

of

Member States

http://www.wipo.int/ about-wipo/ en/pac/ip

WIPO (September 2000).

See,

decl ar ation.htm

www.invent.org/index.asp; patent Nos. 1,522, 176;

1,541

, 478.

www -i de afi n de r. co m/h istory / i nv e nto rs/ ca rv e r.htm

for example, the growth mode/s in Robert Solow, "Technical Change and the

See,

Aggregate Production Functions," Review of Economics and Statistics 39 (1957):
12-13 and Paul Romer, "Endogenous Technological Change," Journal of Political
Economy 98 (1990):5, pt.2,574-575. See Chapter 2for greater detail.

Gutenberg is credited with printing the o/dest surviving printed book in the western world, the Gutenberg Bible, which has 42 lines per page and is sometimes
known as the 42-line Bible or Mazarin Bible. He also fashioned a font of over 300
characters, as we// as a variable width mold to accept his blend of lead, antimony
and tin which was used in type foundries into the last century.

Io print the letters means to produce multiple copies of a document by using the
printing press method. John of Speyer designed the first type of roman character
on which he received a patent, which expired at his death in 1470.
See, for example http://artnetweb.com/iola/iournal/history/1994/copyright.
html#fn3, http ://hutzley 1 .tripod. com/ copyrightlhistory.htm,
http / / ruv'w. p I ato p r e ss. c o. u W co py r ght/ ntr o / h i sto ry02. htm,
an d http / / arl. cni. o rg/i nf o/f rn / copy/ti m el n e.html
i

:

http:/ / e n glish.ttu.ed u /kai ros/ 3. / cove
1

10

11

i

i

:

rvv eb

/ty/ a n n e.html

J. M. Roberts,A History of Europe (Oxford: Helicon Publishing, 1996):214,217,326.

For example, in Germany, the first federal patent law was enacted in 1B/7. France
modernized its 1791 law in 1844. Many other countries introduced modern patent
laws in the 19'" century: ltaly (1859), Argentina (1864), Spain (1878), Brazil (1882),
Sweden (1884), Canada (1886), lndia and Japan (1BBB), Mexico (1890), Germany
(1891), and Portugal and South Africa (1896).

7T-
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Consequent to the free trade movement, the Netherlands abolished its patent law
in 1869, although subsequently a new one was re-introduced in 1910.

13

The lnternational Bureaus created to carry out administratlve tasks for the implementation of the two conventions were the predecessors of the World lntellectual
P ropefty O rg a ni zati o n W PO).
I

14

Arpad Bogsch, then Director General of WIPO, The Paris Convention for the
Protection of lndustrial Property from 1883 to 1983, (Geneva, W|PO19B3): Pref ace.

15

The Convention Establishing the World lntellectual Property Organization (signed

at

Stockholm, July 14, 1967 and amended on September 28, 1979). See,
/ /vvvvw. w i p o. ntJ cl e a / d o cs/ e n /w o /w o029 e n. h t m

http

:

i

16

Condensed from the WIPO website (http://www.wipo.int).

17

Patent rights are usually enforced in a court which, in most systerns, holds the
authority to stop patent infringement. Conversely, a court can also declare a patent
invalid upon a successfu/ challenge by the defendant or a third party.

18

Once the patent of the invention expires (even before the expiry of the patent term,
the patent expires if its inventor or patent holder stops paying the patent maintenance fees) the patent holder can no longer exercise control over the use made of
the invention; that is, the exclusive rights of the owner to the invention cease and
the invention becomes available for commercial exploitation by others.

19

Its origin dates back to ancient times, when craftsmen reproduced their signatures,
or marks, on their artistic or utilitarian products. Over the years the practice of using
these marks evolved into todayb system of trademark registration and protection.

20

The creator

-

or the owner of the copyright in a work

-

can enforce rights in the

courts where the owner may obtain an order to stop unauthorized use (often called

piracy), as well as obtain damages for loss of financial rewards and recognition.
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words, why some countries are rich and others are not. Different theories
and models of economic growth have been suggested. lt may be that,
taken together, economic history and new growth theory provide a more
complete picture of technological change than either one can give on its
years, economists have tried

own.'

It is generally agreed that technology and knowledge have played an
important role in recent economic growth.'zThis chapter will address the
relation between economic growth and knowledge (or in the broadest
sense, technology) by introducing several economic growth theories that
have been proposed and discussed over the last 50 years. lt will then
examine the role of intellectual property (in particular, patents) in facilitating the creation of knowledge, paying particular attention to the
recent technology revolution and to the increasing degree of sophistication in both "hard" and "soft" industries.
lntellectual property could be called the Cinderella of the new economy.
A drab but useful servant, consigned to the dusty and uneventful offices
of corporate legal departments until the princes of globalization and
technological innovation - revealing her true value - swept her to prominence and gave her an enticing new allure. Not so long ago, protecting
and managing intellectual property was a fairly quiet field of endeavor
not given to making headlines or causing ripples on the stock market.
However, in the space of a few years, lP issues have come to feature regularly as major news items and have taken their place as a key element
in corporate strategy, affecting company ratings.

CLASSICAL THEORIES
ln the days of classical economists such as Adam Smith, Ricardo, and
Marx, capital played an important role in theories of growth. Although
writing from different perspectives, classical economists believed that
capital and technological progress contributed to the way an economy
grew. Smith, for example, believed that improved technology would lead
to increased labor productivity. He saw division of labor as the accelerator

of invention, and hence, technological progress. Despite the belief that
technological progress contributed to increased productivity, classical
economists, in particular Ricardo and Malthus, thought that in the long
term, increased populations would outpace the productivity of labor,
which would lead to what is known as the law of diminishing returns.3
Based on the law of diminishing returns, it was thought that there could
not logically be infinite groMh, and that growth would diminish at some
point. Donella Meadows in Ihe Limits to Growtho postulated that limitless growth was not only undesirable, but also unsustainable.
Unrestrained growth would exhaust the earth's supply of life-sustaining
resources and would in the end annihilate the human race by driving it
into extinction. A mood of pessimism prevailed in the face of an exploding world population that was seeking to be sustained by resources that
were at best constant, but in reality could well be dwindling.

TWO SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT
It is important to look at how these earlier economists viewed the role of
technology in the growth of an economy, because the insights they provided prepared the ground for growth theories that were developed in
the last century while focusing on the contribution of technology to economic groMh. These theories may be grouped into two models, known
as exogenous and endogenous growth theories (see Chart - 2.1); both
theories agree that technology is the engine of groMh, but differ on how
to treat technological progress as a factor in economic growth.s

Endogenous growth theory: According to this theory, technological
change is included in the new capital stock. From this perspective,
technological change is induced by previous economic
conditions. ln other words, economic AroMh originates from
within the system, usually a nation-state, and technological
progress is regarded as an endogenous factor. Endogenous
growth theory focuses on education, on-the-job training, and
development of new technologies for the world market, as major
factors which determine the rate of growth of a nation-state.6
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Exogenous growth theory: According to this theory, technological
change contributes to increased output without any change to the
input of labor and capital in the production process. ln other
words, technological progress leads to increased output while
using the same amount of labor and capital. However, the theory
does not specify any particular transmission mechanism by which
technological progress takes place; rather, such progress is
disembodied and assumed to fall like "manna from heaven". This
perspective sees technology as an exogenous factor.

CHART-2.l TWO MODELS OF GROWTH THEORIES

Endogenous: lnternal Power

Exogenous: "Manna From Heaven"

The work of Joseph A. Schumpetet which is discussed below, has laid the
necessary groundwork for the endogenous growth theorists. lt explains
why he saw technological progress as an endogenous process.

I

NNOVATION FOR CREATIVE DESTRUCTION

Schumpeter developed a groMh theory centered on innovation and
entrepreneurship. He saw a dynamic economy not as one in equilibrium,
but rather, as one that is constantly disrupted by technological innovation.7 Entrepreneurs took advantage of a basic invention, be it a new
product or a new technique, transforming it into economic innovation.
lnventions were economically irrelevant until entrepreneurs got involved,
to make them operational and to market them. ln his view, entrepreneurs
were motivated by the potential to make a profit. These new innovations
would then be imitated, and in the process, this would lead to a boom in
the economy, though the imitators would curtail the entrepreneurial
profits.B Although agreeing that several factors were necessary for economic development, Schumpeter regarded entrepreneurial zeal for profit as the driving force of most innovation.

rT-

Schumpeter considered that some degree of monopoly power would be
necessary to enable entrepreneurs to continue innovating. However, he
later predicted the demise of entrepreneurs and the emergence of a new
mode of economic organization in which innovation and R&D would be
conducted by large firms.n This conclusion led some economists to see
two Schumpeters: Schumpeter l, who saw entrepreneurs playing a leading role in technological progress; and Schumpeter ll, who saw scientific

and technical activities being undertaken by large firms.'o According to
Schumpeter ll, large monopolistic enterprises were the principal engines
of technological progress, as they had the necessary resources to undertake complex technological activities and were also threatened by what
he termed creative destruction (that is, innovations displacing inferior
technologies).
Recently, some economists, in particular William Baumol, have attempt-

ed to pick up on Schumpeter's work by trying to introduce the role of the
entrepreneur into the groMh process. They have postulated that an lP
system is to be regarded as an important factor influencing the behavior
of the entrepreneur in encouraging innovators, applying the innovation,
introducing it into the economy, and marketing the product in a creative
or innovative way."

TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

AN IMPORTANT ECONOMIC

VARIABLE

ln the 1950s, the neoclassical economists, led by Robert Solow, started
focusing on technological progress as an important variable in economic growth. Unlike his neoclassical predecessors who treated capital as the
main contributing factor in economic arowth, Solow, based on his study
of gross domestic product (GDP) data for the United States of America

from 1909 to 1949, suggested that the growth in capital stock contributed to less than 20 percent of the gromh of GDP per person
employed, and argued that the growth in labor and capital explained
only half of the growth in total GDP. He concluded that the remaining
unexplained portion of growth, which came to be known as the Solow
residu al, resu lted from tech no lo g ica I prog ress.'2
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Solow introduced technological improvements as an exogenous variable
into his growth model and changed the way economists perceived the

contribution of technological progress in the economic growth of a
nation-state. His findings were later supported in a study by Edward
Denison, which concluded that, between 1929 and 1951 , 40 percent of
the increase in per capita income in the United States of America was
due to the "advance of knowledg""." Today, these figures are likely to
be much higher. Thanks to constant and rapid innovation, more than half
of US economic growth is currently generated by industries that were
hardly in existence a decade ago.''
Basically, the Solow model (see Chart - 2.2)focuses on four variables: out-

put, capital, labor, and knowledge. lt analyses how capital, labor and
knowledge combine to produce output, the level of which can determine the growth of an economy over a period of time. This model
assumes that technological progress occurs when there is an increase in
the amount of knowledge, and that the production function constantly
returns to scale in relation to capital and effective labor.

CHART-2.2 THE SOLOW MODEL

Capital

Labor

Output

29

According to Solow, the growth of an economy depends on the rate of
groMh of capital, labor, and technological improvement. Solow believed,
and tried to prove, that an economy would grow if a large share of its
total output was devoted to investment or if there was a rapid growth of
technology. Technological progress was the key factor leading to economic growth. Gromh had little to do with the state of the internal economy, and progress in science and technology depended little on monetary or fiscal policy (that is, economic policy).'' ln other words, treating
technological progress as exogenous meant that the implementation of
economic policy did not directly influence technical progress, but technical progress could influence economic policy. That is why the Solow
model did not attempt to define where technology was coming from; it
just recognized when technological progress had occurred and assumed
that it was growing at a constant rate.16 The inclusion of technological
progress in the Solow model meant that a country with a higher rate of
technological growth (hence greater productivity growth) would experi-

ence a higher standard of living than those countries without such
growth.
ln explaining the applicability of his model, especially in relation to the
rising standard of living as far as output growth and consumption groMh
were concerned, Solow introduced an assumption of technology growth
as being exogenously determined and thus increasing the productivity
of labor. This assumption meant that the natural rate of groMh was not

only composed of the biological rate of population groMh, but also
included the rate of technological progress; this is known as effective
labor. The neoclassical economists are of the view that government policy does not have an effect on the growth of technology." Furthermore,
the neoclassical approach emphasizes such issues as competitive behavior, equilibrium dynamics, and the way diminishing returns affect the
accumulation of labor cost and capital.''
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NEW ENDOGENOUS GROWTH THEORIES
IN THE 1980s
the 1980s, after several economists'e made contributions on the importance of technological progress to economic groMh, new growth theories, also known as new endogenous growth theories, emerged, formulating technological progress as an endogenous variable, which could be
influenced by government policy. These theories suggested that a country's long-term growth rate could be influenced by government policies,
among others the protection of intellectual propefty, taxation, maintenance of law and order, and fiscal and monetary policies.
ln

Paul Romer introduced a model which suggested that the accumulation
of knowledge was the driving force behind economic growth.2. Romer's
paper reopened the debate on the contribution of technological
progress to the economic groMh of a nation-state. His model assumes a
monopolistic competitive environment and suggests that R&D activities,
and the accumulation of human capital through education and training,
play important roles in generating long-term growth in per capita
income. Like Solow, Romer also focused on labor, capital, technology,
and output, and how the first three variables combine over a period of
time to produce output. ln an attempt to avoid the paradox encountered
by the Solow model concerning the failure of less-developed countries
to take advantage of existing technological progress, Romer postulated
that technological progress in industry requires concerted, profit-oriented activity that yields two distinct components: (a) specific technical features embodied in products that can be patented and produced, excluding rival firms from the same activity; and (b) the knowledge that those
features were essentially for the public good.'' ln order to encourage
people or institutions to be involved in knowledge creation, the principle
of excludability had to be invoked. He argued that two ways can be used
to exclude others: first, keeping the knowledge a secret and second,
invoking effective intellectual property laws.

[

Romer concluded that for countries to promote groMh, their economic
policies should:

encourage investment in new research, as opposed to
encouraging investment in physical capital accumulation, and

.

subsidize the accumulation of total human capital, as the higher
the level of human capital a country possesses the higher its
productivity, which translates into sustained economic groMh.

Grossman and Helpman'2 refer to studies made in several industries
including machine tools, aircraft, synthetic chemicals, metallurgy, and
semiconductors, which showed that the driving force behind investment
in new technology was the potential of earning profit. They argue that
among the factors which determine the profitability of such investment,
and thus affect the pace and direction of technological change, are the

institutional, legal, and economic environments. Various models of
endogenous groMh have been introduced so far and the debate on the
relevance of exogenous or endogenous groMh theories in explaining
the factors determining the growth of countries is far from over.

A GLOBAL AWAKENING TO THE ROLES OF
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE 1990s
Looking back at the economic development achieved by some economically strong countries in the 1990s, there were, first, policy changes
emerging from rapid knowledge creation and the adoption of new
knowledge management practices and, second, changes due to the
emergence of new technologies.
One of the consequences of the new pattern of global trade that started at the beginning of the '1990s was the forging of a deliberate connection between trade law and lP policies when some advanced countries began to "use trade measures to curb piracy of intellectual property rights abroad."" Among other things, this led to the inclusion of the

T
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the multilateral trade negotiations under the Uruguay Round. That Agreement
established global standards for lP protection that would be binding on
both developed and developing countries, including enforcement and
border measures.

TRIPS Agreement as one of the agreements in the framework of

The rapid development of new technologies has led to adaptation to,
and in some cases criticism of, prevailing lP regimes. This comprehensive
technological revolution touched many areas, among others, information and communication technologies, biomedical research and development of new drugs, digital technology, high-performance materials,
artificial intelligence, and virtual marketing in cyberspace. The adaptation of lP protection to biotechnology and the protection of intellectual
property in cyberspace, in particular, posed many profound challenges.
ln the special case of biotechnology, the advent of new tools for research

in genetic engineering has had a strong impact on agricultural and
biotechnological research programs. ln agriculture, the relevance of lP
has traditionally been limited, as most R&D has been conducted by
public sector institutions. Biotechnology, however, is increasingly private-

An additional level of complexity is introduced through the use of many biological or genetic
research materlals from the gene-rich developing world."

sector driven and increasingly relies on

lP.

The combined application of computer and telecommunications technologies, as reflected by the lnternet, poses another set of problems for
lP regimes. With a few keystrokes one can anonymously download copyrighted material from numerous websites around the world.2s Moreover,
the scope and extent of liabilities between providers of information on
the lnternet and content right holders need to be better understood.
These developments are only a sampling of how the lP system is being

integrated into the knowledge economy, and how it poses interesting
challenges to industry, government policy-makers, scholars, and
researchers in both developed and developing countries.

r.?.r

STATI STICS SUGG ESTING TH E RE LATION

BETWEEN ECONOMIC GROWTH, R&D

AND

IP

Some statistics support the relation between economic growth, R&D and
lP. As discussed above, economists have explained the process of economic growth as being driven by two main sources: the supply of factors
of production, namely physical capital and labor (or human capital), and

technology. Many studies have shown that the influences underlying
economic performance are affected by the interaction between the two
sources of groMh, and the relative proportions of labor and physical capital and technology.26
It has been postulated that lP significantly influences the appreciation in
value and the accumulation in quantity of human capital, and the rate
and direction of technological change." Recent literature also describes
the emerging attitudes toward lP protection in both developed and

developing countries - for example, how the growth in patent filings is
concomitant with the groMh of knowledge activities (see for instance
Table - 2.3)," and even how patent-related statistics can act as an indicator of the strength or weakness of the economy.

TABLE-2.3 GROWTH OF US UTILITY PATENTS BY SECTOR,
1982-1996,'
Aporoximate Number

of Uditity Patents per Year

Percentage Growth

1996
Advanced Materials
lnformation Technology

250

1,200

4,000

16,000

Health

2,000

4,700

189 %

2,700

105 %

10,000

89 "/"

Automotive

All US Patents

1,300
58,000

1

333%
305

70
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ln the 1990s, an increasing number of policy-makers in countries with
emerging economies recognized the role of the lP system as an important element of the institutional infrastructure for encouraging private
investment in R&D, especially in the industrial and scientific fields. This is
supported by the pattern of business R&D investment in the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
countries, for example, which suggests that a strong correlation exists
between the level of R&D expenditure and the level of patenting activity
(see Chart - 2.4).

CHART-2.4 LIN K BETWEEN BUSINESS R&D EXPENDITURE
AND PATENT APPLICATIONS IN THE US (1997)'
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The influence of lP is also reflected in the increasing contribution of
knowledge-intensive industries to gross national product (GNP) (for
example, in the United States of America, this increased from 21 to 27
percent from 1982 to'1995). ln the'1990s, the rapid expansion of a new
global trading regime following the establishment of the World Trade
Organization 0A[O) also triggered much attention to, and increasing
demand for, lP protection, especially in the high technology and other
knowledge-intensive industry sectors.

l]r

The propensity of firms to patent their inventions has similarly increased
worldwide. Patent applications and grants have increased even in developing countries where patent filing rates have traditionally been very low
(see Chart - 2.5).

CHART-2.s TOTAL PATENT APPLICATIONS IN SELECTED
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
(PERCENTAGE INCREASE FROM 1994TO 1998)
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The upward trend in patent applications is particularly noticeable in
Japan, the United States of America, and Europe. ln Japan, it took 95
years to grant the first million patents, whereas it took only 15 years to
grant the next million. A very similar trend is noticeable in the filing of
international applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
administered by WIPO (see Chart - 2.6).fhe PCT had a membership of
7 States as of August 2002. WIPO received over 103,000 PCT applications in 2001, a 14.3 percent increase from 2000. For the eleventh consecutive year; inventors and industry from the United States of America
11

(38.5 percent of all applications in 2001), Germany ('13. 1 percent), Japan

1.4 percent), the United Kingdom (6.0 percent), and France (4.4 percent) topped the list of the biggest users of the system.
(1

-
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CHART-2.6 INCREASE IN PCT APPLICATIONS SINCE
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However, use of the PCT in developing countries that have started to
accumulate knowledge and gain economic power is increasing (see
Table - 2.7). For example, the number of PCT applications filed by developing countries in 200'l rose by 70.6 percent, with the largest number
generated by users in China, the Republic of Korea, and South Africa.
Compared to the 2000 statistics, the increase was pafticularly high in
China (1BB percent), lndia (103 percent) and the Republic of Korea (53
percent).

TABLE-2.7 NUMBER OF PCT APPLICATTONS FILED
PCT USERS IN SELECTED DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

tiffi
Brazil
China
lndia
Mexico
Korea
Singapore
South Africa
Republic of

2ooo.ffi
161
579
156
71
1514
225
386

zwrittgilGrowth;.
193
1670
316
1O7
2318
271
418

20%
lBB%
103"/o
51o/o

53%

20%
B%

BY

11-

Current data regarding the importance of lP in economic development
is still limited, however. Visible and demonstrable evidence of economic
payoff attributable to lP protection is currently not sufficiently developed.'' lt is difficult to analyze the role of lP in the economic development process because of complexities in separating or disaggregating
the effects of lP protection from other factors that impact developing
economies." Some expefts argue that the role of lP in economic development is Iikely to be case-specific, with variations both from industry to
industry and among countries.33 Others, however, contend that the
strength or weakness of the lP situation has a strong effect on foreign
direct investment (FDl),' and that a low level of lP protection will preclude certain types of investment in various industries.3s
The difficulty in analyzing the economic aspects of intellectual property is
attributable to the complex interplay of many factors. The nature and
extent of this complexity can be clearly seen by examining the role of the
patent system in the performance of the economy.
Typically, a patent system is established for the following reasons: (a) to
promote creativity and inventiveness by offering exclusive ownership rights
and a reasonable period for recovering R&D costs for the invention, (b) to

promote investment to commercialize new inventions through limited
exclusive rights in working the invention and marketing it, and (c) to diffuse
knowledge and information through publication of patent applications and
grants for the benefit of other R&D and society as a whole. These reasons

could seem

to be

more applicable and relevant

to the developed

economies than to the developing and least developed countries due to a
number of factors surrounding local creativity and inventiveness in the latter
countries,$ including a different lP paradigm that arises with the emerging

demand for protection of "rural inventions" and traditional knowledge.
lndeed, in developing countries, the majority of patent applications are
filed by foreigners from developed countries," and the conditions for promoting local innovation in many fields are far from ideal, due to constraints
in resources and other factors (limited access to research material, facilities,
and prototyping possibilities, lack of relevant technical and managerial
skills, disorganized markets, and so forth).
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Critics of the patent system hypothesize that, because of these factors, the
economic rewards for innovation will flow from the developing to the
developed countries, and that capital investment in developing countries
is likely to center on foreign-owned or controlled enterprises. The latter; of
course, is expected to result in the payment of royalties to foreign-owned
enterprises.3u Taken in isolation, these factors would seem to present a bias
against developing economies.
However; the patent system offers practical and positive advantages, especially to developing countries. For instance, it facilitates transfer of technology
and patent licensing through an active use of patent information (see more
in Chapter 4). Moreover, it can be utilized as a practical guide to investment

decision-making by corporations looking for lower factor prices in developing countries for their manufacturing activities.3n ln many ways, the
patent system functions as an indicator of the level of protection afforded
to the introduction or transfer of proprietary technologies to developing
countries, and as a rough assessment of the risk of working a particular
invention without full patent protection in a particular sector where there is
an observed high rate of patenting activity. The quality of the national
patent law attests to the seriousness of a government's commitment to
encourage both innovation and respect for the lP related to it, and its belief
in the positive role played by the patent system in national development.

IP

AND INVESTMENT

Economists have not adequately dealt with issues directly related to economics and intellectual property. Among the few who have addressed
this subject, there are differing opinions. Some are supportive of the pos-

itive relationship between intellectual property and innovations and
inventions, and others have different views.a. Many researchers have suggested a direct link between enhanced lP protection and an increase in
inward FDI in certain countries.o' A steady and steeply rising increase in
FDI in lndia has been evident (except for a dip in 1999 due to the adverse
impact of the east Asian crisis) ever since patent and trademark reform
was introduced in the early 1990s. The equivalent increase in Brazil is more
dramatic, with a spectacular growth in FDI following the introduction of

a

w

new industrial property law in 1996, which provided patent protection for
20 years, as well as pipeline protection for drugs not yet on the market.

It is common knowledge that investment in R&D is quite an expensive
undertaking. lnvestors will under-invest in such activity if they are not
assured of reaping the lion's share of the resulting benefits.o' lt can be
convincingly argued that lP protection plays a catalytic role in stimulating
R&D.€ Furthermore, protection of intellectual property has the potential
to contribute positively to a country's efforts to attract FDl, increase foreign trade, and provide the necessary conditions for transfer of technology. The combination of all these factors contributes to a greater potential for increased growth. ln the case of Japan, for example, the rate of
technological development since 1945 can significantly, though not
entirely, be associated with intellectual property and, in particular; the
patent system, which was widely used in the "catching-up" process.oo

The relationship between international economic activity and lP for
developing countries in the post-TRIPS era was recently examined by W.
Lesser of Cornell University, in a paper commissioned by WIPO. He
examined in particular the link between stronger lP protection and two
international factors: FDI and imports. Lesser reports his findings that
"the relationship between the lP score and both FDI and imports is both
positive and significant" and concludes that "...taken in the context of
previous studies, [the result] is compelling evidence that stronger [intellectual property rightsl IPR do indeed provide some domestic benefits

for developing nations."os
There are many other positive aspects to the question of intellectual
property and its benefits in the economic equation, especially if one
looks at intellectual property other than patents. Take the case of trademarks, for example. Trademarks are an important component of the lP
system and have a strong influence on private investment and marketing
decisions. They have been in use for many years in many countries, both
developed and developing (see Chart - 2.8). lP executives consider the
market value of their trademarks as part of their intellectual and intangible capital (see "The World's Most Valuable Brands" in Chapter 5).
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CHART-2.8 S HARE OF IN DIVIDUAL COUNTRIES

IN TOTAL TRADEMARKS REGISTERED IN

1996

usA - 11.3%
Japan - 10.0%

Others - 52.0%

China - 8.0%
France - 3.3%
Rep. of Korea - 4.Oo/"
Argentina - 2.5%

Brazil - 3.7o/"
Germany - 3.37o
Chile - 1.9%

The value added from the cultural industries (literature, music, art, etc.)
should similarly be considered. ln developing countries, this economic
sector has grown considerably as suggested in Table - 2.9 concerning the
book publishing sector. Copyright and related rights of authors, performing artists, producers of sound recordings, broadcasters, and other
creators have been in the limelight for some time because of the economic losses attributed to piracy of works protected by copyright, particularly, software, music, and film. Based on OECD data, the proportion
of counterfeit goods in total sector sales has reached 33 percent for the
music sector, 50 percent for the video sector, and 43 percent for the software sector.

TABLE-2.9

ANNUAL BOOK TITLE PRODUCTION IN
SELECTED COUNTRIES

re

6,W2

11,919

Brazil

13,893

51,4&

China*

96,761

120,1M

lndia

53,394

57,386

Italy

q)42

45,U4

14"/o

2,483

3,827

54%

Argentina

Lithuania

3,320**

Philippines

28,716

Russia

96"/o

24"/"
7"/o

3,770

14%

36,237

26%

Sweden

11,8&

13,210

110/"

UK

67,7U

100,029

48o/"

Source: lnternational Publishers Assoctation
* China: figures for 1993 and 1996

**

Relates

to

1992

Overseas investments and the amount and kind of technology transfer
by Germany, Japan, and the United States of America seem to be affected significantly by a recipient country's system and level of lP protection.ou ln spite of the lack of quantitative evidence regarding the impact
of lP protection on developing economies, there seems to be agreement that a positive, two-way, and mutually-reinforcing relationship
between lP and international trade exists, i.e. lP protection enhances
international transactions and vice versa.47 Moreover, there are short-term
and long-term gains and losses that should be considered. As regards
patents, the literature has shown that "patent protection enhances economic growth rates once a particular level of development has been
reached."4B Recently, there have been indications that lP protection may
also be directly or indirectly influenced by wide and intensive discussions
on lP policies, e.g.the debate on lP in the fields of biotechnology and
genetic resources, plant variety and farmers rights, the emerging patent
debate over the human genome mapping projects, genetic resources,
biodiversity, traditional knowledge, folklore, and other areas of intensive
intellectual and commercial activity.
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lntellectual propefty has become a common feature in business regulation, especially in Europe and the United States of America.oe lt influences
the behavior of firms when dealing with investment in innovation projects
or product differentiation,s0 mergers and acquisitions (see Box - 2.'10),
technological alliances, joint ventures, and licensing."

BOX-2.10 IP-BASED MERCERS AND

ACQLJTSITTONS

ln Novembe r 1997,Texas lnstruments paid a staggering US$39S,rnitlion for Amati Communications, a small California-based company
founded by Professor Cioffi at Stanford University. The figure surprised
many as it appeared extremely high given Amati Communications'
annual sales and financial situation. Why would a large semiconductor
company pay such a high price for a small Silicon Valley start-up? The
answer is simple. Amati Communications held 25 key patents on
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)technology which Texas lnstruments considered crucial for entering the DSL market. The 25 patents covered
some important areas of next-generation modem technology which
have been adopted by the American National Standards lnstitute as
the standard for DSL. Owning Amati Telecommunications' patents
allowed Texas lnstruments to acquire a leading position in the new '
technology as well as promising profits from licensing the technology
to other firms.
Ownership of other forms of intellectual property, such as trademarks,
may also be a decisive factor behind mergers and acquisitions (M&As).
lndian tea-maker Tata Tea, for example, recentlyr acquired UK-based
Tetley Ltd. declaring that one of the main reasons for the acquisition
was to obtain access to a global brand name and a global distribqtion
network. The acquisition of Tetley enabled Tata Tea to expand its
operations and obtain a globally recognized trademark to sell its furod-"
ucts worldwide.

The past two decades have seen a great expansion in M&As, which
have been growing at an annual rate of 42 percent and reached
US$2.3 trillion in the year 2000. Reasons for domestic and cross-border
M&As are multifold, including advantages relatihg to:economies of

w3

to new markets. According to the World lnvestment
"the
Report 2N0,
second main motivation for firms to merge and
acquire an existing company, rather than to grow organicalty, is "the
quest for strategic assets, such as R&D or technical know-how,
patents, brand names, the possession of local permits a'nd licenses,
scale and access

and supplier or distribution networks" [italics added].
Source: Rivette and Kline, "Rembrandts in the Attic"; World lnvestment Report
2000: "Cross-Border Mergers and Acquisitions and Development", UNCTAD,
2000.

There are ways to stimulate innovative activity, such as governmentfunded R&D, encouraging use of savings and other resources of the
inventori family for capital investment, and more recently, facilitating the
participation of the so-called "investment angels."" However, the influence of lP has been growing steadily on its own, especially in knowledgedriven areas such as information technology, communications, and
biotechnology.

IP PROTECTION AS GROWTH POLICY
lntellectual property protection is often seen as an instrument of industrial policy that has wide-ranging ramifications on the economy."
ln the context of developing countries, two factors define the environment for acquiring technological capability. On the one hand, developing
countries realize that to join the global trend towards greater free trade
and to encourage foreign investment, adequate lP protection is essential.*
On the other hand, the amount of technological knowledge that is in the
public domain is much greater than just two decades before."
ln every country there are bright people who have the ability to innovate,
and it is hoped that the capacities of such people are invested positively for national economic development. The lP system can and does play
a crucial role in this regard, in particular, by making available to them,
through patent information, the most up-to-date technological information; the lP system should also prevent the "exportation" of knowledgecreating national capacities to other countries which can better exploit
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them. ln one country, for example, commercially significant innovations
made at the national university were being disclosed abroad for patenting and development by others in Canada, Mexico, and the United
States of America, since the local patent law was considered inadequate
by university officials. This meant that value would be added abroad
rather than in that country.s6
The effects of lP on economic development are sometimes tempered by
the perceived availability and strength of lP protection.s' For example,
higher levels of lP protection for a firm's technologies and business methods could conceivably encourage the firm to invest in the training of its

workers in order to enhance productivity and competitiveness. ln the
area of venture capital development, unless there is perceived adequate
lP protection, individual inventors and small companies tend not to disclose their innovations during venture partnership negotiations for fear
of losing ownership or control.sB ln the agricultural sector, where governments are traditionally reluctant to invest in research, funding from the
private sector is often sought. However, in many cases, the private sector
is unwilling to invest in research because it is not able to protect research
outputs.

Strong views prevailed in the 1970s that since "developing countries
were not technologically at the forefront, the incentives provided by lP,
and patents in particular, for investment in research and development
were not meaningful".se ln situations where only low levels of lP protection are available, as in most least developed countries (LDCs) and certain developing countries, companies often rely on older, off-patent or
unpatented technological solutions. Many inventions from developing
countries, particularly in state-funded universities, have not been recognized as patentable. Thus, potential technological advances often never
get to see the light of day.' ln a recent electronic conference on the subject, a recommendation was made to the World Bank that urging and
assisting developing countries to establish higher levels of lP protection
should be the preferred approach in the field of biotechnology, so that
greater market value can be considered locally as biological resources
are developed, rather than promoting what is essentially the continuing
export of raw materials through material transfer agreements.

l4-

VISIBILITY OF IP IN POOR COUNTRIES
- 2.11 shows the difference in economic output (value added in
GDP) according to a country's income level. Because of these differences
in the structure of output, developing countries may use and develop different types of technologies and consequently benefit from lP in different
Chart

ways.

CHART-2.11 DIFFERENCES IN STRUCTURE OF OUTPUT
ACROSS INCOME GROUPS
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ln the manufacturing sector, it is very likely that the main impact of lP protection would be on the modernization of machinery and manufacturing
processes. But in the poorest regions of the world, where people live on
less than a dollar a day, less than 5 percent of economic activity relates
to manufacturing.6r lntellectual property activity will have to be relevant
to the economic priorities of the country. lt is clear, that while an lP
regime can bring out the potential for innovation, creativity, and growth
in the national economy, it is not by any means a cure-all. Not only are an
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adequate legal infrastructure and progressive policies on protection of
intellectual property required, but also active national lP policies and
positive and widespread public conviction and awareness. Chapters 4, 5
and 6 address how lP, specifically in the patent, trademark, geographical
indications, and copyright fields, can promote economic development.
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Athorgn tangible assets such as land, labor, and capital used to be the
yardsticks of economic health, this is no longer the case. The new drivers
of wealth in contemporary society are knowledge-based assets.r

HIDDEN VALUE AND NEWFOUND WEALTH
lP assets are gaining ground as a measure of corporate viability and
future performance. ln 1982, some 62 percent of corporate assets in the
United States of America were physical assets, but by 2000, that figure
had shrunk to a mere 30 percent (see Chart - 3.1). At the beginning of the
1990s, in Europe, intangible assets accounted for more than a third of
total assets. ln 1992, in the Netherlands, for example, intangible assets
accounted for more than 35 percent of total public and private investments. A recent British study shows that, on average, 40 percent of the
value of a company is not shown in any way on its balance sheet.'z lP is a
significant component of intangible assets.

CHART-3.l
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A survey conducted in 1993, sampling a total of

284 Japanese firms,
revealed that lP assets accounted for 45.2 percent of corporate knowledge accumulated during a reporting period (covering both codified
knowledge, such as that fixed in documents, and tacit knowledge that
cannot be fixed, such as human skill sets)..

The bricks-and-mortar economy is, thus, being replaced with the economy of ideas in which lP has become one of the major currencies. ln the
new economy, wealth is generated through creating and capturing the
value of knowledge. Throughout the history of human civilization, wealth
was based on the possession of physical assets. Today, however, the paradigm has changed, and knowledge has become the new wealth.
The significant, positive impact that the protection of lP can have on the
technological progress of a country can be clearly seen at the macroeconomic level. But, until recently, it was hard to assess the value of lP at
the micro level, partly due to the lack of viable methods of valuation. lP
assets have not been adequately reflected in corporate balance sheets.'

Howevel the environment surrounding the valuation of intangible assets
has significantly changed over the last decade. This chapter will discuss
these changes and the recent developments and efforts to find a robust
way of valuing lP assets. lt is through these efforts to assess the hidden
value of lPthat many have realized how and to what extent lP has contributed to, and will continue to increase, company earnings.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS,

IP,

AND ACCOUNTING

With the growing realization of the hidden value of lP, companies

are

increasingly managing and wielding their patents, not just as defensive pro-

tection against intellectual theft, but as an active and powerful tool to
sharpen their competitive edge, increase their sector influence, and
enhance their reputation as market innovators.6 Discussions on these issues
at the international level have begun to emerge, particularly regarding the
extent to which lP is seen as a new form of capital and an ingredient for success in business.' Shareholders are increasingly sensitive to the value of lP
assets and are using them as an indicator of company earning potential.
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It has been said that "intellectual creation can make economic sense
only when we wake up the innovator in an entrepreneur and also the
entrepreneur in an innovator." Globalization, technological development, and the lnternet have brought a new realization of the worth of lP
to entrepreneurs and innovators, and both are waking up to the need to
protect it and to build "a strong bridge between invention and the market place."B
ln the new economy, innovative thinking is as valuable as skill. When vast
generic information is creatively managed, business ideas spring forth as

value-added knowledge. Often, glving knowledge a central place in
business strategies is the key that makes both traditional firms and new
start-ups competitive, successful and unique. lntellectual capital embodies the results of innovative knowledge management. Today, lP rights
count heavily amongst the intangible assets of enterprises, along with
other proprietary knowledge-like business procedures.
Modern competitive management is mindful of the strategic use of lB
and creates the environment for innovative thinking and knowledge-mining by its workers (e.g., sharing of skills among knowledge teams, strategic selection of innovations for lP protection, and valuation of lP assets).
Business in the new economy depends largely on stable and long-term
relationships based on trust and win-win partnerships, and the careful

balancing of new knowledge creation and creation of benefits for civil
society. An lP-minded management approach provides the bargaining
power to exchange intellectual assets and to develop more advanced
strategic partnerships. ln the market for patented technologies, M&As,
and business-to-business (B2B) relationships, the positive valuation of lP
is a driving force. lntellectual property also allows firms to establish a
robust brand (trademarks, domain names, etc.), which is essential to cultivate recognition and trust in the lnternet environment. The creation and
exploitation of intellectual assets by empowering knowledge workers are
fundamental strategies for firms. lP provides important motivation and
incentives to workers through the recognition and rewarding of their
intellectual contribution to the process of internal assets generation and
the seeking of legal protection thereafter.

tsT

ln the rapidly changing markets where products and services have shorter life cycles, firms need a decision-making system that allows accurate
strategic evaluation of intellectual assets and swift action to secure legal
protection of lP rights. The tactics of "file first and evaluate later" seem
to be viable for those assets that have uncertain possibilities of commer-

cialization.

INTANGIBLE AND IMMEASURABLE
Every firm has a portfolio that includes both tangible and intangible
assets, including lP. These lP assets have the potential of significantly
contributing to an increase in the return to investors. Firms that fail to
fully comprehend and realize that potential run the risk of lost revenue,
poor positioning, diminished market value, and possible collapse.'

According to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), assets
are composed of (a) current assets; (b) plant, property, and equipment
(corresponding to tangible assets); and (c) other assets (corresponding to
intangible assets). Though accountants have recognized the existence of
intangible assets for many years,10 different types of intangible assets
were aggregated in a class called "goodwill" without being specifically
identified. ln the 1960s, the wave of corporate M&As prompted a review
of the accounting of intangible assets. ln 1981, the United Kingdom
enacted the Companies Act, which permitted firms to include intangible
assets in their accounts. However, it was not until the 1990s that governments started to develop more specific standards for such assets. During
the last decade, when the economy and business increased their focus on
value-added, and became more services-oriented and knowledge-intensive, the proportion of intangible assets to tangible assets increased.
Strategic alliances became popular as a way of coping with global market competition, and the value of M&As worldwide has, according to
The Economist, continuously increased from US$0.5 trillion in 1990 to
US$3.5 trillion in 2000."
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VALUATION OF IP ASSETS
lntellectual propefty assets have emerged as an important factor in corporate strategy in the 1990s. One reason the new economy has been
called invisible is that old accounting methods have trouble monitoring
it.'2 ln response to the trends, legislation addressing this issue has been
drafted in many countries. ln the United States of America, the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 introduced the definition of several
classes of intangible assets (for example, goodwill, going concern value,
lists of customers, patents, copyrights, formulas, processes, designs, patterns, know-how, and licenses) and allowed firms to amortize the cost of
such assets.

The lack of reliable and widely accepted accounting standards for intangible assets resulted in differences between companies' book values and
their market capitalization. For example, a review of the accounts of the
350 largest British companies with a combined total market capitalization
of US$2,167 billion revealed that, of that value, total balance sheet assets
amounted to US$603 billion and intangible assets a mere US$38.9 billion.
This leaves an unexplained gap between market capitalization and balance sheet assets of about US$1,500 billion or 72 percent.'' Accordingly,
in parallel with the development of national laws, regional efforts at coordination have been made. For example, since its establishmenlin 1977,
the European Accounting Association has tried to link the Europe-wide
community of accounting scholars and researchers. This initiative has
been dealing with the presentation and valuation problems associated

with intangibles.'o

At the international level, the lnternational Accounting

Standards

Committee (IASC),'' an independent private sector body, has also been
working to develop internationally acceptable accounting standards.
The IASC publishes its standards in a series of pronouncements called
lnternationalAccounting Standards (lAS). ln 1998, IASC published IAS 38,
a revised standard on intangible assets.'6 lt applies to expenditures on
advertising, training, start-up, and R&D activities. One of the main features
of IAS 38 is the requirement that an intangible asset should be recognized
in financial statements only if it is an identifiable asset that is controlled
and clearly distinguishable from an enterprise s goodwill. lntangible assets
should be amortized over the best estimate of their useful life. The

r.sq

disclosures on intangible assets should enable users to understand the
types of intangible assets that are recognized in the financial statements
and the movements in their carrying amount (book value) during the year.

ln contrast to the

keenness of some accountants and government
authorities, many firms have been slow in introducing fullJledged strategic management of lP. This is probably due to the fact that, in many
countries, recognition of lP as a natural part of management's responsibility has not included the practice of assessing its value.'' However, to
meet the requirements on disclosure of assets, effective methods of
assessing the value of intangible assets, including lP, are needed. Experts
have not found a robust method that could fully satisfy firms in different
sectors of industry and this may also be another reason which prevents
many firms from systematically assessing the value of lP.'u

VALUATION METHODS
The methods for the valuation of lP so far developed are either
tive or quantitative. Oualitative methods provide different scores
ings based on certain assessment criteria. Ouantitative methods
actual figures for the value. Valuation methods may be divided
following three groups:''

qualitaor rankprovide
into the

(a) Cost Approach

The expenses for acquiring lP from external sources or for generating lP assets internally are indicated. This method measures
future benefits by quantifying the amount of money that would be
required to replace the future service capability of the property.
The value is subject to amortization and write-downs.
(b) lncome Approach

The income approach focuses on a consideration of the incomegenerating capability of the property. The underlying theory is that
the value of property can be measured by the present worth of the
net economic benefit on the assumption that lP is capable of producing the income. lt is generally agreed that this approach often
proves to be the most reliable for the valuation of lP.
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(c) Market Approach

The market approach is the most direct and the most easily understood appraisal technique. lt measures the present value of future
benefits by obtaining a consensus of what others in the marketplace
have judged it to be. There are two requirements: the existence of
an active and public market and an exchange of comparable prop-

erties. Until recently, these conditions were considered difficult to
meet. However, the emerging web-based patent exchange markets
may change the picture as the next section will describe.

VALUATION OF IP IN THE PRIVATIZMION
CONTEXT
The issue of privatization (simply defined as the transfer of assets from
the state to the private sector) was recently identified as having significant influence on lP policy and strategy formulation, and vice versa.'o
WIPO's study on privatization, carried out by an advisory panel, readily
identified the question of valuation of lP assets as a key and possibly seriously under-researched area with clear relevance to decisions to privatize
or not, and highlighted many examples where lP assets had possibly
been undervalued, or not valued at all. The panel noted that existing
international accounting standards and valuation methodologies might
be inadequate in providing a sound foundation for valuing intangible
assets, including lP assets in processes that were immensely important to
the economies of many countries, in particular those economies in transition to free-market principles. While the panel concluded that there is
virtually no overlap in current literature on privatization and lP as such,
there was much interest in the assertion that lP figured significantly in the
valuation of intangible assets and, therefore, in the estimation of a firms
capitalization and strategic value, which in turn is important in dealing
with the question of privatization of public enterprises.
One of the striking figures brought before the panel was the suggestion
that between 50 and B0 percent of the value created by a firm originates

from intellectual capital rather than from traditional physical assets,
pointing to the shift in economic valuation from physical capital to intangible and intellectual capital. This shift is apparent in the recent strategic
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patenting by multinational firms, whereby patents are considered valuable not only in the originally intended sense of protecting innovation,
but also in respect to potential business income from licensing fees, protection and leverage against competitors, or even extra income unrelated to the main business of the firm. Texas lnstruments, for example, is
well-known for pioneering the process of applying for patents on innovation discovered by its R&D teams in circumstances where the patents
may have general scientific and technical application. More and more
companies are realizing that aggressively asserting the existence of their
patents can generate many business advantages, and are spending
large sums of money undertaking a patent portfolio audit to identify economical ly relevant patents.2l

Valuations

of lP assets, such as trademarks, have grown to become an

imporlant component of a firm's capitalization. According to lnterbrand,

in

2001, the worldwide trademarks for Coca-Cola, Disney and Ford were 61,

54 and 66 percent, respectively, of the capitalization of those companies,
and were worth US$69, 32.5, and 30 billion respectively." A decade or so ago,
very few companies entertained such a concept of trademark valuation.

MARKETING KNOWLEDGE
A report issued by PricewaterhouseCoopers in 1999 found that the global lP licensing market had soared over the previous ten years to reach
more than US$100 billion. ln this regard, patent information plays an
important role, in particular by assisting in the assessment of the potential for commercialization of lP. A good illustration of this emerging market is that IBM and the lnternet Capital Group have joined the growing
list of companies creating online exchanges for the evaluation, buying,
selling, and licensing of patents and other forms of lP. IBM contributed
the assets of its lP Network, a content-oriented website that provides a
range of free information about European, Japanese and US patents.23
Several lP information brokerages were set up to provide value-added
evaluation of patent information and services for patent licensing.'o
Recently, lP assets have also been recognized as financial assets. Sellers
and buyers of lP can manage their lP as financial assets just as investors
in stocks, options and other financial instruments.2s
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THE EMERGING CYBER MARKET FOR PATENTS
According to the British Technology Group (BTG), a consulting firm, just
3 percent of the commercial potential of global lP was realized in 1999;
that figure translates into about US$110 billion out of a US$3 trillion pie.
Of that $110 billion, only some $500 million came from universities,
where the bulk of R&D takes place. IBM alone, which has long set the
standard for both the volume of patents issued and the revenue generated from licensing them, created an annual royalty stream of $1.25
billion. Howeve4 most corporate giants were inclined to guard their
patents, trademarks, and other lP more closely.
" Ayear and a half ago, we did a survey and realized that we were spending US$1.5 billion on R&D, but we were using less than 10 percent of it in
our own products," said Jeff Weedman, vice president of global licensing and external ventures of Proctor & Gamble (P&G). The company,
which holds over 27,000 patents worldwide and is one of the biggest
users of WIPO's PCL has changed its lP philosophy dramatically, and
now all its patents, as well as other technologies, are available for licensing, sale, or joint ventures.

Under pressure to increase revenue, many companies are offering for
sale or license, at new online lP exchanges, everything from prized R&D
secrets to sharp, in-house information technology systems. The buyers
are other big companies looking to slash R&D costs by buying the results
of others' research.'u For patent valuation, the Patent & License
Exchange uses a mathematical model based on the Nobel Prize-winning
option theory developed by Robert Merto, Myron Scholes, and Fischer
Black." This has proved to work well in analyzing the differing claims that
debtholders and shareholders have on a firm. These business-to-business marketplaces offer, users say, a fast, efficient, and extremely lowcost way to transfer technology and build revenue based on inventions
that otherwise might not have seen the light of day.
The emerging recognition of lP and its role in knowledge and wealth creation has been driving the development of new and better valuation and
accounting methods for lP as an intangible asset, or a new and modern
form of knowledge capital in the business world. lP seems to be accepted

ri(-

embodiment of new knowledge and as an instrument
of wealth creation. lts tradability as an economic good has found a new
expression in the form of knowledge and technology markets. The new
knowledge market takes advantage of web-based technologies and the
most recent marketing tactics. The recognition of lP in the market is further convincing evidence of its growing economic impact.
as the commercial

MODERN IP MANAGEMENT AND THE NEW
ECONOMY
lntellectual property management is becoming a major element in corporate business management. lt affects M&As, generates joint ventures,
forges cooperative R&D agreements, and is the basis of licensing agreements. Companies are forging alliances with each other in order to
heighten the value of their lP and to obtain mutually beneficial competitive advantages. Often such alliances will give the companies involved
substantially increased clout in their particular field of technology, allow-

ing them

to impose their standards on competitors in that sector.

Strategic positioning of lP assets can make a difference to a company's

profit. Such strategic positioning enhances revenue through better
deployment of R&D and market intelligence, and facilitates licensing
income, as well as the potential for M&As.
lntellectual property assets can contribute significantly to a company's
market value. Several companies have a major part of their market value
in lP assets; these include Walt Disney, Microsoft, and P&G. Evidence
shows that in each of these three companies, more than B0 percent of
their value is associated with lP and intangible assets.'B Microsoft is said,
for example, to have a book value of US$90 billion. However, its market
capitalization value is estimated to be around US$270 billion. The major
part of the extra $180 billion is said to come from lP assets, including
trademarks, patents, trade secrets, and know-how."
ln order for corporate management to maximize the assets of a firm, a
deliberate effort must be made to understand and focus on lP in the
business world.
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NEW CORPORATE IP MANAGEMENT
Possession and management of lP assets is becoming a major determinant of company success or failure. lP management, formerly confined to

legal departments, is increasingly being handed over to proactive lP
departments. This is especially true in some of the new technology firms
which are developing so fast and making huge investments in R&D. "The
market for biotechnology is expected to be worth US$38 billion by the
year 2005... On average, the biotechnology industry ploughs some 45
percent of its annual income into R&D. That means nearly half the value
of the industry is embedded in its intellectual capital. The trouble is that
intellectual capital is a very plunderable good: it can be stolen quite easily, copied and then sold without authorisation... patenting is seen as
being important to researchers."3o (For further discussion on the patent
protection of biotechnology, see Chapter 4.)
What changes in lP management are taking place in those firms? Here
are some examples.

to competitors at an early stage,
Philips and Sony prevented them from developing alternative

By licensing CD technologies

standards, which could have provoked a long and draining format
war like the one between the video formats VHS and Betamax.3'

IBM has generally stayed away from having to make large
acquisitions, in part because it has been able to leverage its lP
into new products and businesses, investing more than US$5
billion annually in R&D. lBMs aggressive lP effort boosted patent
licensing royalties 3,300 percent between 1990 ($30 million) and
2000 ($1 billion)."

Hitachi progressively developed its patent strategy and earned
$455 million in 1996.|ts earnings expenditures ratio (EER) grew
from 0 in 1990 to 4.5 in 1996, going through four stages of patent
strategy evolution.33

F"-

lntellectual property management is occurring not just in the private sec-

tor. For example, in

1987

, an eminent international scientific research

institute, CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research), created
an lndustry and Technology Liaison Office to stimulate interaction with
industry and to assist in issues related to its lP. The liaison office also
ensures that the organization's lP is adequately protected and correctly
exploited. Some universities also have lP offices whose sole function is to
manage lP assets (see Chapter 4).

PATENT MAPPI NG
Making the care of lP a core part of marketing strategy is not just an
offensive weapon; it is crucial for defense as well. An effective way to analyze trends in R&D in certain fields of technology, and also competitors'

R&D and marketing strategies, is to make a so-called patent map in
which all significant patents are shown along with the technological links
between them. The patent map may include an analysis of how a company's patents and those of its competitors relate to the company's technology and products. This is not just an exercise to avoid lP infringement
but a tool to understand trends in technology and plan a company's
strategy for investment in R&D and marketing. Until recently, many executives thought it unnecessary to spend the time and money to map out
the patent landscape, but now it is an essential factor in corporate strategy. Patent-mapping efforts that used to take months can now be done
in hours or days. The relationship between patents, competitors and the
corporation's research and business activity can now be presented in
3-D reports that highlight patterns and relationships in technology development.
Many commercial databases and software packages have been developed to assist companies in managing lP. Such services and products
provide a set of dynamic analytic tools applied to a database of worldwide patents that allow customers to gain a decisive insight into their
innovation asset opportunities. They have a platform that allows clients
to create powerful visualizations of their marketplace, their innovation
assets, and their competitors' innovation assets. This promotes the
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understanding of industry trends and opportunities and facilitates rapid,
informed decisions in key strategic areas such as R&D, M&As, technology licensing, and competitive intelligence.34

THE NEW ECONOMY THE INTERNET, AND IP
lntellectual property is on its way to becoming the ultimate asset.3s What
has caused this transformation is the advent of the so-called knowledge
economy supported by the lnternet, which completely changed the coverage, amount, and speed of access to information (from which knowledge can be made). lncreasingly, the creation of wealth - and its attendant social and cultural benefits - hinges on the generation and man-

agement of the three "i"s: innovation, information, and ideas, using
another "i" - the lnternet. They are the fuel that drives the incredible
forward thrust of technological development today, and possession of
(or access to) them is vital for any company that wants to stay ahead of
the field - whether in creating innovative new products or finding innovative and cost-effective ways to manufacture old ones. Globalization is
raising the financial stakes in these new products and processes, as a
truly worldwide marketplace becomes increasingly accessible through
new communications technology. The economic landscape - and the
place of lP in it - has changed completely.
is the lnternet and its userWeb. Other inventions have
World
Wide
graphical
interface,
the
friendly
(the
wheel, the internal combustion
had a profound effect on society
engine, the radio), but it is difficult to think of one that has had such an
immediate and wide-ranging impact. ln the first 4 years of its existence
the Web reached 50 million users (the telephone took 74 years to attain
that figure), and it is said that traffic on the lnternet doubles every 100
days.'u The casting of this particular net (and the spinning of the web) has
irrevocably linked individuals and organizations all over the planet, creating a global grapevine, a virtual talking-shop, a cyber-marketplace, a
digital "Delphic oracle", a vast electronic sea of knowledge, accessible
to all, transcending existing boundaries and transforming how, where,
and with whom we communicate and do business. "A century ago,
Standard Oil of New Jersey went overseas in search of oil. ln the late

A major element in the new topography
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1990s, America Online went around the

world in search of subscribers. ln

the United Fruit Company needed to be in Central America
because of that region's advantages in the cultivation of bananas.
1899,

Nowadays, Yahoo! needs to be everywhere because the more visitors it
attracts the higher its stock price."3'

From education to entertainment to e-commerce - the possibilities of
the lnternet are vast. AII these changes have reinforced the importance
of knowledge and have become effective tools to optimize the benefits
of that knowledge and of lP. For example, the lnternet has allowed
researchers and inventors to access more easily the almost overwhelming volume of electronically stored patent information drawn from patent
documents filed with national and regional patent offices and under the
WIPO PCT.3B This has, in turn, triggered a new growth industry with the
rapid rise of on-line service providers offering patent search and management facilities that enable clients, quickly and efficiently, to ensure
the originality of their own research; to track down inventions of use to
them for further innovation; to obtain an overview of trends and new
R&D activity in a particular area of technological development; and to
monitor the marketing strategies of competitors by tracking the countries in which they are seeking patents. The possibilities that modern
technology offers for making full and creative use of patent databases
can also lead to happy discoveries of ideas with great, but unexploited,
market potential, such as the antibiotic azithromycin, uncovered by the
pharmaceutical company Pfizer, which came across the patent by chance
when searching the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
database (see Chapter 4).
The lnternet

is creating a worldwide human and business network of networks. Some pundits and business managers have suggested a new
maxim to survive in the new economy - think globally and act locally.
"Glocalism", that is, to be global and local, allows people to assimilate
aspects of globalization into their own country and culture in a way that
adds to their growth and diversity, without overwhelming local cultures."
Empowerment by the lnternet provides local industries and communities
with a fresh opportunity to realize the value of their indigenous intellectual assets such as cultural inheritance and traditional knowledge, which
may potentially have a global market (for further details, see Chapter 7).
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ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND THE IMPACT ON IP
As well as facilitating innovation and allowing its more efficient management and exploitation, the lnternet has also raised some challenges for
the lP community. One such, which has attracted a considerable amount
of recent media attention, concerns innovative ways of conducting business on-line. Electronic commerce (e-commerce) grew from more or less
nothing in 1995 and is expected to become a trillion dollar industry within a decade. Business-to-business e-commerce in 2000 represented a
189 percent increase over 1999 and, while valued at US$l.9 trillion in
2002, is anticipated to reach US$6 trillion by 2004 (see Chart - 3.2).'o With

such high stakes at play, there has been a rush to patent methods
designed to make it easier for buyers and sellers to conduct cyber-business. The most well-known example is Amazon.com's famous one-click
shopping, enabling customers to orderi pay for, and authorize delivery of
their purchases with one click of their mouse. Another classic example is
Dells 40-odd patents protecting on-line techniques that enable customers to order a customized computer assembled to their individual
specifications. ln fact, new business methods cover everything from
Priceline.com's system of on-line reverse auctioning to Chase Manhattan
Bank! techniques for check imaging and credit card authorization (for
further discussion on the patentability of business method inventions,
see Chapter 4).
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Another lnternet-generated battle in the lP area is being fought over the
eviction of cybersquatters who have taken over trademarks to which they
have staked a claim in bad faith. Cybersquatters register domain names
(essentially website addresses), which they have no intention of using
and that are identical or similar to trademarks or famous names, and then
try to sell them back to the holders of the mark or famous name at a profit. Cybersquatters, and some of the cases brought against them under
the WIPO domain-name dispute resolution procedure, have received
wide-spread coverage in the press, highlighting the importance of trademarkso' and their new manifestation as website identifiers, in the world of
commerce. The domain name issue is yet another example of how the
lnternet has given a new dimension to a traditional form of lP and has
forced the lP community to find speedy and efficient solutions in order
to resolve a problem of considerable economic importance (for further
discussion, see Chapter 5).
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Another challenge to lP is digital piracy caused bythe ease and speed
with which perfect digital copies of books, photographs, music, and film
can be made and distributed on the lnternet to anyone, anywhere in the
world. The fight against such illegal distribution of copyrighted materials
is being fought with technological weapons, but digital pirates are adept
at finding their way through barriers put in place by encryption and copy
protection techniques. While many copyrighted works can be shared
with friends and acquaintances or even large numbers of fellow lnternetusers at the click of a mouse, many of the new cyberpirates are often
unaware that they have committed an illegal act. For example, many
Napster users have made their recordings globally available without
knowing that their act is illegal. Even now, software is being developed
to enable users to share music files through peer-to-peer exchanges,
making it more difficult to trace such digital transfers and to crack down
on them. Another example concerns Stephen King, the popular author,
who put a new spin on the concept of electronic self-publishing. As an
experiment, King posted a chapter of his new book 1-he P/ant on the
lnternet at regular intervals, but only as long as his readers continued to
pay him a dollar for each new chapter (routed on-line through
Amazon.com). The experiment ended after the sixth chapter, due to a
fall-off in payments. The difficulty of controlling copyright in cyberspace
has given rise to a rethinking of the way in which royalties are collected
(for further discussion, see Chapter 6).
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TABTE-3.3 E-COMMERCE AND ITS IMPACT ON IP LAW
AND POLICY AND OTHER RELATED AREAS

Gristi.t

ffir,,

rcryol

:

Globality

Cross-border impacts

Harmonization o{ lP laws,
recognition o{ judgments,
and enforcement

lnterdisciplina ry

Emerging new intermediaries
and dis-intermediation

On-line provider's liability for
lP infringement, broadcasters
request for their rights

Digital technology

Perfect quality of digital copres

Review of the definition of copy

Detection,

Cyber-piracy and fair use
(e.g. Napster)

Difficult enforcement of lP rights,
watermarking of copyri ghted

anonymity,
and privacy

Speed of light

works.

A widened gap between
legislative efforts and technical
changes, no effective judicial
system

Technical features

Domain name, lnternet standard

protocol
lnternet
governance

Minimalist

v Maximalist

lnternet-based consultation for
international policy formulation,
emerging solution of using
alternative dispute resolution
systems (mediation and arbitration)
Domain name disputes and
conflicts with trademarks
Policy difference between
countries (the extent to which
governments implement
regulatory measures)

E-commerce has already begun to have an extraordinary impact on the
architecture of our markets and regulatory structures, and to raise issues
that implicate different sectors of legal interest. As lP systems have been
independently developed in different countries on the fundamental principle that each state has sovereignty over lP protection and enforcement
within its territory, the international dimensions of e-commerce and the
lP-related questions emerging from it complicate the development of
solutions and caution against national interventions that would ignore
potential cross-border impacts. They also have horizontal implications
for other areas of law and policy as summarized in Table - 3.3.
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"The patent system added the fuel of interest to the fire of genius".
Abraham Lincoln'

I n the 20'h century

we witnessed a series of technological breakthroughs.
lndeed, it has been said that we are in the midst of a third industrial revolution as a result of rapid developments and interactions between six

key technologies - microelectronics, computers, telecommunications,
new materials, robotics and blotechnology.'The rationale for patents is
that they stimulate economic and technological development and promote competition by creating a financial motivation for invention.
However, as the world seeks to address the disparity in wealth between
developed and developing nations, some critics have claimed that the
patent system stymies development. These critics misunderstand the
theory and practical application of the patent system. ln fact, patents are
a powerful tool for economic development. This chapter examines how
the patent system works in principle and in practice to stimulate R&D, to
generate new technologies, and to promote market competition. lt also
offers perspectives on how developing nations may wield the patent tool
to sharpen and strengthen economic development strategies in the
changing global economic environment.

THE RATIONALE FOR PATENTS HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS IN THEORY
Abraham Lincoln was a master of the homespun aphorism, expressing
a complex thought in a simple expression. The one quoted above aptly
captures the rationale for patents. The "fuel of interest" - the profit
motive - is a catalyst of scientific, technological and economic development. The metaphor is a good one because it suggests a dynamic
process in which powerful forces are ignited.
That process starts with the grant of exclusive, legally enforceable rights
to an inventor to make, use or sell products incorporating his invention
for a limited period of time. Thus, the inventor receives an advantage in
market competition. The patent system provides the inventor with an
opportunity to gain revenues at three levels. First, the inventor may

l7T --

recoup his costs (the expenses he incurred in developing the invention,
usually capital, time, equipment and labor).
Second, the patent system makes it more likely that the inventor will
make a profit (a positive return on the investment) from the unit sales of
products incorporating the invention. The ability to achieve this profit
(through higher volume of sales or higher prices than the seller of a similar product would otherwise have achieved) depends on whether the
invention actually enhances the desirability of products, and whether
there are substitutes or alternatives to the invention and the products.

Third, the patent system gives him the ability to gain revenues from
licensing or assigning (selling) the patent to others who will exploit it in
markets that the inventor does not wish to enter, using distribution
resources that the inventor does not have, or combine the invention with
other inventions and products to create new inventions and products.
Such licensees and assignees pay royalties (payments in the form of a
share of his sales) and fees to the inventor.
The inventor's reward

financial gain, and he is motivated to repeat the
process again, investing some of his gain in new R&D for new inventions.
is

This process becomes a dynamic cycle of change which generates
changes in other areas. He is also likely to hire and train others, or transact business with others, who will in turn be motivated to invent and create products by the prospect of financial gain. Not only will the R&D lead
to associated inventions by others, it is also likely to stimulate other economic consequences such as increased employment and training, and
increased competitiveness of related products.
It is an oversimplification to say that the patent system is a tool to grant
a simple exclusive right to an inventor. The exclusive rights granted by a
patent are valid only for a limited duration (generally 20 years). They also
are limited to and valid in only the country or jurisdiction that issued the
patent. ln the rest of the world, in all countries in which the invention is
not protected by a patent, the invention may be used freely. As discussed below, the patent system is designed to strike the proper balance
between the inventors interest and the public interest.
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Described in another way, the patent gives the inventor a temporary
shelter from the forces of market competition. The shelter is a small one,
limited to the precise terms of the claims of his patent, but it is sturdy
and durable for many years. ln this shelter, the inventor can market his
inventions without fear that his investment will be swept away by competitors, or ravaged by price predators. He can work in the shelter,
secure enough to be able to create new inventions, as well as to hire
and train others to help him. Without the shelter, the inventor would
have no incentive to make new inventions and start the process again.
He would pack up his tools and go back to his secure job elsewhere.
The patent system does not grant an unqualified market advantage to
the inventor. The shelter is exactly as big as the scope of the invention
that the inventor has created. The patent only covers the invention exactly as it is "claimed" in the patent. There is nothing to prevent competitors from developing competitive inventions and products, and obtaining patents on such inventions, as long as they do not duplicate all of the
claims of the patent. lndeed, as will be explained below, the patent system actually seems to generate competitive innovations.
Further, patents are only granted when the invention meets the strict
requirements for patentability; generally that the invention must be
"new, useful and non-obvious." A patent is not granted simply because
of hard work or large amounts of capital. The inventor must actually create something original based on his research and imagination, although
he will invariably draw upon old data and inventions. The invention cannot be merely theoretical, but must be practically "do-able". The exclusive right is time-limited; in most cases it lasts for 20 years from filing.
The exclusive right generally does not extend to "fair use" - research
and academic use of the patent. The patent is only valid in the country
in which it is filed and issued, so innovators and businesses in other
countries (in which a patent application has not been filed and issued)
are free to use the invention.

wL'

Even where the patent right applies, patent holders are often motivated

to license others to use patents, as such licensing is often a profitable
aspect of patent ownership and a way to reach "unserved or underserved markets" (geographic or sectoral markets that the patent owner
may not wish to invest in or in which he does not have resources or
capacity to invest). ln such cases, the patent right is effectively shared and
its benefits distributed. Further; patents may provide economic and technological benefits in the form of information because they are public
documents. Most patent systems have the legal requirement that the
application and patent fully disclose the invention in a manner sufficiently clear and complete for it to be carried out by a person skilled in the
field of the invention. The requirement of public disclosure is one of the
justifications for the patent right because the patent holder trades the
disadvantage of full public disclosure of his invention and how it works
for the grant of an exclusive legal right to its use for a limited period.
Obviously, the decision to seek patent protection in a country in which
there is inadequate enforcement of patent rights involves a risky leap of
faith on the part of the inventor. Finally, abuse of the patent right combined with acts of unfair competition may be checked in some countries
by anti-trust or competition law. ln sum, for many reasons, the patent
right is a limited one and permits quite a bit of flexibility in the use of the
claimed invention by persons other than the inventor.
lf one accepts as true that people are motivated by financial gain, then it
is apparent that the opportunity to gain from innovation will have the
effect of stimulating innovation and, if conducted on a broad scale, also
stimulating the economy. Conversely, a high risk of losing an investment
will demotivate inventors. A society that provides no legal shelter for its
inventors is likely to have a weak economy.
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THE CYCLE OF INVENTION
The dynamic nature of the patent system is described fully by Hisamitsu
Arai, in "lntellectual Property Policies for the Twenty-First Century: The
Japanese Experience in Wealth Creation", a vital resource for those
interested in using the patent system to encourage economic development (see Chart - 4.1).'
IPR Protection

CHART-4.1
CYCLE OF INTELLECTUA
C REAT ION

.'ji

i
I

IPR Enforcement
d

lP Creation

Creation of New lndustries

The cycle describes how the patent system promotes technological and
business competition because patent holders and their competition race
to improve inventions and to create new ones. Generally, patent holders
invest a portion of profits obtained from the commercialization of patented technologies in R&D. There exists, therefore, a cycle from an original
invention to an improved invention, with the latter being the basis for further improvement. New inventions are constantly being created that are
either improved versions of the patent or new inventions (see Box - 4.2).

Each invention may be embodied in any number of products.
Competitors will seek to invent new inventions that "avoid the claims" of
a granted patent. This competition gives rise to new, often more efficient
or advantageous ways of making similar products. The patent system
serves as the framework to keep this wheel of invention turning. The
cycle of intellectual creation also contributes to adaptation of foreign
technology to local needs and markets because patents issued in one
state are disclosed and may become the basis for improved versions or
the inspiration for new inventions.

tF.-

The classic model of innovation consists of a sir:rlple cyclical progression including the followingr Stages: invention, patent, new product,

profit, investment in R&D and back

to

invention. During tho' last

decade of the 19'h century a number of Japanese companies, including the Toyota Loom Corporation, were working on the development
of loorn'technology for the textile industry. lntensive R&D activity by
small Japanese enterprises was complemented by active utilization of
the patent system for the protection of the new technologies. At the
turn of the century however, the gap between the Japanese industry
still relying largely on wooden hand looms, and its European counterpart, benefiting since 1894 from the invention of the automatic loom,
remained significant.

ln 1896, Sakichi Toyota obtained a patent for E version of the power
loom which resembled previous machines used in Europe since the
18ft century and more recently in Japan. Despite the important technological achievement by Toyota, competition in the market proved
so strong thal
lhe invention would not earn him sufficient profit to continue in the power loom business. Twice he tried to set up a business
for the commercialization of his power loom patent and twice his business failed. Thirteen years after his first attempt, Sakichi succeeded in
inventing an automatic loom. He introduced some important changes
to the European automatic loom which gave him an edge over his
competitors. A number of other patents were obtained to complement and fine-tune the invention and finally, in 1924, the Toyota Type
G Automatic Loom reached the market. Kiichiro Toyota, Sakichi's son,
reached an important agreement with Platt Brothers & Co. for the
commercialization of the automatic loom. Platt Brothers paid Toyota
f100,000 (equivalent to US$25 million today) for the exclusive right to
manufacture and sell the automatic loom in any country other than
Japan, China and the United States of America. lt provided a huge
injection of capital for further investment in R&D. Toyota decided to
invest the f 100,000 as initial capital to set up an automobile company.
Source: Tadashi lshii, "lndustrial lnnovation in Japan and the Role of the Patent
System ": Case Study of Toyota (presented at Conference, Washington University,
St. Louis Mtssouri, October 2000).
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AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PATENT SYSTEM WORKS IN PRACTICE
THE
HOW
PATENTS

The above discussion sets forth the theoretical rationale for the patent
system. Howeve4 the test of theory is how it works in practice. A practical description of how patents stimulate economic development could
be the subject of a multi-volume treatise. This section will provide some
facts and examples of how this process occurs in everyday business and
policy contexts, especially focussing on
(1)

(2)
(3)

how patents facilitate technology transfer and FDI;
patents as stimulants of R&D at universities and research centers;
patents as catalysts of new technologies and new businesses;
and

(4)

how businesses, especially small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), accumulate lP assets and engage in transactions based
on such assets.

Finally, we will conclude by discussing how developing nations can use

patents strategically to take full advantages of these dynamic business
processes.

PATENTS FACI LITATE TECH NOLOGY TRANS

FE

R

AND INVESTMENT
A robust patent system and appropriate enforcement are prerequisites
for technology transfer and investment. Without patent protection, no
business is comfortable in disclosing its technologies or investing in
R&D. Thus, the most fundamental way that patents facilitate technology
transfer and investment is the creation of a safe environment in which
business and further R&D may be conducted. With such investment and
business relations, given the proper structuring of and favorable terms in

joint venture agreements, a rich harvest of technology transfer in the
form of know-how and human capital development can be reaped. We
witnessed some experiences of emerging economies in the last century.

t8.il1

At the launch of the Kennedy Round of GATT negotiations, the President
of the United States of America, John F. Kennedy, referred to Japan as a
developing country; however, we have only to look at Japan today to see
the change. Japanese policy-makers relied on the patent system as a
crucial tool in developing the national economy and this assisted it in
promoting FDI and transfer of technology during the transitional period
from a developing to a developed country (see Box - 4.3).

The Republic of Korea has also embraced the patent system and the
cycle of creation theory. Over the last decade, it has overtaken Germany
and the United Kingdom in the number of overseas information technology (lT) patents granted in the United States of America. The
Republic of Korea had 30 times more patents in the period between
1986 and 1996 than in the previous decade.

BOX-4.3

SONY AN D WESTERN EI.ECTRIC.]1
:

From its humbte beginnings

:'

in 196as

';1-

'1"''
a small enterprise of some 20

staff n"r'embers repairing phonogHohs, a biave decision to obtain a
patdnt license changed the fate e.f,ySpny Corporation. ln 1952, while
trpVelling in the United States, wt'r.'tUuta, the founder; came across
'
i patent information on an inventis}r of Bbll Laboratories: the transistor.
asked a stockbroker working
branch of a Japanese
(WE), the patent-holder.
company to
At that time, the
in hearing aids, and WE did
see any chance
success in the application
"there is not much potential in
and build radios." Due to the
foreign reserves at that time, the transfer of
ies needed the government's approval. lbuka sucponvinced the Ministry of lnternational Trade and lndustry to
permittfre acquisition of a patent license from WE, as the existence of
a pate'irt implied the importance of the technology. lbuka put together US$25,000 for a patent license, and became one of the first
licefisees. WE wondered if such a small firm was capable of develop_jrig any useful device from the transistor. Howevel it shared useful
d'technical information about the transistor with a Sony engineer; as

E

I
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',

'agreed in the patent license agreement. ln 1955, lbuka's engineers
produced $bny's first transistor radio. The new product was a huge
s$ccess in.J2ipan, and this prompted Sony to catch up with other large
competitors.

Source: Morita, Made in Japan, (1985) and Sony Public Re/ations Division, Sony's

Autobiography (2001)

Brazil and lndia, both of which embraced lP and strengthened their
patent Iaws in the early 1990s, witnessed a significant and continuing
growth in FDI and in the number of patent applications filed within the

countries in the latter half of the 1990s.0 ln some other developing
countries the rate of patenting has also increased sharply in recent
years.s ln some of these countries, the process of modernizing the
patent regime began as early as the 1980s, long before the conclusion
of the TRIPS Agreement. The policy shift triggering the modernization
of the patent system in many of them had been driven by the fact that
they relied on export-led growth and were convinced that a strong
system for patent protection was critical in stimulating innovation in
local industries.6

CMALYST OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
As proven in many examples (see Boxes 4.3 and 4.5), patents provide a
rich source of technical and business information, which can be used to
analyse the most up to date technologies and to find business partners
and licensers. The role of the patent system ln providing valuable information has been underestimated in the context of promoting FDI and
transfer of technology. However; the lnternet opened a new window of
opportunity to look at strategic and wise use of patent information in this
century.

How rich and new is patent information? There are over 30 million
patents in the world today, and each year an average of 1 million new
patent documents are filed and published. Published patents are public
documents. ln most countries, patent applications are published 1B

B-

months after the filing date. This allows for early disclosure of the technical and business information contained in these documents. Many
countries accumulate and categorize patent information in patent databases that are searchable and published and updated on the lnternet.
Anyone with an lnternet connection can browse through files of patent
information organized by classification and generally searchable by key
words and other fields. Some of the countries that maintain such public
on-line databases are Australia , Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Hungary,

Japan, New Zealand, Poland, Republic of Korea, Romania, the Russian
Federation, Singapore, Spain, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the
United States of America.' Collective and regional databases are also a
rich source of on-line information, including those published on the
lnternet by WIPO and some patent offices.u WIPO's website maintains a
list of all of these databases with direct links to their lnternet sites.e
Commercial services operating on the web also offeri sometimes for a
fee, patent databases that are easily searchable. These databases,
because they are often used for prior art searches to determine the novelty of an invention, often include journals and scientific publications, in
addition to patents and patent applications. One such service provided
by Delphion lnc. a business that IBM spun off in 1997, claims that it has
access to over '100 million data records in 600 databases and '15,000 journals.'o Some services are operated by quasi- public entities, such as
Singapore's popular SurflP web site, which is the result of the privatization of certain of Singapore! lP operations. Such services, whether private or quasi- public, are often an excellent resource for patent information from sources worldwide. As discussed later in this Chapter, other private companies originated from government agencies. For example, a
UK company named BTG, which manages items of lP and attempts to
turn them into commercial propositions, solicits patents to exploit. lts
premise is that "many corporate research departments make interesting
discoveries that remain undeveloped because of a lack of resources or a
belief that the work is outside the company's remit."1r

At a macro-economic level, the statistical data derived from patent documents are important indicators of technological activity within sectors,
companies, and countries and, as such, are very useful tools for policymakers at all levels, particularly for those involved in industrial develop-
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ment and corporate planning. They play an important role in monitoring
technological progress, forecasting industrial developments, identifying
market demand, and in evaluating investment and policy decisions.

At the level of the individual enterprise, review of patent databases is a
useful way to gain technical and business information (see Box - 4.4). ln
terms of technical information, a scientist or businessperson can gain
valuable insights into the state of the art in any particular field by reviewing patent documents. The databases are generally easy to use, and anyone with an lnternet connection and a base level of competence in the
technical field being searched can profitably search for information in
them. Also, the up-to-date information contained in patent disclosures
can help businesses avoid investment mistakes in terms of duplicating
research that has already been done. lnsufficient use of patent information causes considerable waste of R&D investment. For example, the
EPO estimates that European industry is losing US$ 20 billion every year
due to a lack of patent information, which results in duplication of effort
such as re-inventing existing inventions, re-solving problems that have
already been solved, and re-developing products that already are on the
market. ln some cases, it is possible to use patent information to develop new products or processes, and this is an important and legitimate
use of the patent system, as long as the new product does not infringe
the claims of the patent.

BOX-4.4 WHY USE P"ATENT INFORMATION?
IP AUSTRALIAS ADVICE

o
o
.
o

Don't reinvent the wheel. Searching worldwide patent in{ormation
can help you avoid wasting time and money duplicating work
done elsewhere.
Look for technology that is available for licensing or is in the
public domain because it was not patented in Australia or patent
protection has expired.
Monitor your competitor's research activities. Technical information
about your competitors' products or processes might be published
in a patent specification years before they appear on the market.

IHT -

.
.

Keep an eye on trends in technology and emerging key players.

Avoid infringing someone else's patent. Searching Australian
patent information before setting up to manufacture or import a
product can help you avoid costly legal disputes.

Source: lP Australia

PATENT I N FORMATION TRIGG ERING PATENT
LICENSING
Use of patent information for strategic business advantage may be even
more effective than use for technical content. Patent information is used
to observe market trends and develop data on competitors. Sawy businesses are able to assess the technical and product focus of their competitors by observing their filed applications and issued patents. Market
information on technology trends and what R&D investment decisions
companies are making can be gleaned from these documents. Names of
individual inventors are often important information for competitors who
wish to attract and hire talent. As discussed in Chapter 3, patents have
become an important element in merger and acquisition due diligence
investigations, and databases are often used to assist in assessing the
value of the patent assets of an investment or acquisition target.

One of the most important uses of patent databases is prospecting for
potential business partnerships and licensing opportunities. Searching
databases according to patent classifications is a good way to identify
other businesses engaged in a particular field-whether the searching
company is looking to "license in" (a technology belonging to someone
else that it wishes to distribute or improve), "license out" (a technology
it has developed but perhaps does not have the resources to commercialize), create a "joint venture" (combine R&D efforts to create, manufacture, or distribute technologies and products), to invest, or to attract
investors business seeking licensees, partners, buyers, or investors in a
specialized field can search patent databases to find firms that are complementary to its business.
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Using patent databases

to

license in technology can be a productive

exercise. ln some cases, business persons can locate dormant technolo-

gy that has not found a licensee or manufacturer to commercialize it.
Although it is important to examine carefully why the technology is not
being exploited, in some cases, a license for a technology that is not
being fully exploited can be an excellent business opportunity. The
opportunity may be to exploit the technology in a different geographic
market, modify the technology, or use it for a different purpose (see Box
- 4.3 above about how Sony got started). From the licensor's point of view,
licensing a good technology that it is not currently exploited in a geographic market is a good way to gain revenues it would not otherwise have.
Similarly, a licensor may find it very appealing if the licensee has skilled

employees who manufacture products based on the technology, or can
modify the technology or make it function in a different way. Such modifications are called improvements, enhancements, or derivative works;
the licensee can offer to cross-license such improvements to the licensor
as a way to add value to the deal and reduce its royalties. Businesses that
have employees who are skilled will have a special advantage in such
negotiations, but it is also possible to bring in third parties, such as universities or research centers, to add extra value to a joint venture. These
opportunities can be a "win-win" for all parties, and one of the most
direct ways to find out about potential partners is through patent databases. A patent in a key field is a statement that the company has made
a significant investment in an area and will be interested in reasonable
proposals to increase the return on that investment.
Patent databases may be used to facilitate licensing out of a technology
or product. lnventors in the developing world can use such resources to
find potential licensees or investors for their locally developed technologies. Often the existence of a filed patent will provide the credibility and

visibility that permits a developing country company
investor or licensee (see Box - 4.5 on azithromycin).
Patent databases may also be used

to

attract

an

to find technologies that are not

patented in the country in which the searcher conducts his business.
There is nothing to prevent a company from using patented inventions

gT-

in countries in which the inventor did not bother to get a patent, as long
as there is no plan to make, sell, or use products in the country that granted the patent, or to import the products into that country or use products in the country or countries that granted the patent, or to import the
products there. However, even if the searching company is legally free to

practice the invention, full advantage of the invention may require the
use of the patent holder's know-how, documentation, training, trademarks, related patents, and other advantages. Thus, the searching company may wish to enter into a business relationship with the patent owner
in order to reap these benefits as well, even though a patent license is
not legally required.

BOx-4.5 AZLTHROMYCIN: ONE OF THE WORLD'S
BEST-SELLING ANTI BIOTIC
The dormant market potential in a new drug led to Pfizer's entering

into a mutually beneficial licensing agreement with the Croatian
patent-holding company Pliva. Nigel Keegan, an analyst at the Daiwa
lnstitute of Research Europe in London, estimated that royalties and
the margin on bulk azithromycin sales to Pfizer accounted for more
than 75 percent of operating profit for Pliva in 1999. Pliva, the most
profitable company in Croatia and the largest pharmaceutical company in Central Europe, is widely considered to be Central Europe's first
home-grown multinational. The company was listed on the London
Stock Exchange in 1996. Given its impressive success, many would find
it hard to imagine that Pliva was once a struggling entity. All that
changed, and the fortunes of this company witnessed a dramatic turnaround following its discovery of azithromycin. Today, azithromycin is
theiworld's best-selling antibiotic. Patented by Pliva in 1980, the drug
was subsequently licensed to Pfizer; which markets it as ZithromaxrM.
Sales of ZithromaxrM exceeded US$'l billion last year and are expected to grow. The phenomenal revenues derived from the licensing
agreement have facilitated Plivat rapid expansion across Croatia,
' Poland and Russia. Remarkably enough, all this carpe about only
because Pfizer's scientists happened to stumble upon Pliva's patent in
1981 while searching through patent documents at the USPTO.
Source: Wall Street Journal (Brusse/s), March 3, 1999:

14.
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IP OFFICE'S ROLE IN PROMOTING
THE USE OF PATENT DATABASES FOR TRANSFER
OF TECHNOLOGY
With escalating R&D costs, rapid technological change, and shrinking
product cycles, the idea that technology could be acquired or licensed
rather than reinvented is increasingly pursued. This patent mining usually works best when the company locates technologies complementary or

related to its core business. ln that case, the searching company may be
in an excellent position to evaluate the patent, develop it and market it
in ways that the owner has not been able to. Owners are often willing to
license or assign patents for a number of reasons. As discussed above,
the geographic or segment market may not be attractive to the owner.
ln some cases, the owner may have developed an invention, only to find
that the invention does not fit into the current business plan of the company. ln other cases, the owner may have exploited the invention but no
longer does so because new inventions or product approaches have
supplanted the older invention. A survey reported that 67 percent of US
companies own technology assets that they fail to exploit (assessed at
between US$115 billion to US$'l trillion). lt estimates that about US$100
billion is tied up in such idle innovation within the lP portfolios of big
companies.'2 Rather than let the invention accumulate the expense of its

maintenance, the company may put it up for sale or license.
Maintenance of patents that are not being practiced can be expensive,
and the average "effective life" of a patent before abandonment is 5
years. Only 37 percent of patents are maintained until the end of their
term.13

As a reflection of the expanding role of patent offices in a knowledgebased economy, some patent offices, such as the lntellectual Property
Office (lPO) of Singapore, are assisting local industry and research institutions by providing ancillary services that include the identification of strategic technology areas, technology and market studies, patent mapping
and searches, lP management, technology and product roadmaps, as well
as technology and market assessments.'o lPOs now have an additional
role: to act as technology information centers.

w_

PATENTS AS STIMULANTS OF R&D
Policy-makers have been encouraged by economists' findings that

a

country's economic groMh rate is influenced by government lP policies
(see Chapter 2). Recent recognition of the importance inherent in the
"endogenous growth theory" (that economic policy and external factors

can drive economic arowth) suggests that governments should give a
higher priority to policies that promote research and engineering activi-

ties and that create a solid basis for indigenous technologies, as
opposed to imported technologies. ln short, the hopeful aspect of this
theory of economic groMh is that policy-makers can make a difference
to economic development by using the tools available to them, including patent policy.
ln past decades, many developing countries realized that the transfer of
technology from other countries has a negligible impact on the creation
of a base for the development of the so-called knowledge industry,
unless the transfer is followed up by a mechanism that empowers local
researchers, engineers, entrepreneurs, and other innovators to use the
transfer as a spring board for the creation of new knowledge. lt is not
enough for developing countries to invite in foreign technology businesses for investment and manufacturing; the transfer of technology
from such ventures alone may be small. The benefit from technology
transfer, in other words, is not automatic. Effective transfer of technology
is an ongoing process that must include active local participation.
How does intellectual property start the process? Part of the answer may
be found in the development of products and technologies in the country itself ("indigenous development"), and one way this occurs, particularly in developing countries, is in the transfer of technology from universities and public research institutes to the private sector in the form of
intellectual property. ln many countries, particularly developing countries, it is the public research facilities and academia that provide the primary sources of knowledge. Basic and applied research is often conducted in government-funded and faculty-led research projects in chemistry, medicine, engineering, physics and other scientific and technical
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disciplines. lt is vital for policy-makers to establish a framework in which
intellectual property encourages those research institutions to transfer
and exploit knowledge, by bringing together the public and academic
efforts with those of the commercial sector.

SUPPORTING UNIVERSITIES AS CENTERS OF

INNOVATION
Throughout history and in all nations, students and professors at schools,
universities and research centers have been at the heart of national cultural, scientific and intellectual activity. Vital and growing societies support these individuals and institutions and are rewarded with culture, critical thought, scientific advancement, human capital development, and
the development of new and useful technical methods and systems.
The primary business of universities is teaching and research, but to the
extent that the rich intellectual activity at universities and research centers is also applied to the solution of practical problems, this supports
and feeds the cycle of creation and economic development described
earlier in this Chapter. ln developing nations, the relationship between
such university-based research and national economic development is
particularly important because of the dearth of resources for R&D in
commercial sectors, as well as the relative absence of foreign investment
in the technology sector.

PUBLIC SECTOR R&D IN THE DEVELOPING
WORLD
ln developing countries, research programs are mainly funded by the
public sector or universities (most of them are public), but this funding is
often inadequate and the percentage of global R&D expenditure in
developing countries continues to decline,'s stemming mainly from the
lack of available public resources'u Currently, it is estimated that 96 percent of such expenditure occurs in developed countries. Significant
inward investments are required for research efforts to intensify and a
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promising approach to enhance this

is

through FDI and partnerships with

the private sector, which are demonstrably encouraged through, inter
a/ia, strengthening lP laws.'' Therefore, as public sector R&D efforts
decrease, stronger lP rights are required to increase private funding in
this area, or to increase income from commercially successful products
and services using the research results, for further R&D investment.
Basic research entails longer time frames, which is why it usually has to
be supported by the public sector and why it fails to develop in places
where it does not benefit from such support. Moreover, public sector
support for longer term R&D activities is likely to become increasingly
important, particularly as shrinking product life cycles are forcing companies to adopt an increasingly short-term view in the structuring of their
research activities.
It is a painful waste to see the large amount of scientific and technologi-

cal advancements in universities and public research institutes go
unused, with some seen only as academic achievements, particularly
when a significant amount of public funding has been spent on supporting that research. What is wrong? The problem is mainly that research

efforts are not linked to the commercial application of the research
results. Commercial success depends largely on follow-on action taken
by business and industry. Without the integral involvement of the commercial sector, little profit can be returned to research institutions. This
creates a waste of research funds and a systematic, vicious circle of
diminishing returns. Government policies should encourage collaboration and cooperation between academia, research institutions and
industry, through licensing and other forms of technology transfer, joint
research activities, and the sharing of expertise.

FROM "R'TO "D"
To increase the contribution of public sector research and university
research to industrial and economic development, national policy-makers
need to work towards bringing business and academia closer together.
Technology transfer from universities to industry would be greatly
facilitated if universities were to patent and license the results of their

-
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publicly-funded research to industry. Such patent licensing by universities provides both an incentive and a sound basis for private companies
to undertake the risky investments associated with moving cutting edge
technologies, with unproven market potential, from projects in the laboratory to products in the market place. ln terms of leveraging public sector funds, the subsequent investments which will be made by the private
sector company in developing the technology are significant, as it is typical for a companyto invest between 50to 100times more than the initial licensing fee paid to the university to develop the technology. With
rapid technological changes and shortened product life cycles, companies are increasingly looking towards universities for new technologies to
be used in the rapid development of new products.
One may argue that results derived from publicly-funded projects undertaken by the public sector or universities should be exploited by the public sector instead of the private sector. However, the reality is that without
the strong incentives of private ownership and commercial interests, few
make vigorous efforts to commercialize new inventions. Also, these
options are not mutually exclusive; both avenues may be pursued and
private sector participation may be more effective in some contexts than
in others. The real question is whether the university and public sector
receive adequate compensation in the form of royalties or other payments in consideration for the license or transfer. Such licenses and transfers are not "give aways" but generally involve significant revenue flows
to the research institution.'' Thus, in some countries, laws have been
enacted to facilitate the transfer of technology from universities and the
public institute, to the private sector, by allowing the universities and
public institutes to obtain patents, and to grant exclusive or non-exclusive licenses to private firms with an interest in the commercialization of
the patented technology.
For example, in the United States the Bayh-Dole Act of '1980 was formulated as a result of a study and debate concerning the patent policy of
the US government in the 1960s and 1970s. At that time, there was no
government-wide policy regarding the ownership of inventions made
using federalfunding. The Act had two purposes: (1)to allow universities,
non-profit corporations, and small businesses to patent and commercialize their federally funded inventions; and (2) to allow federal agencies
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to grant licenses for their technology to provide more incentives to businesses. Before the adoption of this Act, the US government's policies
were more restrictive on licensing; indeed there appeared to be a reluctance to grant licenses to commercial companies. ln fact, at that time,
licensing activities for government-owned patents (5 percent) were much
lower than those for patents owned by the private sector (30 percent).
The Act reinforced the link between universities and industry in utilizing
research results. The data included in Table - 4.6 clearly shows that the
Act promoted a substantial increase in technology transfer between universities and industry.

TABTE-4.6 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FROM T]S
UNIVERSITIES TO INDUSTRY AND THE
IMPACT OF THE BAYH-DOLE ACT OF 1980''
Data/year 1980
Total number of

patents issued to
the universities
Total number of
licenses oranted
by the un'r"versities
Total income

from the grant of
licenses

m0

m

'1986
NA

1996

1,557
(139

(20 universities)

1,776
(131 universities)

universities)

9611974-tg.
average)

NA

NA

755
million

US$30
{1986 data

of

2,W

million

US$57
(1989-90

US$365 million

l l2 universities) average)

The United States of America, which has traditionally supported private
sector initiatives, managed to bring academia into the market mechanism with special legislative efforts. By contrast, we see how difficult it is
for countries in transition to market-oriented economies to provide commercial incentives to researchers and professors in the public sector.
China enacted its first patent law in 1984,20 increasing awareness among

researchers and university professors of the relevance of technology
transfer. ln 1999, a new Act was introduced concerning the creation of
new technologies, the development of high technology and its industrial
application. The Act allowed universities to establish science and tech-
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nology research centers, and to encourage professors and researchers at
the universities to join industrial parks focused on technology and commercializing the results of scientific research. The Act was intended to
provide a bridge between universities, research institutes and high-tech
industries which are competitive in the market. The Act also provided
that remuneration would be awarded to any person who contributed to
the transfer to the private sector of technology developed by universities
by allowing universities to use some of the revenue derived from the
transfer for that purpose. The Act established that universities should
also strengthen the management of intellectual property and should
provide remuneration to those employees who create inventions, and to
other researchers, and has already provided a significant incentive to
transfer technology associated with the inventions owned by universities.

EXCLUSIVE OR OPEN; LICENSING POLICIES AND
COMM E RC IALIZATION
Research results achieved by the academic field generally need further
adaptation and development in order to meet market demands. ln some
cases, the economics of the development and market environment may
mean that the private sector licensee will require exclusive rights to commercialize the invention. This may be because the licensee will have to
invest in the development of the invention into a product at a level that
makes profit unrealizable if the licensee has to compete with other
licensees who do not need to make the same investment but can simply
piggyback on the work of the original licensee. Other factors related to
market competition may make it difficult for the licensee to realize a
return on the investment made in the license. Whether an exclusive
license is needed in order to make the license worthwhile for the licensee depends on the facts in each situation. ln the negotiation of the
license, the potential licensee generally attempts to persuade the licensor of the need for an exclusive license by putting forward various factual arguments.

19q,-*

For example, in some cases, the lack of exclusive rights will discourage a
licensee in the private sector from pursuing the adaptation and improvement of the subject technology. This may actually hurt the interests of the
licensor institution, as it will be less likely to receive lucrative royalties if
the technology is not optimized or is not successful. ln fact, certain governments have recently reviewed their licensing policies concerning the

technology resulting from publicly-funded projects. For example,
Germany recently revised its rules on the ownership of lP that has been
created as a result of government funding. The private sector can now
obtain full ownership of a patent, as the old rules (50 percent share only)
did not sufficiently encourage firms to take a risk in commercializing
inventions.2'

ln other cases, a licensor may decide that non-exclusive licenses actually
promote their interests better than exclusive licenses, because they permit broad dissemination of a technology. This strategy may well result in
creating the possibility of a platform, de faao standard or fundamental
technology that will ultimately return more revenue and generate more
new technologies because of its broader reach.
ln cases where the technology is a fundamental one or one that involves
public and academic interests, a patent owner's voluntary and non-exclusive licenses granted to interested parties may be sufficient for commercial exploitation. The United States Bayh-Dole Act includes certain provisions protecting the public interest (known as "march-in" rights), which
call for mandatory licensing under certain conditions if the patent owner

declines to voluntarily license the patented technology, that has been
developed by a public-funding project and where licensing to third parties is considered to be in the public interest. One such example is a
patent on the gene-splicing technique (see Box - 4.7). Another ground-

breaking tool in biotechnology, the use of stem cells for research,
prompted discussions on the licensing policy to be adopted, since it was
patented by a non-profit foundation of the University of Wisconsin. As a
US government official put it, "[t]he issuance of patents on these new
discoveries may not necessarily have an adverse effect on continuing
research, provided that the patent owners devise a licensing strategy
that will allow basic research to continue unencumbered while preserving commercial value. ""
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THE KEY PATENT

IN GENETIC ENGINEERING
The most famous example of the application of the Bayh-Dole Act to
date mqy be the technique for recombinant DNA for which the USPTO
issued patents in 1980 to Professors Cohen and Boyer of Stanford
University and the University of California, respectively. Although the
invention was broadly patented, Stanford's Office of Technology
Licensing (OTL) established a very modest non-exclusive licensing
program for commercial institutions, and it allowed researchers at
other academic institutions to use the invention for free. The OTL
granted more than 300 licenses and received an income of hundreds
of millions of dollars. The licensed technique turned out to be one of
the essential tools of the biotech industryi which continued to grow
and prosper until it has become the powerhouse it is today.
Source: Remarks of Robert Stoll, Administrator for External Affairs, USPTO,
to the First Annual CIPR Conference on June 28, 2000 and the Nationa/ Research
Admi nistr ator's Resources Network,
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UNIVERSITIES AN D RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
DEVELOP LICENSING EXPERTISE
To facilitate technology transfer and licensing negotiations regarding
their inventions, public research institutes and universities require experts
in technology licensing who have negotiation skills and knowledge of
both technology and lP and who, ideally, are staff members. Various business models for obtaining such expertise exist, depending on different
strategies and cultural backgrounds. ln some countries, the national
patent office provides the universities and research institutions with the
necessary services, taking advantage of the expertise of its own staff. ln
other countries, semi-governmental or non-profit organizations have
been established under the guidance of the government, some of which
have become privatized. Other countries have enacted laws, and
encouraged universities and research institutes to establish their own
technology licensing offices fl-LOs) in accordance with requirements for
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patent licensing activities and, in some cases, for receiving government
funds. The following section will discuss these different models in detail.
ln the United States of America, to implement the Bayh-Dole Act effectively, a number of TLOs were established at universities. As a result, the
membership of the Association of University Technology Managers
(AUTM) increased from 113 in 1980, to2,178in 1999.'?3 Growing numbers
of universities and TLOs established within them have demonstrated that
encouraging and facilitating technology transfer in relation to inventions,
as a result of federally funded research, has been effective in serving as a
bridge between the academic community and the private sector.

To undertake publicly-funded national projects in the 1970s and 1980s,
the Japanese government set up several consortia consisting of government research institutes and selected private firms. However, the public
funding dried up, and the commercialization oi the results of the basic
research was not always easily achievable due to the different interests of
the participating firms. Encouraged by the success of the Bayh-Dole Act,
in 1998, the Japanese Government enacted the Technology Licensing
Office Law. The law provided for certain conditions for TLOs, which could
then receive financial assistance from the government to help with their
administrative cost, and thereby encourage technology transfer contracts
between universities and the private sector. Since the enactment of the
law, a total of 10 TLOs have been established as of October 2000. TLOs
are authorized to receive assistance from the government, including
financial assistance of up to U5$300,000, for work contributing to technology transfer and in the form of waivers of patent application fees
payable by their TLOs for filing patent applications. Universities in Japan
have been encouraged to establish general lP principles and rules concerning inventions created in the universities, in order to provide incentives to inventors. As an example, the proportion of benefit-sharing at
Keio University provides that an inventor will receive B0 percent of the revenue coming from the commercialization of inventions if the total revenue
is under one million Yen (U5$90,000) per year. The private sector considered the TLO mechanism useful, mainly for two reasons: (1) effective search
and finding of useful inventions developed by universities and (2) ease of
contact with universities through a single contact point at the TLO.'?o
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lndonesia has recently taken bold steps to create lP management offices
at universities and research centers all over the country. Twenty centers
for lP management have been set up to offer lP licensing expertise, lP
rights management, counseling, patent searching and other functions to
promote "knowledge based national economic development through
encouraging inventive culture, protecting and selling intellectual property works which have been invented both inside and outside ITB Institut
Teknologi Bandungl..."2'Efforts like these are likely to put lndonesia in
the forefront as one of the new technology and economic stars in Asia.

UNIVERSITIES AND PATENT LICENSING:
THE BEST MATCH FOR KNOWLEDGE CREATION
An increasing number of universities are becoming entrepreneurial. For
instance, Oxford University in the United Kingdom and27 of its colleges
have recently set up a f10.7 million (US$25 million) venture capital fund
to invest in spin-offs from university research. The lsis College Fund
invests in companies that convert university research into commercial
assets. ln 1988, the University set up a special unit, lsis lnnovation, to
assist in transferring technology from laboratories to commercial use
through patents, licensing, and specific-purpose companies. The
University has already invested in 1B companies, at least 5 of which are
now publicly listed.'u

ln 1995, Stanford University in the United States of America, set up its
Office of Technology Transfer. lt was originally a one-person pilot program, generating U5$55,000 from a mere three technologies. lt has blossomed into a full-fledged, 2O-person office, managing more than 1,100
active inventions licensed to companies all over the world - 220 of which
were producing royalty income totaling US$44 million." ln '1999-2000
alone, Stanford realized $30.9 milllon in gross royalty revenues, even
though this was the first year that the famous Cohen-Boyer DNA patents
(see Box - 4.7) no longer paid royalties."

The growth in university licensing of dramatic new technologies is rapid.
Licensing of optical mirror technology developed at the Massachusetts
lnstitute of Technology, stem cell licensing at the University of Wisconsin,
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both in the United States of America, and optical fiber technology from the
UK's University of Bath, all provide illustrations of famous research institutions that have agreed to permit commercialization of research discoveries.'

The inclusion of patent protection and licensing provisions concerning
inventions made by researchers at universities and public institutes in the
regulations of these universities, is of paramount importance to maximize the potential of those knowledge organizations. Such a scheme
helps to provide financial returns from successful licensing and creates
incentives for researchers who otherwise might not find any interest in
looking into the possibility of the commercialization of their results.
Unfortunately, until quite recently, it was considered inappropriate, in
many academic circles to patent the results of academic research. This
has led to the waste of some of the most valuable knowledge assets in
many countries. TLOs could provide researchers with the necessary assistance to follow up the commercialization of their inventions. Policy-makers should understand that many steps and skills in administering patent
licensing are needed to bridge the gap between academic research
activities and the private sector. These steps and skills include analysis of
the essence of the inventions, preparation and processing of strong
patent applications, finding potential licensees, license negotiation, and
evaluation of the value of inventions. The potential and actual returns
from the licensing agreements would encourage universities and academic researchers to make such efforts, and would also provide additional income to expand their research.

PRIVATIZATION OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
AGENCIES
Some organizations originally established to assist technology transfer of
publicly-funded research results have been privatized. This has served to
expand their coverage of business and give greater flexibility for their
activities. The National Research Development Corporation (NRDC) is
such an example. Established by the UK government in 1948 to facilitate
the commercialization of inventions deriving from publicly-funded research
activities at universities and public research institutes through the use of
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patent licensing, NRDC became the British Technology Group (BTG) in
1981. BTG's revenue depends in part on licensing fees and in part on
the stocks of the venture businesses established as a result of innovation with which it is involved. BTG has developed the competence to
include relevant technologies as a package, or patent portfolio, to sell
as technology ready for commercialization. As an example, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRl) is a technology combining inventions developed by Nottingham, Aberdeen, and Oxford universities. MRl, a very
important medical breakthrough, has brought the organization some
US$150 million.'o

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is another example. lt was originally founded as a Bavarian institution in Munich in 1949, as part of a program to
reorganize and expand Germany's research infrastructure. lt has grown to
become the largest organization in Germany for applied scientific
research.t' lt has a clear orientation toward industry's need for innovation.
Its activities focus on fields of research where the results achieved are of
direct benefit to its most important paftners - small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs). ln 1952, the Ministry of Economic Affairs of the

Federal Republic of Germany approved the role of the FraunhoferGesellschaft as the third key support structure for German research,
alongside the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) and the MaxPlanck-Gesellschaft (MPG). ln 1969, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft was
included in the government's basic funding scheme and in '1973, a cabi-

net decision approved the idea of the so-called "Fraunhofer model,"
whereby state funding was to increase in proportion to the FraunhoferGesellschaft's success in acquiring contract research work. That decision
meant that R&D work had to be oriented strictly in accordance with the
market, which serves to confirm that government decision-makers firmly

intended to transform the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft into the leading
umbrella organization for applied research institutes. By 1978, the
Fraunhofer program to promote contract research for SMEs had grown
into a nationwide government program for SME support, enjoying major

growth and high prestige. ln 1999, 50 years after its founding, the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft had 9,300 employees, working in 47 institutes
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and generating about DM 1.4 billion (US$640 million) in annual revenue.
Since 1992, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft has been consistently the most
successful applicant for patents among all state-financed research establishments in Germany (in 1999, for example, it was ranked 1B'n in
Germany for the number of published patents effective in that country).
Its Patent Center not only represents the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft in all
patent-related matters, but also acts as a partner to the research community and to industry. The Center's services include the evaluation of
inventions, patent applications, licensing, technological consulting,
strategic planning, and patent and technology assessment. The Center
promotes inventions derived from research conducted at universities
and other research establishments, and also by SMEs and individuals. lt
also promotes the commercialization of patented inventions by facilitating licensing agreements with industry. lt advises companies in the planning and development of new products and serves as a broker for innovative technologies, using patent information.

Another similar example can be found in lsrael. ln 1949, the first president of lsrael, Dr. Chaim Weizmann, a noted chemist, established the
Weizmann lnstitute of Science as the first academic institution in lsrael to
create a technology transfer organization to promote the commercialization of its research. As an arm of the lnstitute to license its results, Yeda
Research and Development Co., Ltd. was founded in 1959 as a private
firm; it was charged with finding the right industrial partners to take the
lnstitute's discoveries through the critical steps from the laboratory to the
marketplace. Yeda operates by identifying and assessing research projects with commercial potential; patenting inventions and protecting various aspects of the intellectual property of the lnstitute and its scientists;
attracting funding for projects in exchange for the rights to commercially exploit their results; and licensing inventions and technologies to
industry. Today Yeda is one of the top patenting organizations in lsrael.
Between 1995 and 1999,itwas granted 108 patents in the United States.
These patents are licensed internationally, often in partnership with firms
based in the nearby Kiryat Weizmann lndustrial Park, lsrael's first hightech industrial park.3'
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PATENTS SUPPORT NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND

NEW BUSINESSES
Patents can promote economic development by providing valuable
information, by stimulating R&D at universities and research centers, and
by supporting those institutions and emerging technologies and businesses. This section explores how that occurs and provides some note-

worthy examples of the interplay between patents, technology and
emerging businesses.
Historically, patents were usually granted in relation to machines, apparatus, and tools (subsequently also to products) manufactured in a factory. With rapid technological developments and the increasing significance of knowledge in most sectors of industry the objects of patentability have widened as a reflection of the technological innovation that is
taking place. Today, patents are increasingly important, not only in heavy
industry manufacturing, but also in relation to the soft industry and services sector. There has been a surge of technological innovation in all sectors of the global economy, but over the last quarter of a century, the

most important innovations have been in the new fields of computer
electronics, digital technology, genomics and biotechnology.
ln the areas of computer technology and biotechnology, policy ques- such as the extent to which patent protection should be expand(or
ed
limited) - were determined by considering various factors, including in palcicular the incentives needed for a pioneering industry in which
high risks are taken. One solution found in many countries is the protection of certain types of intellectual creations (for example, the layout
design of integrated circuits) by a system other than the patent system.
Another solution is the patent system, with certain modifications to the
interpretation of patent law or the extension of patentable subject matter (for example, computer-assisted electric appliances, business methods and human genomes).
tions

These changes were not made swiftly in all countries, but were progressively adopted, and some of them still remain the subject of international discussions. Nevertheless, these cases tell us how the patent system
has been more dynamically and frequently modified than in any previous
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time in its history. These changes have been driven and influenced by the
need for adequate protection of the new types of intellectual creations
which the emerging technologies have generated. Policy leaders recognized that the existence of patent protection permits the development
and commercialization of new technologies. Business methods using the
lnternet, and genomics, are two obvious challenges facing the patent
system at the beginning of this century.

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN ITS INFANCY
NEEDED PATENT PROTECTION
Computers are central to the functioning of modern society, controlling
everything from telecommunications to aviation. Our overwhelming
dependence on computers, and their increasing integration into our
everyday lives, were reflected by the extent of our concern that the "Y2K
millennium bug" would cause disruption to almost every aspect of our lives.
ln '1959, Jack S. Kilby made an epoch-making presentation of his monolithic integrated circuit, generally known as the microchip (see Box - 4.8).
Latel the microchip became a more intelligent microprocessori such as
the lntel 286, leading to the wider use of microprocessors (or chips) in
computers and other electronic products. The manufacturing methods
to enhance the density of circuits on microprocessors were covered by
patent protection, as were inventions related to the speed and functionality of the chips. However, the layout of the integrated circuit was protected by sui generis (special) law rather than the patent system, as it was
generally accepted that the designing of a layout of a microprocessor
did not involve inventive efforts, and thus many legislators considered
that layout designs did not merit patent protection.
The focus of research efforts by the computer industry shifted towards
software-related technology in the late '1980s as the performance of
processors increased. lnitially, software was construed as a creation outside patent protection. After worldwide discussions on the implication of
patent rights on functional and indivisible designs, this view began to
change. The economic momentum and significance of the software
business, as a driver for the computer industry, and therefore for many
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related industries, became evident. Today, with the advent of the
lnternet, another test for the patent system is the rise of business method
inventions. The race between the development of computer technology,
and policy-makers concerned with patent law and policy will be discussed in detail below.

BOX-4.8

KILBY'S MICROCHIP PATENT

Honored with the 2000 Nobel Prize for Physics, together with Zhores
L Alferov and Herbert Kroemer, Jack S. Kilby is considered one of the
greatest electrical engineers of the twentieth century and will be
remembered as an inventor of the microchip, for which US patent
3,138,743 was granted. Working as a researcher at Texas lnstruments,
lnc., Kilby produced 60 inventions related to the microchip, developed
on the basis of the key 743 patent, which expanded the range of
industrial applications and created a fundamental layer within the
computer industry by the mid-1970s. The key patent and the other 60
patents not only provided Texas lnstruments, lnc., with its early status
as a leader in the then-emerging microchip market, but also contributed to intense R&D competition for the faster speed and smallest
size inherent in today's information technology.
So
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COMPUTE R SOFTWARE BLOSSOMED
UNDER IP PROTECTION
ln the 19BOs, there were extensive discussions on whether the patent system or the copyright system, or both, should provide protection for com-

puter software. lt had become clear that computer software, in order to
develop and thrive, needed strong intellectual propefty protection.
These discussions resulted in the generally accepted principle that computer software should be protected by copyright, whereas apparatuses
using computer software or software-related inventions should be protected by patents. This legal development culminated in international
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agreements (the TRIPs Agreement and the WCT) obligating signatories
software. The law relating to the patentability of software is still not harmonized internationally, as some countries embraced
the patentability of computer software and others adopted approaches
that recognize inventions assisted by computer software. Today, in many
countries computer software and hardware may be protected by both
copyright and patent law, depending on the nature of the lP at issue.

to legally protect

There was also a growing need at that time for the protection of the
physical layout design of an integrated circuit, which is why a diplomatic
conference on that subject was organized by WIPO in '1989. Given that
patent protection is stronger than the protection afforded by other types
of lB including copyright protection, how different lP laws were used to
protect various types of computer technology was an important policy
decision. Along with the desire to protect new computer technologies,
there was also the widely-shared concern that if the protection was too
strong, it could discourage further developments of intellectual creation.
During the debate on patent and copyright protection, the competitiveness of the computer industry created a political climate more favorable
to protecting certain software-related inventions by patents, rather than
by copyright alone. Policy-makers were well aware that it was strategically advantageous to have patent protection for computer-related
inventions in order to encourage the transfer of this emerging technology from countries advanced in this area. lt was also important to protect
computer-related inventions in order to stimulate investment within their
own national industry.

to grow.
Smaller software companies are filing for patents more often, particularly as venture capitalists frequently require patents as a condition for providing funding. Companies that have previously filed patent applications

The number of companies developing software continues

for software-related innovations have also stepped up their efforts to
patent these innovations, including, in particular, companies with strong
software portfolios.33 Also, software increasingly underlies other technologies, such as the software that today is used to design, manufacture,
and render operable the hardware in a microprocessor (e.g. "verilog"; a
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hardware description language). This software also is protected by both
copyright and patent law in many cases.
Today, the extent to which software-related inventions are patentable
varies considerably from one country to another. There appears to be an
acute need for international harmonization, particularly as international
trade in software products continues to increase and companies competing on a global basis are interested in protecting their lP assets uniformly around the world. Also, the consequences of one country offering
patent protection while others do not are that some nations will have a
more sheltered environment for growth in that particular industry, and
enterprises there will accumulate more patents ("patent assets"), while
other nations and their enterprises will not build up patent assets in these
areas. The practical significance of patent assets will be addressed later
in this Chapter when we explore licensing as an important element in the
strategic use of patents to stimulate development.

BUSINESS METHODS

AND IP PROTECTION

CORRESPOND TO INTERNET BUSINESS GROWTH
Another area where business growth has stimulated the expansion of lP
protection, and where lP protection has in turn stimulated business
growth, is the fast-growing field of electronic commerce on the lnternet.
Patents have recently been granted for so-called business-method
inventions in this area. As most modern business models involve the
application of computer software, the patentability of business methods
in the United States is closely linked to recent developments in the law
on the patentability of software and software-related inventions. The
decision of the Court of Appeals of the Federal Circuit in 1998 in State
Street Bank & Trust v. Signature Financial Group holding that business
methods could be the subject matter of patents, triggered a sharp
increase in such applications.'o This seminal decision challenged traditional
views of the "technical nature" of patents common in certain countries.
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Since State Street Bank, patents have been issued on methods for online decision analysis, on-line financial systems, on-line customer rewards
systems, and even systems for categorizing and valuing patents.
Suddenly, the potential of patent protection seemed much broader and
more accessible to a wider range of new ideas than had previously been
contemplated. ln fact, the growing quantity and complexity of business
method applications reflect the increasing importance of business technologies in today's economy.

Business-method inventions which are applicable to e-commerce consist mainly of software-based systems and methods which are used to
effect or simplify electronic transactions taking place over the lnternet.
These inventions enable the transaction to be effected by the computer
system without requiring the relevant parties to be present in close proximity during the transaction. The majority of these patents have been
issued in the United States of America. Patents for software-related business methods, such as those mentioned above, soared from 700 in 1996
to 2,600 in 1999. Some attracted significant public attention.3s There is a
raging debate on the long-term social and economic effects of lnternet-

related patents and the related issues of patentability, prior art, and
broad patents.36 Recently, several high-profile patent infringement suits
involving lnternet patents have added to the growing discussion.
For example, Amazon.com sued Barnesandnoble.com, claiming that the
latter's ordering method infringed Amazont "one-click" patent. Amazon
won a preliminary injunction prohibiting its competitor from using one-click
shopping methods. A lawsuit brought by Priceline.com against Microsoft
claimed that the latter's Expedia.com travel site infringed Priceline's patent
on "reverse-auction." Under a settlement Expedia will pay royalties to
Priceline. Much appears to be at stake as litigation involving patent infringement suits continue to be filed in relation to lnternet business methods.
ln the evolving knowledge-based economy, innovative ideas are often a
company's most valuable source of competitive advantage. This is especially so for companies engaged in online business, with limited tangible
assets and whose success is mainly dependent on innovative ideas and
other intangibles which can include business models. These patents are

expected to increase in tandem with the continued expansion of the
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lnternet and electronic commerce.3T According to the USPTO, prior to
'1990, business-method patents were heavily focused on computerized
postage metering and cash register systems. Howeve[ by 1994 these
were overshadowed by financial transaction systems, and by '1999, electronic shopping and financial transaction systems became the two dominant categories. Newly filed applications indicate that advertising management systems will join the ranks of the most popular categories in this
patent class. ln 2000,899 business-method patents were granted by the
USPTO.

Some countries have moved to protect business-method inventions. For

example, business-method inventions are now patentable in the
Republic of Korea, following the introduction of Examination Guidelines
for Business Methods on August 1, 2000. According to the Korean
lntellectual Property Office (KIPO), it has already received 4,000 local
applications for such patents, most of which are related to the lnternet
by clarifying or modifying their examination standards. Other countries
are still holding discussions centered on the patentability of business
methods which are applicable to the lnternet and e-commerce. For
example, the European Commission held a series of consultations in
20OO on whether and how business-method inventions should be protected by patent within the European Community and recently proposed
the new policy for adoption by the European Union member states.38 As
discussed above, in the 1980s, the demarcation line was made between
copyright protection of computer software, and patent protection of
software-related inventions. The lnternet has virtually erased that borderline, as many business methods are deemed more than mere computer software programs.
As in all other areas of technology, business-method patents are important

to create incentives and encourage investment in new technologies

(see

Box - 4.9). However, some are concerned that the granting of overly broad

patents, particularly those involving fundamental online business models,
could stifle innovation and have a detrimental effect on the growth of ecommerce, particularly if these patents are abused.t' Some have also
expressed doubts as to whether some of these online business models fulfill the basic requirements for the granting of a patent; they contend that
existing business models are being reinvented for use on the lnternet.
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Still others point out the intersection of business method patents and the
digital divide:with parts of the world patenting business methods, while
other parts are still catching up with the most basic computer hardware
technology. The consequences of this aspect of the digital divide are that
ownership of business methods in the global marketplace will be
secured by businesses in the nations that have aggressively supported
such patents, whereas businesses from countries that are not so enamoured of business methods, or that have not yet addressed the issue, will
be left behind. This gap is not as significant when markets are merely

national, but in the international e-commerce marketplace of the
lnternet, businesses not holding lP assets in this area will be at risk of
infringement. lf policy-makers are not concerned about the lack of skilled
human resources to develop the e-commerce industry, software programmers may wish to seek more attractive job opportunities in foreign
countries where technological developments in this area are more
dynamic than others for various reasons, including stronger protection of
intellectualcreation. This may lead to a "brain drain" which in turn exacerbates the digital divide. As the coverage and impact of businessmethod patents are global, the need for international cooperation to
find the best solution is acute.

BOX-4.9 THE IDEA FACTORY
TheWalker Digital Corporation was founded in 1994 by lnternet entrepr"lbrt Jay Walker. The company develops and patents innovative
information-based solutions for businesses and is modeled after
Thomas Edison's famed Menlo Park invention factory. Walker Digital
has at least'12 patents on business methods. Mr. Walker; chairman of
Walker Digital and founder and vice chairman of Priceline, said that
"[w]ith recent US Patent and Trademark Office and court affirmations
regarding the patentability of business methods, a company now has
the ability to protect not only its business products but the actual
methods employed in bringing them to market and satisfying customers. This important new recognition of patent protection creates
the incentive for exciting and significant innovation in US businesses,
and will play a central role in enabling a new generation of businesses
to emerge and flourish, both on the lnternet and off." Priceline.com is
based, in part, on a patent issued to Walker Digital for an innovative
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software-enabled business process that allows interested buyers to
communicate a binding offerto potentialsellers, the so-called "nameyour-price reverse auction" business model. Walker Digital received
7.5 million Priceline shares in exchange for the assignment of patent
rights and a US$500,000 investment. "Patents are a critical element of
priceline.com's business strategy as they strengthen and expand our
competitive position," said Rick Braddock, Priceline's chairman and
CEO. According to Mr. Braddock, "protected intellectual property
enables us to establish and maintain our distinctive position in the ecommerce marketplace and gives the company the ability to focus on
building its business and brand, and not be as concerned with the
competitive copying going on in the e-commerce space. These
patents also present priceline.com with the potential opportunity to
open up new revenue streams through licensing."
Source: Forbes Magazine, Walker Digital Corporation, and Priceline.com.

BIOTECHNOLOGY:
THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE
It appears that one of the next major waves of technological innovation
will arise from the life sciences and biotechnology. With the sequencing
of the human genome and advances made in plant and animal genetics
and other aspects of the life sciences, these technological breakthroughs
provide the building blocks for what are likely to be major industries with
tremendous implications for the world economy in this century. Not only
will mankind benefit from revolutionary drugs, treatments, and techniques that can lengthen and improve the lives of people worldwide, but
researchers in all countries will also have the opportunity to contribute to
the advancement of scientific knowledge and the development of the
global biotechnology industry. Already, scientists across the world are
beginning to tap recent genetic discoveries to produce life-enhancing
applications ranging from revolutionary drugs to improved agricultural
methods. For example, the world market for seeds based on improvement of genetic plant resources by plant breeding is substantial. ln Asia,
by the mid-1970s, improvements using genetics had increased wheat
production by US$2 billion and rice production by US$l.5 billion per year,
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through the incorporation of dwarfism into both crops. A wild wheat
plant from Turkey was used to introduce disease resistance to commercial wheat varieties worth US$50 million annually to the United States of
America alone. Many other such examples exist.ao
All these efforts are supported by lP systems, and plant variety protection
provides stimulus for this business sector. However, it was pointed out that
too strong patent protection may give rise to ethical and environmental
disorder and be an obstacle to greater access to life-saving essential
drugs. Though the issues are beyond the scope of this book, it is worth
restating that policy-makers and legislators should continually review the
patent system in accordance with technological advances as well as
social, ethical, and environmental issues in an attempt to strike an equitable balance between the interests of patent owners and the public.o'
The Ministerial Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement also attempted to

find the balance by confirming various flexibilities that the

TRIPS

Agreement gives to governments to deal with health problems.

The relevance of intellectual property to conservation, management,
sustainable utilization, and benefit-sharing in respect of genetic
resources and traditional knowledge has been accentuated by several
recent developments: the globalization of markets and regulation, rapid
advances in new technology (biotechnology and information technology), and the growing value of intellectual commodities as central assets
in a knowledge-based society (see Chapter 7). The following sections will
discuss the reinforced role of the patent system in biotechnology, sum-

marizing the developments in the last two decades and projecting
promising future.

HIGH RISK OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

a

RESEARCH

SUPPORTED BY PATENTS
The year'1980 marked the dawn of a new era forthe patent system and
biotechnology. ln that year, the US Supreme Court decided in Dlamond
v. Chakrabartya2 that a bacterium which had been genetically engineered
to break down crude oil was patentable, as was "anything under the sun
that is made by man." This landmark decision paved the way for the
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patentability of biotechnological inventions in the United States of
America. Currently, the extent to which biotechnological inventions are
patentable varies from one country to another.o3
Biotechnology and genetic engineering have contributed to research
capability in developing new drugs. lnvestment in R&D has become the
most critical part of business for the research-based pharmaceutical
industry, as the costs of developing new drugs have significantly
increased (see Box - 4.10). The existence of adequate patent protection
significantly affects corporate decision-making. For example, US R&D
investments in pharmaceuticals have more than doubled in Mexico, following the strengthening of patent legislation in 1991, while, in the
Republic of Korea, local pharmaceutical companies have increased their
share of the Korean pharmaceutical market with the introduction of
patent protection for pharmaceuticals in the 1980s. According to a
recent survey, leading German, Japanese and US chemical and pharmaceutical companies stated that the extent to which a country protected
lP rights had a major influence on their decision as to whether or notto
invest in R&D facilities in that country.aa

BOX-4.10 YOU CAN,T DISG"OVER NEW ONUCS WITH
A MAN

I

fNo;n.DbG

ln 2001, GlaxoSmithKlind endPfi2erWarner-Lambert, two of the indus-.,

try's newly merged f'"auywgilnts, each spent some US$4 billion cth'
R&D. GlaxoSmithKline is rr{erested in having enough scientiiic
resources to exploit "the rapidly evolving technologies and advances
in understanding the underlying catlses qf disease." "You cannot disi
cover drugs with a man and a dog. lt requires really big expenditure to
pull together a lot of knowledge c{ming from different areas:Jfiere
are some things Wg,,,want to do today but can't, even with a ft.2 billion
R&D budge,," ?qld Sir,Ridhard Sykes, chairman of GlaroSrhithKline.

lndeed,

it is eitimated that the

launching a new drug is US$802

avdrage coit, of defieloping and

million..r

i'

Sources: The Financial Times, 6 April 2000;Tufts Center for the Study of Drug

Development, 2002.

.
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THE DEVELOPING WORLD IS PIONEERING
CURES USING PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
As a result of the culmination of the efforts of scientists from across the
world, the benefits and opportunities presented by scientific advances
are open to researchers worldwide. Biotechnological research is increasingly a global effort, as is evident in the gromh of biotechnology research
centers around the world, including developing countries such as Brazil,
China, Cuba, lndia, the Republic of Korea, and Singapore. These coun-

to make significant investments in developing their
biotechnological capabilities, and in their policies to promote scientific
and technological progress (see Box - 4.11). For example, President
Jiang Zemin of China said, "The key is to develop China's science and
technology, to provide momentum for economic growth and social
progress," and "of utmost importance is the establishment and improvement of scientific ethics, respect and protection for intellectual property
rights, and guiding scientific and technological research to benefit people all over the world.""
tries continue

BOX-4.11 CUBi{;,A LEADING EXPORTEROF
BIOTECHNOLOGY

'",

',

An agreement was r.".enilytigned betwe&n SmithKline Beecham and

Cuba's Finlay lnstitute giving the $ngjlo-Aftnerican pharmaceutical
group worldwide rights"to. market a pateritdd meningitis B vaccine
developed 9y,,th" Finliy lnstittrte.'Ill" vaccine ii'believed to be the
onty.effective' vacclne -against menindlte B, a disease irulrich spreads
mostly among children and has'rnortality r"etes oT 7 to 19 percent.
Though the disease is now vlrtually eliminated in Cuba, it still threatens populations in large parts of the world. Since a meningitis epidemic in the 1980s, the vaccine has been exported tg,Argentina,
Brazil, and Colombia where it has proven to be both safe and effective
in preventing outbreaks of meningitis. Sales of the vaccine have also
helped Cuba r$pay its debts to these countries.
-

just one of many achievements in Cuba's little-known,
yethighly advanqed, biotechnology industry. Today, Cuba is a Ieading
exporter of biotdchnology products and with annual.salSs.as frlgh aB

The vaccine

is

-IIA

I
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U5$290 million, the, industry is one of the country's largest export
earners. Cuba has ifuternatiqnal patents on 66 pharmaceuticals, produced by the Genetit, Engirieerirtg'l$ Biotechnology lnstitute, the
Molecu lar m mu nology'tnstitute, the'li.ationa I Bio-Medical nstitute,
I

and the Finlay

lnstitute.

I

tu

't '''.')''
.

rii

Cuban scientists qfe- alsa.developing otheigoducts to fight cancel
cholera, typhgid fuver;*deqgue {eyEr, pneumog6ccus bacteria, and
AIDS,, Cubah'scient'ists are ilso expahd! ng biotech nologica I research

into qgriculture and industry inc[uding i:taccine to protect cattle
ag+inst disease-bearing ticks, genetieally erginegred, pest resistant
grdfis and industrial enzymes to lower energy con_sunfption. ;'iu-l
".--j,

' .-

, --

i

' -u

The success of the biotechnology indusiry in Cuba is mostly a result of
.iubstantial governmental investment in biotechnology facilities,
"?es6areh,'an'd.$ucation. Cuba has 1.8 scientists and engineers for
every 1,0@ inhabifants, a high proportion even when compared to the
industrialized couhtries, and222 research centers, employing a total of
34,800

people.

,,

Source: Reuters andTime magazine.

Countries such as lndia also have a proven track record in the development of new pharmaceuticals (see Box - 4.12). Many believe, and their
numbers are growing, that increased patent protectlon for pharmaceutical products and processes will assist firms in developing countries to
complete their transition from being copycats of bulk drugs to companies that own their own intellectual property.4 As these companies move
up the value chain, many of them have started to focus on the development of innovative medicines; already successfully evidenced by their

growing lP assets.
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BO)C4.12 DR REDDY,S SUCCESS IN INDIA
1,1,:;'.r

.

,,r:1;'

Dr. K. Anii'fted$i
national phbrmaceu
effective pharma

"

has

Research Foundation (DRF)was established in 1993 with the purpose

of discovering new therapies. Since 1994, DRF has discovered and
.Ttl
d eve o p e d seve ra l n ew cher, m,i,g gerfffi W,,fl l varisq$ areas ;, {tlree have
i::"' t
licensed to the Danish,
been formulated and two have i
pharmaceutical company, Novo f.foraitk, in a landmark agreement
which earned DRF the distinction of being the {list lndian company to
license its dlscoveries to a foreign multinational.
l

ii.The deal provided Novo Nordiskwith an exclusive worldwide license
(dxctuding lndia) to develop and market pharmaceutlcal products,
based on compounds discovered and pateqted'bryi DRI in return for
upfront miiestone payments and royalties to DRF. The agreement covers compounds relating to the treatment'bf diabetes, obesity;land dyslipidemia. This includes DRF-2725,.an antidiabetic molecule which is
currently undergoing clinical trials and for which DRF has already
received US$B million in milestone payments from Novo. Th'b deal
with Novo Nordisk was important because it is estimated that clinical
trials account for 70 percent of the cost of bringing a new ckug to market, and success is by no means guaranteed. DRF would also benefit
from Novo Nordisk's abiliry to market the drug internationally, thus
allowing it to expand its ma4Pets globally. Novo Nordisk also stands to
gain from being able to access promising new compounds in a manner which is both time and cost efflcient, as the initial research
required in the discovery of a new molecule has already been"iompleted. For these reasons, it is likely that such agreements would take
center stage in the development and commercialization of new molecules that are discovered by companies in developing countries.
DRF attributes much of its success to patent protection. Dr. Reddy
firmly believes that the economic success of companies and countries
can be measured in terms of patent filings. By protecting its innovations through patents, DRF is able to market and license its new drugs

,
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worldwidg.A strong patent regime also facili#es"iK on,going efforts
to d6velop innovative new produds and processes. DRF has filed
patent applications in several countries foi all its inventions,.including
31 product patent applications in the United States, of which 17 have
already beep granted. One hundred and ten product and ,procpsg
patent applicetions have alsg been filed in lndia. Because patent protection is central to its activitips, DRF has established an in-hpuse intel- ,,
ledual property management group to oversee all ipternational

1

patentfilingsand.mattersrElatingtopatentStrategy.y
Source: Dr Reddy's Research Foundation

PHARMACEUTICAL R&D IS ENHANCED BY
GLOBAL IP-BASED
VENTURES

'OINT

The global nature of pharmaceutical and biotechnological research has
resulted in the formation of partnerships between companies worldwide.
It is increasingly common for firms to undertake R&D activities through
joint ventures and various other forms of research collaborations. The
need to share escalating R&D costs was one of the prime reasons for the
recent spate of international mergers and consolidation in the pharmaceutical industry. lt is estimated that R&D investments by the global pharmaceutical industry increased from US$39 billion in 1998 to US$43 billion
in 1999, with biotechnology companies contributing a further US$10
billion. The US National lnstitutes of Health funds US$l7 billion in research
each year. Spending on R&D is growing more quickly in the United States
of America than anywhere else in the world. lt is estimated that it increased
by 17 percent to US$24 billion in 1999.

BOX-4.13

BIOBRAS

Biobr6s was set up as a small, independent laboratory within the
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil. Biobr5s began its activities
producing enzymes under a licensing agreement with the US-based
New England Enzyme Center. ln 1977, with the assistance of the
Brazilian Ministry of Hgalth, Biobr6s negotiated a joint-venture agree-
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ment with patent holders and pharmaceutical multinational Eli Lilly for
the production of animal insulin and.its commercialization in Brazil. Eli
Lilly obtained 45 percent ownership of Biobr5s and transferred its
technology to the Brazi lia n research-oriented pharmaceutical company. As part of the cooperation agreemeqt, personnel from Biobr6s
were trained by Eli Lilly in various aspeetslgf R&D as well as administration and marketing. By the time the agreement with Eli Lilly ended
six years later; Biobr6s had become an important insulin manufacturer
utilising state-of-the-art technology. The market for Biobr5s insulin
showed huge potential and the Brazilian firm soon began exporting its
main product.
ln the meantime, Biobr5s also engaged in research activity which led,
in recent years, to an important breakthrough. Biobr5s has now
become the fourth pharmaceutical company - and the only non-multinationalr- to have the capacity and the technology to produce human
recombinant insulin. The technology was developed by Biobr5s in collaboration with the University of Brasilia and was subsequently patented in Brazil, Canada, Europe and the United States of America.
Obtaining the patent for human recombinant iasulin has been a turning point for BiobrSs. Whereas sales of its prbducts have remained
more or less constant in recent years, the value of its shares increased
six-fold in five years. lt is fair to presume that Biobr5s's lP assets (in particular its patent for human recombinant insulin) are perceived by the
financial markets as the foundation for future growth.
The success of Biobr6s was largely due to patent licensing agreements

with large pharmaceutical companies and subsequent efforts to build
up its technological infrastructure and human resources to obtain the
capacity to produce its own pioneering technology.
Source: http://www.uol.com.br; http://www.biominas.org.br/home.html; USPTO;
a n

d ph a rm alicensi n g. co m.

Researchers in developing countries that lack funds and resources are
increasingly looking into possibilities for entering into R&D joint ventures
with established research institutions and corporations for the development
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of their research capabilities (see Box - 4.13 and Box - 4.14). The area of
tropical and other diseases which are prevalent in the developing world
is of particular importance as research directed at cures for these diseases currently accounts for a very small fraction of global R&D investment. lt is estimated that although more than US$56 billion is spent
annually on health research, less than '10 percent is directed toward diseases that afflict 90 percent of the world's population. Between '1975 and
1997 , 1 ,223 new compounds were introduced on the market, but only 1 1
of these were aimed at tropical diseases.o'
The high costs associated with the development of new pharmaceutical
products, and the prospect of inadequate financial returns, have caused
many multinational companies to withdraw from R&D investments in this
area. As a result, many developing countries are looking into developing
cures for these diseases, some of which may be based on indigenous or
traditional medicines, and are including private sector alliances. For
these to materialize, it is essential that patent protection be guaranteed,
for two reasons. First, no commercial entity would be willing to absorb
the risks associated with the necessary investments in R&D without
patent protection. Second, developing countries participating in joint
ventures will likely independently or jointly own inventions arising from
such joint ventures and will need to obtain patent protection in their own
markets and possibly in foreign markets. Without patent protection, the
developing nation participant in an internationaljoint venture may create
important inventions, but fail to develop them as lP assets so that they
can be used in licensing transactions, bring financial return, and thus fund

future R&D.

BOX

4-14

i,

H.9W BTOTECHNOLOGY [5 RESHAPTNG
$€[#NCE IN SINGAPORE

The horsesho" .rubt. a living fossil. lt has survived f";;00 million years
and can be found in gpme of the murkiest waters. lts survival hinges on
the,ttrong antitoxins qbntuin"d jn its blood which protect,it from harmful hacteria. Since thE:1950s, ph#irraceutical companiis have been
usifl'g a compound dryivgd from the,c,fabs blood to"t€st the purity of
mebicines, syringes, food, and clinical speginq;5ts.
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Today,,the product

is

[rvldellz used, but the crab is now an endangered

specie$l Through geneti&{esearch, biologists at the National
University of Singapore hd'i;e cloned the enzyme responsible for the
clotting reaotion, as the genetically engineered compound is superior
to the naturalo.le. Several p'atents h4ve already beg-1l granted in the-..i
Thq,ompoirnd was licqnsed
and Slngapote.
Singapor
United Statespf Alnericaa a;rd
ea rl ie r th is yeliito,aluS b oteehgo{ogy cgm pa ny. B es deqcontSuti n g
how scisci
of itow
protectidkthr&h also an example
exaTle Jf
globalenvironmbnt&
to global
environmbntSl proteci'S!'"hh3l1o
entists in developing,countries arJbendting from o\portunities in
;
'"k*
biotechnological research.'
i

i

nor"rn-"ntf,)u made ,,gk#srrrnyestments in devqloping its biotechnologicil in{ustry. The( government recerltly

The Singapor"

announced that it will invest over S$4.billion (US$1.17 billion) in the
development of this industry incl0Uing'l$irt$-er S$1 billion in the Life
Sciences lnvestment Fund, to support staft4lps and encouqage joint
ventures in Singapore. The fund will invest in'Toreigft-ca.npanies'-io"l
promote spin-off activities in Singapore; encourage the commercm-t'-ization of new technologies developed by local entities; and invest in
locally-based joint ventures to facilitate technology transfer and
strengthen industrial capabilities. The government brought in foreign
research-based institutions, such as Johns Hopkins University. The
Singapore government's initiative provides an illustration of the policies and measures which are being adopted to encourage the growth
of knowledge-based industries in developing countries.
Source: Far Eastern Economic Review

- http://www.feer.com/review-news/00101862.htm1

and Professor J. L. Ding, Nationa/ University of Singapore.

PATENTS ARE REVOLUTION IZI NG

AGRICULTURE TODAY
Agriculture is one of the world's largest industries, providing jobs for 1.3
billion people worldwide and producing US$1.3 trillion worth of goods
annually.ouAs in the case of other key industries, the growth of the modern agricultural industry is a result of a continuing series of innovations
and technological advances, from mechanical inventions to agricultural
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compounds and crops with higher yield, improved quality and better
resistance to pests and diseases, many of which would probably not have
come about without the support of lP rights.
Today, the pace of change is set

to accelerate as biotechnology revolu-

tionizes agricultural science.

PROTECTION OF NEW PLANT VARIETIES
New varieties of plants, with higher yields, improved quality or better
resistance to pests and diseases, can increase productivity and product quality in agriculture, horticulture, and forestry. For example, plant
breeding has contributed around half of the threefold increase in the

United Kingdom wheat yields achieved over the past 50 years.4e ln
addition, average rice yields in South and Southeast Asia have almost
doubled since the period 1964 to 1966, the years immediately preceding the introduction of the first modern, high-yielding variety.
Historically, much of the breeding progress has originated from publicly funded institutes; however, in many countries, such funding is
unavailable, or is being withdrawn, resulting in reliance on private
companies. Breeding new varieties of plants requires a substantial
investment in terms of skill, labor, material resources, and money, and
may take many years (10 to'15 in the case of many plant species).
However, once released, a new variety can, in many cases, be readily
reproduced by others and thereby deprive the breeder of the opportunity to benefit from his investment.
Without an effective system of plant variety protection, breeding activity would be confined to government-funded programs or restricted
to breeding varieties which could not be reproduced from harvested
seeds in the traditional manner. The existence of a system of plant
variety protection (one type of intellectual property), such as that provided by the lnternational Convention for the Protection of New
Varieties of Plants (UPOV Convention), allows the breeder of a new
variety (in many cases a progressive farmer) an exclusive right to
exploit his variety and encourages him to invest in plant breeding,

IT2T

thereby contributing to the development of agriculture, horticulture, and
forestry.so Furthermore, the UPOV system of plant variety protection
has an important feature, commonly known as the breederi exemption,
which allows all protected varieties to be used for the development of
new varieties without, except in certain specified cases, obligation to the
original breeder. This unique provision facilitates a synergistic advance in
the development of new plant varieties by building on the combined
progress made by all the individual breeders. Another important feature
of the UPOV Convention is the so called "farmer's privilege", under
which farmers may save harvested material of protected varieties for
propagating purposes on their own holdings, as long as the legitimate
interest of the breeders is respected.

MORE INCENTIVES FOR AGRICULTURAL R&D
IN THE PRIVME SECTOR
There is an acute need for improved techniques relating to agriculture in
developing countries, particularly as problems relating to food security
and the pressure of global population groMh will be felt mainly in these
countries. Acquiring such techniques will require both indigenous innovation as well as the acquisition of technologies from elsewhere in the world.
Although research-based programs have been introduced in developing
countries, these are mainly funded by the public sector. This is in sharp
contrast with countries such as the United States of America and the
United Kingdom, where the bulk of agricultural R&D is done by the private
sector. ln addition, foreign aid for agriculture has been halved since ',1986.
Thus, it is a reality that for research efforts to intensify in the developing
world, significant inward investments are required. Viable approaches
include encouraging the growth of a local agricultural technology or
biotechnology industry and increasing partnerships with the private sector.
These can only come about through, inter alia, strengthening lP laws.
As in other areas of technology, lP rights play an important role in securing economic returns for the intellectual and financial investments that
make such R&D possible. At the same time, public research institutions
should also protect their research results through lP rights, as these can

-
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be used both in negotiations with the private sector and also in deriving
income from licensing activities, and will allow such institutions to undertake further R&D in order to contribute to the public good. Many
research institutions, including those in developing countries, have started patenting their R&D results. For example, the government-funded
lndian Council for Scientific and lndustrial Research (CSIR) (see Box 4.15) was granted 95 patents in the United States of America between
1995 and 1999. As the biggest R&D network in lndia, CSIR is the first
organization to make an explicit lP policy statement aimed at maximizing its intellectual capitalthrough a four-pronged strategy.'' CSIR defines
its goals in terms of numbers of patent filings and operating revenue
from licensing. lP rights are particularly important in relation to biotechnology inventions, as these can be easily copied because of the ability of
biological materials to reproduce.

BOX-4.15 CSIR_ INDIAN KNOWLEDGE CENTER
The CSIR set up an lntellectuat Property Management Division (IPMD)
in 1996. The main respon$ilities ofthe Division were initially confined

to obtaining patent protection for the inventions developed in the
constituent laboratori*s,,oi CSIR. The Division's activities are now
extensive. CSIR is the large$t fikr of "patents originating in lndia, with
its international patenting activity doubling every year in the last few
years. Statistics of patents show the increasing activity during the last
decade.
INDIA

YEAR
1990-1991
2C[tr'-2AC1

Filed

FOREIGN

Granted

202 55
410 118

Filed

Granted

15 10
452 56

CSIR encourages web-based marketing

t,

of technology, licensing of

patents and other forms of intellectual property. There are several
cases where CSIR labs have successfully licensed their patents to
multinationals, local industry and others. While there is a broad frame"
work in CSIR for providing benefits to its scientists, labs experiment
with different models within these broad guidelines to ensure that not
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only their research workers but also those who provide tefhnical and
administrative support share the benefits of the exploitation of intel-

lectual property. CSIR ldboratories have various mechanisms to
encourage international patenting of inventions. Some of the labs
grant certificates and medals and also provide additional project funds
to those who file foreign patent applications. An income-sharing
scheme to share the fees received on licensing of patents has been
put in place. lnternal mechanisms in the labs take care of the screening of publications before patenting. The IPMD of CSIR plays a key
role in motivating, guiding and supporting scientists in patenting their
research results.
Source: CS/R

G

ENOMICS:

CHANGING THE FACE OF MEDICINE FOREVER
The completion of the first draft of the human genome provides a starting point for a revolution in medical science. Genome science can be
applied to the creation of new medicines, as well as individualized medical treatment for genetic diseases.s'
The genome draft was achieved through the joint efforts of the publicly
funded Human Genome Project consortium and Celera Genomics, a private company. Celerai investments and efforts were based, in part, on
their reliance on intellectual property in assisting the company to recoup
investments made in genomic research through the conversion of such
knowledge into marketable products. The private sector played an integral role in accelerating the mapping of the human genome, and its
involvement will continue to be essential in the development and commercialization of revolutionary medicines and treatments based on information derived from the human genome. Without lP protection, it is an
interesting question whether it would have been possible for the private
sector to assume the financial risks and uncertainties associated with the
huge investments necessary for the mapping of the human genome.
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lntellectual property protection for gene-based inventions will also play
an important role in stimulating the development of new health care
products.s3

The impact of genomics can also be seen in the emerging alliances
between young biotechnology firms and the pharmaceutical giants.
For example, a small US biotechnology firm, CuraGen, has
created a powerful technology platform to translate the wealth of
information deriving from the human genome project and has already
filed hundreds of patents. CuraGen and Bayer, a German drug company, agreed to invest up to DM 1.3 billion jointly over 15 years in
developing drugs.'o
We must ensure that benefits derived from scientific and technological
advances are directed towards making life better for people in all countries, not just for a privileged few. Genomic science poses new questions
for the patent system. For example, whether and under what conditions
genes or parts of them (also known as expressed sequence tags) are
patentable. The application of computer-automated gene-sequencing
techniques and issues relating to computer-assisted assessment of the
patentability conditions, are also under discussion by experts.ss As with
business method patents, the lack of international harmonization in this
area raises significant issues in light of the much faster activity in patenting occurring in nations that have approved patenting of genetic
sequences. The implications of this development merit careful and
serious examination.
Now, research efforts are shifting from genomics to the analysis of the
relation between genomes and proteins (protonomics), which needs a
very sophisticated use of super computers. ln view of the large amount
of investment and high expertise required, protonomics research will
be undertaken by a limited number of firms and public institutes, as
was the case of genomics. The patent system should not only adjust
itself to such technological changes in order to stimulate investments
but also provide a fair balance between commercial interests and the
public interest.s6
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BUSINESSES ACCUMULATE PATENT ASSETS AND
PROFIT FROM TRANSACTIONS BASED ON THOSE
ASSETS
We have examined in this chapter how the patent system functions to
promote economic development by providing valuable information,
stimu lating technology transfer; promotin g investment, and stimu latin g
R&D and new technologies. The patent system also spurs economic
development by promoting business activity based on patent assets.
Businesses, from multinationals to SMEs, can benefit from accumulating
lP assets and engaging in lP licensing transactions. This activity can promote competition and create profitable business opportunities that provide jobs, job training, and human resources development, supply needed goods and services, and increase business and individual income.
Today, the licensing, sharing and distribution of lP assets, rather than lit-

igation, is the raison d'6tre of patents. As one commentator remarked of
the biotech industry: "Research costs are beyond the reach of many of
the smaller companies... and licensing and cross-licensing agreements
allow them to gain the greatest benefit from their patents and those of
others and share the cost of development."s'
Licensing can be particularly helpful to a small company when dealing
with a larger company, giving the small company possessing patent
assets some leverage in negotiations. A small company with a good
patent is in a much better position to seek better prices or other beneficial terms. Joint ownership of inventions or other collaborative efforts is
possible when the small company has lP assets to offer. As the patent
counsel of biotech start-up Millennium Pharmaceuticals, put it: "ln the

past we were happy

to let the larger

pharmaceutical manufacturers

develop the drug and do the clinical tests but now the whole process of
developing a drug for the market is a completely dual effoft"." These
licensing joint ventures are not only for expensive technology and the
companies of developed nations. Developing nations can take advantage of lP licensing joint ventures (See Box - 4.16).

.
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These examples of licensing are taken from the pharmaceutical field, but
lP licensing is a constant in the business world in allfields. Licensing succeeds because companies are able to see mutual advantages in using
intellectual property to expand markets and enhance wealth, rather than

using it to close markets and exclude competition.

BOX-4.16 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS-UNIVERSITY
JOINT VENTURE FORAIDS VACCINE
Recently, exciting news of a joint venture for development of an AIDS
vaccine-was announced. The partners involved in developing and testing the first HIV/AIDS vaccine specifically designed for an African strain

of the disease have agreed to joint ownership of the drug's patents.
Francis Gichaga, vice chancellor of the University of Nairobi, and Seth
Berkley, president of the New York-based lnternational AIDS Vaccine
lnitiative, signed the three-year agreement on August 25, 2001. The
third partner, Britain's Medical Research Council, signed the agreement in the United Kingdom that same week. The parties had tough
negotiations but were ultimately able to reach an agreement that
reportedly involved continued joint activities with the university and
joint ownership of some of the lP resulting from the venture. The vice
chancellor said: "This was a delicate matter, requiring a lot of patience
and compromise from all parties. The task force was Euided by the
principle of fairness, equal partnership, and need to equitably apportion credit and any revenues that may accrue from this project".
Source: AlDSWeekly, September 10, 2001

Licensing lP can be tremendously profitable. IBM realized US$l.7 billion

in

revenues from patent licensing in the year 2000 alone. Texas

lnstruments realized U5$500 million." Total worldwide revenues from
patent licensing increased from US$15 billion in 1990 to US$l 10 billion in
2O0O.u0 These revenues have the effect of stimulating the wider economy,
creating jobs, promoting education, supporting more R&D, and feeding
the cycle of creation discussed earlier in this chapter. The Stanford
University Office of Technology Licensing realized U5$36.9 million in
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licensing income in 1999/2000. These astronomical figures should not
convey the impression that technology licensing is only for the major
multinational companies or the superstar research institutes. On the contrary these stellar examples of revenue generation based on patents
confirm that licensing is one of the primary revenue-generating functions
of patents. The purpose of developing patent assets is often not to prevent others from using the inventions, but to gain revenues from sharing
them.
This basic economic fact is the driving force behind licensing ventures
worldwide, whether lBM, Biobr5s, Dr. Reddy in lndia, or Cuban biotech
ventures. Commercialization of inventions involves not only the production of products, but also the licensing of the right to make, use and sell
such products to others, who will pay a royalty back to the inventor.
Patents are now recognized as a hidden value layer. An innovation is not

only valuable for the product it permits or enhances and the resulting
revenues from its sale, but also because of the revenue stream that is
generated by licensing. A trend can be seen in the emphasis on creating
patents for direct wealth and not merely for product protection or
enhancement.u'
Cross-licensing of patents occurs when both parties to a transaction have
lP that they are willing to license. Often cross-licensing will result in a net

royalty payment to one side or the other. ln other cases, there will be

a

swap of patents or patent portfolios.u' Such cross-licenses often result in
larger business relationships involving licenses to other types of lP (copy-

right, trademarks, and trade secrets) and other areas of cooperation
(training, service, sales of products, pricing preferences, options for
future business transactions, and so on).
An SME with patent assets can participate in such patent-enhanced business relationships. An SME without patent assets must rely on time-to
market advantage, superior service, and other factors. This is true equally in developed and developing nations.
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TH E RELEVANCE OF PATENTS TO DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES: PMENTS AS POWER TOOLS
As a preliminary, it is important to address the occasionally stated notion
that patents, as opposed to otherforms of lP, are not relevantto devel-

oping countries, because of their relatively low state of technological
development. The argument is sometimes made that copyright, trademark and geographical indications may be useful and appropriate in the
developing nation context, but not patents, except insofar as developing nations should offer patent protection in order to secure foreign
direct investment. Some critics of the patent system claim that patents
may even be harmful to developing nations because of the power over
markets and pricing that patents confer on their owners.

- that patents are not relevant to developing nations, or that
they are incompatible with the economic objectives of the developing
These ideas

nations - are inaccurate because they give the impression that it is possible to simply opt out of the international patent system, and yet still
achieve economic development. This is an error, as patents are an essential component of economic strategy regardless of whether the country
is developed or developing.
Many examples described in this chapter indicate that developing coun-

tries today, some to a greater extent than others, are adroitly wielding
the patent system for optimum leverage on economic development.
lndeed, patents are power tools for economic development and the role
of governments and policy-makers of developing countries is crucial in
determining whether such countries use the power of the patent system
for economic development by implementing pro-active patent policies.
This chapter has discussed lessons and experiences from successful
economies that are useful for policy-makers to understand and, where
appropriate, emulate. These lessons and experiences may be distilled in
the fol lowing suggestions.

tiJ^a-'.'

PRO-ACTIVE PATENT POLICI

ES

First, there must be a pro-active patent policy (PPP) that is understood to
be intrinsically related to economic development. The Republic of Korea
and Singapore's experiences with patent policy confirm the importance
of a pro-active approach. Coordination of patent policy with economic
development policy is essential, because, as demonstrated earlier in this
chapter, patent policy both reflects and influences technology and business development.

Use of patents and a PPP as a power tool must be strategic. A scattershot approach, where equal emphasis is placed on all areas of development, is unlikely to succeed. Targeting key areas of development, with a
complementary patent policy, appears to be a sound approach. lt is a
legitimate role of government to provide financial, educational, tax and
other incentives to support development in targeted areas. This targeting is practiced throughout the developed world and is no less applicable in the developing world. As long as such policies do not discriminate
against non-nationals in intellectual property protection and do not
offend principles of "national treatment", there is no legal or policy
objection to them. Niche development works well in many countries and
has been used to support growth and stability.u3 ln this sense, patents are

simply a reflection of broader economic development priorities and
strategies.

ln implementing patents as a strategic tool, this chapter has suggested
that the patent system has four significant functions: (1)to facilitate technology transfer and FDI; (2) to stimulate R&D at universities and research
centers; (3) to serve as a catalyst of "new technologies" and new businesses; and (4)to empower businesses, especially SMEs, with regard to
lP asset accumulation, management, and use. These functions are applicable regardless of the difference in culture, religion, politicalsystem and
the degree of economic development, as long as entrepreneurs are supported by a set of well-planned, coordinated, and pro-active patent policies by the government.
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Given that most developing countries are currently importers of technology and financial resources for investment, discussions on the role of
the patent system tend to be focused on the facilitation of technology
transfer and FDl. Howeve4 parallel with policies that promote FDl, policy-makers can adopt policies that support businesses in the accumulation, management and use of patents. Such policies are various and
include providing financial and tax incentives for R&D as well as for the
improvement and enhancement of old technologies and traditional
knowledge. Such development can take place in the context of joint ventures and licensing arrangements with foreign companies as well as in
the context of local, indigenous development.

I

N

DIGENOUS DEVELOPMENT

Stimulating R&D at universities and research centers is a way to jumpstart such local development. ln contrast to the importation of knowledge,
universities and research centers provide the "fuel" to keep an indigenous innovation cycle running. Handled properly, patents are efficient
drivers of national or indigenous (as opposed to imported) innovation,
R&D, product creation and business transactions that have beneficial
macro and micro economic effects.
It is important to recognize that patent portfolios can be accumulated
based on R&D that is being conducted at universities and research centers in the course of their ordinary research priorities. ln other words, harvesting of intellectual property that is being created currently may be as
effective as promoting new technological initiatives. Patents are granted
on relatively simple technologies that have not had a burdensome R&D
cost, as well as on those that have had a tremendous R&D cost. There is
certainly some relationship between investment, time, resources, cost
and the resulting patent, but it is not a direct and fixed correlation. The
key is that whatever activity is being conducted, whether it is agriculture
or nanotechnology, de-salinization or recombinant DNA, it can be
improved by a new idea that has a practical value. The knowledge potential to make these things happen depends also on the dissemination of
information and development of human skills.

tT3.r

Even with minimum access to technological information and skilled
human resources, a sustainable and self-generating intellectual cycle
starts moving, as useful inventions are often derived incrementally from
what has gone before and may also be based on traditional knowledge.
ln fact, some of the greatest and most fundamental innovations have
come from relatively simple tools. Conversely, a large R&D budget by no
means ensures creativity, innovation, or practical usefulness. lndeed,
some technology companies take the perspective that smaller, start-up
companies are more likely to produce creative approaches than large
institutions. They intentionally sever financial lifelines to such companies
to make them "sink or swim", and the start-up's ability to produce inventions is a crucial swimming test.& Also, many inventions in the developed
countries are not "high tech". Business method patents, for example, are
not generally based on complex technology. A review of a patent database will quickly reveal patents based on relatively simple technologies,
as well as those based on complex, cost-intensive technologies.

Effective use of technology transfer opportunities and utilization of
patent information in all of the facets in which such information can be
useful is important. Public policies to promote the use of such information are likely to bear fruit in terms of the cycle of creation and new technologies. As discussed earlier in this chapter, patent databases can help
developing countries find licensors of technologies that are needed,
licensees of technologies that are being locally developed, investors,
and business partners.
National policies and the PPP should be designed to promote patent
licensing joint ventures and strategic alliances, as these can encourage
local invention as well as foreign direct investment. The best of such
transactions are a "win-win" for both parties, with approximately equal
benefits and costs. The licensee, often the developing country party, can
receive rights to manufacture or distribute products and/or technologies
in the local or regional market. From such manufacture and distribution,
it receives not only revenues, but also training of employees, valuable
products and the possibility of lower prices because of local manufacture.
The license may also include rights to develop, enhance and distribute
related products and technologies in collaboration with universities and
research centers. The licensor also receives considerable benefits,
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including royalties from markets that are often underserved and rights to
use the locally created new patent assets in other markets.

PATENT LICENSING, INFORMATION AND
SKILLED HUMAN RESOURCES
Patent licensing operates beneficially only when there is a market in
which the licensee and licensor can efficiently make, use and sell products incorporating their inventions. Thus, in strategic patent planning,
policy-makers will address market definition. A developing country with
a relatively small population of potential consumers or manufacturing
base may not be an attractive locale for licensing because the royalties
that can be realized in such a market are too small. ln order for licensing
to work, there must be a big enough market so that royalties can be
lucrative. This leads to the logical conclusion that regional collaborations, where all members recognize the validity and enforceability of
patents issued by other members, will in some cases create more attractive licensing markets. Further advantages of such regional approaches
are the possibilities of leveraging expenses of lP office administration,

and information technology, exchanging expertise, and promoting
knowledge exchange.

Human capital development is a vital component of patent policy.
Sowing seeds in public education, from early childhood to post secondary levels, to encourage creativity, invention, respect for new ideas, and
confidence in indigenous development, will bear a rich harvest. lt is not
enough to teach that lP rights must be respected; the positive benefits
to the nation of innovation and intellectual property must also be
explained. Young people in developing countries need confidence that
their ideas and inventions can have a future. Programs that reward invention, whether science fairs in high schools or financial incentives for
employees who develop useful inventions, are important in conveying
this message. Public recognition of inventors and awards for their work
help the culture see that patents are valuable to the entire society. Grants
and other concrete practical support to help inventors commercialize
their inventions make it clear that the support for invention is not merely

l-ri-

theoretical, but practical. Public policies to promote innovation and commercialization of inventions from universities and public research centers
are also key. Foreign direct investment is a resource for human capital

development, especially when based on business agreements that
explicitly recognize the value to both parties of employee training, education, and partnership in R&D.
Use of indigenous and local resources is also essential. Patent tools work

with the economic landscape of the country. Countries whose wealth is
in one field will not wish to gear patent policy towards other fields, just
because another country has been successful in that area. So, if a country is focusing on agricultural development, chemicals and irrigation
technology, for example, it will not necessarily want to promote licensing
of semi-conductor technology or biotechnology. Creative marketing and
commercialization of traditional knowledge, culture and folklore, and all
other local resources, within the context of the patent system, are important. Traditional knowledge, discussed in Chapter 7 , is a great and rich
field that can be cultivated for patentable subject matter. Even in cases
where the underlying traditional knowledge is ancient, developing
nations can take notice that all new technologies are derived from creative application or modification of old technologies.

THE IP OFFICE'S ROLE
As a nucleus for patent policies, planning, and implementation, the
importance of lP office administration and the increasingly important role
of lP offices as thinkers, policy contributors, and partners in economic
development cannot be overestimated. Policies in lP administration that
make the patent system accessible, such as electronic filing, help desks,
graphical user interfaces that emphasize ease of use, and differential filing fees based on the inventor's gross revenues, are all helpful.
Promotion of technology licensing centers and lP management centers
where researchers and professors can get help in developing, filing, and
commercializing their inventions is necessary.

-
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Use of organizational development (OD) concepts to promote efficiency
and user-friendliness in lP administration is beneficial.u'Consolidation of
industrial property and copyright offices into one lP office that coordinates with ministries responsible for economic development and education may, in some situations, be a helpful step. As a practical matter,
using patents as tools for economic development is possible if there is a
high level of institutional policy coordination among ministries that affect
lP policy.

Finally, effective patent laws, adequate technology infrastructure, and
adequate lP protection and enforcement all permit the patent system to

work optimally. Enforcement is especially important, as without enforcement of lP rights, the patent system cannot operate in practice as it
promises in theory.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has provided an overview of the functions, value, and
impact that a patent system has in the age of rapid technological innovation. The patent system needs to be constantly adjusted and implemented so that the best balance between the right holder, new entrants
to the market, the public at large and civil society is achieved. The potential of the patent system has been widely recognized in the context of
knowledge creation and dynamic innovation.
This chapter has described how patent information and its diffusion stimulates economic development. lt has also explored how new technologies have had an enormous impact on the patent system and why some

countries swiftly and strategically responded to the challenges from
those new technologies by successfully adjusting their patent policies
and systems. Two significant fields of new technology - computer and
communications technology (including the lnternet), and biotechnology
- have been examined in detail to show that patent policy decisions will
continue to be crucial to the success of the knowledge and technology
driven economy in the twenty-first century. Excessively strong patent protection for new technologies may adversely affect economies. Therefore
policy-makers will have to consider and implement policies which pro-
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vide a balance by offering incentives to stimulate R&D, while ensuring
competitive environment for pioneers.

a

Finally, patents are a power tool for economic development. This tool

can be used by developing and developed nations alike, by multinational corporations as well as SMEs.
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In

Shakespeare! Rome
balcony asks:

o

and Juliet, guileless Juliet from her moonlit

What's in a name? that which we calla rose
By any other name would smell as sweet'
5o Romeo would, were he not Rorneo called,
Retain that dear perfedion which he owes
Without that tit/e.

Act ll, Scene ll, Romeo & Juliet, William Shakespeare.
Alas, as poor Juliet learned, names are important. So with trademarks, a
name is powerful because of what it represents. A trademark is a symbol
of the product; it communicates a message to the consumer about what
he or she is seeking to buy.' For example, the trademark DoverM, the
name of a kind of bird, when used as a trademark for soap, evokes a
series of associations: peacefulness, cleanliness, purity, etc.2 A bird by
another name, when used as a trademark for soap, say Sparrow, Peacock,
Ostrich, or Mudhen, would communicate a very different message.

ln the business world, trademarks are an important part of marketing
strategy. A trademark (also known as a "mark")t can be a word, a slogan,
a logo, and a color or a combination of colors, sounds, or even a fragrance.o An established trademark with positive customer recognition
may be the single most valuable intellectual property asset, or even the
most valuable asset of any kind, that a business can possess. For example, the trademarks Coca-ColarM and MarlbororM have proven to be
extraordinary economic assets in terms of return on the original and continuing investment made in creating and protecting them.'
This chapter describes the macro-economic and micro-economic functions of trademarks: how they benefit society and consumers by fostering innovation and investment, as well as how they are used strategically by individual enterprises.
Because trademarks play a strategic role in business, they interact
dynamically with the constantly changing business environment. We will

ff[q

explore the changing uses of trademarks in a new global economy characterized by international trade in goods and services, technological
complexity, and the lnternet.
We will also examine the related lP concepts of service marks, certification marks, collective marks, trade dress, and geographical indications.
Service marks are names used to identify a service, as opposed to a
good (e.g. Tata GrouprM is a service mark, whereas Tata lndicarM for a car
is a trademark) and function like tradema rks. Certification marks are used

to indicate that a good or service complies with a standard or specification (e.9. UL logo to show electrical safety). Collective marks are marks
used to identify the goods and services belonging to members of an
organization (e.g. UAW for United Auto Workers). Irade narnes are
names used to identify a business (e.g. Sony Corp.). Irade dress is the
distinctive overall appearance of a business, and in some cases of a product, and generally includes one or more trademarks and service marks in
the form of symbols, slogans and logos. Geographical indications identify a good as originating from a region or locality, such as "Champagne",

"Chianti", or "Darjeeling".
Trademarks and their related legal concepts are powerful tools for lP
empowerment. Uniquely among all other forms of intellectual property
(except the most closely guarded of trade secrets), a mark properly main-

tained and used endows its owner with exclusive rights forever.
Trademarks, therefore, are an important element of wealth creation
strategies for enterprises.

THE ORIGIN OF TRADEMARKS
Marks have been used to identify the source of goods for a long time.
There is evidence that, as far back as 4,000 years ago, craftsmen from
China, lndia, and Persia used either their signatures or symbols to identify their products. Roman pottery-makers used more than 100 different
marks to distinguish their work, the most famous being the Fortis mark,
which was imitated by many on counterfeit goods. These craftsmen are
believed to have used marks for several purposes, including as an adver-
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tisement for the makers of the products, as proof that the products
belonged to a particular merchant in the event of an ownership dispute,
and as a guarantee of quality.u
ln the Middle Ages, the use of marks eventually became associated with

the development and growth of skilled trades, and hence the term
"trademarks." Marks were used to show that a product was made by a
member of a guild known to have experience in the trade. ln French, the
term is "marque depos6e", where depos6e meant that the mark was
registered with a trade guild. ln modern tlmes, trademarks have devel-

oped into identifiers of products from individual companies and

are

important business assets. As branding has become an impoftant marketing concept, the legal protection afforded to trademarks has grown in
importance as well. Today "trademark" has become almost synonymous
with "brand". The term "brand equity" denotes the financial value of
trademarks in their contribution to the good-will associated with a
business.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF TRADEMARKS
Trademarks serve two primary macro-economic functions: (1)they facili-

tate consumers' decision-making about their choice of products in the
market; and (2) they provide incentives for an enterprise to invest in
development and delivery of goods and services with the qualities consumers desire.'Trademarks aid consumers' decisions in situations where
it is difficult to verify product source or service quality quickly and cheaply. For example, when buying television sets, automobiles, or computers,
consumers should be able to rely on trademarks as symbols distinguishing goods or services provided by different enterprises and indicating
products' features and qualities. Trademarks encourage investment in
quality when businesses recognize that brand equity is built only when
customers' post-purchase experiences confirm the message communicated by the trademark and the claims made in the advertising associated with the trademark. Businesses are willing to invest in non-obvious
quality features because the long-term reputation of the brand depends
on consumer satisfaction.

IT5T

These two functions are complementary and mutually reinforcing. When

customers chose a product because of the qualities suggested by its
mark, and when businesses invest in quality to continue to build brand
reputation, the result should be improved quality that yields customer
loyalty to the brand.

TRADEMARKS FACILITATE CUSTOMER DECISION-

MAKING
Consumers are faced continually with the problem of choosing between
goods offered for sale that look alike, but whose superficial similarity may
conceal differences in features and quality. Often it is only by chance that

consumers select the product with the desired qualities. While it is
appropriate for sellers to offer goods with different levels of quality, consumers need a "shorthand" method to identify these differences in quality in order to arrive at a satisfactory purchase decision. Trademarks can
help consumers to reduce their search costs."B Trademarks are used in
conjunction with advertising (product promotion, literature, packaging
and point of sale displays) that communicates information about the
product. The consumer may have previous experience with the product
and the associated trademark; he knows whether in the past the connotations of the trademark were supported by the actual quality of the
product.

It is easy to understand the valuable information-providing function of
trademarks if one imagines living in a world in which all products are sold
in beige boxes, without trademarks to represent (and call the consumer's
attention to) product attributes and features. Choosing a camera, for
example, would be difficult indeed. Some might argue that information
could be communicated effectively by simply having a list of features
affixed to the box, without the benefit of trademarks, similar to lists of
ingredients on containers of food. Howevel visual, artistic and symbolic
representations help consumers who may not have time to process and
read all of the detailed information about a product, provided the representations are accurate, of course. Even the hypothetical "features" list
is helpful only if it is truthful. A trademark may indicate to the consumer
which list, and the product it describes, is more reliable than another.
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Consumers appreciate the way that a trademark telescopes and condenses important product information, based on the consumers' perceived need for the product. For example, the term "EMY" when used

in conjunction with a trademark and applied to a product

(e.9.

"TMXXXEAZY") signals to the consumer that the product is relatively
easy to use. This may be as important and useful as a detailed technical
description of the features that makes the product easier to use than
another.'Also, trademarks may be used by informed consumers as a supplement to more detailed product information, as a way to narrow choices and make good buying decisions.

Advertising has been viewed by some economists as unnaturally creating demand and perpetuating oligopoly through artificial product differentiation.r. lt has also been seen by some critics as a form of psychological manipulation that could influence consumers to differentiate mentally between products that are in reality similar or identical and to persuade them to accept exaggerated or false quality claims. According to
this analysis, advertising allows a trademark owner to gain sales based on
psychological suggestion alone and also to gain power over pricing by
enabling the trademark owner to charge more for a product than it
should, based on its quality and features." Recent critics of globalization
portray trademarks and logos in particular as part of a negative cultural
phenomenon in which brands have become cultural icons or abstract
expressions of emotions and psychological states, rather than beneficial
tools for consumers.'2
A different, more positive perspective asserts that trademarks and advertising convey useful information to consumers who are capable of mak-

ing intelligent decisions based on available, if imperfect, product information, as well as on prior experience with the product.'' This view is
based on the distinction between a product's simple characteristics that
are observable (such as price, shape, and product category) and its more
complex characteristics that can only be experienced (for example, taste
or long-term durability or complex feature sets).
The pro-advertising view emphasizes that advertising and trademarks
reduce consumers' search costs and foster quality improvement in
goods and services, resulting in more orderly marketing of goods and

t15-

services and less consumer deception.'o Trademarks may enable consumers to economize by saving the time they would otherwise spend
searching for products of the desired quality. They also help consumers
realize that, for example, even though two products have a similar chemical formula, they would not necessarily be of equal quality.

TRADEMARKS MOTIVATE SELLERS TO INVEST IN
QTALTTY
The second macro-economic function of trademarks is that they motivate
sellers to invest in product quality so that the trademark's positive connotations will be confirmed by the consumers' experience with the product and services. Trademarks that have become popular are often good
indicators of the level of quality of the product or service to which they
relate and the public's general satisfaction with them. This motivates
many firms that are successfully using their trademarks to continue producing products or providing services that can satisfy their customers
based on a long-term business perspective. Thus, trademarks encourage
sellers to invest in product quality, maintenance, and improvement, which
benefit society as a whole."

ln short, the trademark owner reaps what he sows - customer loyalty in
exchange for investment in quality. Conversely, poor quality associated
with a trademark is extremely damaging to a business. Negative customer experience with the product will reflect poorly on the trademark,
and it will become a symbol with the opposite of its intended effect. By

providing a conspicuous form

of

identification, trademarks create

accountability. As a senior executive of the lndian conglomerate, Tata,
put it, "[A]s economies develop and consumers have more spending
power, people don't buy products. They buy a promise. A brand is nothing but a way of expressing a promise."'u A consumer buys a product
because the brand "promises" a certain quality, but if the promise is broken and the product is disappointing, the consumer is discouraged from
buying the same brand of product again.
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Trademark protection has significant economic advantages for a society
because it encourages sellers to invest in the quality of products that are
being advertised." Sellers make such investments in quality because
they know the power of branding. They appreciate that the consumer's

experience with the brand and the product may not be short-lived but
can lead to a long-term product preference because of brand loyalty
based on repeated satisfactory experiences with the product.'B

STRATEGIC USE OF TRADEMARKS

IN

BUSINESS

Trademarks are used by enterprises as marketing tools in a variety of
ways. The most common is in consumer advertising to promote product
sales, but trademark use has become increasingly sophisticated and varied. Today, the Iitany of trademark uses is long (see Box- 5.1).

BOX-5.1 AN ESTABLISHED TRADEMARK
.
.
o
.
.
o
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
o

CAN

increase unit sales,

cement customer loyalty,
assist in response to competitive pressure,
increase revenues and profitability,
expand and maintain market share,

differentiateproducts,
help introduce new product lines,
gain royalties through licensing programs,
provide the foundation for franchises,
support strategic partnerships and marketing alliances,
justify corporate valuation in financial transactions,
raise awareness of charitable causes,
signal compliance with safety requirements,
show fulfillment of technical specifications,
ensure interoperability of complex technical systems.

LTsr

INCREAS

ING CUSTOME R SALES

The most obvious use of trademarks and service marks by businesses is
to promote the sale of products and services. Customer brand recognition increases sales in terms of numbers of units sold, as long as the message the trademark communicates is a positive one. This phenomenon
of brand value has been dealt with above, and there are abundant case
studies and examples of trademarks used to increase sales. However, it
is important to recognize that a trademark campaign alone may not
boost sales. The trademark must be an effective one - meeting the legal
and marketing requirements for a distinctive mark - that communicates
the right message to the consumer. Moreover, a good trademark or service mark will function most effectively when it is related to a total business and product improvement strategy (see Box - 5.2).

BOX-5.2

BANYAN TREE RESORTS BUILT

N soLID

Roors

t"'

''' ''''u

A Singaporean couple, Ho Kwon Ping and hiswife, Claire Chiang, had
once lived in Yung Shue Wan, or Banyan, Tree Bay in Hong Kong*. lt
was a relaxing place with sentimental meaning for them. ln building
their quccessful chain of spa resorts, they knew a good trademark and
logo wereessential. "We wanted to cr€ate something that would conjure up'certairlr images - romance, rejuvenation, intimacy - in peoplels
minds. Everything we've done has tried to reinforce that." They chose,l
BANYAN TREE,RESORTS as their service mark, but knew that using .
'
th-e name of a ldaown plant, their trademark also had to be establisheU
ds representinE something speq"igl; otherwise the name might"'be
adopted by any uriscrupulous h.otel owner and be diminished by use
witli lower qr"iity ,b.ommodations. They built almost all theli resorts
frorn the ground up, and made certain that distinctive, pleasurable
features of each resbrt weie maintained as an expression'of supeduxury. They declined licensing of the trademark, insisted on qgpl'bting
their hotels rather'tlr,an outsourcing managernent, and declined certain commercial opportunities. They felt there was "a premium in
keeping the brand small and exclusive". ln 1999, Banyan Tree Resorts
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was named number'18 in a:list of Asials'top 50 brands issued by
lnterbrand, a major branding consulting firm.
* "Hon9 Kong Special Administrative Region of China"
"Hong Kong SAR".

-

hereafter referred to

as

Source: Far Eastern Economic Review "Putting Down Roots", May 25,2000.

CEMENTING CUSTOMER LOYALTY AND
RESPONDI NG TO COMPETITION
A closely related trademark and marketing concept is that trademarks
help to cement customer loyalty. Studies show that customer retention is
as effective in generating revenues as the attraction of new customers.
"Reducing defections by just 5 percent generated 85 percent more profits in one bank's branch system, 50 percent more in an insurance brokerage, and 30 percent more in an auto-service chain".'n Thus, to the extent
that marks help to cement customer relationships, they are extremely
valuable. A trademark reflects the image of what the company stands for
and its products or services. lt represents the goodwill that a firm has
earned by making the types of investments in product quality described

earlier in this chapter. lts principal benefits are the positive image,
acceptance and trust that consumers associate with the company, and its
ability to help ensure long-lasting customer loyalty.
A classic study of trademark use to cement customer loyalty is the story
of the KodakrM brand. An effective campaign was developed over the
years to associate the trademark KodakrM with quality film that can be
trusted to capture intangible and fleeting elements of "hominess" and
family relationships.'o A key purpose of the very successful advertising
campaign was to convey to customers that KodakrM film was familiar, reliable, and could be trusted. lt was hoped that customers, having been so
used to seeing KodakrM film used by their families when they were growing up, would be encouraged to purchase KodakrM film for their own
family photos, rather than taking a chance on new brands that might
be less expensive.

tT5-

Trademarks may be used to combat predatory pricing (selling a product
below cost in order to drive a competitor out of business) and other
unfair business practices such as where a competitor sells a functionally
similar but lower quality product at below cost or very low prices, trading

on the good will of another company, in order to gain a competitive
edge. One of the most effective methods of preventing sellers of lowquality products from driving out the sellers of high-quality products is
through the use of brand names.'' A strong brand gives the producer of
the higher quality product an opportunity to communicate to the potential consumer the superiority of that product.

INCREASING REVENUES FROM PRODUCT

SALES

ln addition to increases in unit sales, trademarks can serve to increase
revenues from the sale of products because customers may be willing

to pay higher prices for products if they feel that the product and

its

quality and features - as communicated by an effective trademark are worth the price. Businesses use trademarks to differentiate products
to show superior quality or differences in features and characteristics.
Trademarks enable companies to stake out a higher end market, to show
customers that their products appeal to more discriminating purchasers
or purchasers with more esthetic or more stylish "taste" (see Box - 5.3).
Trademarks may even communicate that a business is willing to take risks
that other companies are not willing to take, in order to reach higher levels of quality or innovation.
An interesting example of such a trademark strategy may be seen in the
case of Asahi Beer's Asahi DryrM mark. Asahi recognized that Japanese
customers value innovation as an independent quality. lt therefore promoted the concept that its new trademark "Dry" beer was the latest
innovation in beer, creating a new product. This campaign over the last
decade, claimed to have "completely changed Japanese beer", offering
an "alternative taste" so that Japanese consumers now prefer a "light
and dry" taste which enabled Asahi to obtain the top market share in
Japan for the first time in 2001."
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BOX-s.3

PICKWICK STYLE MAKES
FASHION STATEMENT)

Today Pickwick is a

appealing to thou-

Italian

sands of young

across

just an
mark,
depibting d young faceless boy with a rebellious hairstyle, in the mind
of its creator Diego Barbareai, Mr. Barbaresi initiated his Company by
selecting clothing, apdirlg his disiinaive mark and, with the help cif his
partner, distributing it to the local Rome shops. The trademarking
activity was carriepl o;ria u garage on iheperiphery of the ltalian cap'
t
ital at very lo* co[\.
1

,i:}
3
-Pi.k*i.k

'-. {l "'

ii ii
rf"n .1a
I

'i--1\{

l:l
'j'i'-.'i'

today
story of successful marketlng'bqd of highly ,j
effective use of trafqrndrks. Clothing manufacture is s\ill-subcontracted, and Pickwick focuses on production, addingtherirademark, marketi n g, a nd d istri buti on. You n g lta ia nTperae.iveth6rhlcfu ickrM o go as
fashionable and pay.extra for clothingwith the PickwickrM trademark.
A good trademark may indeed be the crucial ingredient for a sucis

I

cessful

I

business. /
t

Source: La Repubblica, October 23, 2000.

CAINING OR MAINTAINING MARKET

SHARE

Trademarks are used to introduce a new player into an established market and also as a tool to gain a larger share of the market in which the

trademark owner is playing. Apple Computer lnc.'s extraordinary "Think
Different" campaign is an example of the use of trademarks to remind
customers of the unique contribution of Apple to the development of
computers, in an attempt to regain market share (see Box - 5.4). There
are numerous stories of companies whose executives were dissatisfied
with middling market share and embarked on a campaign to stake out a
larger territory, a larger group or set of consumers, by means of an advertising campaign associated with a trademark or slogan.

Jru-,-

Despite such success stories, it is important to recognize that a trademark and advertising campaign must be intrinsically connected to the
business proposition of the company. The trademark is the tip of the ice-

berg; beneath the successful trademark campaign there is a massive
foundation. Much work must go into defining the market segment that
is to be attracted; determining how and why it will be attracted to the
product; designing the product so that it meets the target customer's
desires; identifying a mark that relates to and symbolizes what that customer wants; making sure that the product actually will meet customer
expectations in all of its aspects; and coordinating marketing, pricing,
packaging, distribution, service, and advertising efforts. Without a solid
foundation, even the most clever trademark is unlikely to be a strategically effective marketing tool.'3

DIFFERENT THE APPLE COMPUTER CAMPAIGN
TO REGAIN MARKET SHARE

BOX-5.4 THINKING

From the late 1970s through the early 1990s Apple Computer, lnc., was
a leader in the sale of personal computers with very high profit marfiina and large market share, especially in education, scientific and
design applications, and personal computing. The original Apple
Computer operating platform was followed by the MacintoshrM computer (in North America, Macintosh is the name of a variety of apple)'
Howevel in the 1990s the company found itself in the precarious position of losing market share to lBM-compatible computers using the
competing Microsoft "WindowsrM" operating system. Once the darling of computer enthusiasts, Apple was struggling to keep its everdiminishing market share, watching its strong markets diminish and its
base of developers for the MacintoshrM platform decrease. There was
fear that MacintoshrM systems seemed doomed to extinction.

Apples founder; Steve Jobs, returned to the company with a fanfare
in 1997, and one of his first steps was to launch the bold "Think
Different" advertising campaign. This campaign featured a series of
advertising still shots featuring famous people (Gandhi, Jane Goodall,
Alfred Hitchcock, Albert Einstein, etc.) who had dared to take a
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different path and yet succeeded in some extraordinary way. The ads

utilized an understated black and white design and the simple,
ungrammatical words "Think Different" placed off to the side in
Apples familiar font.
The ad campaign generated controversy, with some critics pointing
out the slogan should have been corrected to "Think Differently" and
that it emphasized individuality over business acceptability. However;
Jobs' gamble was successful. The Think Different campaign - a gutsy
assertion that consumers would do better if they dared to be different - celebrated Apples association with creativity and individuality. Paired with product development work to support the message,
this slogan put Apple back into the race. lt reminded consumers who
had previously purchased Apple computers why they had valued them
and should return to them, and attracted new customers who appreciated the qualities of Apple computers.

INTRODUCING NEW PRODUCTS OR
REPOSITIONING AN EXISTING PRODUCT
to introduce new products where the trademark has already been established in connection with an old, wellrespected product, and the trademark thereby gives the new product a
market boost. The introduction of a new product into the market is usually a very expensive undertaking, as considerable effort is needed to
acquire the recognition by consumers of the product among other competing products on the market. Consider, for example, that there are
more than 750 brands of automobile, 150 brands of lipstick, and 93
brands of cat food.'o With this overwhelming variety of choice, many consumers may be reluctant to try new products. Thus, only the brand
names that have developed superior consumer acceptance get noticed.
Trademarks may be used

Trademarks facilitate the introduction of new products when such products are marketed in connection with established brands. ln recent years,
new products have often been marketed in association with old brand

fT6T

names, in an effort to assure the prospective consumer of their quality."
This practice has become popular as companies have come to realize

the economic power of well-established brands. lndeed, successful
brands tend to have a long life span, providing higher returns and thus
increasing their worth. For instance, lvoryrM (soap), EvereadyrM (batteries), NabiscorM (biscuits), KelloggrM (cereal), KodakrM (cameras),
GilletterM (razors), and Coca-ColarM (soft drinks)were the leading brands
in 1925, and they continue to be leading brands today.26 lnvestments in
building up strong brand names have proven to be a good strategy for
long-term growth, and for reaching different sections of the marketplace.
Trademarks may also be useful in introducing or repositioning an exist-

ing product, or in changing the public's perception of a product with
which it is already familiar in some form. An interesting example of this
use is the new logo for the 2O0B Olympics to be held in Beijing. The new
logo takes the old, familiar interlocking rings and stretches them into a
calligraphic shape that looks somewhat like a runner, but also looks like
a person practicing T'ai Chi. According to lnterbrand, an international
branding agency, the logo was designed to show that China was extending itself to accommodate the Olympics, creating a new image for itself."
Seen in this light, trademarks are used as part of a larger effort to create
a new image.

DISTINGUISHING PRODUCT LINES WITHIN AN
ENTERPRISE
Trademarks work to distinguish different product lines within the trademark owner's enterprise. For example, if a company has several different
business units or product lines, trademarks may be used to avoid the
confusion that might arise if the consumer was faced with several differ-

ent products with the same name. Compound marks may be used so
that a single unifying mark, often the company name, is used with several product-related marks (see Box - 5.5).
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BOX-S.5

SWEET STRATEGY:
G ROUP (ARGENTINA)

ARCOR

Arcor is a world-leading manufacturer of candy and the biggest chocolate manufacturer in Latin America. ln order to support its international expansion and to enhance its competitiveness, the Arcor Group redesigned its corporate visual identity. The new corporate logos symbolize Arcor's new corporate strategy and help the company achieve
its strategic Aoals in two ways: (1)they provide the Arcor Group with a
new visual identity and (2) they individualize the different areas that
constitute the company's core business (foods, sweets, chocolates,
and cookies).
Source: www. arcor. com. a r and
http / /www. a rco r. co m.
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EARN ROYALTY INCOME THROUGH LICENSING

AND FRANCHISING

Trademarks are used by businesses as the linchpin of lucrative licensing
programs." There are many different types of trademark licensing.
Sometimes, there is a simple license of the trademark, often for use in a

different market segment than that exploited by the trademark owner
(e.g. licensing the name of a baseball team for use on a coffee mug).
Character licensing is a common type of trademark license, where a
popular character from a book or a movie is licensed to licensees who
exploit the character ln a different business segment catering to the
same customer base. ln such cases, the rights to exploit the characters
may turn into an intricate maze of different rights to different market segments. One example of a highly lucrative character license is the Warner
Bros. acquisition of worldwide merchandizing rights for the Harry
PotterrM character in the popular children's book series by J.K. Rowling.
Warner Bros. has in turn divided up these license rights among various of
its business partners/licensees: Hasbro will have the rights to develop
and distribute trading cards and youth electronic games; competitor
Mattel will make toys; another company has the rights to make "interactive candy"; Electronic Arts, the California software entertainment
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company, is licensed to make Harry PotterrM computer and video games;

and Coca-Cola secured still other rights relating to the marketing of the
first Harry PotterrM film." Seen in the context of this complex network of
agreements, the trademark license becomes a way of "extending the
brand" and co-marketing, so that each product helps sell the other products by reinforcing the popularity of the character. Visualizing the network of licenses like a series of streams running into a larger river, one can
see that the various licenses potentially channel increasing royalty revenue flow back to the trademark owner.

A trademark may be only part of a larger licensing program for a package of intellectual property (e.g. licensing the right to manufacture a
pharmaceutical, including patent rights, rights to technical documentation, and rights to use the trademark drug name in connection with its
sale and distribution).
The important point in the latter case of a comprehensive lP license is
that the trademark is often the handle or pivotal point that makes the
entire licensing transaction effective from a business perspective. Thus,
the right to manufacture and sell a patented product is rendered far
more valuable if the right to use a recognized drug name is included in
the deal. ln some cases, the good-will in a trademark is such that the
grant of other lP rights might be commercially weak without the corresponding trademark license. lmagine an international license to manufacture and distribute a popular soft drink, but without the right to use
the name. Some drinkers might recognize the taste, but most would
have to be convinced to develop a taste for the drink as if they had never
tasted it before.

TRADEMARKS

HAND

AND FRANCHISING GO HAND IN

A good set of logos, slogans, and trade dress is the sine qua non of
franchising. The lnternational Franchisee Association estimates that
franchising accounts for one-third of all US retail sales, including
the sales of firms such as McDonalds, Coca-Cola, General Motors,
and Re-Max.'o The way franchising works is that the franchisee and
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franchisor conclude an agreement that has several components, generally including terms concerning purchase of equipment and supplies, but
always including a trademark license. The trademark license permits the
franchisee to conduct a business using the franchisor's trade name,
trademarks, trade dress, methods, and procedures. ln exchange for
these rights, the franchisee pays a royalty and/or a flat fee and agrees to
conduct the business in ways that maintain the good-will associated with

the mark.
As with licensing deals not involving franchises (see above), often the
greatest element of value in a franchise agreement is the right to use the
franchisor's trademark. A license to sell McDonald'srM hamburgers and a
purchase agreement to buy McDonald'srM supplies, but without the right
to use the familiar logos, wrappings, or the all-important name, would be
a diminished license indeed; it would lack the good will that has attached

to the McDonaldlrM brand throughout the decades of its existence.
Some McDonald'srM fans might recognize the taste of the hamburgers,
but the number is probably low.

ESTABLISHING STRATEGIC ALLIANCES AND
PARTNERSHIPS
Trademarks are useful in establishing strategic alliances because the
marks of one company may complement the other; just as the products
of the two companies may be complementary. Co-branding arrangements reinforce joint marketing programs. With the advent of the
lnternet as a powerful marketing tool, it is common to see websites
where marks of different, distinct companies are combined to demonstrate to the user the complementarity of products or the utility of joint
ventures. ln particular, "partner pages" are common, where web links are
made to companies with whom the website owner has some type of
established business relations. The Iogos and names of these companies
are arranged in a constellation around the logo of the web site owner.''
This display gives the user an immediate visual understanding of the
businesses that are in some way involved in the product.
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The overall effect of co-branding arrangements is, as always, to communicate a message to the potential consumer. The message that cobranding often conveys is the classic and age-old message that the sum
is greater than its parts; that the companies have joined forces to accomplish something larger than they could accomplish successfully alone,
whether it be better products, larger markets, interoperable equipment,
joint solutions to technical challenges, tools that enhance each other's
performance, reliability of service, or some other feature. A classic application of the strategic use of a trademark to cement strategic alliances is
the lntel lnside campaign (see Box - 5.6).

BOX-5.6 INTEL INSIDE
An American manufacturer of microprocessors, lntel lnc., produced
successive generations of "X86" microchips (the 8086, 286,386, and
486). However; lntel did not take trademark protection for its numbering system. As a result, its competitors such as AMD, Chips and
Technologies, and Cyrix also used the X86 name for their own processors. Realizing its mistake, lntel, in 1991, started encouraging computer manufacturers such as lBM, Compaq, Gateway, and Dell to put the

"lntel lnsiderM" logo in their computer advertisements and on their
packages. The incentive to computer companies was a cooperative
advertisement allowance paid by lntel that amounted to 3 percent of
the company's purchases of lntel's processors (5 percent when the
logo is put on the packaging),
The campaign resulted in more than 90,000 pages of advertisements
in an eighteen-month period, with a potential US$10 billion exposure.
The recognition of the lntel brand among business end-users went up
from 46 percent to B0 percent. After a full year of the lntel lnside cam-

paign, lntel's worldwide sales went up by 63 percent in 1992.
Prominent display of the lntel lnside logo by the leading computer
manufacturers have influenced consumers to think that lntel's microprocessor must be very good.
Source: Chiranjeev Kohli and Mrugank Thakor " Branding Consumer Goods: /nsights

from Theory and Practice," Journal of Consumer Marketing 14, No. 3 (Spring 1997);
Aaker David A., Building Strong Brands, The Free Press, 1996: 12-13.
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TRADEMARKS AS ASSETS
TRANSACTIONS

IN FINANCIAL

Because trademarks are powerful marketing tools, they have become
important as elements of value in financial transactions such as acquisitions and mergers. lndeed, brand names have become the most valuable
assets of a growing number of companies, often exceeding the value of
their physical assets. ln recognition of the value of its long-established
brand name, Nestl6 acquired Perrier for US$2.5 billion." Similarly, Philip
Morris acquired Kraft for US$13 billion, which was more than 600 percent
of its book value. Through this purchase, Philip Morris expected to gain
the loyal consumer franchise of Kraft, to be used to leverage the grocery
trade, and as a brand name that could be extended." More examples of
the value of brand names are shown in Table - 5.7.

TABLE-s.7 THE WORLD'S

ffi
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1O

MOST VALUABLE BRANDS

*':fl-irffi,i[q*fitrT:,iffi
Coca ColarM

68,945

MicrosoftrM

65,068

IBMTM
GETM

-5%

72,537

113,400

2OO1

ffiI
61%

70,197

380,000

17%

52]52

-1Vo

53,184

198,700

27%

42,396

11%

38,128

498,600

?/o

NokiarM

35,035

-f/"

38,528

104,200

U{:YO

lntelrM

u,65

-11"/"

39,49

202,2W

17%

DisneyrM

32,591

-3%

33,553

60,000

547o

FordrM

30,w2

-17o/"

36,368

45,900

McDonald'srM

25,289

-Y/o

27,859

35,400

Y

AT&TTM

22,828

-11%

25,548

148,950

15"/"

* The value of this brand takes account of all the earnings made both by the
parent company and its franchisees. Because of this, a comparison with the

parent companys market cap is not legitimate.
So u rce : I nte rb r a nd Su rv ey - www. i nte rbr and. com
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TRADEMARKS USED TO SHOW COMPLIANCE
WITH SAFETY AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Collective marks show membership in a group, and certification marks
are used to show that a product complies with a safety standard or a
technical specification. An example of the former is the mark indicating
a product was made by members of an American labor union. An accompanying advertising campaign featured a large group of workers singing,
urging consumers to "look for the Union labelrM".
The consumer knows that it is important that a product not explode or
cause electrical fires or some other safety problem. Generally, unable to
ascertain whether a product meets safety requirements based on inspection alone, and unable or unwilling to test the product, consumers may
benefit greatly from seeing a certification mark that shows that testing
has been carried out. The most famous of the safety certification licensors is Underwriters Laboratories, which licenses the famous "ULrM" logo
to certify that the licensee has complied with safety testing for electrical
appliances.Y

TRADEMARKS USED TO RAISE AWARENESS OF
CHARITABLE CAUSES OR PRO'ECT A NATIONAL
IMAG E
Trademarks may be used in non-commercial contexts to raise awareness
of, or create sympathy for, charitable causes. "A charity uses and promotes its trademark to associate its cause with a unique name and/or
symbol. Donors quickly recognize and associate the trademark with the
cause and are assured that their donations will go to the intended charity".$ A familiar example of a charitable trademark is the red Salvation

Army shield, a trademark first used in 1918 and registered in 1965.
A recent interesting phenomenon has been the practice of nations using
trademarks, especially slogans and Iogos, to emphasize their distinctive
traits for purposes of attracting tourism, investment or political favor. The
slogan or logo is used to communicate the image that the country wishes to project; the image is for a nation what a brand is for a commercial
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lt is said that a picture is worth a thousand words; certainly a
graphical
logo and a few words, repeated in international adverstrong
tising, is worth a great deal in terms of tourism revenues or other anticipated benefits. Viewers of the televised coverage of the US Open Tennis
Tournament, in addition to the usual display of lBMrM, NikerM, AdidasrM
product.36

and other logos on sports attire and backboards, were treated to
frequent commercials showing the colorful ESPANATM sun logo communicating the message that Spain equals sun, sport, and excitement.

EMERGING TRENDS IN TRADEMARKS
The use of trademarks reflects changes in marketing and business realities. As technology has become more of an important component of
business, uses of trademarks have changed and become more complex.
Three significant trends are (1) the increasing technological complexity of
many products; (2)the prevalence of the lnternet as a marketing and distribution channel; and (3) the emergence of branding as a global marketing and cultural phenomenon.

(1) TRADEMARKS AND THE INCREASING
COMPLEXITY OF TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS
With the increasing complexity of technology products available to the
average consumel the role of trademarks extends beyond the simple
function of serving as a symbol of general associations and connotations.
ln contrast to the consumer of 100 years ago, today's consumers are
faced with choices of staggering technical complexity as they negotiate
purchases of computers, televisions, espresso-makers, audio systems,
etc. The "lntel lnsiderv" logo may provide a certain level of comfort
regarding computers, but how many consumers would think to ask who
manufactures the various parts assembled in a television set? They rely
on a "name" brand they believe they know.

Jg_

Even some food products require technical inquiry in order to verify compliance with specifications. For example, some organic food products
are in compliance with certain tests, and producers of those products are
permitted to obtain a certain certification mark.t' ln our changing world,
a turnip is not simply a turnip, whose quality is obvious to any one who
enjoys eating this vegetable, but a turnip may be a tested and certified
turnip, sporting a certification mark that communicates a comforting
message to the consumer who prefers organic food.

Because of the trend towards complexity in the goods and services
offered for sale, one of the most important emerging trends in trademarks is the expanding use of certification marks and collective marks to
signal to the consumer that a product meets technical specifications and
has passed certain tests. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the "certification mark" is a trademark that ordinarily is licensed by the owner of the
trademark to businesses that pass technical requirements or tests or that
comply with technical specifications. The trademark is often accompanied by a logo and is displayed on the product as a "prompt" or easily
visible signal to the consumer. lt is usually displayed as a third-party mark
alongside the mark of the manufacturer/distributor of the product itself.
Trademarks showing compliance with a specification are used in a number of different ways. They are used as a sign that a product meets per-

formance or feature standards. When the mark is conferred by a third

party, the trademark may be registered as a certification mark.
Sometimes, the licensor of the trademark is also the manufacturer or distributor of the product and the trademark, who also licenses the same
trademark to other companies making similar or related products. For
example, ColorSyncrM is a registered trademark of Apple Computer that
is used in connection with the distribution of computer software and
hardware products to show that they use a proprietary Apple color
matching software. Apple licenses out the "Made with ColorSYncrv"
logo to other companies who are licensees of the ColorSyncrM technology
and make software or other products that use ColorSyncrM.'u Thus, by
this trademark licensing approach, a trademark is used to create a "family"
of technologically related products offered by unrelated companies.
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The effect of a trademark program for a technology platform initiative is
to convey to the consumer that the product is enhanced by a technology that is both "cutting edge" and broadly accepted in the industry as a
desirable technology. From the licensor's point of view, the trademark
enhances the value of the technology itself, transforming a hard-to-read
technical specification into an understandable consumer concept. The
technology license alone (in this case, a color-matching specification and
technology), without its memorable and distinctive trademark, would not
have the same value.
From the licensee's point of view, it receives not only a useful technolo-

to enhance its product, but also a marketing tool that is leveraged
over several businesses and powered by a larger marketing program
than it might be able to afford. From the consumer's point of view, the
trademark conveys in a quick, easy-to-understand, visual sign, what
gy

would otherwise be a complicated message: the fulfillment of a technical specification. An excellent example of using a trademark to create a
marketing edge in a family of technical products, was the "Dolby
SoundrM" trademark licensing program (see Box - 5.8).

BOX-s.8

DOLBY A SOUND HEARD
ROUND THE WORLD

Dolby Laboratories, a privately held company headquartered in San
Francisco in the United States of America, develops audio signal processing systems and manufactures professional equipment to implement these technologies in the motion picture, broadcasting, and music
recording industries. Dolby also licenses these technologies, along with
its trademark and logo, for use in the consumer electronics industry.

Beginning in the 1960s Dolby began to achieve some fame as a technology leader in sound when it pioneered the technique known as
analog "noise reduction". Dolby noise reduction works by lowering
the noise when no audio signal is present while allowing strong audio
signals to cover or mask the noise at other times. Dolby revolutionized
tape recording in the late 1960s and early 1970s with Dolby A-type (for
professional applications) and Dolby B-type (for consumer applications)
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noise reduction. Later in the 1970s, Dolby revolutionized film sound
with the Dolby StereorM analog sound system. Then in the 1980s both,
tape recording and film sound saw significant improvements through.
the use of Dolby SRrM (Spearal Recording). ln the late 1980s and early
1990s Dolby came out with Dolby Surround SoundrM and Dolby Pro
LogicrM for the new field of home theatre. By the 1990s Dolby applied
its analog noise reduction work to digital audio technology, introducing Dolby DigitalrM.

to Dolby, not just

anyone can license the DolbyrM logo.
Extensive technical and testing requirements must first be met. The
reward for fulfillment of these requirements is "access to recognized
and respected DolbyrM logos".

According

The effect of the Dolby trademark licensing program has been to
make the reach and appeal of its name far greater than the sale of
Dolby-manufactured products. The Dolby website lists stunning statistics on the number of Dolby "licensed products sold: 'l ,071,970,000"
as of August, 2002. This figure refers only to products sold by third
party licensees and does not include the large family of Dolby filmtrack.
'.,,'
and broadcasting products.
A testament to the success of Dolby licensing is that almost two-thirds
of its revenues comes from licensed products.

.:

Dolby's technological innovations'dre protected with patents,\which

will expire one day. But it is the trademark that has provided the
engine {or Dolbys licensing progiam, and the trademark, potentially,
can be preserved forever. Through its trademark licensing program,
Dolby parlayed its name into a trademark that is synonymous with
state-of-the-art video and audio. The "Dolby SoundrM" became an
important mark for any consumer electronics product to be able to
display. From the consumer's perspective, it became important to see
the DolbyrM logo on the equipment to be purchased. Thb name has
cachet.
Source: http / /www. dolby. com/stats/
:
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ln the increasingly common practice of using marks

to convey fulfillment

of technical requirements, there are a number of variations on the general theme. A true certification mark must not be controlled by a manufacturer of the product being certified. Thus, potential users may form an
association or consortium of companies that seek to promote a technology platform. The technology to be certified may have been developed
by one member of the consortium, and then adopted by other members
through licensing arrangements, but an independent entity must be created to bestow a certification mark. The certifying entity may also be
authorized to license the technology as well as being responsible for certification testing and technical validation of the technology users.

Another variation is that the owner of the trademark may not actually
manufacture any product itself. A UK technology start-up company
called NXT designs slim-line loudspeakers and openly emulates Dolbys
licensing model, except that at some point they determined that they
would no longer manufacture any speakers themselves.
Another variation is that the certification mark may signal to potential
purchasers that the product is interoperable with other products bearing
the same trademark. This use of trademarks has become increasingly
common in the new economy, especially in the computer business where
hardware and software products must work together or risk shutting
down the entire operation, yet are often developed by different companies. Without the identifying mark, the purchaser without a technical
background has no way of evaluating whether a product he wishes to
purchase will work with other products that he has already purchased.
Thus, the trademark, in the form of a word or a logo, is a signal to the consumer not so much of the quality of the item, but that the product will
work with other products of the same type. An example of this use of
trademarks was the Microsoft flag logo, a very successful trademark
licensing program designed to give consumers a high degree of confidence that all products bearing the "WindowsrM" flag will operate with
each other and with the WindowsrM operating system (see Box - 5.9).
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BOX-s.9

MICROSOFT WINDOWS'" LOGO,
FLYING THE FLAG

One of the most successful and comprehensive trademark licensing
and certification programs has been Microsoft's "flag" logo program.
Microsoft designed a colorful and distinctive logo, a multicolored waving flag, and licensed it to developers who designed programs that
worked with Microsoft software products. ln order to display the flag,
developers were required to sign a trademark license agreement. The
license agreement required the licensees to comply with various
requirements, including technical requirements relating to interoperability and functionality. To verify compliance with these requirements,
Microsoft required the licensees to undergo a certification process.
Currently, as Microsoft is introducing its new operating system, XP, a
new trademark licensing and cerlification program is underway.
Through a strategic use of trademarks, Microsoft not only promotes its
brand by having licensee's display the logo, but also confers a benefit
on the licensee by enabling it to demonstrate its relationship to
Microsoft products. The logo program also promotes the broad
Microsoft platform, creating a conspicuous Microsoft "family" of products that suggests to users a comprehensive product offering a high
level of organization and integration.

Trademarks may also be used by a developer of auxiliary products that
work compatibly with products distributed by the licensor. The developer, in order to display the trademark, is required to design and manufac-

ture its product in compliance with a specification, which compliance is
then tested by the licensor or its agent. The trademark owner is the
owner of the flagship product and, by use of the mark, becomes the
leader of a fleet of auxiliary products that work well with its product. Thus,
trademarks may serve an important economic function of promoting
interoperable technical systems, and at the same time, facilitate consumer choice.
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(2) THE RISE OF THE INTERNET
ON TRADEMARKS

AND ITS EFFECTS

ln addition to the increasing technological complexity of trademarked
products, another trend affecting trademarks has been the rise of the
lnternet. ln the short space of ten years, the lnternet has transformed the
sale of goods and services, as well as many other areas of life.
Trademarks and trademark law have been profoundly affected.
Marks are essential in e-commerce. Enterprises need to build recognition and goodwill and inspire confidence in themselves and their brands.
Consumers rely heavily on marks as a means of identifying suppliers of
products and services, particularly when operating in virtual markets in
which face-to-face interactions are infrequent and there is little or no
opportunity to inspect goods or services before purchasing them. ln
some respects, a mark used on the lnternet may have broader impact
and possibly greater value than in the physical world, as it is visible to a
potentially global public and might be considered to have a global
reach.3e

With the development of e-commerce, the number of applications sent
to trademark offices for marks intended to be used on or in connection
with the lnternet dramatically increased in some countries. For example,
in 1999, the USPTO received 33,731applications for marks that covered
an lnternet-related product or service. Five years earlieri it had received
only 307. ln 1999,12,000 trademark applications included the ".com" suffix. ln 1994, a mere 4 had this suffix.*
Owners of trademarks used in e-commerce are placed under considerable strain when confronted with the challenges of the lnternet. One area
of conflict stems from the relationship between marks and domain
names. Domain names are a simple form of lnternet address, designed
to enable users to access locations on the lnternet easily. Domain names
have become valuable in their own right as unique identifiers, akin to
marks, showing the lnternet address, but also often capitalizing on the
brand strategy of the owner of the website. Their value is heightened
because there is only one spot for each word as a domain name in a particular address. For example, there can be only one ABC.com; even if
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there is another ABC brand for a different product, there is simply no
alternate spot for the ABC brand as a domain name on the .com domain.

The relationship between marks and domain names raises numerous
complex issues. For example, what happens when a party seeks to register a domain name that is identical or similar to a mark? One form of
violation of the rights of the owner or owners of a registered mark that
has emerged on the lnternet, involves the intentional registration of
domain names similar or identical to marks that are owned by another
party, in an attempt to extract payment from that party. This practice has
come to be known as cybersquatting (see Box - 5.10). ln response to this
particular issue, WIPO has developed the Uniform Dispute Resolution
Policy (UDRP)which provides an administrative proceeding and remedy
against cybersquattin g.

BOX-S.10 NANDO'S:
A SOUTH AFRICAN SUCCESS STORY
,,

ln the heart of the local Portuguese community in Johannesburg,
chicken was prepared according to a well-kept secret recipe. When
Feinando Duarte introduced his friend Robert Brozin to thb dish, the
latter had his first taste of what was to become his dream - the dream
of sharing something this good with the rest of the world', The two
men'became partners, and in September 1987, Nando's was born.
Today, Nando's is a fast-growing restaurant chain with over 200 outlets
acl'oss Africa, Australia, Canada, Egypt, lsrael, Malaysia, SaudiArabia,

arid the United Kingdom. The company has developed considerable
international reputation and goodwill in its Nando'srM mark, which is
repdily and distinctively associated with its fast-food chicken outlets
around the world, so much so that it now owns an extensive interna-

tiona{ porrfolio

of registered

trademarks surropnding the word

Nando'srM.

Nando's was listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange in 1997.
ln October 2000, the group was ranked as South Africa's eleventh most
global cornpany in a survey conducted by Pr:iceWaterhouseCoopers,
providing clear recognition of the statur:e and presence that the
Nando'srM br.and has achieved in the international arena. The strength
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of the Nando'srM brand has also allowed the company to diversifu into
other sectors, which include Nando'srM-branded retail products and
merchandise. "We're probably one of the biggest non-American global
brands in quick-service restaurants. A lot of South African companies
have bought global brands, but no one has taken a South African brand
and gone out to trade in the high street. That's what we're trying to do,"
said Mr. Brozin.

ln March 2000, Nando's filed a cybersquatting case with the WIPO
Arbitration and Mediation Center under the Uniform Dispute
Resolution Policy (UDRP) applicable

to generic top-level

domains

adopted by the lnternet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN). The respondent, had reglstered the domain
names nandos.com and nandoschicken.com and offered to license or
sell them back to Nando's. The administrative panel found the case in
favor of Nando's and ordered the Registrar to transfer the domain
names to the company.
Sources: Nandob lnternational Limited and the Financial Times (London).

The global nature of domain name registration raises another type of
issue arising from the territoriality of trademark registration. The lnternet
is global in scope, whereas trademark law is national, so that the same
mark registered in different countries by different parties may compete
for the same unique spot as a domain name. For example, the mark
"ABC" registered in the UK may have a different owner and a different
secondary meaning than the same mark registered in Singapore, and
both owners could come into conflict if they seek registratlon of
"ABC.com" as a domain name in the same lnternet domain space.
Still another set of issues relates to the kinds of identifiers, other than
trademarks, that should be protected in the domain name context. For
example, the use of personal names, geographical indications of source,
geographical terms, trade names, names of international organizations,
and names of international nonproprietary pharmaceutical substances

are the subject of the Report of the Second WIPO Domain Name
Process.o' The Report explores the issues related to the use in the
domain name system of these types of names that act as identifiers, in
some respects, like trademarks.

J77

These issues are compounded by the fact that there are now numerous
generic top level domains (gTLD), approved by ICANN (among others,
.com, .org., and .net; and new ones such as .aero, .info, .pro, .coop,
.name, .museum, and .biz). ln addition, there are country code top-level
domains (ccTLD), such as .mx for Mexico. Recent technical developments adding further complexity to the issue are the creation of nonroman character domain names (for example, in Arabic, Chinese, or
Hebrew) and the development of a parallel set of new top-level domains
outside the aegis of ICANN.
From the perspective of the trademark owner, each new domain poses a
challenge for enforcement because each domain has a potentially different set of protection measures against misuse of trademarks and a different enforcement system. Great strides have been made by WIPO in
terms of encouraging application of the Uniform Dispute Resolution
Policy by ccTLDs and gTLDs worldwide.

(3) EMERGENCE OF BRANDINC AS A GLOBAL
MARKETING AND CULTURAL PHENOMENON
The preceding section of this chapter has identified two emerging trends
in trademarks, the increase in technological complexity and the rise of
the lnternet. A third emerging trend is the use of trademarks as cultural
icons. Critical commentators point out that increasingly, customers
choose a product because its brand seems to represent a way of life or
a set of ideas.'2 The argument is made that companies today do not cre-

ate value in their products, but in their brands; they are not marketing
products but images. lndeed, it is argued, the brand is now more valuable and more important both to the consumer and to the shareholders
of the brandowner than the product it is ostensibly designed to promote.
As one marketing executive explained:
Nike, for example, is leveraging the deep emotional connection
that people have with sports and fitness. With Starbucks, we see
how coffee has woven itself into the fabric of peoples lives, and
that's our opportunity for emotional leverage. A great brand raises the bar - it adds a greater sense of purpose to the experience,
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whether its the challenge to do your best in sports and fitness or
the affirmation that the cup of coffee you're drinking really matters.43
The consequences of this trend toward enlargement of the brand concept are difficult to assess, however, it has been observed that the
greater the expectation for the brand in terms of emotions, the greater
the vulnerability of the brand to factors extrinsic to the product qualities
and performance. The public may judge the brand and the corporation
on the totality of its image, not just whether the product is good or has
attributes that the consumer wants. "The more companies promote the
value of their brands, the more they will need to seem ethically robust
and environmentally pure."* To protect these valuable but vulnerable
brands and the established reputation and corporate image they project, the conduct of a company is supposed to meet consumers' expectations for the company's correctness with regard to politics, ethics, environment and contribution to civil society. Thus, brand owners may find
themselves under increasing pressure to invest in corporate activities
that support their valuable brands but that are not directly related to the
qualities or functions of the products they sell.

G EOG RAPH

ICAL I N DICATION

S*

A geographical indication, like a trademark, communicates a message. lt
tells potential buyers that a product is produced in a particular place and
has certain desirable characteristics that are only found in that place. A
legally recognized geographical indication has the effect of giving the
regional or local producers an exclusive right to use the indication in the
countries which are bound by the relevant bilateral, regional and multilateral agreements (e.g. tea producers in other parts of the world may
not use the term "Darjeeling" to describe their tea, even if the tea has
similar taste).

When considering geographical indications as a category of intellectual
propefty, it is important to distinguish them from trademarks: whereas a
trademark identifies the enterprise which offers certain products or services on the market, a geographical indication identifies a geographical
area to which a quality, reputation or other characteristic of a product is
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essentially attributable. However, geographical indications are similar to

trademarks in their concept and effect, and can be used to promote
national and regional economic development, and are also used strategically by businesses to promote their products.
So, a lover of fine cheeses will look for Roquefort made in the region
around Roquefort in France. The use of the term Roquefort by nonFrench cheese makers would be illegal in most countries.o6 An aficionado of Vietnamese food will look for the real fish sauce, from Viet Nam,
Phu Ouoc fish sauce, and he can accompany his authentic meal with
Vietnamese Shan Tuyet Moc Chau tea (see Box - 5.11).

BOX-5.11 FISH SAUCE FROM

VLET NAM

Phu Quoc fish sauce and Shan Tuyet Moc Chau tea recently became
the first products from Viet Nam whose appellations of origin are rec-

ognizgd worldwide. Phu Ouoc lsland off'rnainland Kien Giang
Province in'the Mekong Delta is famous for a variety of fish sauce products, so the,term "Phu Quoc" is often referred to asfish sauce in the
country especially in the southern provinces. Shan Tuyet Moc Chau
tea is produce"d in Moc Chau in the northern mountainous province of
Son La.
'
,

,,

ln June 2001, a ceremony took phce in Hanoi to announce the appellations of origin as well as Viet Naro's decision.to renew a cooperation

program for geographical indications and prevention of trade fraud
with France. The Vietnamese Deputy Minister recognized the strategic
and developr,nental importance of these products and their new legal
status: "This [recognition] will pave the way for us to promote the protection of appellations of grigin of Vietnamese goods on the world
market."
Source: The Saigon Times Daily; Ho Chi Minh City; June 7, 2001

A

.

legally protectable geographical indication denotes a quality link

between the product and its area of production.o, Agricultural products
typically have such qualities that derive from their place of production
and are influenced by specific local factors, such as climate and soil.
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By contrast, designations that are simply descriptive statements of where

a product is from, without a quality link between the location and the
product, are considered generic and not legally protected. Dijon mustard is a term that is now considered generic because over time it was
produced by so many non-Dijonnais that it came to be associated with a
type of mustard rather than a place. Whether a term is generic is determined by national law, so this area has given rise to a number of differences in approach.
Several types of protection are used for geographical indications, which
include ('1) suigeneris legislation or decrees, (2) a register of indications,
and (3) laws against unfair competition or the tort of "passing off". ln the
last category to use a geographical indication for a product that does
not originate in the specified region may be considered an unfair trade
practice. Geographical indications are also protected by the registration

of collective marks or certification marks.
Strategically, geographical indications have many of the same powerful
business effects that trademarks do. Regional specialities may have their
stature enhanced in the eyes of the consumer when a regional collective

and its members enjoy the exclusive right to use the particular geographical indication. This is especially true of gourmet food products but
the same principle can be applied to herbs, woods, costumes, rugs, and
various other products. Like trademarks, geographical indications may
add dynamic marketing power to a product, especially when the quality
for which a region is famous is actually supported by user experience
over time. Because geographical indications are inherently collectively
owned (all cheese makers in Roquefort region are the actual "owners"),
they are an excellent tool for regional or community-based economic
development. Any region that has a specialty associated with it, where
a quality link exists or can be established between the product and the
region, should consider the advantages of using a geographical indication to distinguish its products from lower-quality, non-regional
competitors.

ail

Australia's experience with wine is a good example of strategic use of
geographical indications to enhance a local industry. Australian wines
have, in the last 10 to 15 years, become popular and gained a reputation
for high quality and good taste. This recognition led Australia to conclude the Australia/European Community Wine Agreement, as well as

enacting domestic implementing legislation, providing protection for
geographical indications. The Australian wine industry has benefited
from the recognition of geographical indications: one wine company
used "icon marketing," branding, and the Australian wine indication to
help increase wine importation to the United Kingdom from 5,000 cases
in 1986 to 1 million cases in 1994, and in 1995 claimed to be the top selling wine brand in the United Kingdom, surpassing even French and
California wines.as The story of Tequila in Mexico is another success story
for geographical indications (see Box - 5.12).

BOX-5.12 TE@rLA:
ONLY WHERE THE AGAVE GROWS
Tequila,

a

Mexican drink, has acquired

a distinct

identity, often

enhanced by bottle designs featuring some of Mexico's characteristic
symbols. What few people know, however, is that tequila has been
protected as a geographical indication since 1977, and is produced
only within a delimited area in Mexico where its primary raw material,
the cactus-like agave plant, grows. The Presidential Decree establishing tequila as a geographical indication was published on October 13,
1977, and referred to four Mexican states (later extended to five)which
held the exclusive right to produce the beverage.

The protection of tequila enabled its producers to market their product worldwide and ensure that no other product made with alternative
ingredients could be marketed as tequila. Today, over 190 million liters
of tequila are produced annually and sold worldwide, with an 83 percent increase over the last five years. Tequila, moreovet gives direCt
employment to over 36,000 Mexicans, including agricultural workers,
technicians, and other workers, as well as indirect employment to
many more in transportation, distribution, and other related activities.
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ln 1978, tequila was registered under the Lisbon Agreement administered by WIPO, thus establishing its international status. The sale of
tequila has been further enhanced as a result of this registration and
the Mutual Recognition Agreement signed between Mexico and the
European Union for the reciprocal recognition of geographical indications in '1998, because producers were able to guarantee the quality of
the product and they could avoid the name being used for products
made with different ingredients which could taint the reputation of the
original Mexican product and deceive customers. The protection
meant that tequila production became an exclusive right of Mexican
producers and the reputation of the product could be enhanced via a
joint effort among all tequila producers who had a common interest in
making the product renowned worldwide.
Source: Tequil a

Re

gul

atory Cou n cil.

This chapter has demonstrated that trademarks and geographical indications are more than mere names; for a number of reasons they are
more important financially and culturally today than ever before. They
are powerful tools that are used strategically by businesses and nations
in many different ways, as described in the first section of this chapter.
The uses of trademarks and geographical indications have changed and
expanded as society, products, and technologies have become more
complex.
Furthermore, the market in which trademarks function today is international because the liberalization of economies worldwide has globalized
market competition. This development has resulted in an increase in the
number of companies competing in global markets with similar products. This has led to growth in the importance of marks and geographical indications as strategic tools in penetrating markets and that may
confer both macro-economic and micro-economic benefits.

lTtrI

At such an important time for marks and geographical indications, the
emergence of new technologies, especially the lnternet, has brought
problems and provided unprecedented opportunities for those keen on
brand-making. The situation has also highlighted the weaknesses of the
traditional territorially administered rights system, and the need, as well
as the capability, to transcend traditional boundaries through new technologies on the part of the enterprise sector. The enforcement of trademark rights and related issues are discussed in Chapter 9.
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As Justice Felix Frankfurter statedr "The

protection of trademarks is the iaw's recognition of the psychological function of symbols. lf it is true that we ltve by symbols,
it is no /ess true that we purchase goods by them ". Mishawaka Rubber & Woolen
Mfg. Co. v. S.S. KresgeCo., 316 U.S. 203, 205 (1942).

For article on the DoverM brand, see "The Making (or Possible Breaking) of
Megabrand", New York Times, July 22, 2001

a

.

ln this book, for ease of use, when referring to trademarks, we include service marks.
See for discussion of color, color combinations, sounds, and fragrances as trademarks, Adam L. Brookman, Trademark Law: Protection, Enforcement and
Licensing, (Panel Publishing, 1999): sections 2.01 [D-G].
Robert P Merges, Peter S. Menell, and Mark A. Lemley,lntellectual Property in the
New Technological Age, 2'" ed. (Gaithersburg, MD: Aspen Publications, 2M): 563.

Merges: 557 et seq.

William M. Landes and Richard A. Posner, "The Economics of Trademark Law,"
The Trademark Reporter 78 (May-June 19BB): 270-271.
ld.:270-277.

A

classic example of such marketing using trademarks is the KODAK INSTAMATICTM,

a successfu/ camera trademark that signaled ease of use and automaticity. See
"What High-Tech Managers Need to Know About Brands", Harvard Business
Review, July-August, 1999:91

10

.

See Merges: 561 quoting Joan Robinson, The Economics

of

lmperfea

Competition (1933).
11

See discussion in Merges: 559-563.

12

See the recent provocative work

by Naomi K/ein, No Logo, Flamingo Press, 2N1;
of the Brand State", Foreign Affairs,
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See, e.g. Scott Ward, Larry Light and Jonathan Goldstine, "What High Tech
Managers Need to Know about Brands", Harvard Business Review, July-August,
1999; Nicholas 5. Economides, "The Economics of Trademarks", 78 Trademark
Review:523; Stigler,Georges,"TheEconomicsof Information",69 J.Pol.Econ.: 213
(1961) (cited in Merges: 561).

14

See J. Thomas McCarthy, McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition, $3.7
@r Ed. 1998) discussing role

15

16

William M. Landes and Richard A. Posner, "The Economics of Trademark Law,"
The Trademark Reporter 7B (May-June 19BB): 270-271.

lnterview with R. Gopalakrishnan, Director, Tata Sons, Limited,
www. t a ta. c o m / 0-p

17

of trademarks in preventing public deception.
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Aaker, David A., Building
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For discussion of living up to the brand promise, see "What High Tech Managers
Need to Know about Brands" Harvard Business Review, July-August, 1999:92-9j.
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David A. Aaker; Managing Brand Equity: Capitalizing on the Value of a Brand
Name, New York: The Free Press, 1991); Chiranjeev Kohli and Mrugank Thakor,
"Branding Consumer Goods: /nsights from Theory and Practice," Journal of
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Thomas S. Wurster, "The Leading Brands: 1925-1985," Perspectives, Boston
Consulting Group 1987. Also, Kohli, "Branding Consumer Goods."

27

http / /www.i nte rb r a n d.co m/f e atu

28

Stephen A. Degnan and Brian Nappe4 "Trade, Service, Persona Marks Get Big
Royalties," LES Nouvelles 34, No. j (1999): 125-128.
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Lopyright
works

of

the area of the law that provides protection to "original
authorship" including paintings, sculpture, music, novels,
is

poems, plays, architecture, dance, instruction manuals, technical documentation, and software, among other items. Legal protection flows
from the fact that an author independently creates the work and that his
or her "expression" of an idea is original, rather than copied from another person. Copyright has a different standard than the novelty standard
in patents, which focuses on the newness of a useful idea or concept, not
the expression of that idea. Unlike inventions, works of authorship need
not be useful. Copyright extends only to the expressions of ideas and
concepts, and not to the ideas or concepts themselves. The difference
between copyright and patent is referred to as "the idea-expression
dichotomy".'The famous example is that Shakespeare's play Romeo and
Juliet was a creative expression, a work protected by copyright (had such
a doctrine existed at the time), but that all stories about young men and
women falling in love despite family and caste obstacles would not have
infringed that play.
There is no rigid definition of works which fall under copyright. Rather, it
is said to extend to all "literary and artistic works" and it is intended that
a flexible standard exist. ln practice, copyright protection has been
extended to works that the lay person might consider neither literary nor
artistic, such as computer software or technical documentation.

Copyright protection may subsist in the same product or technology
with other forms of intellectual property; for example, an invention related to computer software may be protected by patent law, and at the
same time, the software code may be protected by copyright. Similarly,
copyright may protect a work of art that is also protected as an industrial design, and copyright may protect a written text that is also a trade
secret.

ln some countries, in order to qualify for copyright protection works
must be fixed, so another person can perceive them in a sufficiently
stable or permanent form. However, copyright protection occurs

without any special registration, deposit, or other bureaucratic
requirement; upon creation or fixation of the expression, the rights
of copyright automatically protect the work. lt has been agreed inter-

nqT--

nationally for many years that nations may not require "formalities" for
the use and enjoyment of copyright.'?
'1961,

with the Rome Convention, new categories of rights, which were
not previously protected by copyright, were created. These new rights
were referred to as "neighboring rights", and they included broadcasts,
ln

phonograms, and performances.' With the adoption

of the TRIPS

Agreement, the term neighboring rights has been largely supplanted by
the term "related rights" although both terms are still used.

THE CULTURAL IN DUSTRIES
Activities and industries whose basic strength is rooted in the protection of
their primary products and services through the laws of copyright and
related rights, are often referred to as cultural industries.a However, the
term is too narrow, as computer programs are also protected by copyright.
It is said that the most cultural aspect of any person is the language spoken by that person. Dress, activities, spiritual practices, diet, and so forth,
can also be cultural indicators; however, nothing so quickly says "culture"
as language. When language is written down; woven into music; adapted into audiovisual productions; or used in conjunction with computers,
works to be protected under the laws of copyright are often created.
When sustained, commercially driven, and strategically organized, these
activities are grouped into businesses and categorized into industries
which provide products and services to satisfy our cultural needs and
desires, as well as many other pleasures, requirements, advantages, and
accessories.

This chapter will visit each of the cultural industries, discuss its character-

istic features and activities, and thereby highlight the relationship
between these culturally rich and dynamic activities, and copyright and
related rights protection. As used here, the term "industry" is construed
as covering not only the enterprises in a certain activity or business, but
also the many individual creators, authors, artists, and performers who
take part in commercial cultural activities both worldwide and locally, and
the communities that they have come to constitute.
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The industries which comprise the business of copyright are most logically distinguished and categorized as follows: music, audiovisual, art,
architecture, literary, information technology, interactive entertainment
and education. This grouping mostly corresponds to the different categories of copyright and related rights works, but, more importantly, it
reflects the reality that certain activities and products are germane to
specific industry practices and to certain products and services. The ultimate products and services, then, are the bases of the categories.
Creativity and innovation are at the heart and soul of the copyright industries. The power of the products and services they produce is undeni-

able. Almost every person has had his or her life changed by a book.
Almost every person has laughed or cried because of a movie. Graphic
aftists and sculptors move us to see the beauty in life. Computers and
computer software make our work easier, give us the ability to communicate globally, and allow us to have access to unlimited amounts of
information and knowledge.

TABLE-6.1

TOP SIX CATECORIES OF UNITED STATES
INDUSTRIES ON THE FOREIGN SALES AND
EXPORT LIST (1999)

ffi",*

Rank

lndustry

,l

core copyright industries

2

chemicals

2

motor vehicles

4

aircraft manufacturing

5

agricultural products

6

electronic components and accessories

Source: Economists lncorporated, Copyright lndustries in the U.S. Economy:
The 2000 Report (Washington, D.C.: lnternattonal lntellectual Property Alliance, 2000).

To get an idea of the size of the copyright industries, a few statistics are
presented (see Table - 6.1 and Chart - 6.2). Looking at the US figures, for

the year

'1999,

the core copyright industries contributed an estimated
to the economy, representing approximately 4.94 percent of GDP. During the period from 1977 to 1999, employment in the
US$457.2 billion
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core copyright industries grew from 1 .6 percent of the workforce (1 .5 million workers), to 3.24 percent of the workforce (4.3 million workers). ln
terms of foreign sales and exports, the core copyright industries accounted for at least U5$79.65 billion in 1999.s Statistics from other countries
mirror the above. ln New Zealand, copyright industries increased their
proportion of GDP between 1987 and 1994from 3.'1 percent to 3.4 percent.6 ln Uruguay, copyright industries accounted for 2.9 percent of GDP.'
ln Singapore, it was 2.7 percent.B

CHART-6.2 CONTRIBUTION OF COPYRIG HT
INDUSTRIES TO CDP (PERCENT)
URUGUAY

o

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

SINGAPORE

NEW ZEALAND

lii@;t;liK)

o
o

UNIVERSALITY OF MUSIC
Music is the most universal, the most accessible, and the most widespread, from a global perspective, of all of the copyright-related industries. Music is employed as an important element in other media, such as
motion pictures, videos, and interactive software products. lt plays a
large role in the success of television, and is the chief product offered by
radio. The business of music is widespread, Iucrative (but not evenly so),
and cultural. No country in the world lacks some form of music, and
almost all countries create multiple forms and styles.

_.
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The next sections will describe how a copyright framework functions to
protect contributors, looking at each level of the business model in which
music travels from the mind of a musician or songwriter to the ear of a
consumer.

MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS
The entire process underlying the business model of the music industry
starts with a song, or more accurately, a musical composition. The songwriter (a term which generally applies to one who creates a song with
both lyrics and music) and the composer (a term which generally applies
to one who creates a song with only music) are the owner(s) of all rights
of copyright in the musical composition at the point of fixation,' when the
songwriter physically fixes his or her idea, either in musical notes, or by
using analog or digital recording capacities. Upon creation or fixation,
depending on national legislation, copyright protection automatically
comes into force without further formalities.
Musical compositions, when grouped in large numbers, constitute musical catalogues. To preserve, exploit, and commercialize musical cata-

logues, music publishing companies are formed. Facilitated by the property aspects of the lP system, catalogues are bought and sold daily; they
are rich assets whose value is determined by historical and projected
cash flows and earnings. The value can change dramatically overnight,
literally, on account of one hit recording by one artist or group. As a good
example, "Macarena", a global hit by the Spanish group Los Del Rios,
sold millions of copies and changed that group's catalogue from an afterthought into an asset with financial value.'o
The renewable (sustainable) nature of intellectual property, and the creative
uses to which it can be put, can be seen quite clearly using the example of
musical compositions in a catalogue (see Box - 6.3). Musical compositions
can be re-recorded by any number of performers, thereby increasing the
inherent value of the underlying asset (the musical composition). The

whole process is made possible by the copyright and related rights laws,
which empower the right holders, through the rights of reproduction, public performance, distribution, and communication to the public.
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BOX-6.3 BOWI E BON DS
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The renowned British performer David Bbiffib, over the course of his
3O-year plus career; has
musical compositions, as
performing
well as
and
his recordings of those
compositions, and
other artists, an income
stream has been
ue on into the future.
Group, saw an opportJnity

willcontinbrokerage or
ize" the

an income-producing assii
compositions for US$55 mi
bonds to investors on the
the income from the m

ization, The Pullman
ical compositions as
's rights to his musical

id to him. lt then sold
profit model using
the security for the

investment and

{r,
This is, thgs fag a win-win- h s$at
income b*,ed on many yff of
Group
model. Th6
higher than
by

ie rec\ed

present

U royalties. tfre Pullman
from

its.6rH"

business

much
There are plans under

to
logues,
of Marvin
James Brown. The business model

applied to drug patents deriving
genomics. These events point
embodied in the creative use
particular example).
Source: http://www.pullmanco.com/article136.htm; Global Finance, November
1999:66-67

QUALITY RECORDINGS
The next level in the business model of the music industry is for musical
compositions to be recorded. Though musical compositions can be
delivered or disseminated in their live state, for example, via concerts
and dances, the more prevalent form for their diffusion and distribution
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is as recorded music, usually in the form of music cassettes, compact
discs (CDs), and newly emerging technologies, for example, MP3-bearing objects, such as the Diamond Rio Player. Over the last few years, the
prevalent format for recorded music has been the CD, which accounts
for approximately 65 percent of all recorded music sales."
The process of recording musical compositions necessarily involves performers, thus rendering a recording of their performances. Copyright
and related rights laws facilitate the recording process, and aim to protect all of those whose participation in the recording process is crucial to
its success. Musicians and singers literally create the recording, along
with sound engineers, editors, and producers. As such, the law recognizes that they have an ownership interest in the final recording, in the
same way that those who create a musical composition have an ownership interest in the final composition. lt is because of this that recording
companies (see next section) rely so heavily on contracts with performers
both to secure a transfer of rights and to secure the recording companies' position in order to recoup their often heavy investments in these
recording projects. The whole process of creativity and participation by
the songwriters and composers, musicians and singers, the investment
of the recording companies, and the final delivery of the finished product to the public is dependent on the laws of copyright and related
rights.

With new recording technologies, music can be recorded literally anywhere, from a small hand-held device all the way up to state-of-the-art
recording studios with hundreds of separate channels designed to capture sound as accurately as is scientifically possible. lf the highest possible quality of sound is to be achieved, however, the recording phase
requires professionals with specific knowledge of this technical process.
It is a profession which has applicability in other media (for example, in
radio and television, at live concerts, and in discos). Mixing a recording is
sometimes a separate skill from those possessed by the engineers and
producers, as is preparing the final product so that it can be manufactured into cassettes and CDs. Each one of these positions or functions
represents separate jobs, skills, and employment opportunities in the
economic development sphere.

w7

THE BUSINESS OF DISTRIBUTION
OF RECORDED MUSIC
Once a recording of a musical composition has been achieved, the most
visible aspect of the global music business model comes into play. The
distribution of recorded music is dominated by five multinational enterprises whose interests also extend to many areas, products, and services

other than music: AOUTime-Warner, Sony, Bertelsmann, EMl, and
Vivendi Universal.'2 While estimates of the distribution market share by
these five companies vary somewhat, and while independent record producers do exist in many countries of the world, it can be said that the five
companies mentioned above control somewhere around B0 percent of
all sales of recorded music.'3
The global music business is promoted by extensive marketing. Potential
customers of recorded music are bombarded daily with music: in cars, in
elevators, on radio and television, in shops and restaurants, and at live
events. Getting a customer to the point where he or she feels it is necessary to purchase the CD or cassette of a favorite artist is a process which
requires enormous financial, human, and creative resources. The major
recording companies spend millions of dollars on promotion, both for new
artists and for well-known ones. Campaigns are often centered around
events (such as concert tours or musical, sporting, or television events)
which attract upwards of a million people. This large-scale promotion and
allocation of resources would not take place without the cerlainty that, if
there are to be financial rewards, those who have been creatively and
financially responsible for making that happen will be the first in line to
both recoup the investment and be rewarded for the efforts.

ln 2001, the global music market was worth US$33.7 billion.'o North
America, Europe, and Japan (83 percent of the Asian market) were the
leaders (see Chart - 6.4). The figures in this chart are limited to sales of
recorded music.''
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CHART-6.4
Australia -
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Latin America - 4%
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G LOBAL

RECORD INDUSTRY SALES
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Middle East - 1%
Alrica - 1"/"

North America - 41%

Europe - 32Y"

Source: lnternational Federation of the Phonographic lndustry (lFPl)

The multinational recording companies are vitally concerned with the
discovery nurturing, development, exposure, and commercialization of
new talent, new songwriters, new singers, new musicians, new groups,
and new music. This process is ultimately their lifeblood, and one way
they can secure their future is to keep a constant and large flow of new
talent moving through their systems. The more accurate they are in recognizing commercially viable talent, the more successful they will be in
terms of profits and losses. lt is axiomatic that their chances are increased
by having a larger pool of talent to choose from, not a smaller pool. They
are all diligently searching for the next "Macarena".

The other side of this process is the fact that small and niche markets
have been overlooked, or at least not emphasized, as the large companies target the biggest markets with the most common tastes to secure
the greatest opportunities for profit. As shown in Chart - 6.4, the sales of
recorded music in Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa indicate
that there will be significant market potential in these regions.

With the level of investment for some aspects of the music business
increasingly being lowered by the advent of the lnternet as a new promotion and distribution medium for recorded music, as well as for the
promotion of new and less well-known musicians, small recording companies and musicians should be able to find unprecedented opportuni-
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ties for marketing their products and themselves (see the last section of
this chapter). These small recording companies could also succeed in
reaching out to potential customers by discovering and featuring diversified regional and local music and talented musicians hidden in their
communities. lf copyright laws are effectively used to provide business
stimulation for composers, musicians, and recording companies in the
local community, niche and indigenous music could surely expand, as
there is clearly a market for almost all types of music. The next section will
discuss the high potential of indigenous music for industry, composers,
and musicians.

WORLD MUSIC, LOCAL MUSIC
"World music" is an interesting term.'u Some see it as describing any
music that is outside of the mainstream of "Western music", a catchall
phrase, which attempts to avoid differences and cultural aspects so
important to non-Western music and its musicians.lT Some would say that
world music has now become mainstream, enthusiastically marketed by
established record companies. However defined, world music is popular
today and presents an opportunity for regional and local musicians worldwide to commercially exploit their talent and their musical traditions.
Because many people prefer their own music, there is a very clear opening for entrepreneurial efforts to attract indigenous, national, and regional populations and cultures. There are local, national, and regional players and enterprises who have stepped into this vacuum, and who provide
music products and services to a potentially global market. Depending
on the cost of production, talent, and distribution, small runs of locally

desirable music can now be profitable. lndeed, with the advent of the
new technologies in this field, the possibility becomes more real that
every musician and musical group can serve as their own record company; every songwriter can serve as his or her own publisher; and those who
are not so directly involved with the creation side of the music, such as
the recording studio and the production company, can also fulfill important roles. (See ChapterT for discussions on the protection of folklore).
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There are many success stories of talented people who were overlooked

by the multinationals, or who were deemed to be too cultural, too
regional, or too "niche" for the common-denominator approach. Los
Del Rios sprang onto the world stage with a massive hit. Other examples
abound, such as Cuban music, which has gone mainstream. Global success has been achieved by Gloria Estefan (who has sold over45 million
records'B) and the Buena Vista Social Club. Puerto Rican Ricky Martin is a
worldwide phenomenon, combining the rhythms of Latin American
music with English lyrics. The same can be said for the American
singer/performer Christina Aguilera, who will cross back over from
English into Spanish lyrics for her millions of Spanish-speaking fans.

With the greatly heightened awareness provided by the lnternet and
enhanced telecommunications services, the demand for world music is
increasing. The rai music of North Africa has existed for years and one of
its best known proponents, Chebb Mami of Algeria, has been achieving
growing regional success. Since his participation in a recording with the
well-known British performer Sting, Chebb Mami and rai music have
achieved global success with mainstream consumers.re The Senegalese
singer Youssou N'Dour had a similar boost into the global market place
through collaboration with the well-known British artist Peter Gabriel.
N'Dour was asked to write the anthem for the 1998 World Football
Championship hosted by France.'n

The new economy, the new technologies, and the new opportunities
augur well for the music business. Perhaps the next trends could come
from Nigeria, such as the juju music of King Sunny Ade (who has made
1'l O recordings"); or the gamelan music of lndonesia23; or the tango,
bossa nova, or samba of Latin America; or literally from any other place.
The space for creativity, the rapid emergence of new artists and groups,
and fast-changing tastes, are all reasons why the music business is exciting, profitable, and global as well as local in nature.

over

As Chapter 9 will examine in more detail, the presence of strong copyright and related rights laws, and their active enforcement, are the foundation for a vibrant local and national music industry. Music piracy robs
the local community of spirit, opportunity, and funds which would otherwise
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flow into local products, developing local artists and musicians, songwriters and composers, and production companies and recording companies. When people are faced with a choice between a cut-rate pirate
copy of, for example, the new Ricky Martin CD, as opposed to the legitimate local recordings of community artists and musicians (which must
necessarily reflect the cost of developing talent) who are perhaps known
but not yet popular, the dramatic cost differential most often points in
favor of the pirated music. This process, caused primarily by the absence
of effective copyright and related rights, kills the local market, strangles
local talent and businesses, and precludes any advancement of the local
music industry.

COLLECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT
AN D RE LATE D RIG HTS
What infrastructure and systems could help promote the incubation and
development of local music culture? A system called collective management of copyright and related rights is one of the most effective and has
been established in a number of countries on the initiative of government or through the relevant private sector. Collective management is
the exercise of copyright and related rights by organizations acting in the
interest and on behalf of the owners of rights. The collective management organization negotiates with users (such as radio stations, broadcasters, discotheques, cinemas, restaurants and the like), or groups of
users and authorizes them to use copyrighted works from its repertoire
against payment and on ceftain conditions. On the basis of its documentation (information on members and their works) and the programs
submitted by users (for instance, logs of music played on the radio), the
collective management organization distributes copyright royalties to its
members according to established distribution rules. A fee to cover
administrative costs, and in certain countries also socio-cultural promotion activities, is generally deducted from the copyright royalties. The
fees actually paid to the copyright owners correspond to the use of the
works and are accompanied by a breakdown of that use. These activities
and operations are generally performed with the aid of computerized
systems especially designed for the purpose.'o
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Collective management is helpful because it is currently not possible for
any one person or company to monitor all uses of its musical compositions or recordings on a global basis, or even on a national basis although this could change with advancements in relevant technology.
Dealing mainly with public performances, such as television, radio, discos, and live concerts, collective management societies play a vital role
in keeping track of how and where musical works are being used, in
securing compensation for such usages, in computing who is entitled to
what percentage of compensation collected, and in timely distribution of

compensation to its rightful recipients. lt is an enormous task and is
under-taken by organizations of all sizes. The following are examples of
prominent col lective management societies:2s
TABTE-6.5

SELECTED COPYRIGHT COLLECTIVE
MANAGEMENT SOCIETIES IN THE WORLD-

soil
Australia
Cuba

APRA

Note
Founded in 1926

ACDAM

Estonia

EAU

France

SACEM

1,000 members
The world's oldest (1851) with 87,000 members

GEMA

Founded by the composer Richard Strauss

Germany
lndia
lndonesia
lsrael
Japan
Singapore
South Africa

Trinidad & Tobago
United States
of America

IPRS

KCI

ACUM
JASRAC

3,000 members
Its total revenues for fiscal 1998 were over
Y 94 billion (about US$850 million dollars).'?.

COMPASS
SAMRO
COTT
BMI and
ASCAP

SESAC

The largest collecting society in Africa
Founded in '1986
BMI has 250,000 members (the worlds largest)

maintaining a repertoire of more than
4,500,000 compositions for purposes o{
licensing."ASCAP has 1@,000 members with
total revenues of US$560 million in 1999.4
SESAC was founded in 1930, the second

oldest in the United States (headquarters in
Nashville)."

vqT-

ffirnrr ffi
States
of America

Agency

Zimbabwe

ZIMRA

United

Harry Fox

ifi
National Music Publishers'Association (NMPA) is a
service for licensing musical copyrights, established in
1927 and currently representing over 800 American
music publishers.'
The first independent society in Africa - established
by PRS (the society of the United Kingdom).

* The full names of these societies can be found in the /ist of abbreviations at
the end of the book.
To create and promote cultural industries in the world, and particularly in
developing and least-developed countries, thoughtful consideration should
be given to establishing collective management societies and to enhancing
their operation. lt is one effective way to ensure respect for copyright, while
at the same time helping artists, musicians, songwriters, and others involved
in the creative and business processes of the music business to realize
income from their efforts. This is also one important dimension as to how

local industries can grow and how they are helped
national economy and as well to the national culture.

to contribute to the

AUDIOVISUAL: MIXING SOUND AND IMAGE
The audiovisual industry is perhaps the most difficult to both define and
review. lt is at different times referred to as the film industry the movie
industry or the motion picture industry. These terms are not fully inclusive, and it is referred to herein as the audiovisual industry. The highestquality medium on which to capture images is film. Less expensive, and
producing a lower-quality image, but also much used, is video, or video
tape. The newly evolving medium for this process is now digital technology. Another component of the industry produces hand-drawn images,
or computer-generated images, and this is generally referred to as animation (a movie or pictures consisting of a series of drawn, painted,
modeled, or computer-generated images or scenes''). Thus, the term
audiovisual is applied, and it is used herein to refer to all of the foregoing methods of capturing both images and audio elements to produce
an audiovisual production.
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FILM MAKING
Full-length motion pictures are marketed, according to a specific schedule, allowing for maximization of profit potential at each level. The first
phase is theatrical exhibition, where the experience involves a large
screen, amplified sound, and sharing with others. Separate income figures are maintained for this. The next phase is the home video market,
where videograms, or; lately, digital versatile disc (DVD) devices are purchased or rented for viewing in the privacy of the home. The next phase
is the release in the cable and satellite television markets, a private circuit
for which consumers generally pay a subscription fee. This can be initiated by pay-per-view and is followed by general dissemination as part of
regular cable or satellite programming. Around this time a niche-marketing effort to specific audiences, such as passengers on planes and
boats, occurs. The final phase of the life of an audiovisual production is
usually free television. However, the introduction of new technology,
such as DVD, can often revive an otherwise dormant asset and produce
considerable income revenue by virtue of creating a new market and
new consumers for pre-existing products."

Copyright laws apply expressly to audiovisual or cinematographic
works." However, because the costs and number of parties associated
with creating audiovisual works are much greater than those for writing a
song or a book, special rules have developed as to who is the rightful
owner of an audiovisual production. ln some countries, it is the producer, that is, the one who produces the financing. ln other countries, it is the
persons who make contributions to the work, such as the writer of the
underlying literary material, the director, producer, actors, or photographer. This is why ownership of audiovisual works is a matter of national
legislation.'o

One large segment of the various and disparate elements which combine to create audiovisual works is the set of actors and other performers whose performances are embodied in the work. This group is badly
in need of updated international and national protection. The Rome
Convention ('l 961) was the first international instrument to focus upon
and grant protection to performers. However, viewed from today's
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perspective, the instrument contains provisions that do not adequately
protect audiovisual performers, as technology and the economy have
changed radically since its adoption. ln an effort to find consensus as to
protection for performers in audiovisual productions, WIPO hosted the
Diplomatic Conference on the Protection of Audiovisual Performances
from December 7 to 20,2000. The conference came very close to adopting a new instrument, which could have been viewed as a follow-up to
the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT), which deals
only with performers of audio phonograms. However, consensus was
lacking, although 19 out of 20 articles of the draft treaty were approved.

Additional income, often quite substantial, is generated indirectly by
audiovisual productions, from the merchandising of items which are seen
in or associated with these productions. Merchandising of items such as
toys, cars, interactive games bearing the same title or including the characters of the production, books, and clothing are now much more than
mere ancillary aspects of major audiovisual productions - they are often
highly valuable profit centers for these expensive productions.'s Large
sums have been paid by global product manufacturers to have their
products seen on-screen in major movies.to These merchandising items
are always protected by inherent lPR, mainly copyright and marks.
As in the music industry the audiovisual industry is dominated by global

entertainment companies in which audiovisual production is just one of
several endeavors (see Table - 6.6). However, audiovisual production,
especially at the level of full-length feature motion pictures, does not
take place exclusively in Europe, Japan or the United States of America.
The audiovisual industry in lndia produces some 800 feature movies per
year and sells billions of tickets worldwide." Hong Kong SAR is also the
home of vibrant feature film production activities, and produces products with a unique style and energy.

.
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TABTE-6.6

RANKING BY AUDIOVISUAL TURNOVER OF
LEADING COMPANIES-

1.

Walt Disney

2.

Viacom

3.

Sony

4.

Time-Warner Ent.

5.

ARD

United States of America
United States of America

Corp.

6.

News

7.

Polygram

B.

NHK

9.

General Electric

Australia
.:..:.+rffi

Japan

*Source: Statistical Yearbook: Cinema, Television, Video
and New Media in Europe
(Strasbourg: European Audiovisual Observatory, 1 998).

BOOKS
Copyright law in general owes much to the literary publishing industry,
and to books in particular. Book production in the first millennium was a
tedious, slow affair. Scribes wrote books by hand, some much more artistically than others. Organized religion was a prime moving force in the
preservation of knowledge through books, as well as the proliferation of
multiple copies of books.
The effect of copyright protection of books virtually all over the world is
evident. Mass production of books (when compared to prior production
methods) was made possible with the assurance of income from their
sales. Because of books, the state of the world's knowledge expanded
exponentially, and such expansion continues to this day with increasing
velocity with each new technological development, such as telegraph,
radio, television, computers, telecommunications, and the lnternet.
Books, in general, have been one of the most important and durable
inventions ever. The proliferation and wide dissemination of knowledge
through books has had and still has an immense impact on civilization.3B
Books, as well as newspapers and magazines, are easily shared because
of their compact size and portability.
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THE MASS MARKET
The literary publishing industry covers more than books, although one
could easily focus on just that element, since over 50,000 new book titles
are published every year, more than 500 million copies of books were
released in print format in 1999, and the industry generated more than
US$80 billion in revenues.3e
However; it would not present the full story of the literary publishing
industry to focus only on books, since newspaper publishing and periodicals are also an integral part of that industry (see Table - 6.7).ln 1996,
there were an estimated 8,391 daily newspapers in the world, with an
estimated readership of 548 million.'o

TABLE-6.7

A LIST OF SELECTED NEWSPAPERS
WITH CIRCULATION (1999)
,i,lJlapan

2.

10,233,923
38

Asahi Shimbun

Japan

8,321

Sichuan Ribao

China

8,000,000

4.

Bild

Germany

5,674,400

6.

Sun

United Kingdom

3,687,370

20.

Wall Street Journal

United States of America

,1

3,978,617

1,858,316

rtardia

40.

New York Times

Source: http: / /www.

m e di ai nf o.

United States of America

1,752,693
1,720,000
1,086,293

com.

Because of the convenience with which newspapers and periodicals
deliver their content, whether news, current events, easily digestible stories and features, or dazzling photographs, they have successfully relied
upon copyright laws to safeguard their products and services from what
otherwise could be rampant piracy and illegal use. As literary works,
newspapers and periodicals are protected in the same way as books.
However, because of the nature of their products and services, and
because of the new methods of distribution, there are two areas in which
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copyright laws are being both challenged and reclarified as they apply to
newspapers and periodicals. One is the area of publication of excerpts
and quotations of copyrighted material in the interest of free speech,
public dialogue and criticism, and publication of current news. In some
countries, notably the United States of America, such publication may be
justified as an exception to copyright laws under the doctrine of "fai
use." The copyright system in this case seryes to achieve a fair balance
between right holders, on the one hand, and the interests of the public,
on the other hand.

Another interesting copyright issue which has arisen recently is the ability of newspapers and magazines to take Iiterary works primarily intended for publication in paper editions, and to republish them in electronic
format. Does the underlying license or assignment cover publication in
both media? That is the issue which copyright law is now dealing with;
cases centering on this issue are making their way through various court
systems at the moment. While there are arguments on both sides, one
thing is crystal clear: books, newspapers, and magazines, as an industry
have been able to protect their products and services, expand their businesses, and reach out to millions of people, because copyright laws have
given them the required assurances, consistency of results, and reliability.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
The heart and soul of the digital revolution is computer software. The
computer software industry is huge.'' lt touches literally everything which
is digital. lt is the only industry which has never had to cope with the
impact of the digital revolution, since it is the only industry which commenced its business in digital format; and it has served as the basis for
the creation of more new weaith than at any other time in history.
Software and computers are inextricably tied together. Computers were
created during the 1940s, and at first went through a slow evolution.
Things took a quantum leap forward in 1976, when Apple Computer
developed a powerful personal computer which allowed ordinary people

TTET

to bring unprecedented computing power into the private home. From
the point of the introduction of the PC in 1981, not a day has gone by
without some new development, advance, or breakthrough in this industry: computing power and capabilities, data storage and management,
and telecommunications - but it is computer software which is fundamental in most of these advances (see Box - 6.8).'

BOX-6.8

COMPUTER SOFTWARE INDUSTRY

IN

ISRAEL

rts fro6-1sr. el amounted t6;US$5 million; in
to US$540 million, with an annual average
of'25 percent. Domestic softwarg(alesJSrave grown by 'lO
i€rowtl-r-rat9
'percent
$br annum, and in 1998 were.then expected',to top US$1 .5 billion. lsrael's software industry has mo16 ihan doublgb in size in recent
years, and the country provides leading-edge $ftware in fields as
diverse as defense, commerce, education, an{ entertainment. The
government has made a conscious decision to pmphasize computers
1997

, this figure had soared

'-i+*ily
SS p

life. Every kindergarten in the countryh/s a computel and over
eru;n t-of-lsr4"e].i h o
1ffire c1$qq1 qrsih e st of m a j o r s oftwa re
Tgs
I i

companies with oplrations in lsrful is extensive, and even more
impressive is the work of venture cbpitalists there, who have helped
create over 500 new and promising \u(.rp busrpesses in the software
field in just the past few years. Unl{er{nningjlall of this economic
growth and development, is the fact ,le, *n.gif*u,"li government is a
i., '' ",
strong supporter of lP laws.

.:

Source: http://www.

i ash.

,

,,

org.

How big is the computer software industry? The following figures are revenues for licensing computer software for four large US companies in
1999: Microsoft, US$21.6 billion; IBM Corporation, US$12.7 billion;
Computer Associates, US$4.9 billion; and Oracle Corporation, US$3.8
billion.o'
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Computer software is considered a "literary work" meriting protection
under copyright law. Software is written and created by using instructions
in words, or a source code, which contain instructions for the computer
hardware. Computer software protected under copyright as a literary
work was debated during the 1970s and 19BOs, and some consideration
was given to the creation of a sui generis or special form of intellectual
property protection unique to computer software. This idea of a new
breed of lP was ultimately rejected as it became clear that the rules of
copyright as applied to other art forms were flexible enough to apply to
the expression contained in computer source code.* As the law of copyright relating to computer programs evolved, especially in the United
States of America, it was extended to protect the "structure, sequence
and organization " of computer programs and the text and visual appearance of the programs on the screen. But copyright extends to the
expression of ideas, and not to the ideas or process(es) embodied in any
literary work or software program. That paradox, often referred to as the
"idea versus expression dichotomy," led some to seek patent protection
for inventions contained in their computer software programs, in addition to copyright protection.as

COPYRIGHT VERSUS PATENT PROTECTION
Many computer software programs satisfy the basic elements for the
issuance of a patent: industrially applicable (useful), new, and not obvious. Thus, patents have been issued on many software-related inventions.

Notwithstanding the issuance of software patents, many more right holders rely on copyright protection for computer software. The dynamics of
protection under copyright and patent are quite different. Copyright
protection is automatic and vests upon the creation of the work at the
time the program is written. Depending on the provisions of the relevant
national law, such protection may last for the life of the author plus 50
years (now 70 years under many national laws, such as the European
Community member States and the United States of America). Patent
protection is subject to strict procedures for the perfection of rights, such
as examination, public disclosure, and maintenance fees. The term of
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protection for patents is more limited: 20 years from the date of filing.
Patent enforcement, however, is more extensive than that provided
under copyright law. Finally, because a patented invention is generally
broader in scope and applies to an idea, not an expression, it may be
easier to avoid copyright infringement by expressing the same idea
using different source codes.
Another supplement to copyright protection for computer software is
trade secret law, which can protect a computer software source code as
long as it has been maintained as a secret. One way in which computer
software has affected intellectual property profoundly is that the same
software product or technology may be protected by copyright, patent
and trade secret law. Whereas, before the advent of the technological
age, it was common to think of patent law as applying to technology and
copyright law as applying to culture and art, these distinctions have
become more blurred. A recent example of this has been the plethora of
patents issued on business methods,6 a subject matter that recent case
law in some countries recognizes as legitimate for patents, but which
might have been thought of years ago as a non-technical subject more
correctly protected by copyright, trade secret or unfair competition law.
The good intellectual property strategist will think in terms of various
forms of legal protection for the same product or technology.

OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE AND COPYRIGHT
lf business-method software is a reflection of seeking stronger exclusive
rights for intellectual property through use of the patent system, a new
movement in the area of computer software, most particularly with
respect to the operating system,aT is open source software,ou which seeks
to freely share the intellectual work of other like-minded programmers.
The open source software movement contrasts with the business decisions taken initially by the management of Apple Computer, with respect
to its operating system. Untilthe mid-1990s, they refused to license itto
any other manufacturer, a business practice that caused Apples operat-

ing system to lose support from application developers.on Open source
software also takes a completely different approach than Microsoft,
which licenses its Windows operating system to manufactures and vendors
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who agree to its licensing terms, thereby guarding the particulars of the
operating system as proprietary assets. Whereas one is not legally able
to modify, adapt, or change the Windows operating system, the source
code of open source software is guaranteed to stay "open".

The central idea behind open source software is that any programmer
who has received a copy of the software and has agreed in a licensing
contract to its conditions, can adapt, change, modify, reproduce, and disseminate the operating system. This does not mean that the software is
necessarily free, publicly owned, or without significant limitations on use.
The mindset behind this is a sort of collective development: more programmers focusing on the program will bring swifter upgrading, a quicker fix for problems and bugs, and make a better program; and nobody
will own the addition, upgrade, or modification.s Approximately 90 percent of the world's personal computers employ the Microsoft Windows
operating system.sl Open source operating systems are, currently,
installed in relatively few computers. lt also has difficulties to overcome,
for example, there is no central authority to confirm or reject modifications made by a number of programmers and there is a limitation to
technical support and warranties for modified versions.52
Computer software owes much to copyright laws. There is no faster moving industry in terms of developments and advances. Automatic protection for programs, applications, and upgrades has been an immense
advantage, since it seems that there are advances literally everyday.
Copyright protection for software was updated and clarified by the
WIPO Copyright Treaty fi/VCL to keep pace with technological and
telecommunications developments, particularly the lnternet. The WCL
and its sister treaty, the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty
fi/VPPL were referred to in the media as the "lnternet Treaties." They
entered into force, respectively, in March and May 2002. Even open
source software, which at first glance might appear to run against copyright and its underlying rationale, is actually made possible and sustained
specifically because of copyright. The exclusive rights which the open
source software movement shares among the world programming community (reproduction, adaptation, and communication to the public) are
defined by copyright. These rights are inherent in the products, services,
and processes which make the open source movement viable, and, while
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implemented through contractual licensing (mostly in the form of click
wrap and shrink wrap licenses), rights attributable to open source software are enforced as industry-inspired exceptions and limitations
through copyright law.

WORKERS OF THE WORLD
The computer software industry has grown exponentially during the past
decade to the point where software companies are not able to adequately fill their employment needs from existing pools of workers.
Hiring and signing bonuses are becoming more prevalent in this indus-

try, and stock options, in both start-up companies and long-standing,
major corporations, are also becoming more common. Some countries
have emphasized the future employment potential in this industry and
produced a surplus of skilled workers. The best example of this is lndia,
which has a rich pool of computer programmers (see Box - 6.9).
The immigration aspects of importing skilled workers have come to the
publics attention lately.53 Skilled workers imported for specific projects
and jobs, with special immigration status or visas, are one answer. The
existence of the problem of the availability of skilled workers is good evidence that this particular industry is growing by leaps and bounds. ln
dealing with the shortage of skilled workers, mainly computer software
programmers, one must not forget that there is little incentive to educate
and develop skilled software programmers if a country's copyright system is too weak to respect and protect their work from piracy and theft.

BOX-6.9

SOFTWARE INDUSTRY

IN INDIA

ln the '1970s, the lndian Government made a crucial decision to focus
more of its resources on higher education for its citizens. ln 1980, the

government looked at computers and computer software as a focal
point for economic groMh and development. Along with revisions to
its lP laws, the government changed its standard computer operating
system to what was then the emerging international standard, CPIM.
It also established software technology parks, the largest being in
Bangalore. The results have been measurable and positive. lT software
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and serviceb industries in lndia grossed US$5.7 billion in 1999/2000,
and reflected an overall growth tat" of 53 percent. More than 40 per
cent of the'/'Fortune 500"i companies outsourced their software,
requirements tb lndia during[this period. The market capitalization of
lndian software'pompanies l'rsted on the lndian Stock Exchange, during the period January 1999 to February 2000, grew from US$4 billion
to US$95 billion. During the same period, software exports earned foreign exchange worth.US$4tillion, and accounted for 10.5percent of
lndia's total exports. Sirrveys predict that the software sectcr in lndia
during the next one-year peiriod/will grow at the extraordinary rate of
50 percent. Of the 134,000 H-lB work visas granted in the United
States of America in 1999 - visas permitting foreign workers to enter
the country for employment needs that cannot be filled domestically fully 48 percent came from lndia, a sure acknowledgement of the quality of the lndian computer software work force.
Source: http :/ /www. n assco m. org/ ; http ://www.h

ei nz. cmu.

edu

APPLICATION SERVICE PROVI DERS
One of the more interesting developments concerning the availability
and use of proprietary software programs is the sudden rise of application service providers (ASPs). These companies allow users to make use
of their software programs for a limited time, mainly through the lnternet.
Why buy a program when you can rent someone else's, especially for
short or periodic usages? These ASPs change the business model for
proprietary software companies. Rental rights in such programs exist to
prevent abuse and to protect the underlying program creator. Many
ASPs, which must make available to their users varied and multiple
products, feel that an open source software architecture is the best way
to tie together disparate components and to distinguish themselves
from their competitors.5'
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE PI RACY
Piracy of computer software programs can undermine the exciting
groMh and development of this industry. As in other cultural industries
affected by this problem, piracy of computer software is a serious challenge to the economic vitality of the industry, and countering it requires
constant and determined efforts. With respect to computer software,
one form of misuse is sometimes unintentional, that which occurs within
SMEs. A software program is purchased legitimately then copied and
used by multiple users in the company. This widespread practice is contrary to both copyright law and the contractual terms of most software
packages. A site license permitting use by multiple users at one site may
be required. This is a situation which can be fixed relatively easily by raising awareness and providing accurate information to the users involved."
Piracy of computer software programs on the lnternet is a far more serious problem. Microsoft is approaching this problem using a natural
weapon: applied computer software programs which search the lnternet
nonstop for certain words and phrases which indicate illegal activity.
These programs, commonly known as "web crawler software," have
resulted in the removal of over7,500 illegal products in 33 countries,64
criminal raids, and'17 civil lawsuits in 15 countries. lt is reported thatthis
software is being developed by Microsoft to search out not just their own

software programs but also piracy involving music and motion pictures.'u
This is one way in which technological measures of protection, as sup-

ported by applicable provisions in the WCT and WPPI are helping to
enforce copyright protection and protect all of us from illegal and often
dangerous products.
The computer software industry is one in which creativity; entrepreneurship; multinational enterprises; innovation; increasingly short-lived product cycles;the interests of the public at large and governments; and the
well-being of many other industries and businesses, all intersect.
Developments in technology, marketing, and products are accelerating,
perhaps faster than in any other industry. Wealth is being created within
this industry and, as a result, in other industries, at a rate and of such
enormous proportions as has never been witnessed before. This industry
like all of the others discussed in this chapter, deals with serious piracy
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challenges; this industry like the others, also looks to copyright law for
the protection and well-being of its products and services. For all of
these reasons, therefore, piracy in this industry is a problem which we can
not afford to ignore, even for a moment.

INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE ENTERTAINMENT AN D
EDUCATION PRODUCTS
ln the mid-l980s, there was a movement to create a new category of
copyright work called multimedia. lt was an attempt to deal with the
opportunities created by computer software and related devices storing
software content, such as CD-Read Only Memory (ROM). This industry in
reality comprises two vital, exponentially expanding elements: interactive gaming products, and interactive education and entertainment
products. They are grouped together because they use the same technologies and the same principles of copyright protection, the products
appear similar in terms of their mechanics and technologies, and the net
result is the same, whether it be education or entertainment (so-called

"edutainment").

GAMES
Three multinational enterprises (Sony, Nintendo, and Sega) have the
major share of the interactive games industry, at least in respect of its current hardware manufacturers. Microsoft, subsequently joined this sector
in which the stakes and profits are enormous." The devices manufactured for these interactive games reflect much of the technological mind
behind the ever-increasing push for market advantage. For example,
Nintendot Game Boy.,, a 100-million-plus selling product manufactured
in 52 different colors, is a market leader. lt is a handheld device, as contrasted with Nintendo's 64,, device, which is used in conjunction with a
personal computer (PC). The Game Boy,, plays games especially made
for that device, or platform, including the very popular Pokemon" series
of games; the device is also compatible with the Game Boy Camera'"
and Game Boy Printer,, as add-ons.s8
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Nintendot competitors have their own ideas about how to service this
vast market. Sony is currently the leading company in this field. lts
Playstation', platform was a very popular device and has been updated
by the much-improved Playstation 2., model. The Playstation 2" device
is a console with enormous power; it also plays DVDs and allows its users
to connect to the lnternet, attach a hard drive and keyboard, as well as
play games. ln its first week of release in Japan, more than one million
units were sold. lt was released in the United States of America on
October 26,2C/J/J, together with 26 new game titles created especially for it.
Sega has long been working on plans to challenge Sony in the console
market with its own version, the DreamcastrM. However, on January 31,

200'1, Sega announced that it was abandoning all work on the
Dreamcast,, model, at a considerable loss. Seeing how large and lucrative this market segment is, Microsoft has entered the competition with
its own platform, which it has labeled the XBox.,. The XBox., stats of 600
MHz lntel Pentium processor, graphics chip, 3-D audio sound, B gigabyte
hard disk drive, and Windows 2000,,-based operating system, are considerably more powerful than many PCs.'o
The foregoing is a very brief overview of the specially designed and man-

ufactured hardware and software components of this rapidly growing
industry. lt does not include the market for the vast array of home PCs for
which these types of games and programs can be purchased.
One dimension in this area which copyright law is able to deal with is that
of the characters appearing in these various productions. When a character is artistically and graphically rendered, or adequately described in
a literary work (which is how most of these productions are initially created) as the basis for a video game, edutainment, or film production, copyright law generally protects that character in the same way that the entire

work is protected, from the point when it is created or fixed, without
regard to further formalities. James Bond,,, the Pink Panther,,, Lara
Croft,,, the Pokemon,* characters, the multitude of characters from the
Star Wars,, series, are merely a few of the many examples which have
received life after their initial debuts and which, like many of the others,
have demonstrated that intellectual property (here, copyright) is a limitless
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resource which is renewable; which creates jobs, businesses, and even
industries; and which can expedite economic development when the lP

regime is nurtured and vigorously enforced. Without viable copyright
protection, these characters would probably not have been created, and
they would surely have experienced abbreviated lives. lt is important to
note that copyright protection for characters is not evenly recognized or
enforced in the international context. Moreover, other areas of law and
remedies are often employed in the protection of characters, most
notably contracts, and the law of unfair competition, misappropriation,
and marks.

..EDUTAINMENT,,
The digital revolution has had a profound impact on education and
leisure time entertainment. The widespread availability of a CD-ROM
containing educational materials, such as the Microsoft Encarta
Encyclopedlr,,, is a good example of the high value which such a product might offer for those who do not have lnternet connectivity. ln this
example, however, interactive CD-ROMs have almost killed the market
for encyclopedias in book form; in that regard, note the shift of the
Encyclopaedia BritannicarM from a paper-based product, to an interactive
product offered at one of the most heavily used websites. The addition
of audio and video dimensions (as offered within the CD-ROM platform,
as well as through lnternet-delivered programs) is a good example of the
essence of what the digital revolution can bring to almost any given situation, such as making educational products which talk, incorporate
music and other sounds; link to other related subjects; and respond to
questions or directions from the viewer.
lnteractive games and leisure programs constitute a vast and growing
industry as competitive as any other.The interactive games industry has
been growing faster than any other part of the entertainment business;
estimates of annual gross revenues are in excess of US$20 billion.uo A
popular interactive game or program can generate hundreds of millions
of dollars in sales revenues, easily topping best-selling books and all but
the very highest-grossing films. Multi-platform titles such as Mystr,,

SimCity,,, Command and Conquer,,, and Wing Commander.,, have
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each generated over US$100 million dollars for their publishers.u' Other
titles on subjects as diverse as golf, basketball, Formula I auto-racing,
football, soccer, and flight simulation, are extremely popular and also generate large revenues for their publishers.
It is interesting to note that almost anything which achieves popularity in
its own right can be the subject of an interactive game or software program. James Bond,, is the subject of an award winning game, Tomorrow
Neyer DiesrM; and David Bowie has created his own interactive video
game, Omikron: The Nomad Sou/".u' Literally anything or anybody can be
used as the subject of such games and programs, which reflects one of the
important tenets of intellectual property in respect of economic aroMh
and development: it is literally unlimited in terms of what is possible.

As with all forms of copyrighted works, piracy and counterfeiting are
major problems with which this industry is coping. lt is claimed that piracy
cost the US producers of interactive video games more than US$3 billion
in 'l99Bu'(for further discussion on enforcement of lPRs, see Chapter 9).

The interactive entertainment and education industry uses the latest
technological developments and, with the vital assistance of copyright
law, brings information, entertainment, leisure time activities, and educational opportunities. There is no more competitive industry both in
terms of technology or product development, consumer promotion, and
outreach. lts products often reflect current events, current themes of
entertainment, or cutting edge issues, and they allow the consumer to
experience things he or she might not otherwise ever be able to experience, such as flying an aircraft, playing on the world's greatest golf courses, or being in the middle of the world football championship. The edu-

cational products can bring awareness and enlightenment to people
who might live in places and under circumstances where such things are
not normally available. This is invaluable as they are tools for giving
opportunity, inspiration, and hope where there might not have been any.
They can also be great entertainment.
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COPYRIGHT AND TECH NOLOGICAL CHANGE
The introduction and enhancement of new media, information, and
telecommunications technologies
C/CR)

in the late

197Os,

lnternet in the 1990s

-

-

such as the videocassette recorder

the digital revolution in the

19BOs,

and the

have consistently challenged both copyright laws

and the cultural industries and communities which live and prosper
under them. The next section will discuss what impact the changes
brought by technological advances have had on the copyright system
and how copyright laws have been interpreted, adapted, and clarified
a response to those changes.

as

VI DEOCASS ETTE RECORDERS
The VCR was developed and introduced with the technical capability to

record from the television, and some models provided for two-cassette
devices, which allowed for home recording from other cassettes. A major
court case in the United States of America (Sony Corp. vs. Universal City
Studios, lnc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984)) was fought over this new technology.
The case, ultimately decided by the US Supreme Court, held that it was
"fair use" for consumers to tape free over-the-air broadcasts at home for

the purpose of watching them at a later time, and introduced the term
"time shifting" with respect to recording television programs and productions for later viewing. Private copying is seen as an exemption from
copyright infringement in many countries. lt often co-exists with a parallel system of levies on blank recording materials (blank tapes and hardware) to offset the losses associated with private copying, a system which
appears to have established a fair balance among the various interested
parties involved in the issue.&

THE DIG ITAL REVOLUTION
ln 1995, a media guru predicted that a change from atoms to bits was
irrevocable and unstoppable. The methodical movement of recording
music as analog signals or waves on pieces of plastic, like the slow
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human handling of most information in the form of books, magazines,
newspapers, and VCRs, was abandoned in favor of the instantaneous
and inexpensive transfer of electronic data that moved at the speed of
light.u'ln fact, the digital revolution had really started in'1981, when
Philips and Sony jointly developed the CD, and adroitly offered to license
this technology to any manufacturer or company that agreed to a simple
license and royalty arrangement. This was the first time that massive
amounts of data were capable of being brought to the attention and use
of ordinary people at a reasonable cost.

DIGITAL MEDIA AND COPYRIGHT
The CD swiftly replaced vinyl records and music cassettes, as its new format embodying digital technology in a mobile and longer-lasting form
was quickly accepted by the public and the major recording companies.
The result was that the music industry was given an opportunity to resell
their existing catalogues anew in CD format.e This surge of new and
unanticipated revenue financed unforeseen company expansion, the
signing and development of many more new artists, and perhaps funded more than a few M&As.
Audiovisual productions in digital format are also gaining much success
because of their high quality resolution, and relatively inexpensive price.
A whole new generation of consumers is now repurchasing audiovisual
productions which were thought to be inactive, or at least not commercially viable. Howevel audiovisual subject matteq when it is digitized and
reproduced in DVD format, is much easier to copy and is susceptible to
unauthorized posting on the lnternet. Millions of copies potentially could
be pirated in this scenario. Strong efforts are underway by the industry to
prevent this form of piracy and, where it occurs, to stop it in its tracks and
seek civil or criminal remedies against those responsible. Technological
measures, such as encryption, to stop digital piracy are essential. The
audiovisual industry agreed on an encryption technology to protect
audiovisual content when manufactured and disseminated in DVD format. The WCT and WPPT contain special provisions which prohibit any
circumvention of such measures of technological protection for copyright works.uT
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Literary works are also available in digital form. An e-book is an electronic device, generally small and portable, which contains a digital version of one or more books, made readable by a screen and an addressable operating system. Though severaltechnical problems remain unresolved, the opportunities presented by e-books are impressive in terms
of portability, searchability and, not unimportantly, the preservation of
trees. E-books offer undreamed of opportunities for new and unknown
writers, opening up channels for self-publishing, as well as low-cost publishing by non-publishers, or by publishers specializing in vanity publishing, subscription publishing, and do-it-yourself publishing.u'
Electronic publishing in digital form, on-line or off-line, also heralds the
of custom-made, state-of-the-art books and materials.
Completely new, "composite" publications can be created on demand,
where a reader or user might have very specific interests. The searchability of electronic databases, the accountability of electronically licensing the subject materials with proper credits, and the cost-effectiveness
of automated printing, make these potentially valuable publications a
reality.un Newly developed automated printing systems also offer new
hope and new opportunities, not just to new or unknown authors, but to
the developing and least developed countries and the supply of books
and printed materials in their educational systems. With these new systems, producing 1O copies of '100,000 titles can be almost as profitable
or cost-effective as producing 100,000 copies of 10 titles. Books can,
therefore, be custom-made for specific situations, classes, or schools
and, perhaps most importantly, in different languages. The possibilities
and opportunities are both clear and exciting.To

possibility

Because of these technological advancements and developments, there
to basic copyright law. Copying and transmission are rendered easy; the applicable laws of copyright therefore
are also important challenges

become more easily violable. Technological methods of protection, such
as encryption with subscriber or fee-based keys are logical methods of
protecting works in digital form, but are also not without problems. The
more layers of protection one places on a work, the more difficult it is to
get it to the consumer, thereby defeating the optimum commercialization objectives of selling to the public in the first place. Technical
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solutions are expected to be found which resolve the myriad problems,
and which take into consideration the interests of all those involved,
including the author's and publisher's need for widespread commercial
dissemination of their works under protected circumstances, as well as
the public's need for works in a cheap and easily obtainable format.

With the digital revolution, and all the technological and other developments it has brought, some question the continuing viability of copyright
in the face of such dramatic change. Those who ask such questions, however, are a minority, because copyright has withstood every technological change which has taken place; and for good reason: copyright laws
support technological innovation and creativity.
Digital technology and the lnternet have changed the way in which we
receive information, including copyrighted works. Does that mean that
we must completely rewrite copyright laws? Of course not. Copyright
laws have been created, written, and refined to provide for such challenges. The language in the Berne Convention on the most basic of all

copyright rights, that of reproduction, was written in a way that can
encompass any of these types of technological and other challenges.
Berne Convention Article 9(1) states that, "Authors of literary and artistic
works protected by this Convention shall have the exclusive right of
authorizing the reproduction of these works, in any manner or form."
This provision has withstood the test of time, the test of change, and
even the test of digital technology. The concept and the language
were carried forward in both the WCT and the WPPI where Agreed
Statements state that: "The reproduction right... fully applies in the digital environment, in particular to the use of works in digital form.""
The legal cases which we are seeing nory in which the underlying facts
are pushing the interpretation of existing copyright laws (for example,
Napster in music; DVD audiovisual works; video games; and television
shows), are uniformly being decided on sound copyright principles. As
will be discussed later with respect to the Napster case, judges are interpreting copyright laws in respect of specific situations in ways that support and affirm the rights of authors, artists, creators, and inventors, and
those who finance, manufacture, and distribute their creations.
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COPYRIG HT AN D TH E INTE RN ET
As mentioned above, certain technological developments have pushed
the evolution of copyright laws, as can be seen regarding the revisions

to the Berne Convention, which occurred in Diplomatic

Conferences

held in 1908, 1928, 1948,1967 , and 1971. The Diplomatic Conference on
Certain Copyright and Neighboring Rights Ouestions, held from
December 2to 20,1996, which adopted the WCT and the WPPT, can be
viewed as an extension of these efforts to update and clarify copyright
laws. For specific reasons, in this instance, it was felt that it would be better to adopt new treaties than to amend the existing Berne and Rome
Conventions.
These Diplomatic Conferences took place approximately every 20 years,

and reflect the technological challenges of that time. Copyright laws,
and the purposes and objectives which underlie them, have withstood all
of the challenges that technology has posed, including the phonograph
player, radio, television, photocopier machine, VCR, CD, and DVD.
However, another major challenge to copyright is now upon us: the
lnternet.
While the lnternet has not penetrated every home (the current estimate
of lnternet penetration is 560 million users, or 9 percent of world population), use is sufficiently widespread and increasing at such a rate as to
make it impossible to ignore.'2 lts effects on bottom-line business operations also cannot be ignored. lt potentially allows every person to have
access to virtually unlimited products, services, and information, and at
almost the same time. Because of the tremendous good which can come
of this particular advance, we must guard against its being used for illegal or improper purposes, or for negative reasons. The lnternet cannot
become a lawless zone of illegal activity, characterized by theft, piracy,
fraud, or other criminal activity.

Copyright laws, and the works they protect, are being challenged in the
context of the lnternet. During the first half of the 1990s, the copyright
community had intense discussions at WIPO regarding the impact of the
lnternet on society and with respect to intellectual property. The WIPO
lnternet Treaties, the WCT and the WPPT, entered into force in March

and May 2002, respectively. The next section will describe the most
recent events which are testing the viability and robustness of the
lnternet Treaties.

CHALLENCES FROM NAPSTER
New (MP-3)technology has made it easy to compress music files, so that
they take up considerably less space, are easy to upload and download
over the lnternet, and can be neatly stored in mobile devices. Most of
such activity occurs without the knowledge or consent of the right holder to such music and, thus, is in violation of the spirit, intent, and express
provisions of copyright law. Napster facilitates the sharing of MP-3 music
files (as well as files of other copyright works), both from a central seryer
with a database of thousands of files, and from one consumer to another without the necessity of a central server, popularly known as a peer-topeer (p2p) transactions. This activity is almost always without the knowledge or consent of the right holder.
As a result of litigation initiated by the major recording companies, the

proprietors of the MP-3 technology have entered into a licensing
arrangement with the rightful owners of the recorded music, thereby
legitimizing their activities. A negotiated royalty or licensing fee will be
paid for certain types of use of the copyrighted works. Consumers who
wish to enjoy the advantages of the new technology through this business model will enter into a subscription arrangement with the provider,
for example, the MP-3 enterprise. ln return for a small monthly or yearly
subscription fee, consumers will have quick and easy access to huge
amounts of recorded music within a legal framework that supports the
integrity of copyright law. This business model is feasible because a central server lies at the core of the operation."
On the other hand, for the p2p activity which the Napster program and
its progeny (such as Gnutella, Freenet, OpenNap, and Aimster) have created and facilitate, there is no central server to identify illegal activity. lt
is suggested that the answer to this particular area of illegal activity will
be found in technology such as a computer software program which
identifies illegal transactions and those persons or entities involved.
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Consumers have a great interest in and need for music; and more specifically, for that music to be delivered to them in the easiest possible way,
and as inexpensively as possible.

On February 12, 2001, the United States Court of Appeals for the
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Circuit rendered its landmark decision in an important legal case, A&M
Records, lnc., et a/. vs. Napster, lnc.
The court ruled that Napster's "fair use" defense, which Napster claimed

occurred through sampling, space shifting, and permissive distribution,
was without merit, and that as a consequence, Napster would be held
liable for contributory infringement of copyright if the case was ever tried
at the district court level. Napster had been given actual legal notice of
the infringing nature of its activities, but it had failed to take any action
to correct those infringements; it had also failed to police its system,
which the court found would have been possible through its file-tracking
capability. Napster would also be held vicariously liable for the infringements of its users. The court ruled that, contrary to Napster's claims, the
safe harbor provisions contained in the US Digital Millennium Copyright
Act applicable to legitimate lSPs did not apply to Napster.

Napster exploded in popularity in 2000, eventually gaining some B0 million users who freely exchanged copyrighted music. Napster's activities
had negatively affected legitimate CD sales and had likewise presented
an obstacle for the legitimate right holders (the record companies) to
attempt to enter the business of distributing music on-line through the
lnternet with their own operations. Napster's activities were held to be for
commercial gain: the more users it was able to service and demonstrate,
the more investment funds it was able to receive, and the more valuable
its stock would become. Finally, the court refused to establish a compulsory licensing arrangement which would have legitimized Napster's activities (in the court's own words, "would have given Napster an 'easy out'
of the case").

One other important argument in this case should be mentioned here.
Napster argued that its activities were nothing more than home copying
and personal use, which the United States Supreme Court had specifi-
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cally approved in respectto VCRs in the case of Sony vs. Universal. The
court, in rejecting Napster's defense, distinguished the two cases. VCRs
had a substantial legitimate use and involved only the potential abuse of
reproduction rights. Napster, on the contrary, had a substantially illegal
use (the underlying documents confirmed that Napster had built its business on this premise), and also violated the right of distribution.

Napster closed its service in July 2001. Since then, Napster and the
record companies have been preparing for a trial at the US Federal
District Court in Northern California in which the companies are seeking
damages. ln February 2002, Judge Marilyn Patel of the Federal District
Court wrote that these could amount to billions of dollars.'o The Napster
case, as it has come to be known, is important for several reasons.
Sharing copyrighted works over the lnternet without the authorization of
the applicable right holder has been found to be illegal, contrary to copyright law, and punishable by the full weight of the legal remedies available for infringement. While this case took place in the United States of
America, it is a major precedent in an area of rapidly evolving law based
entirely on the provisions of the WCT and the WPPT, which can serve as
good law for other countries who are in the process of implementing the
provisions of these treaties. Finally, while the case was about music, its
principles are equally applicable to film, video games, computer software, and literary works.

CHALLENGES TO LITERARY PUBLISHING
Literary works are also under assault, but the response by this industry
has been somewhat different from that of the music industry. Books
have largely been spared the widespread copying and dissemination
which has occurred in music. Though few people will want to read a
book on the computer screen, digital publication of works over the
lnternet is growing, and will continue to grow, in spite of the attendant
legal, technical, and practical problems." A publisher's digitization of his
entire catalogue will also open increased possibilities for piracy of those
works. This is a situation which should be monitored with a view to further developments.
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The newspaper industry has made substantial changes in its business
model to adapt to the new environment. Most major newspapers have
established lnternet websites, on which they post a free electronic version of their newspaper. Very few newspapers are able to charge a fee for
electronic access to their products. This business model of giving its
product away is not one which these businesses would have voluntarily
chosen, but they are left with no viable alternative. People refuse to pay
for what they can get legitimately elsewhere for free. Therefore, subscription fees for news services are difficult, but not impossible. Popular
sites, such as, for example, those of the New York Times and CNN,
derive money from advertisers who pay to have themselves displayed on
these high-traffic sites. High volume lnternet sites establish brand name
and market share. The new business models which will tap into these
new economic changes, and thereby make them profitable, are being
worked on currently.'u Howevel newspapers and related publications, in
which one is dealing with shorter works with time-sensitive dimensions,
have, in large part, adapted to the new paradigms without much litigation or destructive posturing. The consumer is constantly being given
more products and services from which to choose.

CHALLENGES TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Computer software has also been rampantly copied and illegally offered
for downloading over the lnternet. The software industry has incurred
huge losses from piracy over the lnternet and through the illegal reproduction and sale of physical copies. Computer software programs are
protected works. Relying on rights provided in the WCT and the WPPI
the computer software industry has zealously sought out those who illegally offer their products to the public. The industry has used the courts
and law enforcement agencies, and has also created special programs
(webcrawler software) to seek out websites which illegally offer computer software, and many have been shut down. However, because new
piracy operations are born or resurface daily, this is a never-ending fight
which requires huge resources and efforts.
Present and future efforts by the computer software industry to fight piracy, especially the type that uses the lnternet as its means of reproduction
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and distribution, will be ably assisted by the provisions applicable to this
issue in the WCT and the WPPT and by the implementing national legislation which will bring those provisions to the countries which ratify or

accede to these treaties. The intelligence and foresight of those delegates who negotiated and then adopted the treaties in 1996, when many
of the problems involving piracy over the lnternet had not yet surfaced,
are all the more admirable. WIPO is proud to have provided the forum
and environment in which these two far-reaching international instruments came into being.
Two of the treaties' provisions are worth mentioning here. The right of
communication to the public, including making works available over the
lnternet, provides, for the first time, a right for the owner or right holder
to consent to his or her work being posted over the lnternet. This important right is applicable not just to computer software, but also to all copyrighted works, as well as the related rights which are the subject of the
WPPT. The other noteworthy provision is the obligation to provide legal
remedies against the circumvention of effective technological measures
that are used by right holders in connection with their exercise of rights
in the digital environment, again particularly regarding the lnternet.
Such technological measures include a technology called steganography, also known as watermarking. Through steganography, information
can be embedded in the copyrighted works, such as music, films, software, and books, in digital or analog form, allowing the copyright owners and entities concerned to determine whether the work has been illegally copied." lt is expected that these many forms of technological protection, including encryption, will become mature enough to be an effec-

tive control mechanism of copyrighted works in the digital and on-line
environments.

Better copyright management will help to reduce all forms of piracy, and

to encourage use of the new digital technologies and of the lnternet.
These incredibly powerful tools, taken together with the proven and
potent benefits inherent in copyright and related rights laws, can serve
as the basis for developing the many cultural activities associated with
and protected by copyright. At the same time, it is important to recognize the criticisms that have been made of overly strong management
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technologies as possibly jeopardizing other public interests, especially
exceptions to copyright protection based on public debate and free
expression. The balance between effective protection against copyright
infringement and the public policies underlying exceptions to copyright
law is currently an issue of great interest and importance.

CHALLENGES TO THE AUDIOVISUAL INDUSTRY
The motion picture and video industry was for a time spared the wholesale copying and distribution of its products via the lnternet experienced
by the software industry; however, with the digitization of audiovisual
works, this situation is now changing. The specific reason for the previous
lull on this particular front is that motion pictures are bandwidth and storage intensive; downloading a full-length motion picture can take in
excess of 12 hours, a period of time most consumers are not yet willing
to give for that purpose. This situation is changing, however, as the public infrastructure is greatly enhanced, and, as a consequence, more and
more bandwidth comes on line.
The motion picture industry has made a concerted decision to "go digital" in the past few years. An industry-wide standard was finally agreed
upon, and the DVD came into being as a common platform for the dissemination, use, and enjoyment of full-length motion pictures. This digitization also opened the door; as in music and other works, for easier
copying. An encryption system for DVDs known as the Control Scramble
System that was put in place was soon hacked; litigation to prevent the
dissemination of the disencryption program has thus far supported the
rights of copyright holders as opposed to the interests of pirates and
hackers.'u

Video games and interactive entertainment and educational programs
are in a situation similar to that of motion pictures. Their programs are so
large and storage intensive that they have not been the subject of widespread piracy, although they have not been totally immune. Some websites offering these programs without authorization have been sued by
right holders, and the rights of copyright holders have been sustained
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there also. As in the motion picture industry, this industry is vigilant and
aggressive about protecting its property and its rights, and with the support of the WCT and the WPPL copyright will prevail in the face of these
ongoing challenges.
Copyright laws provide the framework by which businesses and persons
involved in the cultural industries can make important business decisions, can rely upon and expect consistency and reliability for their operations and investments, and can compete fairly. The results have been
spectacular. Economic benefits made possible because of copyright and
related rights laws are evident in each of these industries; there has been
measurable growth and development; an ever-expanding range of products and services; greatly enhanced creativity and innovation; and hope
about the future, and the ability to tackle and satisfactorily resolve any
and all problems.
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f n pr"uiom chapters, the contribution made by intellectual property to
the economy has been discussed, including the function of conventional types of intellectual property such as industrial property and copyright.
The primary focus is the protection of inventions and creations which are
the product of human intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary, or artistic fields. The focus of this chapter is on the relationship
between intellectual property and the sustainable economic development of countries which are rich in traditional knowledge. The term "traditional knowledge" is one of several terms to describe broadly the same
subject matter. Other terms include "indigenous culture and intellectual
propefty", "indigenous heritage" and "customary heritage rights". WIPO
currently uses the term "traditional knowledge" (referred to as TK in this
chapter) to refer to tradition-based (i.e. generally transmitted from generation to generation, generally pertaining to a particular people or its
territory and constantly evolving in response to a changing environment)
innovations and creations resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields.' Until quite recently, TK assets
have been largely overlooked in the lP community and in this sense, they
are traditional but new intellectual assets, and their economic value will
be shown by presenting relevant statistics. Using a number of case studies and facts, this chapter will also discuss how intellectual property could
further enhance the value of TK and bring more economic benefits to the
relevant stakeholders.

POTENTIAL VALUE
Traditional knowledge assets are important sources of income, food, and
healthcare for large parts of populations, particularly, but not only, in developing countries (see Box - 7.1). According to the World Health Organization
fi/VHO), up to B0 percent of the world's population depends upon traditional medicine for its primary health needs.' ln lndia, for example, there are
600,000 licensed medical practitioners of classical traditional health systems
and over one million community-based traditional health workers.'
Studies of local communities also provide evidence that the conservation
and use of traditional knowledge can provide significant environmental
benefits. Age-old farming and land-use practices have promoted diet
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diversity, income generation, production stability, minimization of risk,
reduced insect and disease incidence, efficient use of labor, intensification of production with limited resources, and maximization of returns
with low levels of technology.o

Though this book is intended to focus on the economic dimension of
intellectual property, it is worth pointing out that traditional knowledge is
also important for social and cultural reasons, particularly in developing
and least developed countries. lt can play a role in the economic and
social organization of those countries, and recognizing the value of such
knowledge may be a viable means of promoting a sense of national
cohesion and identity. lndigenous and local communities often stress the
importance of the conservation, validation, and protection of traditional
knowledge for individual and community dignity and respect.

BOX.7.1

'

TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE
AS A souRCE

oF FooD

Tradjtional knowledge remains the basis of local food production in
manJr . developing countries. According to Lazare Sehoueto,
Kilimaniaro lnstitute, Benin: "Local knowledge is the principle knowledge resource for small-scale-farmers who represent 70 percent to 90
percent of agricultural producers dnd"rnpre than 60 percent of the
population of sub-saharan Africa. "
Source: DouglasNakashima, Lyndel Prott,
the World's Wisdom, "

UN

u,na

p.r", Bridgewater, "Tapping lnto

ESCO Sources 1 25 (July-August 2000):

1

1

.

Traditional knowledge can be associated with certain genetic resources. With
the emergence of modern biotechnologies, genetic resources have assumed
increasing economic, scientific, and commercial value to a wide range of
stakeholders (for further information, see Chapter 4 on patent protection of
biological inventions). Other tradition-based creations, such as expressions of
folklore, have also taken on new economic and cultural significance within a
globalized information society, particularly as a result of the lnternet (see
Chapter 3). Thus, access to those resources with which traditional knowledge
is associated can provide substantial benefits to society through their contribution to advances in the pharmaceutical, biotechnological, agricultural,
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chemical, and other fields. Tradition-based innovations and creations,
including expressions of folklore, which are important parts of a community's heritage and cultural patrimony, can act as inputs into other markets, such as entertainment, art, tourism, architecture, and fashion.

For developing countries especially, commercialization of traditionbased innovations and creations, if so desired by the relevant communities,
can bring economic benefits, play a part in creating new trading opportunities, and contribute to sustainable economic development. For
countries rich in traditional knowledge, the protection, promotion, and
development of such knowledge can add to their competitive advan-

tage. The long-term sustainable development of indigenous and local
communities depends, at least to some degree, on the communities' abilities to harness their traditional and local technologies' (see Box - 7.2).

BOX-7.2

BRAZILIAN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY:
,WE
MUST LEARN HOW TO TRADE,,
,,,.

The Yawanawa, an Amazonian indigenous community in Brazil, have
for generations cultivated a plant called uruku, which produces a natural red pigment. Est6e Lauder now uses the plant to produce lipsticks. ln '1998, the community earned US$12,000, which they used to
build a new village and, with the help of Est6e Lauder; a new hospital.
ln the words of the community's head: "We must learn how to trade.
Today, with the globalization booming, if we are not competitive and,
at the same time, we do not succeed in preserving our language and
traditions, we'll be swept away."
Source: Sette, Supplernent to Corriere della Sera, November 2000.

lntellectual property issues have arisen in numerous forums dealing with
diverse policy areas, such as food and agriculture, biological diversity,
culture, biotechnology and human rights (see Box - 7.3).
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BOX-7.3

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

AND HUMAN RIGHTS
The relationship between intellectual property and human rights is
complex and significant. lPRs are recognized as a human right in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, and other international
and regional human rights treaties and instruments. At the same time,
it is suggested by some that conflicts may exist between respect for
intellectual property and respect for other human rights, such as the
right to adequate health care, to education, to a share in the benefits
of scientific progress, and to participation in cultural life.

The relevance of intellectual property to these questions should, of
course, not be overstated. The task at hand is to identify, very precisely,
the points of contact between intellectual property and economic development based upon TK. The relationship between these two elements
and the preservation, protection, development, and utilization of TK is
deeply complex. What role does present intellectual property law and
policy play in the preservation, sustainable use and protection of TK? Do
intellectual property rights help or hinder the furtherance of policy objec-

tives in biodiversity conservation, cultural heritage preservation and
indigenous peoples' rights? ln what ways might intellectual property
rights not be suitable for protecting TK (for example, cultural expressions)? The interface between intellectual property and TK requires a
technical engagement, embodying a full understanding of the lP system
and of the needs and expectations of TK holders.
To this end, WIPO has in recent years embarked on an extensive study

of
the lP aspects of access to and benefit-sharing in genetic resources and
the protection of TK and folklore. The activities of WIPO since 1998 have
included wide-ranging fact-finding, research, awareness-raising, and
consultations among and with indigenous peoples and local communities, governments, the private sector, civil society, and other key stakeholders. Much of the information in this chapter is derived from the
results of the work of WIPO to date.
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THE NATURE OF TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE
The context in which traditional knowledge is generated and preserved
is important to its nature and content. Therefore, only certain general
observations can be made.
Traditional knowledge is not limited to any specific field of technology or
the arts. Systems of TK in the fields of medicine and healing, biodiversity conservation, the environment, and food and agriculture are well
known. Other key components of TK are the music, dance, and folk arts

(that is, designs, textiles, plastic arts, crafts, and so on) of a people.
Therefore, TK encompasses a broad range of subject matter which
includes: agricultural, scientific, technical, ecological, medicinal (including related medicines and remedies), and biodiversity-related knowledge; expressions of folklore in the form of music, dance, song, handicrafts, designs, stories, and artwork; elements of languages, such as
names, geographical indications, and symbols; and moveable cultural
properties.
Although there are works which may be created purely to satisfy the aesthetic will of the artisan, many are symbolic of a deeper order or belief
system. When a traditional singer performs a song, the cadence, melody,
and form all follow rules maintained for generations. Thus, a song's performance entertains and educates the current audience, and also unites
the current population with the past.
Understanding the interplay between practical knowledge, social history, art, and spiritual or religious beliefs provides a valuable foundation for
developing an understanding of the people who hold this knowledge.
While modern arts and sciences often place individual accomplishment
over community development, TK systems celebrate the community's
cooperative effort.

lntertwined within practical solutions, TK often transmits the history,
beliefs, aesthetics, ethics, and traditions of a particular people. For example, plants used for medicinal purposes also often have symbolic value
for the community. Many sculptures, paintings, and crafts are created
according to strict rituals and traditions because of their profound symbolic or religious meaning.

v4'.7

Traditional knowledge is a multifaceted concept. Products which result
from it may not be produced systematically but in accordance with the
individual or collective creators' responses to and interaction with their
cultural environment. ln addition, TK, as representative of cultural values,
is generally held collectively. Thus, what can sometimes be perceived as
an isolated piece of literature (a poem, for example) or an isolated invention (the use of a plant resource to heal wounds, for instance) is actually
an element that integrates a vast and mostly coherent complex of beliefs
and knowledge, control of which is not in the hands of individuals who
use isolated pieces of knowledge, but is vested in the community or collective. Furthermore, most TK is transmitted orally from generation to
generation, and remains largely undocumented.

A fundamentally important aspect of traditional knowledge is that it is
traditional only to the extent that its creation and use are part of the cultural traditions of communities. Traditional, therefore, does not necessarily mean that the knowledge is ancient or static, but that it evolves as
a response of individuals and communities to the challenges posed by
their social environment: "Traditional knowledge is not merely learned
by rote and handed down from one generation to the next. lnherently
dynamic, it is subject to a continuous process of verification, adaptation
and creation, altering its form and content in response to changing environmental and social circumstances."6
Thus, traditional knowledge is also contemporary knowledge. lt is, there-

fore, not only desirable to develop a system that documents and preseryes TK created in the past and which may be on the brink of disappearance, it is also important to envisage a system that contributes to the
promotion and dissemination of innovations which are based on continuing use of tradition. One is not talking about freezing and preserving
knowledge as it exists now, but about preserving what exists as an indispensable and powerful tool for fostering continued traditional innovation and creativity.
lntellectual property issues related to TK cut across the conventional
branches of lP law, such as copyright and industrial property. ln many
cases, TK holders do not separate the artistic from the useful aspects of
their intellectual creations and innovations; rather, both emanate from a
single belief system which is expressed in daily life and ritual.
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THE ECONOMIC BEN EFIT
The long-term sustainable development of indigenous and local communities depends, at least to some degree, on their ability to harness
their traditional knowledge for their economic benefit. On another level,
biodiversity and the TK associated with using their genetic resources in a
sustainable manne[ are a comparative advantage for those countries
that are biodiversity-rich, enabling them to participate more effectively in
global markets and perhaps rise above current levels of poverty and
deprivation. Hence, protection of TK at national and international levels
may be seen as a potentially powerful tool for advancing the integration
of developing and least developed countries into the global economy.

THE COMMERCIAL VALUE OF GENETIC RESOURCES
AND TK IN THE NATURAL RESOURCE-BASED
I

N DUSTRI ES'

There is considerable commercial interest in TK of plant and animal
species for food, medicine, and other purposes. Certain genetic
resources with which TK is associated can provide significant input into
other markets, such as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and personal care,
agriculture, food additives, industrial enzymes and biopesticides.

PHARMAC EUTICALS
The value of traditional knowledge, for example in identifying plants
from which medicinally useful compounds can be extracted or synthesized, has long been known. ln the United States of America, it is estimated that nine out of ten prescription drugs used are based on natural
compounds from plants, fungi, animals, and microorganisms, that is, they
are based on the products of biodiversity.B lt has also been estimated
that the total market value of plant-derived medicines sold in OECD
countries in 1985 was US$43 billion.n

w5_

NATU RAL TH E RAPY/H ERBAL REME DY

INDUSTRI

ES

The world-wide market for natural therapies, which draw upon sources as
varied as Chinese, Western, and Ayurvedic herbs and plant-based remedies, rivals that of the pharmaceutical industry. Brand names like Nu-

life.,, Efamolrr, Nutripurru, Vitarv, Nature HarmonyrM, Greens+rr, Sisurr,
and NutisanarM, to name a few, attest to the popularity of such remedies.
Natural therapies are promoted for weight loss or gain, body-building,
insomnia, cellulite control, menopause, skin care, digestive aids, relaxants, laxatives, and so on. Extracts, oils, and essences from ginkgo biloba, grape seed, kelp, kava, ginseng, turmeric, evening primrose, horse
chestnut seed, hawthorn, St. John's wort, juniper, rosemary (a mere fraction of possible ingredients) are mixed in all manner of combinations to
create pills, creams, drinks, teas, and lotions to provide relief for various
ailments (see Box - 7.4).

BOX-7.4

CRAB OIL: A PROMTSING NON-TIMBER
FOREST PRODUCT FOR GUYANA

Crabwood is one of the most common species of hardwood found in
'the lwokrama Forest, Guyana. The tree's seeds are used to make crab
oil. Mixed with honey, ortaken in concentrated form, crab oil is said
to,,.be useful foi easing coughs due to colds and soothing asthmatic
episodes. tsrlttle hair can also be cured with regular treatment using
this oil. When rubbed on the skin, crab oil is thought to soothe bruises, swollen and sore muscles, arthritic joints and minor skin irritatlons
and also acts as an insect repellent. The lwokrama lnternational Centre
for Rain Forest Conservation and Development ls working with other
partners to assess the ecological, social, and economic aspects of.production and commercialization of crab oil,
, , ,,.'*:
Source: lwokrama Bulletin 4, No. 1 (August 2000), 8.
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Part of the huge world market for herbal medicines is based on TK.
According to the WHO, traditional medicine has maintained its popularity in a number of Aslan countries, such as China, lndia, Japan, and
Pakistan. ln China, for example, traditional medicines (herbal preparations) account for 30 percent to 50 percent of total medicinal consumption. ln 1993, the total sales of herbal medicines amounted to more than
US$2.5 billion. Globally, about B0 percent of the human population relies
on traditional medlcal systems, and about 85 percent of traditional medicine involves the use of plant extracts.

COSMETICS

AND PERSONAL CARE INDUSTRY

Another industry with a huge international market to which traditional
communities make substantial contributions is cosmetics and personal
care products. Extracts from traditionally used plant species such as aloevera, jojoba, and tea-tree now provide the bases for a wide range of
products, such as essential oils, aromas, soaps, skin-care products, and
shampoos (see Box - 7.5).

BOX-7.5 BOTTLING

AN

!:

,ffi;

like [Or6al and Revlon have successfully imported Western-devel-

;,oped antiwrinkle creams and shampoos previously available only on
'-t[e black market. Now, predictably perhaps, traditioqal lndian beauty
treatmenq based on the ancient principles o{.$utrv6da are winning
the West. Though these practicfi fi6vb bet\ around for
that is
of America)
they are new in the United
5,000
dry or
describe their
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enough to
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interest in
marketing.

ln March 1999, the Body

a line of Ayurvedi8-inspired

and herbs cultivated predominantly in lndia. Says Sundari co-founde5
Ayla Hussain, who grew up in Pakistan and attended Harvard Business- y
School: "We take ideas that are thousands of years old and use modern technology to maximize their efficacy." Lindsay Oliver; manager of
an Ayurvedic spa called Raj in Fairfield, lowa, says that when the resort
opened seven years ago, she couldn't get magazines interested. Now,
she reports, "Vogue calls us."

,

Source: M. Orecklin,2000, quoted in Graham Dutfield and Henrietia Marrie, op. cit.

FOOD AND

B

EVE RAG ES

Many of the largest food and beverage manufacturers are embellishing
their products with traditional herbal medicines. The market for functional beverages - drinks that promise health benefits beyond their
inherent nutritional value - has nearly doubled in the last four years, from
US$ 2.6 billion in 1997 to US$ 4.7 billion in 2000. Sales of functional foods
have followed suit, and both categories are expected to continue to
grow.ro

VETE RINARY CARE PRODUCTS
Traditional communities have over the millennia depended for their survival on a range of animals, birds, and fish. ln some cases they domesticated certain species. Caring for and maintaining the health of the fauna
on which they depended was therefore very important. As they developed remedies for their sick animals, they also developed knowledge
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about various remedies to help their livestock produce more, about what
pastures or fodder gave their meat the best flavour; and how to protect

their animals against various parasites.
Today, there is a huge market for veterinary-care products targeting both

a range of commercial species which supply meat, eggs, and milk products, as well as domestic pets. As with the pharmaceutical and natural
product industries, traditional knowledge is a useful source for the development of a wide range of such products (see Box - 7.6)

TRADITIO

BOX-7.6

ot

ln Vembur village, Tamil Nadu, lndl*,Thiru Palchamy Gounder who has been

Jince he was
of his guru,
gained
within his
fame
r Kandavilswamy, this traditional veterinarian has
,,.region for being able to cure a variety of bovine ailments. Using mediGatioxs developed from local plants, he is able to tregt such common
maladies as fractures, abscesses, broken hornsl:gwe[b-n tongues, and
swollen fuces. The treatments can last from two hours to a month, but

sixteen. Developing his trade under the guidance

the continfied demand for these servicqs-t'rovides little doubt as to

theirefficacy.
'',

j\of

.-'t

t

"';
i,,

grassroots nnovators are compil in g such ttiditl#, F,I
Association
knowledge tci.save it from fisappearance, to promote respect and'
protection for It, to dissemihate it, and to add value to,1it through
research. They se,e this as a possible avenue for a bottom-up approach
to development. Some associations hope to market TK-based products, after obtainin(y patedt p{otection, for the benefit of the communities and innovator$who h}ve.developed this knowledge.', ,
i

.

,!..

Sources: "Keeping Knowledge Alive: Gounder's Cattle Cures," Honey Bee 9 No
4 (October-December, 1998) and WIPO South Asia Fact-Finding Mission, 1998.
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THE COMMERCIAL VALUE OF TK IN THE
CULTU RAL I N DUSTRI

ES

The commercial value of TK in relation to cultural industries" tends to be
concentrated In arts and crafts, cultural tourism, music, multi-media and

publishing, architecture, and fashion. Unfortunately, very little economic
data exist on the value of the contribution of traditional knowledge to
these industries. lnformation and examples are found mainly in Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, and the United States of America.

The arts and crafts industry comprises three broad sectors that have
implications for both the survival of TK as well as its protection. These
sectors are:
Souvenir arts and crafts (memorabilia) primarily intended for the
tourism industry;
Traditional art produced as fine art for public and private collections;

Cultural property, consisting largely of traditional ceremonial
items, which are traded through auction houses for connoisseur
col lectors and investors.
Traditional souvenir arts generally consist of robust, portable, and cheap
memorabilia and are typically found in the airports and shopping malls
of major tourist venues. While some of these objects - small paintings,
woven baskets, carved figures - are made by traditional artisans, many
are not. Many of the tourist objects are mass-produced, employing
generic traditional art styles on such non-traditional items as t-shirts, teatowels, place mats, playing cards, sarongs, post-cards, drink coasters and
coolers, calendars, computer mouse pads, and so on. Sometimes traditional designs are used under licence, but most are not.
ln terms of lP issues, of the three market sectors identified above, it is the
traditional souvenir market that is most open to abuse. Because the
designs applied to such items as tea-towels are most often generic, they
do not constitute an abuse of a particular traditional artists work. ln cases
where rock or cave paintings are used, these images may be thousands

.
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of years old yet still remain the sacred heritage of a particular people.
Because of their age and the impossibility of attribution, they are not
protectable, for example, by copyright law. ln addition, competition from
this market in counterfeit art deprives traditional artisans of economic
benefits they might otherwise have had by selling their own genuine creations (see Box - 7.7).
ln so far as fine art is concerned, during the 1960s and 1970s, traditional
arts in many countries made the transition from artifact to art in the largely European-dominated world of fine art. Today, traditional art is a million-dollar business. Traditional artworks came to be considered worthy
of the permanent collections of the principal fine art museums of countries around the world, attracting prices to match their new-found status.

B.OX-7.7 AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL ART
IN THE SOUVENIR MARKET
The National Abgr'i$inql {nd Torres'strait lslander Cultural lndustry
Strategy estimatgd the indigenous arts and crafts market to be worth
almost US$200 million per year.
The percentage of returns to indigenous people is margingl. ln 1989,
the Review of the Arts and Crafts lndustry estimated that indigenous
people receive just over US$7 million per year from the sale of art and
crafts. The Strategy notes that the economic benefits to indigenous
artists have improved and could now be about US$50 million per year;
but the major porlion of sales benefits goes to the art traders rather
than to the artists themselves.
Furthermore, no accurate statistics have been prepared on the financial implications of activities such as pirating indigenous arts and crafts

and the unauthorized reproduction of indigenous'artsand crafts outside national boundaries.
Source: Graham Dutfield and Henrietta Marrie, op. cit.
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Music is a vibrant and important part of traditional life (see Chapter 6).
Traditional music has in recent years captured the publics imagination.
Technological breakthroughs in recording techniques, the rise of the
music industry and the thirst for world music are combining to create an
immense market for new, diverse sounds. Paul Simons Grace/and, in
'1986, and Rhythm of the Saints, in '1990, using African and Latin American
music, respectively, revealed the excellent results possible when Western
musicians incorporate non-Western music into their songs. Graceland
spent 31 weeks on the Billboardtop album list and has sold over 3.5 million copies world-wide." Rhythm of the Saints sold 1.3 million copies in
the first four weeks of its release alone" (see Box - 7.8). However, traditional music, often without any lP protection, is vulnerable in today's
commercial music world.

BOX-7.8

MUSIC FROM TUVA

Tuva, a region within Russia, had until

,".",i'tly little if no contact with

the outside world. That changed when Tuvan folk music was recorded
and exported in 1990. Since then 23 compact discs of Tuvan music
have been released. None of these recordings was recorded in Tuva
itself, and none is commercially available there. Rather; they serve the
growing world music market.
Source; T. Levin, " A Tale of Tuva," (paper read at meeting of the Society for

Ethnomusicology, Los Angeles, California, October 20,

1995).
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THE COMMERCIAL VALUE OF TK: CONCLUSION
Estimating the full value of TK in monetary terms is difficult if not impossible. First, it is often an essential component in the development of other

products. Second, as many TK-derived products never enter modern
markets, they are excluded from sectoral or GNP indices. However, if
those who depend on TK-derived products were deprived of them (for
example, herbal medicines), the cost of replacing them through purchases of substitutes in the market would probably be quite high, parcicularly
as a portion of their incomes. Third, a great deal of traditional knowledge
is likely to have cultural or spiritual value that cannot be quantified.'o
While global trade is measured in trillions of US dollars, the contribution
of TK can perhaps at least be measured in billions. The largest contributions are made in natural resource-based sectors involving agriculture,
pharmaceuticals, botanical medicines, natural products, and food and
beverages. A general estimate of global trade based on selected categories of products derived from genetic resources is provided by authors
ten Kate and Laird in Ihe Commercial Use of Biodinersity (see Table 7.9). Estimates of the economic value of contributions from TK to these
categories vary as statistical data are not uniformly kept by all countries.

zsL--

TABTE-7.9

ESTIMATES FOR ANNUAL MARKETS
OF PRODUCTS DEVELOPED FROM
GENETIC RESOURCES''

ffi

Market
(US$ bn)
Low

Pharmaceut

75

Market

bn)
High

(US$

150

bdent to which products are derived
trom genetrc resources
Some products derived from genetic
resources. Low estimate: natural products

larm25% of global market. High estimate:

sffi.

n

4A

All produas derived from genetic resources.
Low estimate: includes global botanical
medicine markets. High estimate: includes
botanical medicines, minerals, and vitamins.

Agricultural produce
{commercial sales of
agricultural seed)

300+(30)

450+(30)

All produas derived from genetic
resources. Low estimate: final value of
produee reaching consumer 10x commercial
sales of seed to farmers. High estimate:
15x commercial sales of seed to farmers.

Ornamental
horticultural products

16

19

All products derived from genetic
resources. Low estimate: based on available
data. High estimate: allows for unreported
sales and products.

Crop protection
products

0.6

Botanical

medicines

Some products derived from genetic
resources. High estimate includes wholly
synthesized analogues as well as semi-

synthetic products.
Biotechnology

60

120

fume products derived from genetic

in {ields other than
healthcare and

resources. Low and high estimates: based
on assessments of environmental biotech-

agriculture

nologies.

Personal care and

1.6

2.8

500

800

cosmetic products

Rounded total

Some products derived from genetic
resources. Low and high estimates:
reflect natural component of the market.
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THREATS TO THE MAINTENANCE
AND SURVIVAL OF TK
Holders of TK are faced with a variety of difficulties. However, not all of
them can be addressed by intellectual property. A serious problem is the
reluctance of the younger generation to learn the old ways. The rejection
of traditions by the young and the encroachment of modern ways of life
often result in the decline of traditional knowledge and practices. Either
through acculturation or diffusion, many traditional practices are lost.
Thus, a primary need expressed by many TK holders is to document and
preserve the knowledge that is held by elders and communities throughout the world. The absence of willing heirs to this knowledge has led to
the precarious situation where the death of a TK holder can result in the
demise of an entire tradition and knowledge system.
Another difficulty facing holders of TK is lack of respect and appreciation.
The true understanding of the value of TK is often overlooked within the
modern reductionist approach to science. Unless information is developed under aseptic clinical conditions by scientific methods, it is sometimes viewed as "inferior". This is a corollary to the "nih" syndrome in
evidence in some corporate research and development departments to
reject ideas or inventions that are "not invented here." For example,
when a traditional healer provides a mixture of herbs to cure an illness,
the healer may not describe the effects on the body as molecular interactions in terms of modern biochemistry, but the healer bases his "pre-

scription" upon generations of "clinical" trials undertaken by healers
before him.

At times, modern society has displayed a prejudice against TK, since it
does not conform to accepted methods of learning. Some vernacular
references to it carry negative connotations, denigrating traditional medicine and its practitioners.
Yet another problem confronting holders of TK is the commercial exploitation of their knowledge by others, which raises the question of legal pro-

tection. Cases involving artistic designs, such as the Morning Star Pole in
Australia, and natural products, such as oil from the neem tree in large
parts of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, all bear witness to the value of TK

75

in the modern global economy. Unfortunately, many commercial interac-

tions between traditional communities and private corporations

can

result in agreements from which legal uncertainty and consequent imperfection or loss of rights arise for both parties. A lack of experience with
existing formal systems, economic dependency, lack of a unified voice,
and in many cases, a lack of clear national policy concerning the utilization of TK, result in traditional communities being placed at a decided
disadvantage. On the other hand, the lack of clear rules protecting TK
creates risks for business interests, which prefer closing deals under wellestablished, reliable, and enforceable rules.

THE RIGHT TO OWN AND CONTROL
Traditional knowledge may be communally owned or held by a small number of individuals or a single person. Whichever the case, holders and

their communities may continue to have a strong interest in how such
knowledge is used by others even after it has been disclosed publicly and
has fallen into the public domain.
When the knowledge of a traditional community is passed on to an outsider who subsequently publishes it, it becomes difficult for the community to control how the knowledge is used and who else can acquire it.
Not only can it be used freely by anyone, but it may be exploited for
commercial purposes. ln particular, the unauthorized disclosure of secret
or sacred knowledge can cause enormous distress.

THE RIGHT TO PREVENT
OR CONTROL COMMERCIAL

USE

Collections of plants and other biological material for academic purposes
may be open to commercial exploitation. Neither source communities nor
academic researchers may be aware that a commercial product has been
developed based on material or information in such a collection. Academic
literature is commonly consulted by industry researchers, and valuable knowledge (such as ethnobotanical information) can quietly become part of the
R&D efforts of commercial enterprises. Such activities by researchers are
entirely legitimate, unless TK in the collection or literature is legally protected.
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THE RIGHT TO BENEFIT COMMERCIALLY
For many, if not most, communities, the application of TK to their livelihood enables them to generate income. ln even the remotest areas,
communities and community members are part of the money economy
and need cash to purchase goods necessary for survival. Given the commercial possibilities of at least some traditional knowledge, only a tiny
share of the full benefits may reach the communities providing knowledge utilized in the development of new products.
Sometimes, traditional communities find their ability to benefit commer-

cially from their knowledge is restricted by regulations imposed upon
them from outside. For example, they may find, as the Kani people of
South lndia did, that they were for a while unable to harvest medicinal
plants to sell because they inhabit a protected area (see Box - 7.'10).

BOX-7.10

JE

EVAN

I AN D

The Kani belong to a traditionally nomadic community, who now lead
a primarily settled life in the forests of the Western Ghats (a mountain
-1 range along south-western lndia) in the Thiruvananthapuram district of
Kerala. The Kanis, numbering around 16,000, live in sftvpraltribal ham-

of 10 to 20 families
of that district. The Kanis do
a ltho u g h t,hey do share ce rta n com m o,r*'efi a racteristlcs

unit,

a ri{practices.
produits. Living
close to na{ure, the Kanis have aQquired unique knowledge aboutrthe
use of the resources, partipularly the biological resources, around
i

Kanis are the traditional collectors of non-timber forest

them.

',,

\i'i1\

i

'i.

ln December 1987, a teami of scientists working on the 4'tt tnaiu Co- ,i
ordinated Researcrh Project on Ethnobiology (AICRPE) led by Dr. P. "1
Pushpangadun *i, tr,;Kfg. through the tropical forests of the ]
Agasthyar hills, surveying the Kani tribal settlements. Afteria while the r
team became very tired bui6 theiKani acting as their guidesvemained
surprisingly energetic and agiki. They would occasionally munc(sor.ne
small blackjsh fruits. One of them offered a few of these fruits tb.,the .

r\-

team pointing out that if they ate those, they could go on trekking
without fatiEue; and the AICRPE team found,this was true. lt was later
that the Kani tribesmen introduced the scientists to the "magical"
plant, which was subsequently identified as Trichopus zeylanicul ssp.
travancoricus.

Detailed chemical and pharmacological investigations showed that
the leaf of the plant contained various.,glycptpidu and,sdme other
non-steroida I com pounds with piofoultd,adaptogenic and immunoenhancing properties. The fruits showed mainly anti-fatigue properties. The Tropical Botanical Garden Research lnstitute CIBGRI) was successful in developing a scientifically validated and standardized herbal

drug, based on the tribal lead. The drug was called Jeevani and was
released for commercial production in 1995 by Arya Vaidya Pharmacy.
While tran+erring the technology for production offthe drug to the
pharmacoutical firm, the TBGRI agreed to shafu*.t|te lic'bnse fee and
royalty with the tribal community on a fifty-fifty basis. .,
i

I

lrr

The prime concern of the Kani in the.beginning was to evolve a viable
mechanism for receiving such funds. With the help of the TBGRI, some
government'officials and NGOs, the Kani formed a registerdS trust.'
About 60 percent of the Ka[i families of Kerala are members of this
trust. From Febtuary 1999, the amount due to them has foeen transferred to the Trust with ani understanding that the interi{tt accrued
from this amount sf ould bd used for the ielfare activitiei of the Kani

\

tribe.

,:.

"".''

fii-,

The TBGRI has trained 2S tiibal..families to cultivate the plant around
their dwellings in the forest. ln the first year, each family earned a.bout
Rs.8,000 on the sale of leaves from the cultivation of Trichopus zeylan-

icus in a half-hectare area. Unfortunately, the Forest Departrflenti
objeaed to the cultivation because the families may remove planti.
from the natural population of this species in the forests, thereby
endangering it. lt ;s understood that this problem has now been
resolved and the Forest Department has recently approved the cultivation of this plant.
Source: Dr.

R.

A. Mashelkar, Director General, Council for Scientific Research, lndia.
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THE RIGHT TO BE ACKNOWLEDGED
AND ATTRIBUTED
sources of information is an issue about which
some traditional communities have become concerned. Sometimes
such problems can be solved easily by making local people principal or
co-authors of papers and books, or co-producers of films and videos.
Another common outcome of publication is that, even though the book
or research report resulted from information provided freely by TK holdFailure

to acknowledge

ers, the researcheL writer, publishing company, or sponsor of the
research claims copyright. Government or university sponsors often justify holding copyright because public funds were used to support the
research project.

THE RIGHT TO PREVENT DEROGATORY
OFFENSIVE,

AND FALLACIOUS

USE

Traditional cultural expressions such as dances and musical performances are sometimes performed outside their proper context in ways which
may be offensive to the original performers and their communities and
which may open them up to the ridicule of members of the wider society. Sometimes it is community members themselves that through poverty or coercion carry out performances in ways that they themselves find
degrading. However, in many cases, such offensive and derogatory performances are unauthorized productions carried out by people from outside the community.

Another problem is that sacred symbols may be copied and used on
products that are completely inappropriate. A good example of this is
presented by an Australian case in which a carpet-manufacturing firm
reproduced the sacred designs of a number of aboriginal aftists.'u
Related to
indigenous
has named
have been

this is the unauthorized commercial use of the names of
or tribal groups. For example, an automobile manufacturer
one of its vehicles Cherokee. Also, the words Hopi and Zuni
incorporated into trademarks without permission from the

tribes concerned. Sometimes certain words applied to indigenous peoples,

29

which may be considered offensive, are used in the titles of professional
sports clubs or as nicknames, for example, Chiefs, Braves, lndians, and
Redskins. ln some cases, use of these names in such contexts has been
actively challenged by indigenous groups.

THE ROLE OF IP
It has become increasingly clear that lP issues are relevant to conservation, management, and benefit-sharing in respect of genetic resources,
traditional knowledge, and folklore.
Genetic resources relate to intellectual property in several ways. First, lP
issues arise when genetic resources have been modified by means of
human intervention, thus acquiring characteristics that are not found in
nature. When those modifications are new involve an inventive step, and
are capable of industrial application, they may be protected by patents.
Similarly, genetic resources that exist in plant varieties that are new, distinct,
sufficiently uniform, and stable may qualify for plant variety protection.

Second, as many types of biotechnological inventions draw from and
build upon information about and characteristics of naturally-occurring
plants, animals, and other living organisms, proposals have been made
for the recording of interests in inventions that arise from access to or use
of genetic resources and traditional knowledge. Such a requirement raises several issues for consideration by the lP community.

As for tradition-based innovations and creations generally, some fail to
clear the hurdle set by current lP law, and are left stranded in the public
domain where they may be freely copied and used by non-traditional persons and entities. Such groups may even, acting legally under current lP
laws, acquire lPRs over works derived from traditional creations and innovations, without the obligation to acknowledge the source community or
community members or share any commercial benefits with them. Thus, it
is said by some that intellectual property may both positively and negatively exclude TK holders from enjoying the benefits of lP protection. These
questions also raise several issues for consideration by the lP community.
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ln 1998, in order to explore these and related issues further, WIPO initiated a new set of activities "to identify and explore the lP needs and
expectations of new beneficiaries, including the holders of indigenous
knowledge and innovations, in order to promote the contribution of the
lP system to their social, cultural, and economic development."rT WIPO
took an exploratory approach to these new activities by undertaking a
number of fact-finding missions and organizing roundtable meetings.lB
These activities enabled the Member States of WIPO to identify lP needs
and expectations concerning access to and benefit-sharing in genetic

resources and the protection
During these activities:

.

of traditional knowledge and

folklore.

Many persons consulted expressed interest in exploring further
the actual and potential role of the lP system in TK protection.
There are many examples of TK or TK-derivatives that are or
could be protected by the existing lP system. Several informants
also suggested certain changes to lP law to improve its
functionality in this respect.
Some participants also expressed the view that, in the short term
at least, attention be focused on the extent to which existing lP
tools can be used to protect TK. Testing the present categories
of intellectual property would involve working directly with TK
holders, including indigenous peoples and local communities, to
raise awareness of the basics of the lP system, to undertake a
practical and technical examination of the application of the lP
system to various forms of traditional knowledge, and to provide
relevant training. The idea would be to develop and experiment
with existing lP tools to protect traditional knowledge in what
was described as a "bottom-up" approach.

Holders of TK are interested in exploring greater use of almost all existing branches of the lP system, particularly trademarks, geographical indi-

v6T

cations, patents, industrial designs, copyright, and unfair competition,
including trade secrets.

BOX-7.11 TRADITIONALKNOWLEDGE
DIGITAL LIBMRY
Recent efforts have been made to develop a TK classification and to
create a Traditional Knowledge Digital Library{IKDL) with the goal of

enhancing the quality of patent examination and allowing patent
examiners access to pertinent information concerning prior art in the
form of TK in an appropriately classified form. These issues were taken
up at WIPO during 1998 and 1999.
An initiative was spearheaded by the Department of lndian Systems of
Medicine & Homeopathy (ISMH). lt set up an" interedisciplinary task
force, known as the TKDL Task Force, draryingrofi experts from the
Central Council of Research of Ayurveda and Siddha, Berrares Hindu
University, the National lnformatics Cent'i:e, the Council of Scientific &
lndustrial Research and the Controller General of Patents and Trade
Marks.
The Task Force evolved a Traditional Knowledge Resource Classification
C[KRC), which would enable retrieval of certain information on traditional knowledge in a systematic manner.

The WIPO Member States have set up a Traditional Knowledge Task
Force consisting of China, the European Union, Japan, lndia and the
United States of America. The lndian proposal on creating a TKRC was
presented to it.
Source: Dr. R. A. Mashelkal Director General, Council for Scientific Research, lndia.
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Certain countries are testing, using or studying specific lP tools, concepts, or options including:

o
o

.

.

o
o

Protection under patent laws if inventions are derived from or
based upon TK;
The registration of collective and certification marks to establish
a sign under which goods emanating from a particular group or
collective, or manufactured in accordance with particular
methods or standards, can be sold (see Box - 7 .12);
The prevention of unauthorized registration of traditional names,
symbols, and insignia which are considered culturally offensive
and therefore deemed to be contrary to public order or morality
under trademark legislation;
The inclusion in patent applications, which claim TK and
biological resources-based inventions, of evidence that the TK or
biological materials have been obtained with the prior informed
consent of the country of origin, and the acknowledgment of all
relevant public domain and community-based knowledge;
The copyright protection of oral works;
The protection of TK documentation by means of protection
afforded to original and non-original databases.

ln addition, there has been a broad call for the development, in the long
term, of new lP tools to protect forms of traditional knowledge which are
not covered by existing ones.'e

BOX-7.12

ISTRATION OF CERTI FICATION
MARKS IN AUSTRALIA
REC

The registration of collqctive and ceftification trademarks to protect
tradition-based innovations and creationg is under active exploration
in Australia and New Zealand. An lndigenous Label of Authenticity was
launched in Australia in late 1999. The label has been developed by
the National lndigenous Arts Advocacy Association with the backing
of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Commission (ATSIC) and
the Australia Council for the Arts. The use of such marks as authentication marks is seen as effective to:

TK.T

Maintain the cultural integrity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
lslander art;

to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
lslander communities;
Maximize consumers' certainty as to the authenticity of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait lslander-derived products and services;
Maximize the multiplicity and diversity of indigenous art;
Ensure a fair and equitable return

a

a

Promote an understanding both nationally and internationally of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander cultural heritage and art.

Source: Proposal made by the Nationa/ lndigenous Arts Advocacy Association,
quoted in Terri Janke, "Our Culture, Our Future" (Report prepared for the
Australian /nstitute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait ls/ander Studies and the

Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Commission, 1999):

78.

Holders of TK have also widely expressed their concerns as to their ability to use the lP system effectively owing to their unfamiliarity with such
systems and the costs of acquiring, maintaining, and enforcing lP rights.
Such operational questions are perhaps as important as the legal questions discussed above. This is also a strand of larger concerns with power
- the financial and political power to use and take advantage of intellectual property, to influence the progressive development of lP law and
policy, and to challenge lP claims made by others. The specific need to
facilitate access to the lP system to enable TK holders to use it more
effectively to enforce their rights is of great practical importance. These
needs could be met, for example, by wider dissemination of lP information to indigenous and local communities to demystify intellectual
property and resources to facilitate access to the national lP offices
and the lP system.
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Towards the end of 2000, the Member States of WIPO established an

lntergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore.2. This new forum, which
met for the first time from April 30 to May 3,2001, will enable further discussions between States on the three themes referred to in the title of
the Committee.
At the first session of the lntergovernmental Committee, WIPO Member
States expressed support for several tasks intended to advance discussion on the three themes.'' These were: the preparation of model intellectual property contractual clauses that can deal with access to genetic
resources and benefit-sharing; in respect of traditional knowledge, the
identification of those components of traditional knowledge that might
be protected by intellectual property, and the compilation of empirical
information on the extentto which the existing lP system is sufficient in
addressing this form of knowledge; the preparation of information on
the status of TK as prior art, and, the conducting of a survey among
Member States on national experiences with the protection of expres-

sions of folklore, particularly with the implementation of the 1982
WIPO/UNESCO Model Provisions for National Laws on the Protection of
Expressions of Folklore Against lllicit Exploitation and Other Prejudicial
Actions. The second and third sessions of the lntergovernmental
Committee took place from December 10 to 14,2001and from June 13
to 21 , 2002, respectively.2'
It is hoped that these discussions will continue to be open and informed
and will lead eventually to a fuller understanding of the mutual relationships between intellectual property and access to and benefit-sharing in
genetic resources and the protection of traditional knowledge and folklore. Greater appreciation of the role of intellectual property in these
areas will serve to ensure that lP law and policy continue to play a developmental role to support communities from all countries to protect, con-

serve, sustain and, above all, benefit economically from genetic
resources, traditional knowledge, and folklore.
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Henrietta Marrie on lntellectual Property and Traditional Knowledge (as yet unpublished).
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- WIPO Report on Fact-findtng Missions on lntellectual Property and
Traditional Knowledge". For further detai/s, see www.wipo.int/globalissues/indexen.html

Holders
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Numerous stakeho/ders have stressed the need for an international framework for
traditional knowledge protection. A multilateral framework, under which traditional
knowledge can be protected in all signatory countries in the same way as any other
intellectual property, deserves consideration. However, possib/e legal and operatlona/ so/utions first need to be developed and tested nationally and regionally. The

WIPO/UNESCO Model Provisions for National Laws on the Protection of
Expressions of Folklore Against lllicit Exploitation and Other Prejudicial Actions of
1982 may provide a posstble foundatton for future work in this respect.
20

WIPO General Assembly (September 25-October
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See Wl PO/G RTKF /lC/ 1 /1 3.
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firrt component of the lP system is the legislative framework that
defines and clarifies rights and procedures. This component stafts with
international treaties and conventions and flows outward to the national
level, where there are national laws, rules, and regulations. The second
component comprises the institutions and facilities through which rights
and interests are actualized; this includes the acquisition and maintenance of lPRs through lP national and regional offices, as well as the
enforcement of lPRs by institutions, such as the courts, customs, and
police.
The national lP office (lPO) is part of this second component and is in
charge of administering the system of IPR acquisitions.' The type of
administrative system for lP protection that should be established and
made available to the public is a key economic policy question. The costs
associated with the second component consist of administrative costs
for the acquisition and maintenance of rights, and of administrative and
judicial costs for enforcing lPRs against infringement. This chapter will
examine the systemic aspects of lPRs and evaluate economic aspects of
the acquisition and maintenance of rights. The enforcement dimension of
the lP system will be discussed in Chapter 9.
The economic and social cost of establishing and maintaining an IPO has
recently come under special attention, as users of the lP system have
requested a reduction in the fees for filing an application, and obtaining
and maintaining lPRs. Users have become aware of the cost, as many
wish to expand their IPR protection to other countries in response to the
globalization of markets and trade, as well as the advent of e-commerce.
However, cost reduction is difficult for many lPOs that have an increasing
workload with limited resources. This chapter will also enumerate factors
to be considered for possible solutions to the emerging problems facing
lPOs.

v6q

ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF
I

NTE LLECTUAL PROPERTY OFF ICES

The organization and structure of lPOs varies significantly, and almost
every country is an example unto itself.'zThe different offices may also
vary as to other tasks performed: some offices may be requested to keep
the business registry (as in France);'some may deal with issues relating
to the defense of competition (as in Peru);' some may have responsibility for the entire lP system (as in lndonesia), or may be limited to administering patents.
A trend is emerging towards some measure of institutional and financial
independence for lPOs within the state. This trend is supported by the
fact that lP offices receive direct payment for their products and services
and are viable to act as independent, self-financing bodies or agencies.
This is the case in a number of countries, including Japan, Mexico, Peru,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America.

However, even with financially self-supporting arrangements, these
offices still have governmental policy coordination.

There are a number of advantages associated with the concept of independent lPOs. From a political point of view, it can be seen as a reflection of a policy priority of the government. Financial independence can
allow the office to develop a more comprehensive, flexible and focused
approach to the various issues that it faces. lt also enables lPOs to use
revenues obtained from patent, trademark, and other applications to
invest in improving the quality of services offered, including outreach
activities, e-filing, examination reports, and lP databases. lt can provide
good motivation for an IPO to continually improve customer service and
also to promote lP asset development. There is a built-in incentive to
encourage the development of patent portfolios so lPOs may be more
motivated to promote SME activities and generally to make the system
more user-friendly. The lPOs would have more incentive to respond
faster and more comprehensively to the needs and demands of the
business community and, as a result of successful efforts in this regard,
to reduce their fees as the system becomes more efficient. The IPO
would respond with agility to policy and practical challenges. For example, it may be able to reduce fees or create a sliding scale for fees based

'
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on the income of the filing entity without having to obtain legislative or
administrative approval that might subject such action to delay. Such
advantages in terms of flexibility and agility must be weighed against the
need for lPOs to function in coordination with national lP policy and
goals. Each country will have to consider the issues and adjust for the
proper mix of financial independence and policy coordination.

NEW CHALLENGES
As illustrated in Chart - 8.1, in an era of rapid technological change and
short product cycles, lPOs are increasingly under pressure to speed up
their procedures for granting patents and registering marks. ln the fields
of information and communication technologies, in particular, where
innovations are taking place at a startling pace, lengthy and time-consuming procedures for granting patents pose the risk of undermining the
potential of the lP system for promoting technological innovation and
creativity.
It is crucial that, while maintaining its efficiency and thoroughness, the lP
system must also become as expeditious and responsive as possible, to
enhance its role in the promotion of innovative work, and to enable the

business community

to make more and better

use of it. Many patent

offices are making considerable progress by setting targets for achieving

more expeditious granting, strengthening their staff, computerizing
application and examination procedures, and enhancing international
cooperation.s

wT-

CHART-8.1 GROWING DEMANDS ON
I

NTE LLECTUAL PROPE RTY OFFICES
High Ouality of Decisions
Consistency of decisions with
international ly harmonized
standards

Need for Speed
Growing need for expeditious
decision-making, as technical
changes and product life
cycle speed up

IP OFFICE

More Filings
An increasing number
of applications

Need for Expertise
More complex inventions to
examine and more information

to search
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Filing an application for patent protection and obtaining and maintaining a patent is an expensive undertaking. lt maycostfrom US$10,000 up
to US$'100,000 (spread overthe life of the patent)to seek and maintain
protection for even one invention in a few large patent markets. These
figures can be higher if patents are sought in many countries. Apart from
the preparation of an application in the original language, the cost of
translation of the application into other languages, the payment of maintenance fees for many years, and the cost of attorneys in different countries may account for the major part of the total cost. Fees payable to
lPOs generally include an initial application fee, a fee for conducting the
search and examination, a grant fee, and an annual maintenance fee.
Generally speaking, to maintain a patent throughout the maximum period of the patent term is expensive, particularly in certain countries which
adopt a system requesting the patent holder to pay higher maintenance
fees towards the end of the patent term. lt reflects a policy balance
between the patent holder's commercial interest and the public interest
in making more "dormant patents" available in the public domain for
free use. This policy appears to achieve the expected goal in many countries (see Chart - 8.2).
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CHART-8.2 MAINTENANCE OF GRANTED
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Another category of patent cost relates to the translation of patent
applications. This is the case for the European Patent Office (EPO), where
an attempt to reduce translation requirements (currently estimated at 25
percent of total patent cost) through the introduction of the Community
Patent has been the cause of much debate. For example, on July 5,2000,

the European Commission proposed the creation of a

Community

to give inventors the option of obtaining a single patent legally
valid throughout the European Union. One of the principal aims of the
proposal is to "reduce the cost of patenting an invention in Europe" in
Patent

particular through the reduction of translation requirements.u Translation
cost also plays an important role for patent applications in foreign countries; this issue will be discussed again in this chapter under the section
on the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCI
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A brief glance at the total cost of patents in the three largest patent
offices (see Table - 8.3) indicates one reason why individuals and SMEs
sometimes consider that the cost associated with obtaining a patent is
too high. This issue has been raised ln different internationalfora, including the lndustry Advisory Commission (lAC) of WIPO in May 2000, when
the IAC urged "Member states of WIPO to adopt a work program for the
development of a more comprehensive approach to the reduction of the
cost of obtaining and maintaining intellectual property protection in mul-

tiple countries."'
To introduce a system allowing any applicant to file an application for free
(as in the United Kingdom) is one solution. Another is a system of prefer-

ential fees for small entities in a number of countries, for example, in
Canada, the Philippines and the United States of America, and lower fees
for applicants from certain countries as in the PCT system. They are initiatives which are also helping to balance inequalities in the system by
creating a more level playing field.B There is no reason why lPOs cannot
charge non-profit bodies, such as universities and public research centers,
lower fees. This effectively lowers the barrier to entry into the patent system.
ArronruEv FeEs

Applicants also pay the cost related to employing the services of a
patent attorney. The patent attorney has become necessary because of
the complexity of patent documents; differences in various patent laws;
and the need to combine adequate technical expertise with legal expertise, thus helping to ensure that the patent application will move through
the system successfully. Patent attorney fees may vary significantly, but
they represent a substantial cost that increases the financial burden of
securing patent protection. ln the EPC countries, Japan and the United
States of America, patent agent fees are considered, on average, to represent 34 percent, 51 percent, and 55 percent, respectively, of the total
cost of patent protection (see Table - 8.3).

wv

COMPARISON OF COST AND FEES (IN US$)

TABLE-8.3

PAYABLE FOR OBTAINING PATENTS IN EPC
COUNTRIES, THE UNITED STATES OFAMERICA

AND

re
EPC*

Filino
searctr

and Examination Grant

{ees fees

758 + 498

1340

&5

n/a

United

JAPAN

fees
69

1,1

35

Renewal Translation Attornev
'

fees

cost

Total

fees

'1,800

15,920

46,810

2,ffi

n/a

5,340

9,680

5,475

n/a

7,9n

15,725

'l

States

Japan

197 1,030

797

15,419

* European Patent Convention. Figures relate to a "typical" European Patent
covering eight member states.
Source; European Commission, Commission Proposes the Creation of

a

Community Patent, July 2000.
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Fees paid by applicants become sources of income for the operation of
an lPO. Simplifying and rationalizing the patent system and reducing the
operational cost of the office will enable fees to be reduced and make
the patent system more attractive. The administrative costs for the operation of such offices can be grouped as shown in Table - 8.4.
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TABLE-8.4

PATENTS FROM FILINC TO GRANT

AND COST IMPLICATIONS

coxi*iW
(a) Processing,

formal examination

(b) Search of
relevant technologies
(prior art search)

^tof,[:",]ffi
for
of

Resources

E-filing" (data verification and con{ormity

for formal
examination

check),

work

Search databases,
examiner's

PCT search report, patent search databases

Work
correction

errors
Search

Proposed Soh.rtion

to meet

the

disclosure

PCI harmonized procedures

(PLT**)

regionally or internationally maintained

requirement searchwork
(c) Substantive

examination
(d) Publication of

Attorney! Examiner's
work
fees
Printing and
n/a

lnternet publication

delivery of
patents in
paper

patents

*Electronic

Regional and/or international cooperation
of examiners, recognition of the result

filing **Patent

Law Treaty

Orprce Aurounrroru

The automation of procedures for patent application, search, and examination is helping to reduce costs. The experience of the JPO, which has
operated in a paperless environment with on-line filing for the last ten
years, suggests that electronic processing of applications has reduced
costs related to tasks referred to in (a), (c), and (d). Organizing, storing,
and retrieving information electronically can save time and money and

can allow the system to become more cost-effective

(see

Box - 8.5). However, few lPOs have the means to institute automated
filing mechanisms as yet, and automation requires a significant initial
investment.

r'77

Mnnrer Devaruos
The beginning of the life of a patent starts with the filing of an application
for patent protection with the national or regional patent office. The
demand for patent rights (as seen from the perspective of the number of
applications filed) increased significantly in the second half of the 1990s
(for example , from 1994 to 1998, from 2,306,840 to 5,806,570, an increase
of 152 percentn). The TRIPS Agreement has confirmed the priority rule of
the Paris Convention; users seeking patent protection in many countries

claim priority on the basis of the original application. As most patent
offices require applicants to file an application in paper form, the PCT is
used to ease the applicant's burden of preparing multiple copies of the
same application to be filed with different patent offices. The Patent Law
Treaty (PLT) and the on-going efforts to introduce an e-filing system, are
expected to further reduce the cost of filing an application.
FoRval Exeurruarroru
Broadly speaking, one can distinguish between two kinds of examination:
formal examination and substantive examination. ln a formal examination, the IPO verifies whether the application fulfills all the requirements
prescribed by law, such as whether the patent was drafted in the appropriate format, and whether the necessary fees have been paid. Certain
applications may be sent back to the applicant for correction or simply
dropped if the application is not in a patentable field.'o Recent e-filing
software allows applicants to verify the required elements and formality
compliance, which is expected to reduce the cost associated with this
process. The acceptance of e-filing will bring economic benefits both to
applicants and to those lPOs that can rely on a computer-assisted formality check.
Senncx AND SUBSTANTVE ExAMTNATToN

ln a substantive examination, applications are examined in detail as to
their content. ln order to judge whether an invention is new and therefore
patentable, the prior art search must be comprehensive and thorough.
ldeally, a patent examiner would compare the claimed invention with all
the existing literature concerning the relevant technical field, in all languages,
and in doing so, reach a conclusion on the patentability of the claimed
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invention. ln practice, however, no patent office could possibly afford to
collect, arrange, store, and process all information and material.
Considering that the patent literature alone amounts to approximately
50,000,000 items, and grows by about 1,000,000 new items each yeaI
and further, that other scientific literature also grows at a similar rate, it is
obvlous that such an all-inclusive process would be impracticable. Even
the largest patent offices, whose staff well exceeds 1,000 persons, must
limit themselves to the information available in a few Ianguages emanating from selected publications."
The maintenance of the most up-to-date search databases is among the
most expensive operations of the lPO. Though accurate estimates are
not available, the programs and budgets of the EPO, JPO, and USPTO
fl-rilateral Offices) indicate that most of their lT investment (between 20
percent and 30 percent of the total budget) has been made to enhance
searchable databases. lndeed, to exchange patent data to complete
their databases was the reason that the heads of the Trilateral Offices
started the Trilateral Cooperation in the early 1980s. The required size of
the searchable documentation, and the need for technically qualified

examiners, make the cost of maintaining
examination system enormous.

a meaningful

substantive

At the end of 1998, there were approximately 4 million patents in force.
Once an application is accepted, the likelihood of a patent being granted will depend largely on the examination procedure used by each
patent office. In the EPO, for example, 64 percent of patent applications
are eventually granted. Figures for the JPO and USPTO are 64 percent
and 71 percent respectively. As will be discussed below, this figure may
be significantly higher in countries that do not conduct substantive
examinations.'2

The present burden sharing between applicants (disclosure by the applicant of technologies previously known to the applicant) and the IPO was
fixed many decades ago when only the IPO had a comprehensive collection of technological documents. ln the lnternet age, when vast
amounts of information are made accessible to the public, searchable

with sophisticated search engines, the time seems ripe to consider
whether and how lPOs could receive more assistance from applicants and
stakeholders or potential competitors in the search for relevant technological information.
Srnrrrruc

Patent applications cover such diverse fields as combustion engines,
biotechnology inventions, sports equipment, electronic devices, and
musical instruments, to name only a few. There are in fact 70,000 technology categories (or groups) in the lnternational Patent Classification
covering all possible fields of invention.'3 Substantive examination
requires highly qualified examiners who are well-acquainted with the latest technological advances in their specialized field of competence.
Notwithstanding this need, a large staff means a considerable expenditure for human resources.
Table

- 8.5 shows the expenses involved in managing selected

lPOs.

Reflecting various factors such as policy priority, economic strength and

the existing regional cooperation, some countries with a smaller total
population spend a higher proportion of their GNP and public sector
budgets on obtaining an equivalent level of examination.
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AND BUDCET OF SELECTED
PATENT OFFICES

TABLE-8.5

STAFF

Country^.^
Patent Office

Staffnumbers

Examiners

A-,Patent B-lPOffice C-Country D-lPOffice
applications Annual Populatiori Budget per

staff ,"iH::":, ,"tlffniJr, mirr')
(in

rotar

;:[!t;

USPTO

3,000

4,7W

262,787

863

275

3.13

EPO(20 States)

2,M

4,m

121/fi

513

4n

1.22

Japan

1,100

2,W

437,375

u4

127

6.&

900

2,7@

s8,532

14.3

145

0.1

382

1,@2

121,lfr

120

47

2.55

800

1,500

1

Russian Fed.
R

O Korea

China

1zffi

14,830

Brazil

150

610

s0,866

M

170

0.24

Sweden

300

1,000

149,493

69

9

7.6

Australia

196

830

57/06

42

19

2.2

Canada

125

65,82

42.1

31

1.35

Spain

130

6m

147,8@

45.3

39.5

1.13

Mexico

60

611

M,721

2s.5

*

0.25

tgvpt

25

146

Morocco

?

60

Singapore

U

85

1,82

M,94

&

0.015

'l

n

0.036

4.9

4

1.2

1

NOTE: The number of examiners may include those who undertake formality exam-

ination. lf the IPO covers not only patents but also other industrial property rights
such as registration of trademarks and designs, figures of the total staff and budget

for all those services are indicated.
Source:

I

M F, W o r I d

Ba n

k,

Tri I ate r a

I

w

eb site (www.

e u ro p e a n - p

ate nt- offi ce.

o r g/tws/

twsindex.htm) and annual reports of patent offices. Figures are calculated using
the exchange rate as of September 2001.
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To Be on Nor To

Be

The debate on substantive examination versus simple registration
remains open, and at the same time, some alternative solutions are
emerging (see Box - 8.6). Countries that conduct them are reluctant to
abandon substantive examination, because in their view, substantive
examination of patents remains important to determine whether patents
fulfill the patentability requirements.
On the other hand, a considerable number of countries have opted for an
alternative examination system. Some patent offices have established
what is referred to as a registration system with a prior art search. Under
this system, the patent office conducts the prior art search and prepares
a search report, which is made available to the applicant and to the public. ln some cases, small patent offices with a limited number of examiners entrust the prior art searches to some of the larger patent offices better equipped for substantive examination, in exchange for a payment (for
example, Singapore entrusts this task to lP Australia'*). Another option is
to conduct only the formal examination and dispense with examination to
determine prior art. Looking at the total balance sheet of society as a
whole, with the simple registration system some cost is transferred to the
judicial system, such as the validity of the patent, which will be decided, if
contested, by the courts in a procedure between the owner of the patent
and any person who wishes to contest the patent. From the point of view
of the patent office, such a system leads to considerable savings in terms
of staff expenditure, and in general, more efficiency. lt is also true, however, that patent holders will be less sure of the strength of the patent, as
there is a higher probability that it could be contested at a later stage. The
simple registration system may be ill-suited to a country where stark competition on technological developments exists, as applicants and their
competitors have to compensate for the lack of certainty of patents in a
court room and the industry suffers from unfair competition based on
weak patents. The abbreviated procedure also gives an advantage to parties who have the resources to diligently file applications regardless of the
merit of the putative invention, on the assumption that the cost of challenging an issued patent will discourage such challenges. Again, the
result of such a procedure may be a lessening of the inventive purpose of
the patent system by tolerating the issuance of weak patents.
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BOX-8.6

',"

INNOVATIVE ALTERNATIVES
TO SUBSTANT
THE SLOVEN
of Slovenia declared

the former

The
*{b"'fiJ..iil3'
'"fiached'1high priority to the establislpenf<lf';n bfq*ffie system of
Soci

a

hst Federa I Rep u b i c of v, gor
I

f

--yirotea'r6h\of intellectualB,rpea,g. T{re Drtellectual Profierty Office was
formally estabrl,ished by 'a 6onstitutional law which accompanied the
adoption of th-d DeclaratioY of lndependence of Slovenia. ln 1992, the
ne{v Slovenfl ",Law og3!fidustrial Property" was adopted with an innovaJiyg.;etU-tiorr rcthe problem of effective patent protection without
i ddinestic substantive examination. The new law made use of search
ande4amipation results made available by other lPOs that are the PCT

,lnter{ational Searching Authorities and lnternational Preliminary

'

Examining Authorities. Reports from those authorities are considered
sgfficient proof of patentability and result in automatic confirmation of
the patent for its full 2O-year period.
;.

tn .1u11i"1993, a year after the introduction of the-Law on lndustrial
Properf], Slovenia signed the first Extension AgreemeB\with the EPO
(extending the validity of patents granted,by the EPO idElovenia), an
event which marked the beginning of a ,re* era in the expqnsion of
the European Patent System to maDy otler Central Europdn and
,t

_i

Source: Bojan Pretnar, Protection of lnventions in Slovenia llC.24, No.1 (1993).
ArreRruartves

-

Use nruo/oR RecocrurrroN oF ExAMTNATToN

RESULTS

Singapore and Malaysia grant a patent if the applicant modifies the
claims in his application to make them the same as those granted by the
other lPOs designated by these countries (also known as the modified
search and examination system). The system can do away with search
and substantive examination work by trusting the result of certain offices.

ru.r

It is clear that cooperation among examining patent offices could serve
decrease the financial burden associated with substantive
examinations, particularly in cases where the same application is being
examined in many countries. With the exception of the countries or
regions with the largest economies, the great majority of the total number of applications received by patent offices are from foreign nationals.
The statistics on this point are quite striking and show that up to 99 percent of applications in certain countries are filed by foreign applicants.'s
ln fact, in many cases, the application would have been filed in a number
of countries. ln such cases, examination reports on the patentability of
the application would have been available for use by other offices. This
is the basic architectural idea of the PCT. Patent offices should be able to
greatly benefit from the examination reports prepared by other offices.

to greatly

"There is, for example, an application pending in the United States for a
patent on a DNA sequence. This is a single patent, but it is expected that

it will cost the [Japanese] patent office about

US$9,100

to

ascertain

whether or not the same basic application has already been filed, or the
information is already commonly known. lt would be very wasteful to
have to duplicate this effort in Japan and Europe. lf one patent office has
conducted a prior-art search, it would make sense for the other jurisdictions to recognize those search results. An ordinary filing in Japan currently costs US$1 91 and it is impossible for J PO to hope to break even if
it has to spend about US$9,100 just for ascertaining patentability."'6
So far, there has been no encouraging sign of movement towards a first

multilateral agreement based on mutual recognition of examination
results. The largest offices seem to have the highest hurdles to clear,
including harmonization of patent laws and examination standards, fair
distribution of work, communications between examiners despite difference in working languages, and full support from national and regional
USETS.
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Because of the effects of globalization, technological advancements,
and the convergence of both technologies and enterprises, there is a
clearly perceived need for enhanced regional cooperation through harmonization of lP legislation and of coordinated and/or more efficient
practices with respect to the administration of lPRs. Those solutions
encompass sharing of resources, leveraging of costs, the possible creation of common lPOs and courts, sharing of examination databases,
recognition of patent examination within regional organizations, and
even supranational lPRs. Currently, regional agreements include the

Subregional lntegration Agreement of the Andean Community
Countries, the Central American Convention for the Protection of
lndustrial Property, and Chapter 17 of the North American Free-Trade
Agreement." Regional cooperation between certain countries has led to
the establishment of regional lPOs that have considerably facilitated the
acquisition of patents, as well as enhanced efficiencies in human
resources and finances for individual countries. The regional offices that
are currently in operation are shown in Table - 8.7.

TABTE-8.7

R-EGIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICES

,r*
African lntellectual

1962

Property
Organizationls
African Regional
lndustrial Property
Organization'e

1976

European Patent

1977

Officea

Eurasian Patent
Office?'

1994

f

Members

ffi

H""aq**"o'ffi

lntelleaual
Property

5 countries of
French-speaking
Africa

Yaounde, Cameroon

I 4 countries of
English-speaking
Africa

Harare,Zimbabwe

zu turopean

The

countries

Netherlands; Munich
and Berlin, Germany

11 Commonwealth
of lndependent

Moscow,
Federation

1

Types of

in

dustria

property

industrial

property

Hague,

patents

Russian

patents

Arabia

patents

States countries
Patent Office of
the Gulf
Cooperation Council

1999

6 Gulf countries

Riyadh, Saudi

I

rq]i",

Regional patent systems could be explored not only because of efficiency and leveraging of costs, but also because of the potential for synergy

in regional markets for products and lP licensing. Regional lP systems
could give a boost to developing country efforts to utilize lP as a tool for
economic development.
GLosaL Solurroru

One may question whether regional cooperation or multilateral cooperation among several countries could be extended in the foreseeable future
to cover over 170 countries in the world to catch up with the pace of current
global economic activity. The establishment of an international patent system was already considered a long-term solution when WIPO Member

States adopted

the PCT at the Diplomatic Conference held in

Washington, D.C., in June 1970. Today, countries have more reasons than
ever to explore this ambitious project. As information-sharing is increasingly facilitated by advances in the field of lT and telecommunications, the
digital revolution is enabling countries to enhance cooperation and share
data and information in a rapid, paperless, and inexpensive manner.
Currently, the PCT is subject

to ever-growing worldwide demands. The

economic benefits of the PCT system have been proved by the dramatic rise in the number of applications received, particularly in the 1990s
when economic and lP activities became truly international (as of August
2002, 117 countries were party to the PCT). ls it then worth reviewing and
developing the present PCT system in pursuit of a complete international patent system that could provide an ultimate solution?

The PCT has taken an immense load off national patent offices as formal examinations are conducted only once - by the receiving office. The
PCT is also designed to enable lPOs to rely on prior art searches and
substantive examinations (under the PCT, they are called international
searches and international preliminary exami nations, respectively) that
have been conducted only once by one of the officially recognized
patent offices which serve as a PCT authority (lPOs of Australia, Austria,
China, Japan, the Republic of Korea, the Russian Federation, Spain,
Sweden, the United States of America, and the EPO).Z The PCT system
allows applicants to delay the final decision to request national and
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regional patents for many months, while the international search and, if
desired, international preliminary examination take place. This could be
crucial for entrepreneurs who are initially exploring the possibilities of
commercializing the product; after having figured out the marketing possibility, they can save the translation cost, and various fees, by not proceeding with certain PCT applications in countries with lower business
potential. The PCT also simplifies the entire procedure for applying for
patents abroad, making the system more uniform, centralized, and less
cumbersome.
Howevel the PCT also has a structural limitation to its legal effect. Under
the PCT, responsibility for granting patents remains with the national and
regional patent offices, which will ultimately decide on the patentability
of the invention. lnternational preliminary examination reports are
authoritative reports but are not binding, and the national or regional
office often conducts a complementary search or further examination to
ascertain the result of the preliminary examination. The possibility of further reducing the cost of taking the final decision under the PCT
depends on whether and to what extent its Member States wish to trust
the result of work done by PCT authorities.
ln October 200'1, WIPO launched worldwide consultations on the development of a strategic blueprint for the future evolution of the international patent system.2' The initiative, known as the "WIPO Patent
Agenda", is intended to find solutions to problems, both from the longterm to the more immediate, most notably the crisis facing a number of
patent offices in managing excessive workloads. The project will complement and strengthen on-going projects such as PCT reform and the
harmonization of substantive patent law. A Conference on the
lnternational Patent System was convened by WIPO in Geneva from
March 25 to 27 , 2002, in order to discuss the WIPO Patent Agenda.'za lt
was organized to discuss the main issues and challenges confronting the
international patent system and to receive further input and responses
from users of the system. Matters raised in discussions during the
Conference are being taken into account in input prepared by the
Secretariat, for presentation to the WIPO General Assembly.

.ET

TRADEMARKS
Fnou NeroNAL ro GLoeeL
Statistics for marks, in contrast to those for patent applications, show that
national resident applications for use in domestic markets still represent
the majority of overall global applications. Different marks for the same
product are often used and registered in different countries according to
a firm's market segmentation and customization strategy. Howevel most

multinational corporations prefer the same mark for the same product
and services on a global basis, to establish a strong worldwide brand.
The principle of the Paris Convention is the territoriality of a mark, that is,
the protection of a mark depends on each national or regional trademark system.
The function and purpose of marks has also been enhanced in the midst
of unprecedented technological advancement and expanding economic development. As is the case with patents, the use and registration of
marks has increased over the past decade or so. Market integration and
globalization have caused more extensive use of marks across borders,
and enterprises are increasingly inclined to register their marks in foreign
markets (note the nonresident applications in Chart - B.B).
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BE PAID By APPLIcANTS

Because of the less stringent examination procedures as explained
below, the costs of obtaining a mark are low when compared to the costs
associated with acquiring patents. Table - 8.9 lists the fees associated
with registering and renewing marks in various countries around the
world.

VRT

TABLE-8.9

TRADEMARK

FEES

IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

IN US$

**

Algeria

8.62

Argentina

13.72

100.20

Canada

**

99.70

haly

*

*

71.80

Japan

100.20
132.9s

r

*

50.75

Mexico

124.15

OHIM*

903.80

199.N
47.&

179.%

Rep. of Korea

96.00

1,293.00

1&.75

199.80

1,019.70

2,317.N

144.80

Singapore

175.25

143.20

UK

n2.%

rn.so

US

325.m

400.00

* Office for Harmonization in the lnternal Market (Trademarks and Designs)
of

the European Union's
**Data refers to a single trademark in a single class. Local fees
as of January
2001. Conversion rates

to

US$ as of January 2001.

TnnoeuaRr Opprce Openarroru

Though a mark can be proteded on the basis of either use or registration, reflecting the historical development of various trademark systems,
nearly all countries today provide for a trademark register, and full trademark protection is properly secured only through valid registration.
Because of territoriality, the main function of a national or regional trademark office is the establishment and maintenance of the trademark register.26 An application for registration of a mark must be filed with the
appropriate national or regional trademark office. Usually the office in
charge of marks also administers patents.
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The requirements for registration are normally completed in two stages.
Firstly, there will be a formal objective examination in order to confirm that the

application has been duly completed and that it contains all the necessary
information. The examination will then progress to the more subjective
phase, which will focus upon examination of the substantive element of the
proposed mark.The criteria of protectability (the requirements that a mark
must fulfill in order to achieve the status of a registered mark) are reasonably
standardized throughout the world. ln addition to internationally harmonized
requirements such as the public interest, the office considers whether the
mark applied for is identical or similar to marks that have been applied for or
registered in the register for identical or similar goods or services. This examination of similarity between marks is limited to marks valid in that country or
region and thus less complex and time-consuming than a patent examination.

TABLE

8.10

MARKS FROM FILING TO REGISTRA-TION
AND COST IMPLICATIONS

ilffi

*.H'fl*

Proposedsorution

ffi

Attorney's fees,

Resources for formal

formal examination

conformity with
regulations

examination

E-Filing (data verification and conform\
check), the Madrid System, harmonized
procedures flrademark Law Treaty)

(b) Search and

nla

Search databases,

An electronic trademark register

(a)

Processing,

substantive

examiner's search

examination

work

(c) Registration and

Attorney! fees

issuing of certificates

Printing and delivery
of the Irademark

International cooperation of examiners,
recognition of the result

Gazette in paper
(d) Renewal

Payment o{ fees

Updating of the

lnternet publication (IPDU

register

Upon successful fulfillment of the requirements necessary to obtain a
Certificate of Registration, the rights arising from the protection granted
to the mark are valid for an initial term of protection, which is generally
ten years in the country or region in which the certificate was issued.
Marks are renewable for prescribed periods of time, generally the same
as the initial period of protection. Payment of a renewal fee, evidence of
active usage, and a renewal application are generally required to legally
complete the renewal process." The process is considerably cheaper
and less demanding on staff than in the case of patents.

WT
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ln an effort to facilitate the development of global and international business, which is based to a large extent on marks and enhanced consumer

brand recognition, systems for the international protection of marks have
been established. For example, ceftain countries promoting economic
integration and free flow of goods and services among themselves have
adopted regional trademark systems, such as those managed by the
Benelux Trademark Office and the Office for Harmonization in the lnternal
Market flrademark and Designs) (OHIM) - the European Community
trademark office. Those systems provide, as one of their main benefits
and objectives, a single, universal application. Or stated conversely, these
international systems seek to reduce the heavy burden of filing separate
trademark registrations (and renewals) in all countries of the world where
the applicant wishes to conduct business using the subject mark.

ln addition, to attenuate the rigorous requirements of making separate
trademark registrations with each national or regional office in which the
applicant wishes to do business, the Member States of WIPO adopted the
Trademark Law Treaty fl-LT) in 1994. The TLT is aimed at simplification of
trademark registration procedures. Other systems which exist are the African
lntellectual Property Organization (OAPI) and the African Regional lndustrial
Property Organization (ARIPO). These are centralised registration systems
which implement common procedures and uniform systems of legislation in
their member states and which are designed to promote and develop harmonised frameworks of protection in the states which are party to those treaties.
Two international treaties to establish an international registration system for

marks have been concluded by WIPO, namely, the Madrid Agreement
Concerning the lnternational Registration of Marks (1891), and the Protocol
Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the lnternational Registration
of Marks (1989) (together referred to as the Madrid system). The Madrid system of international registration of marks may be used by individuals and
companies established in, or residents or nationals of, countries which are
party to the Madrid system (70 contracting parties as of Februa ry 2N2).
The process starts by either applying for registration, or registering, the mark
in the national trademark registry. This is a slne qua non for registration
under the Madrid system, as applications cannot be sent directly by the
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applicant to WIPO, but must be processed by the national trademark
office. Once this initial step has taken place, WIPO registers the mark in
the lnternational Register and informs all those countries in which trademark protection has been requested, of the registration. Each designated country has the right to refuse protection (either partially or fully),
through its trademark office, on the grounds that prior rights exist or that
the mark conflicts with any of its national requirements. Unless refusal is
notified within a given time limit ('12 to 1B months), trademark protection
is automatically granted. Trademark protection granted via the Madrid
system is equivalent to that of any other mark registered directly at the
national offices. The initial term of protection for an international registration is for a period of ten years. lt may be renewed for further periods of
ten years each, on payment of the prescribed fees.
ADVANTAGES OF THE MADRID SYSTEM
lnternational registration has several advantages for the owner of a mark.
After registering the mark or filing an application for registration with the IPO
of the country of origin, the owner will only need to file one application, in
one language, and pay one fee, instead of filing separately in the trademark
offices of the various countries, in different languages, and paying separate
fees for each.

A further important advantage is that changes subsequent to the registration, such as a change in the name or address of the holder, or a
change (total or parcial) in ownership or a limitation of the list of goods
and services applicable, may be completed through a single procedural
step and the payment of a single fee. Moreover, there is only one expiration date and only one registration to renew.
lnternational registration under the Madrid system is also advantageous
for lPOs. They do not need to further examine the international applications for compliance with formal requirements, or to classify the goods or
services, as these tasks will have already been carried out by the
lnternational Bureau of WIPO, which will also, in due course, publish the
marks. Futhermore, the offices are compensated for the work that they
perform under the Madrid system; a proportion of the overall fees colleaed by the lnternational Bureau, are allocated and paid back to the con-

T9'_-

tracting parties with respect to the trademark applications in which they
have been designated (see Table - 8.1 1) These fees are distributed annually among the contracting parties.3o For the year 2001, the lnternational
Bureau distributed a total of CHF 72 million resulting from the collection
of fees. ln addition, if the Madrid Union closes its biennial accounts with
a profit, the proceeds are divided among and paid to the contracting
parties.

TABLE-8.11 INDIVIDUAL FEES UNDER
THE MADRID PROTOCOL
the lnternational
to the

Benelux

189 for three classes, plus 17 {or

each additional class
China

Denmark

Estonia

Italy

Japan

345 for one class, plus 172 for

309 for three classes, plus 55 for
each additional class

each additional class

690 {or one class, plus 345 for
each additional class

487 for three classes, plus 124 for
each additional class

487 for three classes, plus 124
for each additional class

291 for one class, plus 104 for

291 independent of the number

each additional class

of classes

1 12 for one class, plus 37 for each
additional class

75 for one class, plus 37 for each
additional class

1,139 for one class, plus 1,075 for

2,005 for each class

each additional class
Singapore

260 for each class

183 for each class

Switzerland

600 for two classes, plus 50 for
each additional class

600 for two classes, plus 50 for
each additional class

320 for one class, plus 160 for

320 for one class, plus i60 for
each additional class

Turkmenistan

each additional class

United Kingdom

454 for one class, plus 126 for

504 for one class, plus 126 for

each additional class

each additional class

Note: All figures are in Swiss francs as of May 2002
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The copyright system is simpler than the systems that deal with patents
and marks, because formalities (such as registration and deposit) for the
enjoyment and exercise of copyright are precluded as a matter of law by
the Berne Convention.t' Some countries32 offer registration and deposit
facilities as an option, for purposes of confirming and verifying rights and
interests, for evidence in the event of litigation or infringement proceedings, and for use in financial and investment matters.
Statistics on registration are generally not readily available. However, the
Copyright Office of the United States of America maintains such records
and makes them publicly available. ln this case, they are interesting,
because whrle registration and deposit are generally optional (as required
by the Berne Convention and the TRIPS Agreement), these statistics
reflect activity in the busiest copyright industries in the world. For
instance, for fiscal year 2000, the United States Copyright Office completed 515,612 copyright registrations." From its beginnings in 1790 through
2000, the Office has made 29,131,112 registrations (most with deposited

works).'This represents an archive of huge, multi-dimensional proportions, reflecting the cultural history and creativity of an entire nation. Even
more important, it is open to the public, searchable, and available to
teachers, scholars, students, business people, and lawyers, among others.

Without undercutting the value and obvious benefits which we have been
witnessing in the cultural industries, it might be time to consider a system
of optional registration and deposit of works, from the perspective of how
they might positively affect economic development, particularly in developing countries. lt is not possible to establish or operate a system of collective management without a clear system for the identification of the
works to be managed. A simplified, cost-effective system for registration
of works, and deposit of those works, is a modality by which collective
management societies might be able to get a start in countries where
there are currently no such societies operating. Repertoires and catalogues of local works could serve as the basis for licensing those works for
public performance and thereby serve as a springboard for local musicians, songwriters, recording companies, and distributors. ln short, local
industries could be nurtured into national, even regional, industries.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented a systemic overview of acquisition and maintenance of lPRs. The facts and statistics, as well as the discussion and
rationales, all point to the value of the IPR system, and likewise, to the
necessity of enhancing and fine-tuning the system so that it operates and
serves all levels of society and all countries of the world, to its maximum
capacity. That system is definitely functional, but there are some areas

where fine-tuning might produce even more benefits and meaningful
results.

As business becomes more global, greater harmonization of the lP system can be seen as one of the key goals ahead. Harmonization includes
creating more uniformity at the national and regional levels, and that
occurs through international consensus as reflected in international
instruments created, adopted, and embraced by the maximum number
of Member States. lt has been quite visible in the PCT, with its expanding number of contracting states, moves towards electronic filing, and
the efforts underway to transform the PCT into a more advanced and
flexible international patent system. On the marks side, the expanding
number of Member States which are pafty to the Madrid system is favoring
much easier acquisition and maintenance of global trademark rights at a
fraction of the cost, in multiple countries.
WIPO has been, and must remain, at the forefront of these efforts to realize protection for lPRs at low cost, with ease and convenience, but always
with certainty, reliability, and consistency based on professional expertise
and know-how. Economic development and the business community
demand this; Member States want it; and creative and innovative communities are motivated by it. lt is the mandate of WIPO to support it, provide the environment where it becomes a reality, and to shepherd it into
the 2l" century and beyond.
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Under the Paris Convention, all countries party to the Convention (163 countries as
of Ju|y15,2002)arerequired toestab/ish

anlPOtoperform thisspecificfunction.

Some examples are as follows: Ministry of lndustry (France), Ministry of Justice or
Law (Germany and Singapore), Ministy of Commerce or Economics (the United
States of America and Argentina), Ministry of lndustry, Commerce and Tourism
(Brazil). WIPO, Christine Perrot, The Organization and Management of an lndustrial
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This

chapter lvill discuss the enforcement of lPRs, which is necessary
basically because some people do not respect the rights of others. The
reasons underlying such disrespect are many and varied, and range from
greed, perceived necessity, lack of awareness, and ruthless criminal
intent, all the way to innocent mistake. The scale of such disrespect also

varies considerably, from copying a protected work in onei home to
large-scale commercial criminal enterprises which produce hundreds of
thousands of illegal copies. When illegal products take market share (or
even kill a potential market), and when recouping an investment is prevented by intervening criminal activity, enforcement mechanisms are
called into play to protect vital interests, not only of the players and entities mentioned, but also those of the public.

The essence of that classic maxim of common law, "a right without a
remedy is no right at all," is equally applicable to the enforcement of
lPRs. The carefully defined rights and interests which have been developed over time, which are reflected in various international treaties, conventions, and national laws, and which are granted or confirmed by the
lP system, are completely negated if there is a failure in their enforcement. For it is when the necessity of enforcing onet rights is tested that
the value of the rights is most clearly seen; the efficacy and long-term
potential of the IPR system are most visibly displayed; and the friction
caused by the intersection of theory, concept and intention, on the one
hand, and reality, the marketplace and human considerations, on the
other, tests the practical and ultimate values of the IPR system.
This chapter will also explore two egregious forms of IPR infringement,
namely, counterfeiting and piracy,' as well as certain other timely and
important issues, and in doing so, will seek to illuminate the seriousness
of the problem. lt will also seek to focus attention on the necessity for
concerted action, enhanced public awareness, and galvanization of political will to eventually eradicate this problem and its negative effects on
society.

WT

MAGNITUDE OF TH E PROBLEM
To get an accurate overview of the worldwide magnitude of the problem
is difficult. Those who commit acts of counterfeiting and piracy generally do not file official reports on their sales. Seizures affect only a percentage of the overall market, and the extent of counterfeiting and piracy,

including that which occurs in businesses, homes and in private situations, may never be known with certainty.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, intergovernmental organizations whose
mandates touch on some aspect of counterfeiting and piracy and their
effects, industry associations and nongovernmental organizations dealing
with the subject have, based on facts and statistics within their respective
purviews, estimated that the market in illegal, counterfeit products is
between 5 percent and 7 percent of total world trade (see Table - 9.1). Job
losses are estimated at 120,000 a year in the United States of America,
and 100,000 a year in the EC, to give just two examples.

TABLE-9.1

ESTI

MATED PROPORTION OF COUNTERFEIT

AND PIRATED PRODUCTS
Organization
lVorld Customs Organization

Around 5% of all world trade

turopean Lommrssron

Between 5% and 7% of world trade representing EUR 20o to 300 billion a year
in lost revenue

Org*nisation for Economic Co-operation
Sevelopment

More than 5% of world trade

ind

Source: http://www.interpol.int; Commission of the European Communities,

"Green Paper: Combating Counterfeiting and Piracy in the Single Market"
(Brusse/s, 1 998): 2; see http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/intprop/
indprop/922.htm; OECD, ICC Counterfeiting lntelligence Bureau, "The Economic
lmpact of Counterfeiting" #DSTI/|ND(97)6/REV1 (Paris, 1998):
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According to the information supplied by certain sectors which are
known to particularly suffer from illegally copied products, counterfeiting
and piracy correspond to the following percentages of legitimate trade
in the European Single Market, which are relatively high:
TABLE-9.2

COUNTERFEITI NG/PI RACY I N

THE EUROPEAN SINGLE MARKET
Rate of
Data processing

39%

Audiovisual

1

Textiles

10-16%

6"/"

Music

10"/"

Vehicle spare parts

5-10%

Sport and leisure

5-7"/o

Source: http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/intprop/indprop/counterf

.

htm#2

TYPICAL AFFECTE D PRODUCTS
CorrapureR Som,vane

This is the most affected of all products and industries touched by counterfeiting and piracy. ln their GlobalSoftware Piracy Report, the Business

Software Alliance (BSA) and the Software & lnformation lndustry
Association (SllA) report findings that are disheartening but also encouraging (see Chart - 9.3).' The global piracy rate for PC business software
applications was an astounding 36 percent according to this study.
Howevel it was 49 percent in 1994, a decline of 13 percentage points in
five years.
Notwithstanding the percentages, the industry calculates that it lost
US$l2 billion in 1999,'a staggering amount, especially when one compares that numbel for example, to the budget of the United Nations,
which was US$2.54 billion for the 2000-2001 biennium.o

RrIT

CHART-9.3 SOFTWARE PIRACY
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Source: Business Software Alliance and Software & lnformation lndustry
Association, Global Software Piracy Report (May 2000): 3.

Musrc

The music industry is also heavily affected, reflecting the underside of the
digital revolution. Exact copies of music-bearing products are easier than
ever to reproduce. ln its Muslc Piracy Report 2000, lFPl reports that in
1999 the global pirated music market was estimated to have totaled 1.9
billion units. CD piracy increased to 500 million units, leaving music cassettes to account for 1.4 billion pirated units. The report notes that CDrecordable units made a significant impact.s

The cost of this piracy: an estimated US$4.1 billion. lt is slightly less than
in 1998, reflecting lower prices for illegal recordings and lower sales of
illegal music cassettes. The report does note that world capacity for optical disk manufacturing rose 28 percent in 1999, and increased more than
340 percent over the past five years. lnternet piracy rose dramatically in
'1999. While it is almost impossible to ascertain the exact number of illegal downloads via the Internet, Forrester Research estimated that there
were more than one billion illegal downloads of music files in '1999.6 The

:
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piracy of musical works over the lnternet is a different topic, although
closely related, to that of counterfeit CDs and music cassettes.
Ftt-tvts

The counterfeiting and piracy of films and other audiovisual productions
occur in two basic forms: illegal diversion of cable and satellite delivery,
and physical copies, generally in the form of videocassettes. Focusing
only on the sale of physical copies, the Motion Picture Association (MPA)

estimates that worldwide video piracy costs American motion picture
companies US$2.5 billion a year in lost revenues. As one example of
video piracy in action, in June 1996, a pirate video operation was dismantled in New York. lt was an illegal business which sold more than
100,000 pirate videos a week, and grossed more than US$500,000
a week.'
The OECD, in its report Economic lmpact of Counterfeiting, estimates
that the video piracy rate for some countries can reach almost 100 percent.8
Luxunv Gooos AND FASHToN WEAR

This is an area where the public's (and often the government's) attitude
that this is a very soft crime, not more than mere mischief, is both prevalent and detrimental to the enforcement of legitimate rights. Counterfeit
copies of luxury goods, especially fashion wear, proliferate, most notably
in Europe where the major manufacturers are located. One common
technique in this area is to import the fake clothing or items from one
country, and to manufacture or impoft the labels from another. The fake
labels are attached in the country of intended sale, thus making it much
more difficult to identify fake goods in transit while these goods are in
sufficiently large quantities to justify governmental enforcement action.
One major source of these fakes are legitimate sub-contractor manufacturers, facilities which are legitimately authorized to manufacture original
items, but who manufacture far in excess of the ordered amount, and sell
the overruns out the back door at greatly reduced prices. Overruns create a sort of gray market: they are items illegitimately manufactured by a

RTI.T

legitimate manufacturer, which are illegitimately sold or placed in the
stream of commerce. Such overruns are essentially counterfeit goods
which negatively affect the economy.n
Sponrswean

The 1990s saw a huge upsurge in all things sports-related. Sports is big
business, but so also is the sporty, healthy lifestyle, with a dramatic
increase in spa and fitness facilities, and the proliferation of diets, healthy
life books, and so forth. Counterfeit spofts wear is facilitated by several
factors. The biggest segment of the market for these items is the youth
market, the segment most willing to buy, even search out, counterfeit
goods with well-known brand names at lower prices. The market for
these items is also easily reachable, since, to a large extent, it centers
around major events, particularly sport and music events. Mobile vendors of counterfeit goods are present in numbers at these events, and
evidence suggests that these vendors are internationally organized and
funded. Because they generally carry small inventories to these events,
governmental authorities are restrained from putting a heavier emphasis
on, or using more resources against, them. Another factor which helps
this area to prosper is that buyers mostly just want the brand name; counterfeiters can easily attach fake labels onto ordinary clothing, and thereby satisfy large numbers of the youth market.lo
Penruves

Perfume products are generally sold in established retail outlets, which
lend price stability and authenticity to the market. However, the industry
is experiencing attacks from counterfeiters and estimates that its losses
in this area are greater than 5 percent of its total turnover. A willing public will generally purchase counterfeit perfumes from smaller shops and
street vendors at so-called bargain prices, where it is often claimed that
the goods are stolen, but are the real thing.
Tovs

The toy industry can be divided into traditional toys, and the rapidly
growing electronic toy industry. Traditional toys are often copied, and
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then sold under different names and trademarks, rendering infringement
actions close to impossible. Electronic games are an ever more serious
problem. Video games, such as those created for the handheld
Nintendo best seller, the GameboyrM, are copied and sold in huge numbers. Nintendo estimates that its losses in the United States of America
alone for 1996 were in excess of US$800 million."
ArncRarr Corraporuerurs

Despite the fact that the legitimate market for aircraft parts is a heavily
regulated industry counterfeit aircraft parts slip into the chain of supply
and distribution and can result in death and injury. The origin of counterfeit aircraft parts, where it can be ascertained, indicates that, with
respect to accidents in the United States of America caused by such
parts, more reported incidents involved parts produced in the United
States of America than in other areas of the world.l2 lt is reported that the
number of incidents of detection of unapproved parts has been positively affected by industry and government cooperation: 52 incidents in
1991',262in1992;411 in1994',317 in 1995; and220 in 1996.'3

Aurovoarlr Covponerurs
This is an emerging growth area for counterfeiters, who target shortduration products, such as standard parts which are or can be sold off the
shelf, or which can be fitted to different makes and models of automobiles. Such parts are less likely to carry any security device or anti-counterfeiting technology. The industry estimates its losses from counterfeit
parts to be US$12 billion per yeaI with the vast majority of that taking
place in Europe.''
Pnenvnceulcnls
Because of the dramatic effects which counterfeit pharmaceuticals can
have on public health and safety, including the death of unsuspecting
victims, this is an area which currently receives more attention than ever
before. The problem of counterfeit drugs and medicines is most acute in

certain developing countries, where there might not exist a regulatory
infrastructure to prevent or curb the problem. According to a recent

wL_

OECD report on counterfeiting, the main factors underlying the problem
of counterfeit pharmaceuticals in developing countries are: "weak drug
regulatory control and enforcement; scarcity and/or erratic supply of
basic medicines; uncontrolled distribution chains; large price differentials
between genuine and counterfeit medicines; lack of effective IPR protection; lack of regard for quality assurance; and corruption of the health
care system."'s lt is estimated by the WHO that 6 percent of worldwide
pharmaceutical sales are counterfeit, and that up to 70 percent of all
medicine sold in some countries is counterfeit.'6
Wnrcues

It is estimated that 5 percent of global trade in watches is counterfeit. lt
is interesting to note that in some countries, such trade creates a barrier

to the sale of legitimate products. The difficulties encountered by some
governments in enforcing lPRs, and the public perception in some quarters that such counterfeiting is business as usual, all serve to hamper any
efforts to beat back the illegal trade.'7

WHY COUNTERFEITING AND PIRACY
ARE INCREASING
Advances in new technologies, particularly digital and computer-related

technologies, have produced marvelous new products and services
which make our lives more pleasant and more interesting, and which
empower the individual as never before. Cultural activities, such as
music, film, literature and art, are enhanced on an almost daily basis.
New medicines and vaccines, and new medicaltreatments, are reported
so frequently that we start to take for granted the amazing power which
exists to fight disease and sickness, prolong our lives, and reduce suffering in the world. Some of these technological advancements have not
been used for the public good.
Manufacturing now accounts for more than 75 percent of total world
exporls.'B Manufacturing is a value-adding process. While manufacturers

are constantly adding value to existing products, they are, at the
same time, creating new products; and this creates market demand.
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By increasing market demand for their products so effectively, manufac-

turers are also, unintentionally, creating a market for counterfeit products, which are almost always lower in price. Manufacturers are thus victims of their own success. Price differences between various markets,
which are often strategically segmented by manufacturers and distributors, are reflected in pricing policy, underscoring a significant gap in consumer purchasing power in different countries. This policy often drives
people to produce and distribute counterfeit goods in their local market.
As counterfeiting activities have become rampant, counterfeiters create
distribution channels and establish an economic and even political presence in society. Some economies are supported by these activities which
create local job opportunities.
Emerging markets are producing an increase in demand of startling proportions for well-known products, which legitimate manufacturers have
been unable to completely satisfy. This extraordinary demand for goods
and products has outstripped the abilities of the enforcement agencies
to monitor and protect against counterfeit products.
Certain new technologies have allowed easier reproduction of IPR bearing products and goods and facilitated the reproduction of products in
nearly every field where there are eager customers or market demand for
the legitimate products. Cultural products, such as music, films, computer products, and literary products, are easily reproduced and foisted
onto the public, facilitated in large part by new technologies.
lnternational trade has increased substantially in the past few decades,
for several reasons, including: standardized rules and remedies applicable to the multi-lateral trading system; increased telecommunications
capacities; the rise of the lnternet; and the effectiveness of manufacturers in branding their products, creating market demand, and producing
products which are designed to satisfy that market demand. lncreased
worldwide demand for goods and products and a corresponding lack of
proportional increase in worldwide enforcement mechanisms needed to
support that demand and production, such as customs, police, and judiciary allow for cracks and niches in the system. Counterfeiters are right
there, ready to fill those cracks with counterfeit goods.

Brrq '_

ORGAN IZED CRIMI NAL INVOLVEM ENT
Because of high-profit potential and relatively low risk, organized criminal elements are deeply involved in counterfeiting and piracy. Profits
from counterfeiting and piracy are often used to fund other criminal

activities; and unfortunately, the criminal enforcement infrastructure, as
well as the public, does not always view counterfeiting and piracy as the
serious crimes that they are. The active involvement of organized crime
in counterfeiting and piracy is a proven, irrefutable fact. lnternational
criminal organizations produce, distribute, sell, and traffic in counterfeit
and pirated goods for several reasons: it is lucrative; it is often a low-risk
activity; and it funds other activities where the risk, as well as the rewards,
are much greater.

A disturbing attitude has existed in the public, and sometimes in the
judiciary and in law enforcement agencies, that counterfeiting and piracy are low-level mischief and of little consequence. The dedicated efforts
of many organizations and governments have finally started to change
this misperception. The results and consequences of the involvement of
organized crime in counterfeiting and piracy can be quite serious.
Organized crime is almost always involved in commercial-scale counterfeiting and piracy operations.r'The profits from such operations are then
channeled into other criminal operations. lt is a connection which is dangerous and, as discussed in the next section, leads to unwanted and serious short-term and long-term consequences.

ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES
lrurELLectuel PRopeRry Rrcsr HopeRS AND Lrcmuete MeruurncruRERs

A more subtle, but no less worrisome, dimension is the effect of the economic consequence of counterfeiting and piracy upon society. Because
counterfeiting and piracy are illegal, many of the normal elements associated with legitimate business are removed, and as a result, benefits are
denied society at different levels. lnitially, loss of direct sales revenues is
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experienced by legitimate manufacturers. The size of such loss is monumental, often beyond our comprehension. Credible estimates of lost
sales revenue by legitimate manufacturers are shown in Table - 9.4.

TABLE-9.4

LOST SALES REVENUES

IN

SELECTED SECTORS

Loss of Direct Sales

Pharmaceuticals

US$12 billion in 1999

Music

US$4.1 billion in 1999

Computer software US$59 billion over five years to 1999

Source: http://www.interpol.int; lFPl Piracy Report: 2; http://www.bsa.org.

Counterfeit goods are almost always inferior in quality to the originals.
When the unsuspecting public discovers that, there is a loss of confidence in the system by which goods are manufactured and distributed,
as well as a loss of goodwill toward the manufacturer. Enterprises lose
future sales as a result. Prices paid for inferior quality counterfeit and pirated goods are often excessive or inflated in comparison to the quality.
NEcarrve lrupncr oN LocAL lruousrRtes

Those countries in which counterfeiting and piracy take place suffer losses on several levels, both tangible and intangible. When it is shown by
credible evidence that counterfeit and pirated goods are being manufactured in a country and there is little or no focused government effort
to prevent such manufacturing from taking place, the harmful reputation
which this creates discourages manufacturers of legitimate goods from
establishing their facilities in those countries. Such decisions result in a
loss of FDl, as well as the concomitant technology transfer and foreign
know-how which normally accompany FDl. Loss of FDI also manifests
itself in a loss of foreign income, which ultimately affects a country's balance of payments.

The cycle continues in ways which hurt not only foreign manufacturers
but a country's local industry. Local creators, inventors, and SMEs, which
might have focused their efforts and resources on the same products, are
often discouraged by the certainty that their products will be illegally
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copied and sold, thus precluding a return on investment and future
groMh, as well as the very spirit and energy which are an integral part of
the creativity process towards a knowledge-based economy.
Socrnl CorusEoueruces
The social consequences of counterfeiting and piracy are felt most personally by those artists, creators, and entrepreneurs who compete directly against the illegal products. As an example, local musicians, music
groups, record companies, and distributors cannot put out a record or
CD; and their products (embodying local and national artists) are pushed
out of the market by the counterfeit copies, which are sold at a lower
price, and generally with none of the artwork, lyrics, or printed material
which accompany legitimate copies, and certainly no guarantee as to
quality. As this example of music shows, local creativity and culture are
strangled by counterfeiting and piracy; the country and its citizens are
the ultimate losers in this scenario, as inadequate respect for cultural
works and heritage counters national efforts to promote indigenous culture and identity.

Counterfeiting of medicines, and airplane and auto parts has a detrimental effect on the health and safety of the public.'o The WHO estimates that approximately 6 percent of pharmaceutical sales worldwide
are counterfeit. Developing countries account for the largest portion of
such sales. According to some estimates, up to 70 percent of all medicine sold in some African countries is counterfeit.2'
While counterfeit medicines are more of a problem in developing countries, their effects are universally felt by all. Counterfeit paracetamol syrup
cost the lives of 109 children in Nigeria." ln 1981, the pharmaceutical
company Searle discovered that over one million counterfeit birth con-

trol pills had been distributed to

unsuspecting women, resulting in
unwanted pregnancies and irregular bleeding. The United States Food
and Drug Administration recalled US$7 million worth of intra-aortic
pumps used during open-heart surgery after it discovered malfunctioning
counterfeit parts in them. A counterfeit version of the antibiotic CeclorrM
caused children in seven states in the United States of America to suffer
painful ear infections and possibly permanent ear damage. ln Mexico,
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a counterfeit version of the powerful skin medicine Retin-A contained
only vitamin A cream."

With respect to counterfeit aviation and auto parts, several incidents
have resulted in death. ln 1989, a Norwegian airplane crashed, killing 55

persons. The cause was reported as substandard counterfeit bolts. ln
1991, General Motors Corporation investigated an auto accident in
which a mother and her child were killed. The results indicated that counterfeit brake parts had caused the accident; the counterfeit brake pads
were made out of wood chips. A helicopter crash in 1987, which caused
the death of a reporter, was caused by a counterfeit clutch; upon further
investigation, it was learned that similar accidents had occurred, and that
more than 600 helicopters, some sold to NATO, were equipped with the
same counterfeit parts.'o These examples highlight the fact that purchasers of counterfeit goods do not have the same benefits and protection that purchasers of authentic goods enjoy, including warranty protection and the advantages that derive from use of products that have
had the benefit of regulatory review.

The lesson from just this aspect of counterfeiting is clear, and must be
taken seriously: people can die when criminals foist counterfeit items,
especially medicines, and auto and airplane parts on an unsuspecting
public.

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Counterfeiting and piracy are most certainly current subjects of attention; however, they are not new subjects. ln the 1800s, certain manufacturers of goods, particularly tools, cutlery, cotton thread and other commodities, noticed that their goods, and their marks were being copied in
newly industrializing countries. Their complaints, which were similar to
ones being leveled in the book publishing field by noted authors, led to
the creation and adoption of international treaties to deal with the protection of lPRs. The Paris Convention for the Protection of lndustrial
Property was adopted in 1883, and the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works was adopted in 1886.

t3T.

These two landmark international instruments established certain principles relating to counterfeit and pirated goods, which are deemed integral today in protecting lPRs and in creating orderly markets. The conventions provide that disputes between countries can be brought before
the lnternational Court of Justice (Paris Article 28 and Berne Article 33);
no Member State has ever resorted to this remedy.

A solution to the problem through an international instrument was first
taken up in the Uruguay Round and resulted in the TRIPS Agreement.
Part lll of the TRIPS Agreement specifies certain minimum standards for
the enforcement of lPRs. All Members are obligated to implement these
standards, which include General Obligations, Civil and Administrative
Procedures and Remedies, Provisional Measures, Special Measures
Related to Border Measures, and Criminal Procedures. These provisions
establish procedures which, for the first time in an international instrument, require signatories to provide that IPR holders can effectively
asseft their rights, seize infringing goods, seek remedies against criminal
enterprises and infringing goods, and seek the assistance of those agencies of government which have responsibilities in these matters, such as
the courts, police, customs, and other administrative agencies.

On another level, when Members of WTO have disputes with other
Members concerning, inter alia, the effective enforcement of lPRs, they
are able to proceed in certain stages to bring their complaints through
the Dispute Settlement Mechanism. These procedures are based upon
mandatory jurisdiction in the WTO where there are sufficiently weighty
remedies to ensure compliance, and in the event of proven noncompliance, to effect remedial compensation to the aggrieved Member. This is
a noteworthy experiment in support of intellectual property, in support
of the expansion of the multilateral trading system, and in support of creativity and innovation.
The rapid development of digital technology and global telecommunications capacities, while providing us with many benefits, has also produced
a situation in which copyright and related rights works have been rendered vulnerable to on-line abuse and infringement. The world copyright
community came together in December 1996, at a diplomatic conference
hosted by WIPO, and in response to the growing threat of digital-
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based infringements, adopted the WCT and WPPT. These treaties
address substantive rights, but also, for the first time since '1971 , upgrade
and clarify international standards for the protection and enforcement of

copyright. Most noteworthy is the refinement and clarification of the
Right of Communication to the Public (which derives from the Berne
Convention and includes making available works over the lnternet), and
the Obligations Concerning Technological Measures of Protection.
These latter provisions are new tools, and in the countries which have
implemented them in their national legislation, new legal actions are
being taken and a new body of case law is growing up, which successfully take the enforcement fight into cyberspace.
PossreLe MensuRes

At the national level, a number of governments are reinforcing their legal
framework and institutional arrangements to comply with the abovementioned international treaties. Generally, enforcement of lPRs can take

four basic forms:
Administrative enforcement, such as seizure of infringing goods
by a customs office;
Criminal enforcement, in which the state, generally through the
police, is the moving party in a criminal action against the
infringer;
Civil enforcement, in which the right holder, or someone in
possession of valid rights, such as an assignee or licensee, takes
prescribed legal action, such as in court by filing a civil action
against an infringer, and perhaps seeking an injunction;

Technological enforcement, in which producers of products and
services employ technological means to protect lPRs against
infringement (for example, encryption of digital copyright works).

r-Tt5--

These measures are limited to applicable laws (for example, in many
countries, criminal enforcement is not applicable in the case of a patent
infringement). Administrative measures and civil measures are linked in
some countries. lt is hard to determine the extent to which the state
should use public resources to help enforce a private partyi right.
However, effective enforcement has become an international obligation
under the TRIPS Agreement, as it is vital in promoting trade and fostering fair competition in market-oriented economies. Advantages and disadvantages are shown in Table - 9.5.

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS ENFORCEMENT

TABTE-9.5

MEASURES
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ADMI N I STRATIVE

EN FORCEMENT

Administrative enforcement of lPRs takes place in an administrative
agency or body of government separate from the courts where civil or
criminal enforcement is most visibly conducted. The most notable example of administrative enforcement is the customs authorities. Customs
has a more visible and important role with respect to enforcing lPRs at
the borders, as the TRIPS Agreement provides detailed provisions on
customs procedures.
For example, in 1999,25 million counterfeit articles were seized at EU
borders; by 2001, that number had risen to 95 million. To combat the
increasing menace of counterfeiting and piracy, the EC is planning to

enact enhanced legislation, starting with a plan for concerted action
across a wide spectrum of agencies and branches of government, to be
followed by a proposed new directive.'s The situation in China is another example which deserves attention. ln 1998, administrative authorities
handled 28,952 cases of IPR violations and seized 400 million infringing
items.26 ln January 2000, customs officials at Hong Kong SAR uncovered
a criminal video disk production operation; two production lines were
closed down, and 400,000 illegal disks were seized.ln 1999, authorities at
Hong Kong SAR seized 16 million illegal opticaldisks, and arrested 2,701
people for piracy offenses.27 Large scale anti-piracy operations by the
customs authorities at Hong Kong SAR, with creative names such as
Thunderbolt and Terminator, have also been successful in seizing hundreds of thousands of CDs and illegal production equipment.'?s
Due to the low policy priority given to IPR enforcement, customs offices
in many countries have scarce resources to combat counterfeiting and
piracy at the border. Seizures of counterfeit and pirated goods require
close and expeditious cooperation from IPR holders and access to relevant information to identify the goods to seize. Databases of registered
and well-known marks are particularly useful for officials of the custom
office (see Box - 9.6).

a.{Tr"

BOX-9.6

DATABASES FORANTI,COUNTERFEITING

The'R6seau Europ6en Anti-ContrefaEon (REACT) was formed in June
19q7 W the Dutch and Belgian anti-counterfeiting associations. lt is
supported by the EC, and is gaining in rbsources and results. Among

other activities,

it

operates a central database in support

of

law

dnforcernent, investigations, and national associations fighting counterfeiting and piracy. ln 2000, REACT assisted in 1,150 seizures of illegal goods, including 750,,@0 merchandize items, 120,000 perfumes,
460,000 textiles, and 185,000 watches. One seizure in December confiscated 1,000 kilograms of counterfeit medicines.
Source: http://www. REACT EU. org.

PeRallel lvponrs
ln seizing infringing goods, it is difficult to distinguish between parallel
imported goods and counterfeit goods - if a given country permits parallel importation. Parallel imports (also known as or referred to as gray
market goods) involve cross-border trade in a product without the permission of the manufacturer or right holder. This type of trade generally
occurs where there is a significant differential in price, quality, or availability of the subject product in the second country. Parallel import products are often distinguished from counterfeit or pirate goods, since they
were legally manufactured and sold in the first country, and in some
countries their importation is legal. From the viewpoint of IPR owners,
parallel imports frustrate their efforts to effect the distribution of goods
in order to serve territorial markets and promote competition, because
distribution channels are believed to promote orderly and effective distribution of products, and restrictions on parallel importation promote
and protect such channels. However, from the viewpoint of consumers
and civil society, parallel imports promote more competition resulting in
greater variety and choice of goods and lower prices as long as the
goods are genuine.
Manufacturers and IPR holders enforce their rights in gray market situations through a variety of means, including: the establishment of protective
national legislation (for example, as paft of the IPR regime); regulatory
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barriers, such as those relating to public health and safety; restrictive contracts with distributors and vendors; disclosure requirements; competition laws; and warranty and consumer rights issues."

The complexity and sensitivity of the issue can be seen quite clearly in

how the negotiators of the TRIPS Agreement dealt with it. Article 6
(Exhaustion) of that Agreement states in part: "...nothing in this
Agreement shall be used to address the issue of the exhaustion of intellectual property rights." ln the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and
public health that was adopted on November 14,200'1 at the WTO
Ministerial Conference in Doha, itwas stated that "the effect of the provisions in the TRIPS Agreement that are relevant to the exhaustion of
intellectual property rights is to leave each member free to establish its
own regime for such exhaustion without challenge, subject to the MFN
and national treatment provisions of Articles 3 and 4." This means that, if
the policy on parallel imports is decided by applying the theory of the
exhaustion of lPRs, the issue of parallel imports in the WTO framework is
exclusively an issue for national legislation (the issue is also dealt with in
some regional trade agreements, such as with the EC and with the North
American Free Trade Agreement). However, the policy on parallel
imports is often determined by factors regarding trade, competition and
economy rather than those relating to intellectual property. Theories of
intellectual property, such as the exhaustion of lPRs or the first sale doctrine, alone are not likely to provide the best solution to this problem.'o

CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT
There is fairly general agreement that the most effective methods and
procedures in the fight against infringement of lPRs are those involving
criminal enforcement. Criminal law imposes different standards for liability that are generally harder for the prosecution to meet than in civil
cases, however, criminal penalties are more onerous. Large-scale, commercial counterfeiting and piracy operations have traditionally looked
upon civil fines as merely the cost of doing business. Howeve[ when the
threat, or especially the reality, of prison is introduced into the mix, real
enforcement starts to take shape.

WT

With the coming into force of the TRIPS Agreement, and with its applicability to a large number of developing countries on January 1,2000, a
legal framework, with very specific guidelines, provided both the structure and the incentive to make criminal enforcement more effective and
more widespread. Many activities and initiatives are taking place at the
national and regional levels, and, as will be seen by the examples hereafter; there is a changing, more positive attitude about dealing with these
serious problems caused by counterfeiting and piracy.
The following examples, a few of many, give the flavor and texture of
what has been developing in the expanding area of criminal enforcement of lPRs.
ln Malaysia, the Business Software Alliance (BSA) has been assisting the
government to fight large-scale software piracy. During the period of
April to June 1999,4,629 raids were conducted for the purpose of seiz-

ing illegal software products. Under the Malaysian Copyright

Act,

infringers can face not only stiff fines, but up to five years in prison.3'
One thousand inspectors fanned out across China in December 2000, in
search of counterfeit auto parts. They raided 248 retail outlets and
uncovered over 30,000 counterfeit auto parts, including such potentially
dangerous items as axles and brake parts.33

ln December 2000, officers from the lndependent Commission Against
Corruption of Hong Kong SAR seized 5OO illegal stampers, the machines
which make CDs. These machines, which had a value of US$400 million,
were being used to illegally manufacture CDs of films, music, computer
software, and video game software.3'
ln Singapore during 2000, coordinated efforts by the government and
police resulted in 1,398 separate raids on illegal operations, 1,455 persons arrested, and 1,559,840 illegal articles seized and taken offthe market. Those arrested included 'l B0 members from seven separate criminal
organizations.v ln the Philippines, National Bureau of lnvestigation officers seized counterfeit Caterpillar,, truck parts." Police in New Delhi,
lndia, raided a small shop and seized over US$1 million worth of illegal
CDs of music and computer software; the owner of the shop faces up to
three years in prison.$
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The above examples are presented because they indicate both the
scope of the problem, and the type and strength of the response which
is necessary to achieve positive results in this area. The following two
examples are presented because each represents what might lie ahead
in respect to newly evolving problems and solutions.
ln the first case of lts kind, Fakegifts.com used the lnternet to sell counterfeit products. This site, based in South Carolina, the United States of
America, offered replicas of such items as Cartier" and Rolex" watches,
Montblanc., pens, and well-known handbags and belts. Under US federal
law, the two proprietors of the site face ten years in prison and a US$2

million fine for each trademark infringement count.
Because of the growing complexity of IPR legislation, as well as the
specificity of knowledge required to properly understand and execute

the laws, Thailand established a Central lntellectual Property and
lnternational Trade Court in 1997. With respect to its IPR functions, the
Thai lP Court has exclusive jurisdiction in both civil and criminal matters

the enforcement of

lPRs. This novel, commendable
approach seeks to ensure that its assigned judges possess and build up
specialization of knowledge in lP legislation and practices, while at the
same time, the Court stresses user-friendly, cost-effective, and expeditious procedures, including emphasis on the use of arbitration and more
effective pre-tri a l conference procedu res.t' Wh i le such speci a ized cou rts
are not necessarily the best solution for every jurisdiction and legal system, they provide an interesting model that many countries may find

concerning

l

usefu l.

CIVIL

EN FORCEMENT

The TRIPS Agreement38 requests Member States to provide the legal
infrastructure and mechanisms necessary for IPR holders to vindicate
their rights, to stop infringements at the outset, to gather necessary evidence, and to seek appropriate and effective remedies relative to the
particular situation, including ex parte injunctions, seizures, destruction
of infringing goods and damages, which could include the cost of suit
and attorney's fees.

t3-T-

Civil enforcement can be an effective tool against counterfeiters,
although criminal enforcement is the preferred course against such
abusers of the lP system. However, civil litigation in lP infringement cases

has markedly increased with substantial damages being awarded in
many cases (see Box - 9.7).

BOX-9.7

TOP PATENT VERDICTS IN
THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
OF THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT

Polaroid vs. Eastman Kodak
US$873 million
Smith lnternational vs. Hughes Tools US$204 million
Pfizer vs. lnternational Rectifier
US$ 55 million
lnc.
Shiley,
vs. Bentley Laboratories US$ 44 million
Source: WIPO, document WIPO/\P/MNU00/7(b): 6.

Enforcement of patent rights varies in complexity, duration, and cost, for
instance:

o

ln Australia, about 20to 40 patent infringement cases are
initiated each year, but only about'10 percent of them actually
proceed to trial, which typically takes place one to two years after
filing suit. However, the cost attendant on patent litigation can
be in the range of US$53,410 to US$267,050,3, which can include
attorney's fees.

o

o

.

ln the Republic of Korea, patent infringement actions can take as
little as three to four months, and judgment can include
attorney's fees and costs.

ln Germany, patent infringement actions are more costly because
lawyer's fees are regulated by the state, and lawyers are not
allowed to charge less than a specified minimum. A full
infringement action there typically takes 12 to 18 months.
ln Mexico, a typical patent infringement action takes about three
years, and the cost is generally in the range of U5$50,000 to
us$100,000.*
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Due to the technical complexities involved in patent infringement cases
and in an attempt to provide uniform interpretation of patent claims,
some countries have established special arrangements in the court system so as to consolidate patent cases. For example , in 1982 the United
States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit was established with the
mandate to hear appeals on patent cases declded by the various United
States district courts in order to bring about more consistency.

An effective judicial system to resolve the clalms of lP right holders is a
necessary element of any lP system. lf a judicial system is relatively weaker than that of other countries, the right holder starts international forum
shopping, which will undermine the home country's lP policy.
Coupucrs

AND CHotcE oF LAWS

Because of the expansion of global activities which are involved with
lPRs, an area which requires increased attention, from the perspective of
international harmonization, is the body of disparate laws and legislation
known as private international law. This body of law comes into play
when civil litigation involves parties or fora in more than one country.
With globalization of business and expanding technological development and telecommunications capacities, noticeably more international

litigation is being pursued.
Litigants and their lawyers find that the laws of all countries are not the
same; moreover, the laws differ so much in some cases as to affect the
outcome of litigation matters, depending in which country's courts the
plaintiff decides to initiate the litigation. Because of this disparity in applicable laws, efforts are underway to further and more satisfactorily develop principles of applicable law, so that the application of law in enforcement contexts will be fair and predictable. lssues such as jurisdiction,
damages, and choice of applicable laws are at the heart of such initiatives.
As an example regarding jurisdiction, it is interesting to see how the com-

puter software firm Novell recently sued its distributor and contracting
party in the Republic of Korea, Myung Je, for copyright and trademark
infringement. The district court hearing the case was in Utah, United States
of America, although all of the illegal activity occurred in the Republic of

823

Korea. Novell's in-house anti-piracy group had investigated over 2,400
cases of software piracy in 1999.0'

At present, no international agreement exists on international jurisdictional questions. of special mention in this regard is the initiative underway to negotiate and ultimately adopt the Hague Convention on
Jurisdiction and Foreign Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters.a2
At present, this initiative is not concluded, as many issues remain; however, it is safe to say that the lack of international rules could have negative effects on global economic activities, particularly in e-commerce with
respect to digital works protected by intellectual property.

BOX-9.8

'LOVE IS A WONDERFUL THING'

On January 22,2Jl_1, the largest verdict evel concerning a single
musical composition was finalized in a music infringement case in the
United $tates of America. The popular singer Michael Bolton was sued

on accouht of his hugely popular musical composition "Love ls A
Wonderful Thing," for allegedly infringing a musical composition written by the 1960s musical group the lsley Brothers; both songs had the
same title. Bolton's song was popular in 1991; the lsley Brothers' song
was a hit in 1966. The jury at the district court level, in 1994, decided
that there had been infringement. The United States Supreme Court
affirmed the award of the lower court, in spite of the absence of
proven direct access, which was implied due to the widespread playing on the radio of the lsley Brothers' hit: US$5.4 million in monetary
damages, 66 percent of all future royalties from the single, and 28 percent of royalties from the album on which the single appeared.
S
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AreRruarve Drspurr ResoLurroru (ADR)

Another modality for administrative enforcement of lPRs is seen in the
rapidly growing and quite promising area of ADR and, in particular, arbitration. A less expensive, more expeditious, and less resource-intensive
method of resolving disputes, ADR is surfacing in many different fora as
a very viable alternative to civil litigation.
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ADR procedures can be either mandatory or optional, and their results
can be either binding, as typically in arbitration, or nonblnding, as in
mediation.

One example of ADR specifically tied to domain names (and their overlapping into the area of marks and especially well-known trademarks) is
the WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center's involvement in domain
name disputes. As one of four current providers of dispute resolution
services under the scheme established by the lnternet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), which has become the overarching administrative body for the lnternet, WIPO has received the
largest percentage of domain name cases filed, more than 60 percent.

The use of ADR offers many advantages to the problems, backlog,
delays, and costs associated with civil litigation. lt is generally operated
by an agency or body other than the authority which operates the civil
courts. As a growth area, it offers unique benefits in enforcing lPRs, and
it will certainly loom large in the future of global businesses and their
evolving use of lPRs. With its Rules for Arbitration, for Expedited
Arbitration and for Mediation and its Recommended Contract Clauses,
which are tailored to the specific characteristics of intellectual property
disputes, and its extensive database of specialized arbitrators and medi-

ators from

a

multitude of jurisdictions, the WIPO Arbitration and

Mediation Center is poised to play an effective role in this regard.

TEC HNOLOG ICAL EN FORCEMENT
After sustaining years of financial losses as well as the loss of the goodwill of their customers, businesses have made great efforts to create and
deploy technological measures to protect their products from counterfeiters and pirates, and in many cases, to protect the public from dangerous copies. Technological enforcement is a fast-changing dimension
in the world of enforcement. lt is expected to be used as a practical and
effective measure, particularly in the context of e-commerce. lndeed, the

l3ar

WIPO lnternet Treaties, the WCT and WPPT, for the first time oblige
Contracting Parties to provide legal protection and effective remedies
against the circumvention of effective technological measures that are
used by the right holder.
This area is fast changing because, as the saying goes, "What one man

can create, another can copy." This applies not only to the products
themselves, but also to the technological means of protection.
Conceptually, technological measures must be designed to shift the balance of risk to the counterfeiter; the probabilities are thus higher that he
or she will get caught, pay a large fine, and perhaps go to prison.o3 This
concept permeates the design and deployment of technological measures.
ln order for technological measures to be successful in their assigned
roles, they must be sensitive to cost, which is ultimately passed on to the
consumer. lf the price of the technology protecting the product doubles
its cost, it will be unuseable; likewise, if the technological measures disrupt normal distribution of the product or are unfriendly to the consume[
for example, impeding or even preventing use of the product. Because
of these various and necessary considerations, business has understood
that only through a combination of different technological measures, can
products be protected, and counterfeiters be defeated.

There are basically four different types of technological measures by
which businesses attempt to protect their products and enforce their
intellectual property and other rights: optical technology, biotechnology,
chemical technology, and electronic technology. A brief description of
the optical and electronic measures is given below.
Optical technological measures, which are visual in nature and make use
of light in various ways, have become quite popular with manufacturers.
The most prevalent of those technologies is the hologram, a two or
three-dimensional device which reflects an image, or images, and which
is sometimes accompanied by movement reflected in the image(s). The
main reason holograms have become the most used optical technology
is that they are the most difficult, costly, and technically challenging to
copy.
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Electronic measures include the following: (1)The magnetic strip - like
the ones protecting credit and bank cards, they store large amounts of
information in coded form, which can be read with an appropriate scanner. (2) The smart card - a plastic card which incorporates a computer
chip which stores and, upon proper access, gives large amounts of information. This is expensive but effective and will surely be one avenue for
future enforcement. (3) Electronic encryption, which scrambles the electronic signal, making it unreadable by normal means such as computers,
CD players, VCRs, and DVD players. The makers of the goods and legitimate purchasers are the only ones who legitimately have possession of
the key necessary to unlock the encryption.*

ORGAN IZATION

S

AN D IN ITIATIVES

The issue of the enforcement of lPRs cuts across many segments and layers of society; it affects them all in varying degrees and in different ways.
Counterfeiting and piracy constitute the bulk of the problem. Because of
the various effects on society, there are numerous organizations involved
in this issue, and several noteworthy initiatives. They include the World
Customs Organization fi/VCO).' and INTERPOL.*

Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are most often industry or trade
associations formed to further the goals and objectives of a particular
industry. They serve important and vital functions, including conducting
research and gathering statistics, formulating policy, voicing that policy
at meetings and in relevant fora, and keeping their members informed
and up to date on developments with cutting edge information. They
include the lnternational Chamber of Commerce (lCC), lnternational
Federation of the Phonographic lndustry (lFPl), the Motion Picture

Association (MPA), Business Software Alliance (BSA), and the
lnternational Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition (IACC).

lt)T

IN ITIATIVES FOR INTE RNATIONAL
COOPERATION
Several international initiatives are currently in operation. The EC has
been quite active in the fight against counterfeiting and piracy, and its
efforts are noteworthy. There are several specific reasons underlying
these efforts, such as the comprehensive aim of enhancing the Single
Market in its performance and global standing; the introduction of the
Euro single currency and the positive effects that can bring; and the fact
that many of the categories of counterfeit items are either in large part
produced or sold in the EC, for instance, high fashion and luxury goods,
and optical disks embodying music, computer software, and films.

ln

1986, the EC took action against counterfeit goods by enacting
Regulation 3842/86. That regulation was amended in large part by
Regulation 3295/94, which was itself amended by Regulation 241/1999.
The Regulation seeks "to halt the relentless growth in international trade
in counterfeit goods;" it lays down measures to prohibit release forfree
circulation, export, re-export or entry of counterfeit and pirated goods; it
strengthens the powers of the customs authorities; and it deals with the
thorny issue of parallel imports without the right holder's consent.

ln i998, the EC prepared and released for comments its green paper,
Combating Counterfeiting and Piracy in the Single Market. This extensive paper examined the problems associated with counterfeiting and
piracy, starting with the widest possible common sense approach; the
scope of the paper covers "all products, processes and services which
are the subject-matter or result of infringement of an intellectual property right... of a copyright or neighboring right. .. or of the sui generls right
of the maker of a database. " The EC subsequently published a report on
the responses received to the green paper, a document rich in comments, and information, which will serve to justify concerted, focused
efforts to deal with these problems.o'
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TOWARDS THE CREATION OF AN INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY CULTURE
Among several factors explaining the declining rate of piracy are the
following:
software companies have established more of a global as well as
local presence thus making it easier to purchase the legal item,
and there is greater public awareness about the illegalities of
pirate software;
increased cooperation between industry and government in the
period since 1994;
criminal penalties have been enacted in many jurisdictions and
enforced in some instances.o'
Whether, and to what extent, society realizes the full value of lPRs in the
new economy and in modern society irrefutably impacts on economic,
social, and cultural development. ln addition to political will and the

implementation of national legislation compliant with all the relevant
treaties of IPR enforcement, government leaders may wish to consider
the importance of fostering an lP culture (see Box - 9.9).
Appreciating the value of lPRs and the potential positive impact they can
have on society, will raise awareness in all persons involved or touched
by the process. ln the lP culture, government officials and agencies act to
increase value and raise standards of living by advocating an increased
use of lPRs. The private sector, from multinational corporations down to
SMEs, recognizes the value of lPRs in knowledge-based industries and
economies. The public understands the benefits of purchasing legitimate goods and services, thereby boosting local industries and
economies, increasing the tax base, and teaching children the value of
the rule of law. The absence of an lP culture gives rise to a stagnant,
receding economy, a lack of creativity and inventiveness, and a business
climate bereft of FDl, consistency, or reliability.

E-r-

An lP culture creates an environment in which the need to

actually

enforce lPRs is reduced or eliminated, an environment in which the focus
is creativity and inventiveness; perfection of products and services; building and increasing market share, consumer confidence, and brand equity; and the proliferation of goods and services to all citizens.

BOX-9.9
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On the IPR enforcemept fron
a
domestic enforcement is- the
specialized Crime Division
Excise
while border enforcement
Department. ln the field of education, Siqgapore hfs public education
campaigns led by IPOS and the Natiqpal Science & Technology Board
aimed at promoting greater public awareness'bf lP'vrghts.
Source: Dr. Ng Siew Kuan, Nation al University of Singapore.
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For true economic, social, and cultural development to occuri intellectual property must play a crucial role;for lPRs to playthat crucial role, they

must be enforced throughout society. To effect the maximum enforcement of lPRs, an lP culture must be harnessed. Enforcement is a multilayered concept. lt cannot be approached only through the police, customs, and courts. Without political will, the appropriate legislative framework, and an lP culture, there can be no enforcement, and ultimately, the
country and its economy will suffer.
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The terms "counterfeiting" and "piracy" are defined and used differently in different contexts. Generally speaking, "counterfeiting" is associated with the intentional infringement of trademarks, and "piracy" with the intentional infringement of
copyright and related rights. However, each of these terms can be defined to
include other types of lP Regardless of these variations in definition and usage, it is
fair to say that counterfeiting and piracy involve an indisputable taking of the intellectual property of another without authorization. /t is this clear disregard for the
rights of others that makes them egregious.
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http://wvvw.bsa.org

3

Business Software Alliance and Software & lnformation lndustry Association, 1999
Global Software Piracy Report (May 20@): 2.

4

lJnited Nations Association Staff , Basic Facts About the United Nations (New York:
United Nations Publications, 1 998).

5

lnternational Federation of the Phonographic lndusty, Music Piracy Report 2000,
(London, June 2M):2.

6

tbid.

7

http://www.mpaa.org

B

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Economic lmpact of
Counterfeiting, (Paris, 1 998): 2.
1

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

tbid.,13.
tbid.,14.

tbid.,15.
tbid., 16.
tbid., 16.
tbid.,17.
tbid.,18.
tbid.,1B.

tbid.,9.
tbid.,27.
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See for example, http://vvtuw.cybercrime.gov. Some examples follow. A raid in Los
Angeles, California, netted US$10.5 million in counterfeit software and holograms,
and included guns, TNlt and plastic exploslves. A member of the BTK gang, con-

victed for murder ln New York, testified that extorlion and murder were sa/es too/s
used to se// the gang's counterfeit Rolex and Carlier watches; and that the gang
earned up to US$13 million from its counterfeiting activities, which it used to fund
its other operations. A raid in New Jersey seized US$400,000 of counterfeit Louis
Vuitton and Chanel handbags, which were found to contain heroin stitched inside.
Paramilitary groups in Northern lreland funded their operations through the sale of
counterfeit ttems, including: perfumes, veterinary products, video films, video
ga mes, softw a re, a n d ph ar m aceuticals. (See http / /www. i acc. o rg).
:

20

The WHO defines counterfeit medicine as "one which is deliberately and fraudulently mislabeled with respect to identity and/or source. Counterfeiting can apply to
both branded and generic products and may include products with the correct
ingredients, wrong ingredients, without active ingredients, with insufficient quantity
or active ingredients, or with fake packaging."

21

http / / vrww. i nte r p o l. nt

22

tbid.

23

http://wwur.iacc.org

24

tbid.

25

http / / pro quest. u mi. co m

26

WIPO document, WIPO/IPR/KUU00/3: 4.

27

lP Asia (February 2000):4.

2B

WIPO document, WIPO/IP/HKG/98/4(c): 2.

29

http / /www. cpte ch. o rg

:

i

:

:

tf.T.r

30

lPRs are territorial in nature. Nationa/ protection is extended to foreigners or
enhanced according to various international treaties and conventions. But cerlain
rules and customs dictate just how those national rights will be enforced in a foreign
jurisdiction. One important rule affecting such rights is the first sale doctrine, which
states that when an object or item embodying /PRs is legally manufactured and
sold, the right holders ability to control the disposition of that item is terminated.
This concept is a/so embodied in the exhaustion of rights rule, which can vary as to
its national, regional or internationai scope. When you legitimately buy a book or a
car or a camera, you can re-sell it, rent it, or lease it, without a problem in the country in which you purchased it.

31

hnp :// m al aysi

32

http / / p ro quest. u mi.com

33

tbid.
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Source: Singapore Police Force, Films and Publication Depot., and Customs and
Excise Department, Februanl 1, 2001
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lP Asia, February 2000, 10.
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WIPO organized a World Forum on Private International Law and lntellectual
Property in January 2N1 to dlscuss a number of outstanding questlons including
the international jurisdiction of lP cases, choice of applicable lP laws, and the recoqnition of foreign decisions on lP infringement. Discussion papers are available at
http: / /wtuw.wi p o.i nt.

43

Economic lmpact of Counterfeiting: 32.

44

lbid.,34.

45

The WCO is based in Brussels, Belgium. Established in 1952 as the Custorns
Cooperation Council, it changed its name in 1994 to World Customs Organization
to reflect its worldwide role as the exc/usive intergovernmental organization with
competence in customs matters. As this is written, there are 151 member governments. WCO hosts a joint Customs/Business IPR Committee, in which business
members work direaly with governments to enhance enforcement of lPRs and the
fight against counterfeiting and puacy.

46

lnterpol was set up to globally enhance and facilitate cross-border criminal police
co-operation. lt is an international organization with 179 member countries. See
more at www.interpol.int.

47

http / /www. europ
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1999 Global Software Piracy Report, 1-2. See http://vvvvw.bsa.org.
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EMPOWERMENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL
The knowledge-based economy has as its foundation the intellectual
capital of the individual. This provides it with creativity and innovation,
which results in surging growth and dynamic development.
The digital revolution, the lnternet, and e-commerce, all global phenomena, serve to reinforce the role of individuals in creating a knowledge-based economy. They provide the means to globally link likeminded persons, to establish the synergies necessary to create true forward movement, and to support and facilitate the sharing of common
goals and the tools necessary to achieve these goals. E-commerce is also
impressive in its exponential growth and its potential to facilitate distribution of a tremendous array of products and services.
ln the era of the lnternet, e-commerce, and rapidly evolving digital technology, what is it that empowers the individual? Creativity and innovation
play a key role. lntellectual property provides clearly perceived incentives
to foster and to actualize creativity and innovation. There is also measurable value in establishing a tangible connection between the products
and services created, and the demonstrable ability to derive compensation when these products or services are embraced by the public. These
and other factors have been shown time and time again to motivate creators and innovators, businesses and enterprises, at all levels of society,

to produce the tangible and intangible works and inventions which

so

enrich our economic, cultural, and social lives.
There is an underside to this scenario, which is also well documented,
and unfortunately much too familiar: How many countries or places are
there with an inadequate intellectual property infrastructure, where the

creators and innovators know with certainty that their creations and
inventions will be stolen from them, and that they will receive no compensation, and no due credit? Such places will have little, if any, success
in establishing or attracting new industries, R&D, technology transfers,
manufacturing, and FDI into their economies.
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An efficient, energetic lP system creates and fosters national economic,
social, and cultural groMh. lt can stimulate investment, R&D and related
activities in the creation and dissemination of new products and services,
and, most importantly, there is a proliferation of newly created knowledge, which, in turn, further empowers the individual in society, as well
as society in general. The result is a cycle of sharing and exploiting of
new and useful knowledge, which ultimately benefits everyone in society.
This is the promise of lP empowerment.
Through its programs, budget allocation, activities, and its expressed
objectives, WIPO supports the model of an lP system that empowers
individuals and societies. This is, quite simply, lP empowerment as an
actualized model, and it is and will be the basis for the WIPO strategy
over the next years.
One of the primary objectives of WIPO in the implementation of its lP
empowerment strategy will be to establish a global community consisting of individuals, governments, businesses, and other relevant constituencies, all of whom will be making active use of intellectual property
and the supporting lP systems, as powerfultools facilitating the growth,
development, and enhancement of knowledge-based economies. By
spreading an lP culture and creating a global intellectual property-minded
community the Organization can contribute to the social, economic and
cultural well-being of nations.
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THE COMPONENTS OF THE INTELLECTUAL
P

ROPE RTY-EMPOWE RED SOC I ETY

Political will, a legislative framework, vital institutions, and an lP culture
can be considered essential components of the lP-empowered society.
ln order to manifest and realize the full value which it has been demonstrated that intellectual property brings to society, there must be an environment in which these components are present and fully functional. The
absence of any one of them gives rise to a stagnant and receding economy; a lack of creativity and innovation; and a business climate lacking in
vitality, consistency, or reliability. Let us examine these components individually:
(1)

(2)

Political Will. Government leaders of WIPO Member States
recognize the value of intellectual property and the lP system; the
need for legislation compliant with all international obligations;
the necessity for vital institutions such as lPOs, courts, cultural and
research institutions; and the high value to be placed on an lP
culture, in which all members of the public are fully aware of the
positive impact which lPRs can bring to bear on economic,
cultural, and social development, domestic and foreign trade,
international investment, and technology transfer. lt is the first
component in the foundation of the lP-empowered society and it
is essential that leaders show their commitment to the vision of lP
as a tool for improving the lives of their peoples.
Legislative Framework. While the necessity for political will cannot
be underestimated, lPRs are based on a country's national
legislation. That legislation must be compliant with the obligations
contained in the international lP treaties and conventions,
particularly the Paris and Berne Conventions, and the TRIPS
Agreement. Whenever the international lP community agrees by
consensus that new international norms are required (such as
through a diplomatic conference), the national legislative
framework can be upgraded, so that newly adopted international
norms, such as in the PLT, and the WCT and WPPT, are woven into
the legislative framework quickly and efflciently. lt is also important
that the legislative framework reflects a fair balance among all

w

sectors, including the public, the private sector and industry,
consumers, and government. The key role of this component, the
legislative framework, underscores that the rule of law is one of the
most important underpinnings of the lP-empowered society.
(3)

Vital lnstitutions. lPRs intersect with society through the
institutions that deal with them. Such institutions include
government (lPOs and other relevant regulatory agencies such as
those dealing with health and safety, taxation, consumer affairs,
and foreign affairs); courts (including judges and lawyers);
educational and research institutions and enforcement agencies.
lnstitutions must be sensitive to the value of lPRs, must not create
barriers to groMh or trade, and must encourage creativity and
innovation literally through all of the action and decisions which
they take or implement. An exceptionally important dimension of
these vital institutions is human resources and their development
and enhancement. No institution can function without good
people doing their jobs well. A scenario in which human resources
are not properly supported will not function optimally.

(4)

lP Culture. This component is last, not because it is the least
important, but because it follows the other components in
chronological and developmental evolution. ln an lP culture
governments and agencies seek to increase value and raise
standards of living, by advocating an increased use of lP as a tool

for economic groMh. The private sector, from multinational
corporations to SMEs and sole-proprietorships, recognizes the
value of lP in knowledge-based industries. Research in science and
technology and cultural institutions are valued and funded. lT and

communications technology are emphasized and employed
effectively. The many and varied sectors of the lP culture
communicate with each other, trade with each other, and act with
both the incentives and benefits of the lP system in mind. The
general public understands the benefits of purchasing legitimate
goods and services and thereby boosts local industries and
economies.
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As was mentioned above, the absence of any one of these components
can cripple the entire system and thereby seriously affect the economy.
It is the web of these multi-level, essential components that serves to cre-

ate the environment in which creativity and innovation are encouraged
and stimulated; in which a steady stream of newly created and distributed products and services makes daily life more pleasant, efficient, and
exciting; and in which businesses are focused on product creation and
development, establishing brand equity and market share, solving problems, helping to eradicate disease and sickness, expanding educational
possibilities, and in general, raising the standards of living for every person in society. That is the lP-empowered society.

WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGAN IZATION
What, then, is the role of WIPO with respect to the lP-empowered society? The Organization is constantly seeking to assist its Member States,
with respect to each of the above-mentioned four components, by providing training, seminars, and legal and technical assistance. Training and
seminars targeted at government officials, legislators, IPO staff members, the judiciary and lawyers, enforcement officials, lP practitioners,
creators and innovators and others, are constantly being organized and
presented by WIPO in conjunction with the governments of its Member
States. By dealing with the components which comprise the seamless
environment in which lPRs play such a large role, WIPO, and the work
that it undertakes, serves to enhance economic, social, and cultural
development; to raise the standard of living for all levels of society; to
create new and rewarding opportunities for the public and private sectors; and to help nations to compete in the global marketplace. ln general, the role of WIPO is to make the world a better place by striving to
accomplish this in accordance with the WIPO mandate.
Towards these goals and objectives, WIPO will further develop new and
powerful tools to supplement national systems in the acquisition, maintenance, protection, and enforcement of lPRs. A legal infrastructure must
constantly be updated and revised to keep pace with legal, technological,
and market advances. WIPO will strive for simplification and improvement of procedures, harmonizing substantive provisions of national laws

R4T

towards the establishment of a user-friendly lP system, by making use of
the present global protection systems, such as the PCT and the Madrid
system, more appealing, less complex and less costly for creators, and
more efficient through the application of state-of-the-art information
technologies within the Organization.
WIPO will bring forward-looking, problem-solving thinking to bear on its
activities and services. As an example, conventional approaches, which

have proven in the past to be effective, whether at national or global
level, sometimes are not effective in the context of recent questions
involving activities in cyberspace, mainly because of the lnternet's globality, anonymity, and technicalsophistication. WIPO leadership in the area
of lP-related questions and problems regarding e-commerce and the
lnternet will continue to be expanded and reinforced. ln this regard, the
entry into force of WIPO's "lnternet Treaties"(the WCT and WPPT) in2OO2
is a good example of its approach to emerging questions for which conventional approaches are somewhat ineffective. Another example is the

on-line procedures made available by the WIPO Arbitration and
Mediation Center for the quick and cost-efficient resolution of disputes
relating to lnternet domain names.

The on-going training and upgrading of skills of people integrally
involved in vital institutions is crucial if the lP infrastructure is to work efficiently and successfully. These include government officials, experts and
professionals, and users of lP systems. This human resource development function with respect to lP is central to WIPO's mandate.
The role of WIPO in the 21" century will be greatly enhanced through its
current programs to upgrade and expand its use and deployment of lT.
Of particular note are initiatives for the electronic filing of applications
under the PCT and for the deployment of WlPOruEr to assist Member
States' lPOs to offer efficient products and services. WIPO will be a
leader in both its use and advocacy of l{, encouraging its Member States
and other constituencies in this regard and assisting them to the maximum extent possible.

WIPO will allocate and focus its resources, services, and personnel
towards enhancing the proven and measurable benefits which the lP sys-
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tem creates in respect of economic, social, and cultural growth and
development. lt will strive to be transparent and accountable to all of its
constituencies, most of all to its Member States, and will concentrate its
efforts, time, and energy on successfully achieving these goals and
objectives. For these goals and objectives are not just worthy - they are
crucial to the success and well-being of the generations that will follow.
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ACDAM
ACUM
ADR
AICRPE
AIDS
APRA
ARIPO
ASCAP
ASP
ATSIC
AUTM
BMI
BSA
BTG
ccTLD
CD
CERN
CIPR
CISAC
COMPASS

COTT
CSIR
DFG
DNA
DRF
DSL
DVD
EAU
EC
EER
EPC
EPO
FDI
GAPP
GATT
GDP

Agencia Cubana de Derecho de Autor Musical

et 6diteurs de
musique en lsrael
alternative dispute resolution
All lndia Coordinated Research Project on Ethnobiology
acquired immune deficiency syndrome
Australasian Performing Right Association
African Regional lndustrial Property Organization
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
application service providers
Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Commission
Association of University Technology Managers
Broadcast Music lnc.
Business Software Alliance
British Technology Group
country code top-level domain names
compact disc
European Organization for Nuclear Research
Coalition for lntellectual Property Rights
lnternational Confederation of Societies of Authors and
Composers
Composers & Authors Society of Singapore Ltd
Copyright Organisation of Trinidad and Tobago Ltd.
Council for Scientific and lndustrial Research (lndia)
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
DeoxyriboNucleic Acid
Dr. Reddy's Research Foundation
digital line subscriber
Soci6t6 des auteurs, compositeurs

digital versatile disc
EastiAutorite Uhing
European Commission
earnings expenditure ratio
European Patent Convention
European Patent Office
foreign direct investment
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
GeneralAgreement on Tariffs and Trade
gross domestic product
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GEMA
GNP
gTLD
HP
IAC
IACC
IAS
IASC
ICANN
ICC
lFPl
lP
IPMD
IPO
IPR
IPRS
ISMH
lT
JASRAC

Gesellschaft frir Musikdlische Auffuhrungs-und
Mechanische Vervielfdlti gungsrechte
gross national product
generic top-level domain names
Hewlett Packard lnc.
lndustry Advisory Commission

lnternational Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition
international accounting standards
lnternationalAccounting Standards Committee
lnternet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
lnternational Chamber of Commerce
lnternational Federation of the Phonographic lndustry
intellectual property
intellectual property management division
intellectual property office
intellectual property rights
lndian Performing Rights Society
lndian Systems of Medicine and Homeopathy
information technology
Japanese Society for Rights of Authors, Composers and
Publishers

JPO
KCI
KIPO
LDCs
M&As
MFN
MPA
MPG
MRI
NATO
NGO
NMPA
NRDC
OAPI

Japanese Patent Office
Yayasan Karya Cipta lndonesia

Korean lntellectual Property Office
least developed countries
mergers and acquisitions
most favored nation
Motion Picture Association

Max-Planck-lnstitute
magnetic resonance imaging
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
non-governmental organization
National Music Publishers'Association
National Research Development Corporation
Organisation Africaine de la propri6t6
i

OD
OECD

nte ectuel
I I

le / Af

rican ntel lectua I Property Orga n ization
I

organizational development
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development
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OHIM
OTL
PC
PCT
PLT
PPP
R&D
REACT
RIAA
ROM
SACEM
SAMRO
SESAC
SllA
SMEs
SMI
TBGRI
TK
TKDL
TKRC
TLOs
TM
TRIPS
UAW
UDRP
UK
UNCTAD
UNESCO
UNICE

Office for Harmonization in the lnternal Market
office of technology licensing
personal computer
Patent Cooperation Treaty
Patent Law Treaty
pro-active patent policies
research and development
R6seau Europ6en Anti-Contrefagon
Recording lndustry Association of America
read-only memory
Societ6 des auteurs, compositeurs et 6diteurs de
musique
South African Music Rights Organisation
The Society of European Stage Authors and Composers
Software & lnformation lndustry Association
small and medium-sized enterprises
Secure Digital Music lnitiative
Tropical Botanical Garden Research lnstitute
traditional knowledge
traditional knowledge digital library
Traditional Knowledge Research Classification
technology licensing offices
trademark
trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights
United Auto Workers
uniform dispute resolution policy
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern lreland
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization
Union of lndustrial and Employers' Confederations of
Europe

UPOV

lnternational Convention for the Protection of New

US
USPTO
VCR

Varieties of Plants
United States of America
United States Patent and Trademark Office
video cassette recorder

lruT

WCO
WCT
WE
WHO
WIPO
WPPT
WTO
ZIMRA

World Customs Organization
WIPO Copyright Treaty
Western Electric
World Health Organization
World lntellectual Property Organization
WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty
World Trade Organization
Zimbabwe Music Rights Association
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Commission (ATSIC) 262-3
aboriginal art (Australia) 250
adverlising 151, 152-3
Africa 198,303
African lntellectual Property Organization 284
African Regional lndustrial Property Organization 284
Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of lntellectual Property Rights
[RIPS Agreement) 17,32
on biotechnology 115
on copyright 294
and counterfeiting 313, 318
agricu lture
patents in 123-7
incentives for 125-7
new plant varieties 124-5

traditional knowledge in 242
markets for 253
Aguilera, Christina 200
AIDS vaccine, joint venture for 130

Aimster 225
aircraft components

counterfeiting 311, 312
lP rights, enforcement of 306
airplane 12
Alferov, Zhores l. 109
Algeria 289
All lndia Coordinated Research Project on Ethnobiology (AICRPE) 256
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) 323-4
A&M Records et. al. lnc. v. Napster lnc.226
Amati Communications 42
Amazon.com 68,70, 111
America OnLine 67

America On Line/Time-Warner 197
Apple Computer lnc. 158-60, 169,208,211
application service providers 214
Arai, Hisamitsu 82
Arcor Group 162
ARD 206
Argentina
book title production 41
trademark fees 289
trademarks registered 40
Asahi Beer 157

l--157-

Asahi Shimbun 207
Asia 198, 303

Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM) 101
astronomical instruments 1 1
AT&T 166
audiovisual industry 203-6
challenges to 230-1
counterfeiting and piracy 302

piacy 221
Australia

aboriginal art 250
book title production 41
certification marks, abori gin al arl 262-3
copyright collective management 202
lPOs, staff and budget 280
music sales 198

patent databases in 87, 88-9
patent infringement 321
protection of geographical indicators 181
automobile components
counterfeiting and piracy 302, 311, 312, 319
lP rights, enforcement of 306
Ayurveda principles 246-7
Azithromycin 91

Dl
DI

ballpoint pen 12
Banyan Tree Resorts 155-6
Barbaresi, Diego 158
Bath University 103
Baumol, William 27
Bayer 128
Bayh-Dole Act (USA, 1980) 96-7 , 99, 100, 101
Bell, Alexander, G.12
Bell Laboratories 85-6
Benelux 293
Benelux Trademark Office 289
Berkley, Seth 130
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic \Norks 223, 294

Beftelsmann 197
beverages from traditional knowledge 247
Bild 207
Biobr6s 120-1
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biodiversity, traditional knowledge in 242

biotechnology 32
lP systems in 114-15
patents in research 1 1 5-1 6

in developing countries 117-20
joint ventures in 120-3
public funding of research 99
R&D in 64
from traditional knowledge, markets for 253
Biro, Ladislao 12
Black, Fischer 62

Body Shop 247
Bogsch, Arpad 16

Bolton, Michael 323
books 206
e-books 222
mass market for 2O7-8
production of 41
Bowie, David 195,219
Boyer, Prof. '100

Braddock, Rick 114
brand equity 150
brand recognition 155
branding 150,'177
Brazil

book title production 41
FDI increases 38-9
and lP 86
lPOs, staff and budget 280
patent applications 36
patent databases in 87
R&D in biotechnology 117

trademarks registered 40
traditional knowledge, in trade 240
British Technology Group (BTG) 62, 87, 104
Brown, James 195
Brozin, Robert 175
Buena Vista Social Club 200
Business Software Al iance (Malaysia) 319, 326
business-method patents in e-commerce 110, 112
I
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Canada
lPOs, staff and budget 280
patent databases in 87
trademark fees 289
Carver, George Washington 10

Caterpillar components, counterfeit 319
cattle cures, lndia248
Ceclor 31 1
Celera Genomics 127
Central Council of Research of Ayunveda and Siddha 261
Central lntellectual Property and lnternational Trade Court ffhailand) 320
certification marks 1 49, 17 2
aboriginal art, Australia 262-3
for organic foods 169
Chase Manhattan Bank 68

Chebb Mami 200
Chiang, Claire 155
Chile 40
China

book title production 41
counterfeiting, enforcement against
lPOs, staff and budget 280
patent applications 35, 36

31

6, 319

patent law in 97
R&D in biotechnology 117
trademark fees 293
trademarks registered 40
traditional medicines in 246
CNN 228
co branding 164
Coca-Cola 61
as trademark 148,'161 , 163, 166
Cohen, Prof. 100
collective marks 149
Colombia 35
commercial use of traditional knowledge
acknowledgement and attribution 258
benefits, right to 256-7
derogatory offensive and fallacious use 258-9
ownership of 255
prevention or control of 255
commercial value of traditional knowledg e 249-53
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compact disc 13,221
licensing of technology 64
music on 196

Companies Act (UK, 1981) 57
Computer Associates 209
computer games 216-18, 230
computers
invented 12
and lP protection 32
in early technology 107-8

and software 108-10
Controller General of Patents and Trade Marks 261

copyright 14
collective management of 201-3

defined 19,190-1
of digital media 220-3
'fair use' doctrine 208
and lnternet224-7
on software 108-10
system for 294
and technological change 220
see aiso audiovisual; books; film; music; publishing; software
cosmetics from traditional knowledge 246-7
markets for 253
cost approach to valuation of intangible assets 59
Council of Scientific & lndustrial Research 261
counterfeiting of lP
criminal involvement 309
database for 317
economic consequences 309-1

1

increase in 307-8

international legal framework 312-15
social consequences 31 1-12

crab oil 245
creative destruction 26-7
creativity 192
crop protection products, markets for 253
Cuba

copyright collective management 202
R&D in biotechnology 117-18
cultural industries 1 91 -3
traditional knowledge in 249-53

CuraGen 128
cybersquatters 69
on trademarks 175-6
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Darjeeling, as geographical indicator 178
data processing counterfeiting 302
Dell Computers 68
Delphion lnc. 87
Denison, Edward 28
Denmark 293
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) 104
developing countries
biotechnology research tn 117-20
on indigenous medicines 122
visibility of 45-6
lP protection as growth policy 43-4
output and industrial structure 45
patent applications 36
lP,

patent research in 94-5
patents as power tools 132-8
indigenous development 1 34-6
lP Offices role '137-8

licensing 136-7
pro-active policies 1 33-4
technology transfer in 93
traditional knowledge in see traditional knowledge
Diamond v. Chakrabarty 115

digital media
copyright tn 220-3
piracy of 70,215,219

digital versatile disc (DVD) 204,221 ,223
Dijon mustard 180
Diplomatic Conference on Certain Copyright and Neighbouring
Rights Ouestions 224
Diplomatic Conference on the Protection of Audiovisual Performances 205
do-it-yourself publishing 222
Dolby Laboratories 170-1
domain names
ADR on 324
as trademarks 174-6
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